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FORl!."'WORD 
During the period 1955 to 1958, various aspects of the 
geography of the Maltese Islands were studied by individuals and 
group members of the Department of Geography in the Durham 
Colleges. The several studies were carried out independently 
although there was naturally much mutual consultation. The 
particular approach adopted by the writer of this thesis may be 
described as a study in social geography. Necessarily, some of 
the basic material (statistics, reports, etc.) was used by some or 
all of those concerned but the direction of the whole project 
involving work carried out for the Malta Government, the Colonial 
Office, etc., resulted in the segregation of the various investiga-
tions. In the compilation of this thesis studies in other specific 
fields, produced contemporaneously, are-therefore frequently 
referred to. The fieldwork in the l4altese Islands between 
January, 1957, and April, 1958, was made possible by the financial 
sponsoring of research in this subject qy the Colonial Economic 
Research Committee, to whom a report is being submitted. l'he 
candidate in fact held a Colonial Development and Welfare Research 
Fellowship from 1956 to 1958 •. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The material in this thesis is set out in four parts (v. 
Contents). Part l considers the develop=nent of society in Hal ta 
prior to 1800. dpecial emphasis is put on the period of the rule 
of the Order of .::it. John between 1530 and 1'798 {Chapter 3) for this 
is seen to have been the formative period in so far as the emergence 
of the present urban-rural dichoton~ is concerned. Before 1530 
there existed only a single essentially rural society based on an 
inland capital, Notabile, but, Hhen the ilritish assumed control in 
1800, Valletta and the urban area had already emerged with an 
economy and society d:Lstinct from that of a secluded rural i-ialta and 
Gozo. 
In Part 2 the development of this urban-rural cleavage is followed 
----- through the· nineteenth and the first liarr- of the twentieth centuries-
and particular at-tention is paid to the forces which, towards the end 
of the nineteenth century, Here coming to exert \-that may be called an 
1 urbanizing 1 influence upon rural i•ial ta and Gozo along with a tendency 
to 'emancipate' the people there from the social seclusion imposed in 
the past. 
Parts 3 and 4, on the othez: hand, are based almost ent.irely on 
field work in which an attempt has been made to consider the presen·ii 
social and economic landscape in terms of the developments outlined 
in the first two Parts. Part 3 begins with a survey of rural and 
ix 
village society today (Chapter 10) and examines ·11J.e relation bet1r1een 
changes in farming and the general social change. The technical, 
economic, and social aspects of Nal tese agriculture relevant to such 
a discussion are considered in Chapters 11, 12, and 13 respectively. 
The main points of the argument to emerge from this discussion 
are recapitulated in Chapter 14, after which Part 4 goes on to 
present fourteen detailed studies of individual farmers and a general 
statement of the position of the fisherULen. 
The overall forces of change and flux considered in this thesis 
may thus be stated: an emerging greater social and economic freedom 
of choice now avaj_lable is associated with the dissolving of t.he old 
communal •natrices and is enabling the individual to break traditional 
ties. This, therefore, is the theme 1r1hich runs through the thesis 
here presented. The detailed form of the work has been dictated by 
the character of the constituent elements of the theme. 
ll. general Bibliography of the Haltese Islands, containing over 
six hundred i terns and including all those referred to in ·the text of 
the thesis by number as B/14, B/34'7, etc. is presented as a separate 
volrnne. 
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( 1) A BIBLIOGRAPHY 0]' THE MAIJTESE ISLANDS 
accompanies this thesis as a separate 
volume. Items in this Bibliography 
are refered to in the text by number 
as B/123, B/23, etc. 
(2) Typographical Note: In Maltese orthography 
the aspirate or hard 'h' is 
distinguished from the inaspirate 
or mute 'h' by the addition of a 
second bar in the capital letter and 
a bar through the gp-stroke of the 
small letter. For ease of typing 
the writer of this thesis has taken 
the liberty of representing the bar 
through the lower small letter -
i.e. 'B:' • Similarly the :etter 
'ain is represented as 1gH'. 
l. 
Part 1 KAL'I'A BEFORE 1800 
Human society may be considered to be a continuous process 
rather than a state of being. The present social scene must 
therefore be considered against a background of an understanding 
of the pas·t;. 
In modern Malta and Gozo it is possible to distinguish t-wo 
very different sections of society: Urban and Rural. '!'his 
dichotomy is however of recant origin having emerged under the 
rule of the Order of S·t;. John in Malta (1530 - 1798) after '"hich 
it went on to grow to current proportions during the period of 
British administra·t;ion (after 1800) ru1d the growth of the Royal 
Naval Dockyard. On the one hand an urban society has developed, 
cosmopolitan and dependant on non-MaHese sources for its liveli-
- .hood; meanwhile, on the- other hand,--rural Halta--;-the object of 
the present study ha.s, until recently, remained cut-off, socially 
and economically, from the \-IOrld outside. 'l'oday it is rapidly 
catching up with urban Halta but retains enough of the traditional 
constituent elements to warrant a consideration of the past and 
even the distant past before one makes a study of the present 
situation. 
Part l outlines the development of Haltese society in general 
before 1800, by \.Jhich time the rural-urban cleavage had become \olide 
enough to justify separate discussion of the t\·10 parts. Part 2 
2. 
goes on to consider the major factors in the changes in rural 
J.1altese society in the nineteenth and tHentieth centuries, after 
which Part 3 continues 1.oiith a more detailed examination of Jvialtese 
rural society today. It considers the individual -especially 
the farmer- 1.o1Hhin the village communi-ty 
1 
1r1hile Part 4 presents 
detailed case studies of fourteen such individuals. 
CI-IAPI'ER 1 
Halta before_illQ 
'!'here are no traces of Paleolithic or Mesolithic man in 
the Haltese Islands. The first settlers are believed to ha.ve 
arrived from Sicily towards the end of the third millenium B.C. 
with a culture which had originated long before - possibly in 
some part of \•!estern Asia. These Neolithic people followed a 
settled agriculture and were able to build an apparently thriving 
civilization \·Ihich lasted until it \ol as destroyed by a wave of 
invaders armed \oJith bronze weapons it is thought about 1500 B. C., 
these latter people to be succeeded in turn after 150 years by 
a third group arriving from southern Sicily1• 
Evidence upon 1r1hi"ch knowledge-of these early r1ia.ltese and 
their society is built up includes comparison and correlation 
of dating sequences bet\o~een Ma.l'ta and neighbouring parts of the 
:t-1editerranean, especially Sicily. Apart from the evidence of the 
great temples themselves much information as to dating is given 
by potsherd and other remnants found buried within the temples 
and in some places even incorporated into the building structure 
(B/546). 
On this basis it is possible to distinguish five phases 
before 1500 l:i.C. and to assign the great temples of lvlalta and 
Gozo, still part of the landscape though in ruins, to these 
stages in the development of religion and society. Earliest 
are the remains a·t Ghar Dalam, near Birzebbuga, where 1·elics 
of human occupation including pottery identical with ·that of 
early neolithic Sicily are stratified above earlier animal remains. 
This first colonization is thought to have been abou·t 2300 B.C. 
It was follm·Jed a. century or two la-uer by temple iJuilding as seen 
at l"lgarr (Halta) which soon developed into a distinctive third phase 
of building and pottery. Soon after the beginning of the second 
millenium B.C. there was a fourth pha.sa of temple architecture 
exemplified by the more complex Corradino ~,;emple, 1.,rhich gave .,1a:y 
to a long and important period up to 1500 B.C. during 1,1hich the 
size of buildings and the stones used increased, softer globigerina 
replaced more resistent coralline limestone for interiors, the 
characteristic temple plan came to show t1r10 oval chambers instead 
of the traditional "clover leaf" lay-out, and the total magnificance 
and extant of the temples and ritual reached a peak not sean before 
in the islands. '!'he great temples of Ggantija in Gozo and Hagar 
~im ner:r Qrendi date from this culmina-ting period, and suggest a 
developed religion and complex ritual with oracles, statues of the 
mother-goddess, together with suggestions of divination and sacrifice. 
But about 1500 B.C. this outstanding development of organized 
religion came to an abrupt halt with the arrival of the settlers 
from Sicily who used the abandoned shrines of the temple of 'l'arxien 
as a cremation cemetery - suggesting an eastern Mediterranean 
_,. 
influence. However further evidence of this Tarxien cemetery 
culture is slight and not all of it free from question (B/465). 
Similarly the next intrusion (about 1350 B.C.) has left extensive 
remains only at Borg in-Nadu.r., near Birzebbuga, where another old 
temple \·!as seized and strongly i'ortif'ied with a great defensive 
\·Ja.ll and '~ith a settlement partly overlapping the ruins of the 
temple. Some pottery on this site suggests that Mycenean trade 
to the west was active at this time. The heavy fortifications 
suggest a threat either from abroad, or.even from within Malta 
itself if the islands were large enough for some of the 'l'arxien 
cremators to have remained unsubdued. 
It is now considered probable that the contraversial cart-
ruts in the rock surface in many places in Malta and Gozo made 
their first ~ppearance about this time. The ruts are U-shaped 
occurring in pairs with about 4' 6 11 between the grooves in most 
cases, each groove beine some 4" wide at -~he base though considerably 
wider at the surface. In some places they occur in groups a.nd even 
show points and cross-overs. It is agreed that these tracks in-
dicate considerable traffic during the later centuries of neolithic 
Halta. It is possible also that there was transport of goods. bet\-/een 
the sea coast and inland settlements for at several places round the 
coast today -~he ·~racks end abruptly at a cliff top or disappear 
into the sea. \o!hatever the activity it is thought that the vehicle 
concerned was a slide-cart consisting of two long poles pulled by an 
b. 
animal and supporting a loa.d tied across t.he poles: the older 
theory holds that the grooves were the tracks of cart-1rrheels2 • 
Although it is possible to build up a. picture of the intense 
religious life of these early HaHese the nature of their agriculture, 
settlement systems, language and physical characteristics is not 
known. Neither is it possible LO estimate their numbers beyond 
observing that the building of the great temples suggests a. minimum 
of some thousands. Hhere and how these people lived is not clear 
though it is thought that ·they tended to site their settlements 
away from their temples of 1rrorship \orhich occupied commanding positions 
- consider Ggantija above the slope leading up to modern Xaghra village 
and Hagar Q~1 on a high point overlooking the sea a~ay to the south-
~est. Presumably the builders of these temples ~ere capable of 
building substantial houses: possibly they lived in caves. 
Much has been speculated though little is kno~n about the 
Phoenicians in Malta. As evidence, archaeology can offer only a 
fe\·J insc~iptions found in various parts of the islands, a character-
istically Punic form of burial \·rhich seems to persist dO\.In to the 
Roman occupation, and the questionable language element. There is, 
hO\oJever, no indicGtion so far as to ehher the form or extent of any 
Phoenician settlement in the Isle~ds, or ~bather they were content 
to trade ~ith ·the inhabitants. Certainly Malt e. lay Hi thin the 
path of the Phoenician traders ~ho took their ships and their commerce 
through the Nediterra.nean and beyond to the Tin Islands and the coast 
I o 
of West Africa but some authorities insist that Nalta must have 
haci only a limHed importance as a transit post and not at all 
comparable with Sicily, especially in the early stages of coastal 
navigation (B/38-232. 1958). There is ·the further point that 
Halta lies far nearer to Carthage ·than to the Phoenician homeland 
in ·the Levant and one wonders whether the influence of Carthage, 
after the foundation of the city in 822 B.C. was not greater in 
i'tialta than that of' the Phoenicians themselves 1.-1ho may, according 
to some authorities, have begun to visit the Maltese islands 
about 1000 B.c. 
The Phoenicians were once given credit for the great megalithic 
monuments of Malta and Gozo and, until recently, it \-Jas fashionable 
to give them credit for the lvial tese language also ( v. Chapter 7). 
Lord Strickland put the 1 pro~enician1 case in an extreme fashion 
(B/606) in which he observed -
11
'rhe object of this treatise is to prove that the 
:tvlaltese are not the descendants of any Semitic or African 
race. This is best accomplished. by asce1·taining and 
spreading the truth. The inhabitants of the country 
districts of Malta and Gozo are descendants of a 
Phoenician colony ••• the race is of Caucasian origin • 
. . . . . . . . . . 
The approximate date of the great earth-quake, which 
made l--1a.l ta an Island and let in the salt water across the 
isthmus" (i.e. alleged land-bridge bet1rteen Sicily and 
North Africa) 11 is indicated by a remarkable break in the 
series of types of pottery, implements and tools discovered 
in Malta; nothing of metal has been found between ·the 
Neolithic and the Phoenician period, except at Tarxien 
and Baaria. It may therefore be taken as probable that 
the great cataclysm that destroyed hippopotamuses and 
elephants also destroyed the original inhahitants of Malta, 
and that when the Phoenicians came to Malta, they fotmd it 
an uninhabited island Hith magnificent temples of which 
stone domes had fallen in • 
. . . . . . . . . . 
The positive authority of Diodorus Siculus, repeating 
that Ha 1 ta was a flourishing colony of the Phoenicians, 
coincides \oJith tbe Christian era • 
. . . . . . . . . . 
Religion was, in Arab times an inseparable barrier 
bet\-Teen the Hohammedan Arabs and the descendants of the 
Phoenicians "'ho had become Christians in the first century, 
and this bar prevented mixed marriages and the contamination 
of the race by Semitic invaders. 11 
This persuasive thesis of Strickland, n0\11 refuted (B/298, 
etc.), •ms put i'or\·!ard without the benefit of the archaeological 
data which ha.ve since been found. I<'urt her, and more important, 
it vias v/I'itten in the twenties of this century when emigration to 
the British Dominions had come into vogue. Nineteenth-century 
Maltese emigra·tion had tended to go to nearby North Africa but 
when Strickland set out 11 to prove that the I.J!altese are not the 
descendants of any Semitic or African race" it was in order to 
sho\ol the Australians and others that "!ihe settlers from Malta 
were white Europeans of indisputable lineage with no taint of 
Islam or of 'colour'. Quite apart from this, however, Strickland's 
thesis was very well adapted to the climate of thought among the 
I>ialtese in Halta about themselves - so arrogantly Christian and 
European after being a forward bastion of Christendom against 
persistent i'-'ioslem threats for six centuries after the occupation 
7• 
of Malta by the Normans (1091). But if Lord Strickland can be 
forgiven for \.Jriting very 1 popular• history he can be allowed 
neither his use of ·the word 1 race• nor his dubious statements 
about the religious life of the l-ialtese during the Arab domination3. 
lvioreover, while it is eminently possible that St. Paul managed to 
establish tne Christian Church in Nalta during his three mon·ths 1 
stay in the Islands in the \orinter of A.D.60, the account in the 
Acts of the Apostles does not say so ( B/281, v. Chapter 8). 
Another question \oJhich reveals the difficulties associated 
with the study of early Halta concerns the extent of Greek 
influence. By the seventh century B.C. they seem to have be-
come strong rivals of the Phoenicians throughou·t the Ivlediterranean 
\.Jorld of that time and the discovery in Malta of inscriptions in 
both Phoenician and Greek suggests that the influence of both 
-
powers was felt in the Island4. Little more can be said. 
The mid fifth-century B.G. saw Cart~assurne exclusive 
political control in what had been the western sphere of' Phoenician 
influence - including J.Ialta, whether Greek or Phoenician at that tims. 
After two centuries more, Carthaginian supremacy was itself challenged 
by the grm.Jing power of Ro!!ll! and Nalta fell, as one of the prizes of 
the Punic Wars (264 - 146 B.C.), only to be re-captured by the 
Ca.rthaginians in 218 B.C. before capitulating finally to the Roman 
Consul 'rHus Sepronius two years later. The subsequent extension 
of Roman authority throughout the Hediterranean world, along \oiith 
the decline of Carthaginian sea-power and the annihilation of 
Garthage itself in 146 B.C. brought to Malta and Gozo Roman 
peace, Roman government and Roman Law and institutions. The 
islands -were made part of the Praetors hip of Sicily but, under 
Emperor Hadrian, Halta 'l-Ias given 1 l·1unicipium1 status and this 
-wa.s some time later given to Gozo as -well. Under the Romans 
Malta became European in outlook, and the political line thereby 
established -with Sicily - from \.Jhere the earliest knolf.'n inhabitants 
of Halta had come - was the beginning of a long association with 
that part of ·the European mainland (B/288). 
On the basis of what is kno-wn about the Roman Empire in 
general one may reconstruct a picture of life in Malta under the 
rule of Rome (B/288,289). Roms.n and other writers of the period 
have moreover, left snatches of information and contemporary 
account5• 
St. Paul was shipwrecked in Malta in A.D.60 and stayed some 
three months before leaving for Sicily (B/281). Despite the 
absence of proofit is popularly believed in Malta that St. Paul 
converted the people of the Islands to Christianity during his 
short stay. One l.,.Ialtese authority sums up this type of thinking 7 ~ 
•.:.·:=::: ...:.---~ 
when he writes -
11 It is curious that for the ·three months' stay of 
S ·t. Paul in Malt a St. Luke has not a word to say of 
preaching and conversions whereas in his other journeys 
this is clearly indicated. • • • • But the written testimony 
of St. Luke is in a different class from that of Diodorus 
or Cicero. His historical record is divinely inspired 
and presents us with the accomplishing of God's plan of 
11. 
salvation on which the forethought and preparation are 
recorded in the earlier inspired books ••••• Hhat we have 
in St. Luke's fel.J lines on Halta are all the necessary 
signs the.t accompany the preaching of the gospel; and 
therefore the gospel~ preached" (B/289, p.200). 
l<'urther-more, the place-name 1 \.J'ied tal-Pwales' , \.Jhich may 
be translated as 1 Valley of the Paulists' , is held to show that 
St. Paul did leave a Christian community behind him in Halta. -
after the custom of naming newly converted Christians after their 
baptizer (B/54- 4.8.1957). If one accepts that St. Paul probably 
began the conversion of the inhabitants of Halta to Christianity 
there still appears to be a case for maintaining that a.s late as 
the second century A.!). 11 some members of the ruling classes were 
holding out against the Gospel message" (B/289, p.20l). 
If written sources can provide some part of the picture of 
-
Roman l-1alta and consideration of \oJha.t is known of other parts 
of the Roman Empire a little more, next to nothing is to be learnt 
from the remains of' the Roman occupation as visible in the 1>1alta 
of today. These are limited to a few inscriptions, coins and 
the founda·tions of' buildings such as the well-known villa at 
Raba·t in t-ial"ta. t4odern Naltese law is certainly based on Roman 
lal.J but it is more likely that this connexion came \o1ith the link 
with Sicily, established after the exodus of the Arabs from the 
Jvialtese islands, than -Ghat Roman lal.J remained the legal system 
in Malta under the Arabs. 
J.~. 
In 395 came the division of the Roman Empire between East 
and \.Jest and the beginning of the end for Roman civilization in 
Malta - although the islands remained nominally linked with Rome 
unUl the arrival of' the Arabs in 870 A. D. 
It vJOuld appear probable that during this period the Haltese 
Islands vJere visited by the Vandals who ha.d swept eastwards through 
North Africa and occupied Carthage, Sardinia and Sicily by 439. 'rhe 
following century saw the attempt by the Eastern Roman Emperor 
Justinian (527 - 565) to reconquer the l:Jest. His general, Belisarius, 
defeated the Vandals in North Africa in 533 and occupied Malta for 
the ~ast two years later. 
The next three centuries are historical blanks. Justinian's 
policy towards J.'.1alta is not known and there are no vestiges of any 
intensive ~zantine influence in the Islands during these years. 
- -
827 was a significant year for Malta for the ~ had by ·then 
carried their westward sweep as far as Sicily. They required a. 
further half-century to subdue that Island entirely. lViost authorities 
put the date of arrival in 1>1alta at 8706 • The government of the 
Islands is thought to have been linked with that of Sicily, vJhere 
Arab rule reached a peak o.i" civilization and prosperity in the last 
decade of the tenth century. Some of this ma.y have been shared 
by Ivialta and t.he f'ialtese. There are grounds, in fact, for believing 
that the l•ialtese lived well enough under their f.1oslem overlords and 
at least on some occasions their interests seam to have bean parallel. 
.l.;Jo 
In l/108 a heavy Byzantine attack was beaten oi'f by a combined · 
force of Arabs and t·'laltese; neither do the Hal"tese seem to have 
stood aloof from -~he lucrative slave trade which ·Has bringing 
big profits to their rulers. l-1any l"ial·~ese indeed are thought 
'l 
to hava embraced Islam-', and evidence of persecution of Christians 
during the three centuries of Arab rule is lacking. All that can 
be said is that the line of' Bishops was interrupted until the 
arrival of the Normans in 1091 ( B/287, p.l72). 
Today the material evidence of the Arab era is limited to 
parts of the fortifications of Sant .Anglu and Hdina - the 1'-iadina 
and capital of the .Arabs in Malta. Kininmonth describes the 
legacy of' the Arabs es •subtle, pervasive anJ. elusive' (B/493, 
p.l52); many 1-ialtese would like to believe that it is not there 
at all. The study and use of the Haltese language itself has 
long been restricted because it \"as considered improper for 
Christian Europeans to O\oJn a language distressingly like that 
to be heard in the mosques and markets of an alien \oJOrld only 
two hundred miles a\oJaY. Only recently has it become respectable 
to talk of Arab and o·~her semitic elements in 1-'Ialtese culture and 
even now ·the townsman dismo~ns such things entirely and sends the 
enquirer to the villages and to Gozo. His view is, nevertheless, 
rational in that it is founded on the facts of a history in \olhich 
he is not 1 Haltese1 at all but represen·tative of post Arab ad-
mixtures which have combined to push the non-European elements 
of culture and language into the quiet village back-Haters. If 
one accepts that Arabic, as spoken by ·~;he rulers of Malta between 
870 and 1091, \..ras adopted by the natives during that time two 
further factors are suggested, a very intensive rule by the Arabs 
and a small local fOpulation - or both. Pre smnab ly it would have 
been easier for a small population ·to adopt a ne\ol language especially 
if the language used locally before the arrival of the Arabs had a 
basis in semitic Phoenician and therefore much in common \.Jith Arabic 
itself (v. Ghapter '7). The estimate made of a to·tal oi' only 1021 
families inhabiting the Islands, as late as 12403, would support the 
sugges·tion of a small population in the preceeding centuries while 
the ~1pparent strength of Islam in the Islands imlica·ted by ·the same 
source3 would seem to point to a thorough 1 Arabiza-.;ion1 • 
Certainly an awareness of the legacy of ·the Arabs is essen-tial 
to an understanding of the present social scene in J.'.1alta and this 
is particularly true of rural Halta and Gozo. 
After reaching the highest point in the development of Arab 
civilization in Sicily in the last decade of the tenth century 
the effective hold of the Ivroslems v1eakened rapidly in fa.ce both 
of disorders within and Byzru1Une interference from withou·t. In 
the mid-eleventh century the position had deteriorated sufficiently 
for the Horman!! to capture Messina in 1060, Palermo in 1071, and 
Syracuse in 1085. After consolidating his hold on Sicily, Count 
Roger the Norman wrested Malta from the Arabs in 1090-91. The 
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Norman forces are thought to have been numerically small so that 
their conquest would not have brought the establishment of' a strong 
garrison but, as \·!as the Norman practice elsewhere, a system of 
government based on existing institutions \~here these were acceptable 
would be built up. In fact no small degree of autonomy \..ras granted 
to the Islands and Roger also recognized and supported the three 
key elements of Church, State and Nobility. He built a cathedral 
at Ndina and the line of Bishops in Halta was re-established (B/493). 
But even though there were few Normans in the Maltese Islands after 
the initial s~ages of the occupation the Norman hold was effective 
enough to put down a Byzantine attack twenty-two years later. How-
ever, after the ll22 revolt, the Norman king Roger II strengthened 
his hold on Ha.Ua. :;s parl of his grand design to extend his power 
to North Africa, in lrlhich plan he eventually succeeded with the 
seizure of Tripoli (Libya) in 1147 (B/49J,p.l54). During ·these 
exploits Malta would have had an important position a.s a stepping-
stone on the supply line between Sicily and North Africa, just as 
one can believe it had an en·trepot function during the Crusading 
Wars which had begun shortly after the appearance of the Normans 
in t·1alta. 
The p~litics of l".lalta took a nc1w ·turn in 1194 \·lith the in-
heritance of the Islands along with Sicily by the Sw~ King 
11enry VI. In 1266 Sicily and ~1alta passed to Charles of An.jou 
though this rule was short-lived in the larger Island, ending lrJith 
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the massacre of Frenchmen at Palermo knO\..nas the 1 Sicilian Vespers• 
in 1282. It ended also in Na.lta the follol>ling year when the 
Aragonese King Peter accepted the Crown of Sicily and its depend-
encies. The Haltese Islands continued as a fief of the King of 
Aragon until they passed unde:c ·the rule of Castile in 1412. 
iJuring the period of this direct link with Sicily there does 
appear to have been some form of organized authority in the Maltese 
Islands and a certain autonomy of status. There is mention of 
Halta as a •commune• in 1208 and, in 1274, the •Consiglio Popolare 
del• Universita• was recorded as protesting to King Charles of 
Anjou about the alleged violation of certain ancient rights, of 
which the Universita v-Ias guardian in the Island. Gozo had a 
separate Universit~. To be distinguished from the academic 
University, founded in 1591 (v. Chapter 3), the Universita \o~as 
responsible for municipal government in each Island. It was 
concerned with the importation of wheat, the most important single 
item, and oth9r commodities such as oil, and cat·tle, and with their 
marketing. It was therefore the authority for prices, Heights, 
measures etc. So effectively did it regulate the price of bread, 
for example, that this staple commodity showed no change in retail 
price bet\o~een periods of boom and depression. It l>IaS centred on 
the capital, 1'1idina (Notabile), and included the 1 Captain of the 
City•, certain elected 1 Jurats•, and other individuals who attended 
meetings of the 'Consiglio Popolare 1 (B/83- 195'7, pp. 112-136). 
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Kininmonth describes the Universit~ as striving to protect Malta 
from the worst aspects of ·Ghe exploitation of the Islands to which 
"international interest •••• was directed solely ••• 11 (B/ 493,p.l56). 
Although it suffered certain curtailments of its power under the 
Order of St. John the Universit~ in Malta did not fin&lly cease to 
function until 1818 (B/514). 
During the thirteenth century the i'-1oslem position in the Islands 
was finally erased \1ith the expulsion of' those Hoslems who refused 
to turn Christian in the decade 12~.,0-50. The total numbers in-
valved were probably small, however, and more than a few Noslems 
among the pre-expulsion population of some 9,000 may have chosen 
to adopt Christianity and remain in their homes. The presence of 
semitic family names, such as 'Abdilla', 'Mintoff', etc., would 
support this view - particularly as such semitic names are very 
much more prominent in the rural districts than in the heavily 
Italianate to\oms. 
The Christian Church in Malta received a further influx of 
strength with the establishment in the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries of some of ·the religious orders now :found there. The 
l<'ranciscans were first in 1310, followed by Carmelites (1378), 
Augustinians (1385), Dominicans (1466), and Minor Observants in 
11~92 (B/496). 
In Castilian times ( li112-1530) Malta continued to suffer 
attack and plunder by Arabs \o!ho were attacked, in turn, by the 
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Naltese. One particulaxly fierce Sicilian and Maltese assault 
was launched aga.inst the l'1ioslems in 1432 (B/493, p.l56). But 
the Arabs were not long to hold their position as premier 1'-'!:oslem 
menace for the Qttoman Turks, during ~he eaxly part of the fifteenth 
century, \·Jere gaining ground in the Balkans af-ter establishing 
themselves in Anatolia. In 1453 the remnant of the Roman Empire 
in the East fell with the capture of Constantinople. Thereafter 
the Turks turned their attention to the sea, built themselves into 
a strong saa-poHer and joined the Arabs in attacks on Christendom 
in general and Malta in particular. In 1522 the Turks overcame 
the resistance of the Knigh-ts of St. John of Jerusalem in their 
island stronghold of Rhodes and forced ·them to seek new headquarters. 
Previously, in 14 79, the Kingdom of Aragon and Sicily had been 
united with that of Qasj;i:!,e by the marriage of Ferdinand-and-Isabella. 
Naples was added in 1504 and then some twelve years later, Charles V 
succeeded both to this Kingdom and to the Hapsburg territories. 
The heart of the gro\oJing empire had thereby shif-ted from Sicily, 
now a comparatively outlying province, to the Iberian peninsula. 
Therefore just at the time \·Jhenthe Knights of St. John \-Jere looking 
for a new base (1522-30) Charles was fttlly prepared to give them 
the Hal tese Islands which were ·then on the hinge of his vast domains 
and very close and vulnerable to the permanent Turkish menace, although 
in so doing he retained for himself and his successor the suzerainty 
over the Islands (B/96- 1957, p.l5). 
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CHii.PT:c:R 2 
'l'he Order of 3t. John, and 1•fal ta in 1530 
•ilready traditionally the mute pawn of great pO>·Jers, i·1alt.a Has 
no"G consul ted when, in 1523, Charles V offered the Islands to the 
Klhights of the .Sovereign Order of .3t. John of Jerusalem. Charles 
ruled .::pain, the Spanish Netherlands, the Hapsburg Lands of Austria, 
most of Italy, and tr1e recent Soanish conauests in the New vlorld 
. . 
and along the coast of North Africa. His was ~~e greatest power in 
Europe but not the only one. The French K.ing, Francis I, \..ras a 
bitter rival and was anxious to secure ·the services of t..i-J.e grmving 
power of the Turkish Empire in his struggle with Cnarles. 
The Order of' .;)t. John had its beginnings during the li'irst Crusade 
(1096-1099) as one of the neu bands of soldier-monks of the time. 
The Kn-rghts Templar began t~heTr devot~ed \Vork of-protecting pilgrims 
going to Jerusalem in 1118 and, ten years later, \vere recognized by 
the Pope as a Religious Order. The Order dedicated to St. John the 
Baptist arose from a hospice which had been established for Christians 
in J"erusalem even before the li'irst Crusade. This 1rras extended and 
converted into a headquart,ers for the 11Hospi tallers 11 and other hostels 
were set up in Provence and the Italian states for the use of pilgrims 
making their 1r1ay to the Holy Land. In 1113, a Papal charter recognized 
the Order, confirmed it in its 'IBrious possessions and :nade it responsible 
directly to the Holy .3ee 7 • But the members of t~he Order 1r1ere Knights 
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as \ol9ll as Hospi tallers; they, like the Templars, took vows of 
chastity, poverty and obedience and \.,rere trained to pursue the near-
perpetual struggle \ori th Islam as well as tend the sick. 
1'he Second Crusade, begun in 114 7, was short and disastrous for 
Christendom; and the position Has not improved when the i'-'ioslem leader, 
Saladin, becaue 3ultan of ~gypt· (1171) and then extended his power to 
.:iyria and i'1esopotar.lia. He defeated the Christian Kingdom of Jerusalem 
in 1187 and, two years later, set siege to Acre. 'l'he Christian answer 
was tne Third Crusade of 1189 - 1191. Peace \otas made in 1192 but left 
the Crusader .:3tates restricted to four enclaves round Antioch, 'I'ripoli, 
acre and Jaffa apart from Cyprus itself. In these restricted f'oot,holds 
the 1nilitary Orders carried on the struggle alongside the other Christian 
forces but,, \.,rhen the last vestige of Ghristian rule in the Holy Land 
dlsappeared in 1291 \odth tne fall of acre the Knights of St. John retired 
to Cyprus. In 1309, they left that Island and established their 
headquarters in Rhodes. The Templars, apparently unable or unwilling 
to adapt themselves to their changed circumstances, were suppressed by 
Pope Clement V in 1312 and a large part of their rich estates in Europe 
passed to the Knights i.iospi tallers. 
From their new base in Rhodes the Knights of .:it. John continued 
their dual mission and became a po\verful scourge of Islam in general 
and Aoslem shipping in particular. 
However a new and greater force \.,ras soon to appear within Islam 
,.Jh,en, in 1356, Turks set foot in the Gallipoli Peninsula and \orent on 
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to occupy most of the Balkans ~dthin a century. The last faint embers 
of the .~!:astern Roman c;mpire were smothered in 1453 ~men Constantinople 
fell to the advancing Turks l.JI.lO were thereafter able to move on dam. into 
the eastern Aediterranean. By 1480 Sultan Moha~ned 'The Conqueror' 
\.,ras able to launci1 an attack on the Knight.s in Rhodes. The Turkish 
forces were beaten off and had to watt more than forty years before they 
could strike a blo~T hard enough to dislodge the Knights. A bitter 
struggle in 1522 ended in defeat for the Order - Turkish power had 
developed to such an extent in the area that the position in Rhodes 
1.,ras no longer tenable - but it was, apparently, a defeat with honour for 
the Knights \·tere allowed to :cecnove themselves, their treasures, their 
archives and to leave Rhodes without hindrance along Hith some of the 
Islanders \oJllO chose to accompany them. 
In Rhodes (1308 - 1523) the government and organization of the Order 
Has established in the form which it r-~tained through the ;eriod in Malt~f1. 
The Knights came to be grouped on the basis of nationality in eight 
'Langues 1 - Auvergne, Provence, France, Aragon, Castile, Italy, Germany 
and England - and this arrangement gave the Knights of the three French-
L t . t• 10 speaking angues a very s rang pos1 1on • A clear division of 
responsibility ~1as laid do~m in Rhodes and each Langue, under its 
'Pilier' was entrusted ~Ti th some part of the defence and organiz~t:!.on 
of the Order. 
'l'he classes of the Knights themselves dated from the Holy Hars in 
the Levant, except for the 'Knights of Grace' who could not meet the full 
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requirements of descent and status but \·thorn the Order \orished to accept 
by reason either of their connexions, financial or otherwise, or 
because of some special service rendered by them. Otherwise the 
standards laid down in tha early days in Palest,ine \oiere adhered to 
precisely so long as the Knights retained their militant function. 
The leading class of Knight.s '"as that of the 11Knights of Justicen. 
Competition for en try was fierce in noble families throughout \oJestern 
Burope and no aspirant \oJaS admitted as a Nov:ice before his lineage and 
character had been exhaustively investigated. Exceptions to the 
rules i-rere not unknoi-m but generally it was held that only those of 
quite indisputable background could be admitted; any mention of such 
stains as illegitimacy or heresy \oiS.S usually held to invalidate a 
claim. This class of Knights of Justice \oiere responsible for the 
election of t.he Grand .i•ias ter. i-rho -thereafter _ruled_ alone apart from 
such advice as he chose to truce from the assembly of the Chapter 
General, i-rhich comprised the leading officials and dignitaries of 
the Order i-rho \.rere required by Statute to meet every five years 
(B/588, p.69 note). The Grand l\Iaster Has, !noreover, considered 
responsible at least nondnally to the Pope. The second rank of 
Knights were the Chaplains. Like the Knights of Justice they Here 
required to be of noble birth and \.rare particularly prominent in 
directly religious affairs, including the running of the many chapels 
of the Order, but they ,.,ere also soldiers. Thirdly came the 1 Servants-
at H.rms' who, like the Knights of Jlil.stice, performed military and 
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nursing functions together but needed only to be of "respectablell 
rather than noble birth and upbringing. An idea of the size of the 
Order \·shich met and foueht the power of Islam for so long is given by 
an account of 163112 \·Shieh gives the strengths of the Langues as 
Provence 2.72 Knights. 4? Chaplains. 40 3ervants at Ar!lts. 
Auvergne 143 II 20 Chaplains. 18 II 
France 361 II 20 Chaplains. 74 II 
Castile 239 II 25 Chaplains. 17 II 
Italy 584 II Chaplains. II 
Ari:lgon 110 II 30 Chaplains. 3 II 
Germany (inc. 46 II 6 Chaplains. 3 II Bohemia) 
The totals for this year show, therefore, a mere 1,755 Knights, 
togetner with 143 Chaplains and 155 .:>ervants-at-.H.rms. Doubtless 
the fighting strengti.1 was great,er l-Si th t.he recruitment of local troops 
while the mobility and magnificent organization of the Order compensated 
to some extent for lack in numbers. The Order remained international 
as far as recruitment to the higher ranks ,.sas concerned and Grand !.fasters 
\-sere chosen from any of the various countries represented. Entry to 
the higher ranks seems to have been allo\osed only grudgingly to the actual 
subjects of the Order, a feature which was to antagonise the already 
nobility-conscious !vialtese after 1530. Maltese were in fact only 
adrni tted t.o the Chaplaincy. 
The finances of the Order depended on loot, trade, and the Cormnand-
eries vshich \·sere acquired in increasing numbers t~1roughout "sestern 
Europe. These Corruaanderies, or estates, comprised farms, houses, 
castles, land, etc., which had been given to the Order. Each estate 
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was under the control of a Knight or Chaplain responsible for the 
payment of part of the income from the Commandery to the exchequer 
of the Order (B/588, p.69 and note). At the beginning of the 
sixteenth century there were some 656 Conunanderies in Europe a.11d the 
steady income from this source continued until the end of the eighteenth 
century '1-Jhen the confiscation of many of the estates and the lack of 
income from the loot of doslem shipping '1-Jas to bring the Order to a 
state of bankruptcy. 
Significantly therefore the basis of the economy of the rule 
\.Jhich the Knights Here to bring to ;,·ial ta r/as to depend on non-Hal tese 
sources just as, w1der the British in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries, the presence of another navy \.Jas to attract irade and wealth. 
Such then Has the Order of Knight,s rJhich was forced to leave 
Rho_des _iQ._ 1522. Vihen Charles V s!:lgge~_!.ed Hal ta ~~d Gozo as an 
alternative base Grand ;,iaster de 1 1 Isle tidam and his Knights \.J9re not 
impressed. A further obstacle was the condition initially put forward 
by Charles V \·Jhich required the K..1ights to help him against his 
enemies - notably the French King, Francis. Since the Order was pledged 
to attack no Christian country this condition had to be deleted. They 
did ho\.J9Ver accept two minor clauses in the agreement. The first Has 
that a falcon should be given each year as a token to the Vice-Roy 
of Sicily Hho was also to appoint the Bishop of Halta, thereby retaining 
at least a n0minal link rlith Sicily throughout the rule of the Order. 
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The second condition required the Knights to garrison Tripoli as 
well as 1•Ial ta. The position proved untenable however in this North 
African outpost and the Order eventually \d thdre\·1 in 1560. 
When Charles V made his offer of the Nal tese Islands to the Order 
he was thinking primarily of the value of the Knights as sentinels on 
an especially vulnerable border of his Empire - the central i1edi terranean. 
They too had this in mind when they sent the Commission in 1524, to 
report on the Hal tese Islands in general and on their defensive and 
harbour potentialities in particular.13 
The small size of the terrttory, the fact that it was an island, 
the natural harbours and the nodal position in the central Hediterranean 
(1rti thdra"m from the advancing Turkish power but still in the front line 
of Christian Europe) went on the credit side of the balance but the 
Commissioners 1rrere far from enthusiastic about the resources available 
in the Islands. In contrast 1rti th the Rhodes they knew they seem to 
have found Malta bleak, impoverished and uninviting in the extreme. 
Although the Report itself is no longer extant Boisgelin 1s account 
of it made in 1805 (B/326, pp.l5-18) is \·rorthy of detailed consideration 
for the picture it gives of the Islands and their people in the early 
sixteenth century. The Commissioners reported that 
"the Island of Hal ta \o/B.S merely a rock of soft sandstone •••••• 
that the surface of the rock 1rres barely covered with more than 
three or four feet of earth, which was like1rrl.se stony, and very 
unfit to gro\-1' corn and other grain; that it produced abundance 
of figs, melons, and different fruits; that the principal trade 
of the Island consisted of honey, cotton, and cumin, 1r1hich the 
inhabitants exchanged for grain; that, except for a few springs 
in the middle of t.he Island, there was no running water, nor even 
wells the want of Hhich the inhabitants supplied by cisterns; that 
\rood ~as so scarce as to be sold by the pound, 1rrb.ich forced them 
to use either cow-dung dried in the sun, or Hild thistles, 
for preparing food • 
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• • • the capital of the country, named Ci tt~ Notabile, 'lttas 
situated upon a rising ground in the centre of the Island; that 
the greatest part of the houses were uninhabited; ••• that there were 
no ports, bays or coves on the Hestern coast of the Island; that 
the shore in that part \.,ras full of great rocks and shoals; but that 
on the opposite coast there 1t1ere many points or capes, 1t.ri th indentures 
in the form of bays or coves in \.,rhich ships might anchor; that there 
were two spacious and very good ports in the Island, capable of 
receiving the largest fleet; but with no other defence than a small 
castle named 3t. Angelo, Hhich was partly in ruins, its whole artillery 
consisting of one small cannon, two falcons and a fe'ltt iron mortars; 
that the Island contained about 12,000 inhabitants of both sexes, the 
greatest part of Hhom were poor and miserable O\oling to the barrenness 
of the soil and the frequent descent of the corsairs who, with the 
smallest, sentiment of compassion, carried off all the unfortunate 
Maltese who happened to fall into their hands - in a word, that a 
residence in 1vfal ta appeared extremely disagreeable indeed, almost 
unsupportable, particularly in the summer. 
As to the Island of Gozo, there vtas no port of any kind on the 
Island; approacn was extremely difficult; the soil, hO\o~ever, 
appeared to be very fertile; it contained about 5,000 inhabitants ••• 
dispersed in the various villages; that the people of the Island, 
in orde~to secure ~hems~lves from corsairs, had erected a castle 
upon a mountain, 'ltthich appeared- badly fortified, and \·ti th very -
little importance; but, 1:1eak as it \otas, the Commissioners judged 
it \oto'!lld not be prudent to accept the Island of Hal ta separately 
from ·~at of Gozo, since the vicinity of the latter would in that 
case be dangerous, as it might, at some future period, serve as a 
retreat for their enemies. 11 
Several points important in a consideration of the development 
of society in the Maltese Islands emerge from Boisgelin 1s quotation and 
comment. Foremost is the fact that the Commissioners found an 
essentially rural type of society occupying t.he Hhole of the Islands. 
The Sciberras Peninsula (modern Valletta and Floriana, v. Plate V) was 
empty and the fortress of the Borgo (modern Vittoriosa) was 'partly in 
ruins 1 • The villages of i·fal ta looked im1ard to Cit ta Notabile 
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(Rabat-i1dina) 1 in ·t;he centre of the Island' rather than toHards the 
harbours and the sea. The distribution of population between the two 
main Islands was also significant at this tirne for Gozo accounted for 
nearly one-third of the total against present one-tenth. !1oreover 
Gozo had the reputation of being more fertile of the two islands. 
To-day the Hal tese farmer will observe that 11 the best sulla is Gozi tan 
because the soil is better there"14 • To-day also the soil which that 
farmer cultivates is still in large part 'barely covered Hith more than 
three or four feet of earth 1 • 
'l'rade has, however, changed markedly. '!'he honey, cotton and curnin 
of the sixteenth century are no1.-1 largely memories and potatoes, barley, 
,.Jheat, and a \.fide variety of vegetables have become the major crops. 
Buildings, apart from the fort of 3t. n.ngelo and the ci ·tiadels of 
t·idina and Rabat (Gozo), comprised the houses of the gentry at Ci tta 
i'Totabile, the Churches and the cottages of the peasants 'dispersed in 
different villages'. Up to 1530, as afterwards, building in i-ial ta 
was influenced by the threat of' attacks from the sea (v. Chapter 3). 
The i'-1al tese society \-Thich the Commissioners found had acquired 
many of the characteristics of Sicily to \oThich it was linked by government 
although this contact probably affected directly only a small section of 
the population of the Islands. Certainly, however, the big cleavage 
between the classes had been established by this time. The aristocracy 
in i:{alta dates back to 1350 Hhen the title of 'Baron of Diar il-i3niet' -
\olhich still survives - 1.oras conferred upon a l·ialtese by King Louis I of 
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Aragon (B/490, p. 59). The Knights \o.rere to find therefore a ruling 
class of gentry on tne .::>iculo-Spa.'1ish pattern looking to .::licily for 
their culture and for much of their more material sustenance. Distinct 
and different H'as the vast majority of the population, a lowly peasantry 
speaking a language far more heavily Semitic than modern rural ·daltese. 
The Parish centres at the time of the Commissioners• visit reflect 
the settlement distribution. In 1436, ten new parishes had been added 
to the eY~stin& two (Notabile, founded it is believed in A.D. 60, and 
Birgu or the Borgo dating from 1090). 
Naxxa.r 
Birkirlcara 
Bir i>'fiftuh (Gudj a) 
Qormi 
Bisq~a.llin (Zejtun) 
The new ten were 
Zurrieq 
.~:iiggiewi 
~ebbug 
Tartari (Busket area) 
!'-1ellieaa (abandoned late fifteenth 
century) 
Amongst these the larger town-villages Here prominent rural centres. 
3iegie\·ri., Qor1.1i, Zebbug, Zejtun, and Birkirkara ,.,rere all in the central 
and south-eastern parts of i'ialta; nort!1 of the Victoria Lines and west 
and souti1 of i1fotabile there \otere no settle:nents of any size. Outside 
the large villages the countryside contained numbers of smaller hamlets, 
some of them associated with the country homes of noble families. 
of tnese smaller settlements have H'aned and died out and nothing remains 
of them, in many cases, but the name 1Mal 1 , a collection of wells and a 
concentrated road- or field-pattern. In one instance at least t,he old 
n&ue of a decayed settlement, fial li'ar in souti.1ernmost Malta, has been 
revived for modern use (v. B/383, 561; and v. Chapter 3). 
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The 1528 Commissioners, therefore, found Nalta and Gozo with a 
total population (17,000) less than that of modern Valletta and 
concen·Grated in the then capital of Ci tta :'Iotabile, in the Bargo, and 
in the larger villages. Connexions, other than \-Jl~r, Hi ti1 i.'Iorth Africa 
and the nrabs had been broken and the Islands had acquired a pronmmced 
Sicilian flavour. By culture and by government the Islands \-~Sre linked 
to Sicily and to Europe, a union still further strengthened by the 
gro\·r.ing position in i:Ialta of the Church of Rome. 
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CHAPI'ER 3 
Ma!~a under the Order of St. John (1530-1798). 
On October 26th, 1530, the fleet of the Order arrived off the 
Bargo (B/588, p.34 et seq). The Knights chose to establish their 
capital here rather than move inland to Notabile because they had 
become a sea power organized to fight infidel sea pO'ItTer. Hith their 
followers from Rhodes, who may have nmnbered several thousands, and 
their Moslem slaves the cosmopolitan band of some hundreds of Knights 
Hospitallers set about building their residential Auberges in the 
little harbour of Malta. , 
/ 
The 268 years which the Knights were thereafter to spend in the 
l·Ia.ltese Islands merit the attention of the social geographer because 
-most institutions' groupings' etc.' wh1ch t oday combine to form the 
social environment of the Maltese were moulded in essentially their 
present outline under the Order of St.John. This chapter will, 
therefore, give particular consideration to significant phenomena of the 
period, notably such movements as the development of the position of 
the Church in society, the isolation of the rural community, and the 
changing spatial importance of regions and settlements. 
The ruling class of' the Islands in 1530, the Siculo-Spanish 
aristocracy, were sufficiently perturbed by the incursion of the 
Knights ·to send envoys forthwith to plead their case with the Viceroy 
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of Sicily. To them the coming of the Order heralded the end of the 
limited autonomy represented by the local legislative assembly in 
Malta which had controlled taxation and justice for centuries. 
Neither could the Church in Mal"ta have been overjoyed at the prospect 
of a new power in the Islands under the special protection of the 
Pope. For their part, the Knights could not allow any rival govern-
ment to interfere with their control of their base, and neither did 
they \vish to encourage the Spanish element in their rank~ by allowing 
entry into the higher ranks of the Order to the sons of the Maltase 
nobility. Such was the disgust of the local gentry at this houaver 
that they were allowed into the Chaplaincy in 1533 although the 
higher ranks continued to be forbidden them. The common people 
did not even ex·pect to have their wishes consulted and were not too 
displeased at the arrival of their new overlords. At least th~y ]J_rought __ 
work and activity with them. 
·, 
The K~ights were a small group, celibate and mixed in origin. 
They had only limited contact with ·the indigenous noble classes at 
least during the earlier part of their rule in the Islands and their 
interests were focussed on their Langues (v. Chapter 2). Their 
activity was wi"th the fleet in the harbour of the Borgo and in the 
fortification of their new base which was clearly not to be left 
long undisturbed by the Turks. 
In fact the Knights had scarcely landed when at-tacks began. 
1551 saw a savage assault on Gozo when a population of some 6,000 
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was reduced by as much as two-thirds (B/561). The Turkish·seizure 
of •rripoli from the Kn"ights in 1560 gave them mastery of the sea 
for a decade and laid the way open for a full-scale attack on the 
incipient hornets' nest that was Malta of the Knights. Five years 
after the fall of Tripoli, Turkish troops landed in great numbers 
and quickly seized control on the eastern part of Malta, be·tween 
Marsaxlokk and the Borgo. The Fort of St. Elmo, on the point of 
the Sciberras Peninsula, ~as ove!whelmed and the garrison annihilated, 
thus givi.ng the fleets of Turkey free entry to the Sliema harbours. 
The Knights were no\-J besieged in the tiny central fortress of the 
Order, the Sant Anglu bastion in the Borgo. When the fortunes of 
the few hundred Knights reached their lowest ebb rumours of expected 
reinforcements for the Knights from Sicily together with heavy losses 
through combat and disea.se induced the Turks tQ_I!l.§.ke an organized 
retreat. 
During the siege of the Borgo (Vittoriosa) Grand Master La 
Vallette had seen that control of the harbours depended on control 
of the Sciberras Peninsula. He therefore determined to build a new 
and heavily fortified capital on the Peninsula and \oJork went ahead 
immediately after the Turkish departure. The original plan to level 
the surface of the ridge had to be modified in view of the scale of 
the operation and the likelihood of a ·f'urther major attack at any 
moment15. 
The regular grid street pattern remains ·to this day as do the 
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great walls and gates of Valletta, as the new city came to be called. 
In the decade of frantic building following the siege most of the new 
Auberges, the Grand Master's Palace, the great Ca.the~ral of St.John, 
and the Sacra Infermeria (the Hospital of the Order) took shape on 
the Peninsula16 (v. B/484). 
The building of Valletta (Plate V) gave the Order a magnificent 
capital in which to receive the emissaries of the states of Europe 
who came to the Court of the Grand Master. The connexions which the 
Order had in all the major countries of Western Europe brought a 
cosmopolitan mixture of peoples and diversity of purposes to Valletta. 
The French, Spanish, Portugese and Italian Grand Masters emphasized 
first one and then another national group. '\oli th their three Langues 
of France, Auvergne and Provence the French-speaking Knights were 
numerous but Sicily was very near and the link with thi~ ~~~an~ remained 
important throughout the stay of the Order in Malta. The minor 
aristocracy and the Siculo-Italianate upper class were reinforced-by 
the Knights of the Langue of Italy so that Italian came to be not only 
the Order's offical language but also the language of Maltese culture 
and education - a position which it has held right up until the 1930s 
and \oihich it has by no means lost even today. Linguistically, the 
Italian connexion is clear in Malta for once the link with North 
Africa and the Arabs had finally been broken the supply of necessary 
new vocabulary was more readily ava.ila.ble in Italian rather than in 
any other single language. The picture is therefore one of this 
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process of ' Italianization' of the language going ahead rapidly in 
the cultured and cosmopolitan circles of the to ... ms where the presence 
of the Knights 1r1as most directly felt but far less effectively in 
the countryside which continued in its isolation under Knights, 
French and then British until the great awakening of the twentieth 
century. The rural Maltese language has, nowadays, a considerable 
element oi' Italian and Sicilian but this is notably less than is to 
be heard among the people of the tovms and in the harbour areas. 
The rural classes have been illi terata until the present generation, 
but Maltese, in its modern Halo-Semitic form, has been an official. 
language since 1934. The _astonishing fact remains ·that even large 
elements of the present-day urban populations, and especially those 
considering themselves as of 1 upper class' lineage, will boast of 
their inability either to read ~r to write tha Naltese language .• 
But these Maltese are only illi terata as far as their mother tongue 
is concerned for it is not uncomrnon to find them fluent - and li terata 
in t\-10 or even three other languages. It is reasonable to ·trace this 
position back to the society and culture of Malta as it developed under 
the Knights. The vast majority of the Knights themselves were not 
1-'ialtese anyviay, while ·the aristocracy and educated classes clung to 
their non-Maltese origins and culture and language. 'rhe Church 
;further emphasized the Italian cultural a.nd linguistic connexion (v. 
Chapter 7). 
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GOVERNMENT under the ORDER 
At no time during the rule of ·the Order in Malta and Gozo does 
there appear to have been anything more than limited contact between 
the local gentry and the senior Knights. This may have sprung in 
part from the reluctance of the Kntehts to allot,; entry into their ranks 
·to the Maltese aristocracy although the local 'ancien regime' was 
permitted to carry on most of its administrative work until the eieht-
eenth century finally brought a strict centralization of power into 
the hands of "the Grand N:asters. A recent analogy hEIS been the dyarchy 
system of government where the local Legislative Assembly is concerned 
with internal affairs, leaving 'reserved matters' of an external nature 
to the British governmentl1. 
The seventeenth century brought plague (1676); earthquake (1693); 
the Hast Indian colonising adventure during tb.e_ decade after 1653; but 
--- . --
most of all, it saw the climax of the naval development of the Order. 
From 'L' Horrenda e Sanguinosa Battaglia seguita. in Mare, 11 10 1'4aggio, 
·16101 to the 'Nuova e vera Relazione della Vi toria ottenuta dalle 
Galere di Malta contro "tre Vascelli turchesi d1 alto bordo, sotto 
gli auspici del glortoso S.Giovanni Ba.ttista, all 15 Maggio, 16831 18 
records show hO\oJ the galleys of the Order plundered and sacked the 
fleets, ports and treasure ships of Turkey. But the Knights did 
not have all the struggle their own way. The rejoicing after the 
cap·ture of a great Turkish vessel near Rhodes, in 1644, was matched 
by the gloom felt throughout western Europe when the Capitana, one 
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of the Order's most prized possessions, was sunk in 1700 (B588, p.219). 
Since the Crusading Hards in the Holy Land the Order had changed 
. 19 from a land-power into one of the foremost naval machines ~n Europe • 
The vows of chastity, poverty and obedience were still taken by the 
young Knights but ·the Order had lost much of its initial religious 
basis even before its arrival in Malta, in 1530. The Hospital 
interests, however, carried on through the 268 years in Malta and 
on· until the present day when hospitals and ambulance services are 
still maintained in Europe and in the Holy Land (B/588, p. & note). 
Military orders, such as the Templars, had faded into retirement 
long before the seventeenth century because they had proved unable 
to a.dapt themselves to the changing needs of Christendom. However, 
as long as the Turks continued to be a major menace in the eastern 
Mediterranean, the Knights of St.Joh_n c_~ul~ be consider~d- "the_e;y..e. 
of Europe, the keystone of Christianity, the right arm of the Church, 
the nerve of our confidence, the terror of Asia and Africa; heroes 
who make the sea their battlefield ••• n20• 
The Order's glorious_seventeenth century was followed by the 
stagnation of the eighteenth, and the decline of the Knights of St. 
John as a naval force a.nd their extinction as a territorial power. 
Turkish power, first seriously checked as long previously as 1571 
at the defeat at Lepanto15, ebbed all the more rapidly as the century 
advanced and with it went the raison d1 ~tre of the Order in Malta21• 
Critics of the Order point to redundancy and to a growing preoccupation 
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with worldly matters- with 'wig-powder and curls' (B/58~, Chapter XI). 
But it is easy to criticise in search of' the sensational and to forget 
that the ships of the Order w~re helping Spain to protect her African 
outposts and her own coast as late as 1?84 (B/588, p. 252) and that 
even in Revolutionary France, in the last decade of' the eighteenth 
century, a case could still be made for the value of the Order as a 
safeguard to the trade of the Christian powers22• 
As fast as the naval function and vigour of the Order cleclined"The 
consolidation of the sovereign power of the Order of St.John through 
the arts of peace and the centralization of civil government steadily 
advanced until it attained its peak in the long reign of Pinto" (B/588, 
p. 259). Contemporaneously the Knights were losing their chivalrous 
zeal and discipline was slackening enough for the Moslem slaves of the 
Order to be able to stage a revolt in _174~ (S/6.55}. ____ Pinto!_s_term-of---
office (1741-73) saw concern concentrated on diplomacy and expensive 
appearances in European courts than on \·Jarfare and the fight against 
Islam. Meanwhile the Maltese themselves stood to gain nothing from 
this ostentation~ which was making ever greater demands on the exchequer 
of the Order at a time \4hen income was declining. The proceeds from 
loot had dwindled rapidly during the eighteenth century while the loss 
of the French estates after 1792 was to prove a serious blow. 
Within Malta, the Consiglio Popolare, which had been recognized by 
Grand Naster de L' Isle Adam in 1530, wa.s finally abolished in 1775. 
Earlier in the century, Grand Master Perellos (1697-1720) had destroyed 
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the last vestiges of the pOl-ler of the Jurats who had been responsible 
for civil justice (v. Chapter 1). The fact that this Grand l\1aster 
was the first to appear on the coinage of the Order is a further 
example of the changing standards of the times. 
Altogether the Grand Masters of the eighteenth century were 
becoming petty sovereigns rather than leaders of a militant Order 
of Knights Hopitallers. Seemingly intent to embellish the Grand 
l'-1agistry even further with the trappings of monarchy Pinto ( 1741-73) 
and De Rohan (1775-97) besto,Ied titles of nobility at an unprecedented 
rate. Of the twenty-six l'-1a.ltese title holders today no less than 
twelve O\-Ie their position to one or other of these two Grand Masters 
while of the remainder only two members of the present nobility hold 
titles created before 1700 (B/490). The old-established gentry, 
however, were not impressed by these numerous a.ddit:i.ons to their 
----
ranks and "scorned Pinto's ne"! counts and marquises as parvenus" 
(B/588, p272). This \.Jould suggest that even after more than two 
and a half centuries of rule under the Order there was still a social 
gulf between the Knights and the local gentry. The members of the 
Order remained foreign: they l-Iere always 1 Il-Kavaliari' • 
Thus the form of aut-ocracy in the grand manner appeared in Malta 
while it was being challenged on the mainland of Europe. 'rhen and la·ter, 
a time-lag between the birth and maturing of institutions and adaption in 
Malt~ is characteristic of' the Islands. Then and now the specialised 
functional value of the Islands to outsiders must be held responsible 
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for slowing down the entry of least some ideas. 
Evidently the history of l1falta and Gozo between 1530 and 1798 
is essentially the history of the Order of St.John. While not 
part of' the Order the Maltese people prospered when it was strong 
and rich and suffered '~hen misfortune befell their rulers. Parti-
cularly was this true in the case of finance but an outline of the 
development of building, medicine, education, and law in the Islands 
under the Order throws more -..ietailed light on the fortunes of the 
Naltese themselves in these centuries. 
F'INANCE 
In 1530, the population of Malta and Gozo wa.s probably as little 
as some 12,000 individuals most of whom had a standard of living low 
enough for the Islands to approach nearer to self-sufficiency than 
has ever·-been-the case since the arrivai-of the Knights off the Bargo. 
The rule of the Order witnessed a six-fold increase in the 
popula-tion ( B/561) • These greater numbers could scarcely have been 
supported without the wealth coming in·to the stronghold of the Knights 
of St.John. The sta·te of the Order' s exchequer set the pace for all 
manner of developments in the Islw1ds. The progress of building 
serves as the most striking example (v. belm~). 
· Although money had played a less prominent part in pre-1530 l·falta. 
where the bulk of the population had been peasant subsistence farmers 
attempts had been made to organize the finance of the Isla.nds under 
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the Universit~ (v. Chapter 1). This municipal body \·Jas responsible 
for importint;, marketing, prices, and \-/eights and measures and went 
on to retain some vestige of Hs former self throughout the stay of 
the Order and did not finally cease to function until 1Bl8 (B/514). 
During its stay in Malta the income derived by the Order from 
the Islands was negligible. One source of internal revenue, which 
annoyed the local populace, '\-Jere the taxes on imports and exports. 
These had been controlled by the UniversitA before 1530 but the 
Grand Masters insisted on taking them into ·their own exchequer and 
on paying the Universit~ a fixed amount in lieu. By far the most 
important source of income to the Knights was ho'\o1ever the Command-
aries, the estates and properties scattered through most countries 
of western Europe. The Responsions, the stipulated portion of 
___ ~he ~nual_:erofit f~om each as~a_te ,_ wer_~?_s_pnt by the 1Cnigbt q:r. 
Chaplain responsible in each case to the Order. This dependence on 
the profits from the European Commanderies was of lone standing for 
even of the sojourn in Rhodes it could be said that "without the 
landed property in Europe the Convent (the Order) could not have 
existed as it did1123. Except to111ards the end of their rule in 
Malta the proceeds from loot and pillage and the sale and ransom of 
slaves provided the Knights with a further income. 
Clearly the treasury under the Order depended largely on 
externally derived sources of income. This was continued under 
British rule when the Royal Naval Dockyard and the various other 
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establishments of army, navy, and air force in the Islands grew to 
become by far tht3 largest single source of both direct and indirect 
income in the Maltese economy. 
An impression of ·the dependence of the budget of the Order on 
foreign sources of incomo can be gained from a statement of annual 
accounts averaged over the thirteen years of the Grand Magistracy 
of Antoine de Paul (1623-36) 24: 
INCOME 
Commanderies, estates, etc. • ••••••••••••• 
Properties of deceased Knights ••••••••••• 
Fees and other charges ••••••••••••••••••• 
Prizes captured by the galleys ••••••••••• 
Ransom and sale of slaves •••••••••••••••• 
EXPENDITURE 
Maintenance 
E~'Pengi ture 
Maintenance 
II 
II 
II 
of the galleys ••••••••••••••• 
on the~ ..A.Jlb~rges -·•-• ••••••• •-•-• •• 
of the Hospital •••••••••••••• 
11 11 Magistral Palace •••••• 
11 11 Slaves' Prison •••••••• 
11 St.John' s Cathedral ••• 
Alms ..................................... 
212,686 scudi 
33,262 II 
24,968 II 
12,000 II 
7,000 II 
135,000 II 
32.,000 II 
25,000 II 
10,141 II 
8,950 II 
4,2!~2 II 
3,431 II 
It is clear from the above list of principal expenses that, 
apart from the items relating to ·the Hospital and to Alms, the 
~1altese themselves stood to gain little direct benefit from all 
this income and expenditure. Even the protection from attack 
afforded by the presence of the Order -note the heavy expenditure 
on the galleys- can be seen as a doubtful blessing in so far as· it 
is possible, though not probable, that the Islands would have been 
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less troubled by Turkish raiding parties had not the 11 terror of 
Asia and Africa" been in residence. 
BUILDING 
"Throughout the late medieval period and, indeed, up to 1530, 
when the Knights of St.John landed in Malta, the architecture of 
the Island was closely tied to her larger neighbour Sicily" (B/484, 
p.l25) • After 1530 the building of Malta \·!as the building of the 
Order. The fortification of the fortress of Sant An~lu and the 
establishment of the Order in the Borgo was the first task after 
the occupation. But after the Great Siege of 1565 work on the 
new planned city of Valletta must h~ve con~umed most of the energies 
of the Order, pressed as they were with the threat of rene\oied Turkish 
attack16. In a few years the immense bastions and magnificent 
--buildings of--the new-capital rose on the Sciberras Peninsula (v. 
Chapter 2, and Plate V). 
Wi'th the building of Valletta the Citta Notabile became the 
\ Citta Vecchia and the city founded by La Vallette became the cultural 
centre as well as the seat of government. The wealthier families 
came to ovm town-houses in Valletta, a position which \oJas maintained 
until the period between the 1914-lR and 1939-45 wars when the 
'residential' , though not the political or the commercial, capital 
moved to Sliema. The houses of the Maltese peasant farmers, fisher-
men and other lowly country folk appear to have changed but little 
during the rule of the Knights in Malta and Gozo. ·roday the simple 
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cott-age-house retains many traditional features, especially in the 
older villages, while the larger houses, the 'Case' of the Italian-
ate upper classes, expanded in size and scope along with the general 
development of buildine and architecture under the Order. The old 
vill~ge house, or the lonely cottage among the fields, shows the 
characteristic central-courtyard plan. Windows look inward to this 
open courtyard and only in modern building or in upper storeys are 
any seen on outside walls. This arrangement is partly for security 
and partly for reasons of :propriety. The main door of the house 
was, and is, a large double door (a small 'garage-door' by modern 
standards) opening from the street into the inner courtyard,sometimes 
through a store-room. The central courtyard retains its focal 
position in the life ~d work of the household and access to any 
upper storeys would be by an external staircase in this courtyard. 
Some houses le.ck the large main door and have only a small door 
on to the street. In some of the-oldest property this is indeed 
tiny and suggests a defensive element, in addition to which is the 
fac·t that in the oldest par·ts of the long-established villages the 
streets are neither broad nor straight for any distance - an obstacle 
to a would-be intruder as much as a reflection of the absence of to\om-
planning. ~ajtun, an old settlement in the south-east of Malta and 
one fully in the path of the marauding Turks who landed at Marsaxlokk 
and moved northwards, has many of these old twisting streets and alleys. 
As has hoHever already been emphasised, "Maltese architecture and 
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the finances of the Order are closely tied 11 (B/484, p. 5). The 
tremendous building schemes initiated by the Knights suffered from 
shortage of funds on more than one occasion. When funds to pay 
the \.Jorkmen engaged on the construction of the Valletta fortifications 
were particularly lol-l in 1638 the Grand Master even resorted to 
issuing special coinage to meet the bills. A financial improvement 
towards the end of the seventeenth century enabled further work to 
be done on the fortifications of Valletta and the Three Cities 
(Vittoriosa, Senglea, and Cospicua) but, e.s in the preceding centUI'J' 
this activity may have been spurred on by the threat·of a Turkish 
invasion which seemed very likely after the defeat of Venice at 
Candia and the peace treaty of 1670. However the Turks failed to 
put their greatly improved position to good advantage on this ocqasion. 
This same building boom continued into the middle of the eig~te~nth __ 
century but, in the second half of the century, the state of the 
Order' s exchequer went from bad to worse and non-essential building 
was among the first of the ma.ny activities that had to be curtailed 
to allo\o! adequate funds to remain for the upkeep of the top-heavy 
diplomatic and palace expense accounts. 
Presumably the Knights concentrated their resources on that pa.rt 
of the total building programme most directly connected with the 
offensive and defensive needs of the Order. But the Maltese 
population was increasing rapidly as was therefore the demand for 
churches and private houses. 
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Church building in Malta before 1530 ~as limited almost entirely 
to either a ·troglodytic form, as under the Arabs (870-1091) and 
Normans, or, later, to ·the small, rectangular-plan church ~ith a 
pitched roof such as survive in quiet isolated corners to this day. 
The· exception vias the CClthedral Church of Mdina, built by Sicilian 
masons at the end of the eleventh century, though even this ~as 
small in comparison 'o~Hh the vJork done under the Normans in Sicily 
itself (B/4811 , pp 41-112). As the population grew under. the Knights 
the native Maltese seem to have managed to go ahead vJith ~he buHding 
of big parish churches in their expanding villages even ~ithout the 
active assistance of the 01:·der. As much today as under the Order 
it is clear that the life of a Maltese parish church is usually 
severely limitFJd by the needs of the rapidly grm·Jing population, 
~hile among the older and less ambitious church buildings the steady 
weathering of the local stone used makes their active life still 
shorter. Thnt the building of nevi churches has in fact kept pace 
with the rising population underlines the exceptional zeal and fervour 
which the Maltese feel for their Church and their churches. 
HEDICINJ!: 
The Knights of St. John were Hospitallers ; what then was the 
progress of medicine and health in Nalta and Gozo under the Order? 
In 1530, the Knights found a very limited medical service 
depending on a fe~ Maltese and foreign doctors vJho had been trained 
in Italy if indeed they had been trained any~here. However it is 
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known that the Hospital of Santo Spirito, 11whose origin is lost 
in the mist of antiquity and conjecture" (B/375, p.29), was already 
in operation ( B/ 422) • Soon after their arrival the Hospi tallers 
set up an infirmary in the Borge (B/367). This was moved to 
Valletta after the foundation of the.t new city end ce.me to be kno\om 
as the Sacra Infermeria {Holy Hospital). 
True to their title the Knights seem to have been pioneers in 
hospital nursing and their Infe:rmeria and its organization had a 
high reputation beyond Malta (B/485). Nevertheless by the time of 
the Duzina visit to Malta.in 157S (B/422) the Sacra Infermeria ha.d 
not begun operation in Valletta and the remainder of the health 
services in the Islands were too limited to be effective. Duzina 
found that the St. Julian's Hospital in Gozo was a hospital in name 
only for it had in fact been converted intoaprison (B/375, p.29)! 
Neither was he satisfied with what he sal.z of Santo Spirito hospital 
and he drew up a set of rules upon l-Ihich its workine was thereafter 
to be based (B/375, p. 31). 
Not until a century after Mgr. Duzina1 s visit was it possible 
to prohibit unqualified medical practice by law. A school of 
Anatomy, Chururgy and Medicine, founded in 167~., was primarily intended 
to supply medically qualified specialists to the navy of the Order 
( B/ 411~, p. 2~5) • Another cen·t.ury later (17M) Grand Master Pinto 
took over a long-established Jesuit College in Valletta and, in the 
follO\o~ing year, received a Brief from Pope Clement XIV allowing him 
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to set up a full teaching University in the Jesuit premises. The 
old Medical School was incorporated as a faculty of the new University 
(B/631). 
Mention is made of a medical service existing under the Knights 
for the benefit of the ~1altese populace, but only five pra.c"titioners 
are said to have dispensed treatment - which was free to the poor 
(B/414, P..25). Since these five ware distributed between Valletta, 
\o~here there were t\o~o, and the Three Cities 111ith one each, there 
appears to have b~en no direct medical service for Gozo or for by 
far the greater ·part of l-1al ta. 
§!lliCATION 
In the early years of the rule of the Order in Malta the three 
bodies dispensing any education were 
(-i)- the- Univers-ita (v. Chapter 1) \..rhich -maintained a smal-l-
school at Mdina (B/369), 
(ii) the Cathedral which organized a fe111 private schools 
(B/412, p.ll6), 
(iii) the religious orders which had been settling in Malta 
since the fourteenth century (v. Chapter 1). 
Apart from the Government's school at Mdina., the limited educational 
f'acilitias available in the Islands \·Tare provided by ecclesiasts. 
Particularly in the earlier years of their rule the Knights were 
concerned with attack and defense before all else and it was left 
to the Society of Jesus to make the first big moves forward in 
Maltese education25. But the Knights were at least concerned that 
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the new Jesuit College, plans for which were announced by Pope Clement 
VIII, should be in Valletta although the Bishop of Malta insisted 
that it should take shape in Notabile (B/588, p.278). The Jesuits 
entered the new Collage in 1_597 and the building was finally finished 
21:: five years later~. l.Jith tl·Jelve teaching fathers at the ou·tset this 
College reduced the exodus of those seeking secondary and university 
education on the continent - notably in Italy. The courses offered 
in grammar and the humanities were later extended to include philosophy, 
theology, mathematics, trabic and French25. In 1727 the College 
became a degree-conferring academy. However as the eighteenth century 
advanced ill-feeling among the Knights and suspicion of the Jesuits 
rose and culminated with the expulsion of the Society from Malta and 
the confiscation of" their estates there by Grand Master Pinto de 
Fonseca in 1768 (B/518). This aroused Papal protests but brought 
valuable properties to ·the exchequer of the Order at a time when 
financial constrictions were becoming serious. But, in the follo\..ring 
year (1769), the Grand Master opened his 1 University 1 , actually the 
Collegium Melitensium of the Jesuits under a new name and with a 
constitution bu·t little changed apart from the addition of faculties 
of Laws and Medicine (B/661). 
Except for the Jesuits1 College and at least one Seminary, founded 
in 1703 (B/661), secondary and advanced education was poorly developed. 
Primary teaching was sadly lacking and technical instruction conspicuous 
by its absence25. Only the more privileged classes among the Maltese 
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had the benefit of any considerable formal education, largely in 
Sicily and Italy, while for the mass of the population school 
education remained an unknown quantity. 
The Roman occupation of Malta and Gozo, in 216 B.C., had brought 
Roman law to the Islands. The Arabs presumably brought their own 
legal· system and institutions in 870 but \-Then the Islands were 
conquered by the Normans in 1091 the link with Roman Law was firmly 
re-established and has remained, with modifications, to this dey. 
The legal system of the Order of St. John was, naturally enough, 
modelled on Roman lines and the Code of the Grand Master de Rohan 
(1784) was said ·to be "a compilation of Roman Iaw11 (B/L'!2). Since 
1800, English Law has come into increasing prominence but the Roman 
--principles to this day remain-the-basis of both-the-civil and common 
codes (B/469). 
Clearly the law under which the Maltese have been governed has 
varied with the changes of Government in the Islands, from the 
indirect feudal vassalage under Aragonese arid Angevin kings to the 
rule of the Grand Masters which becamaincreasingly 'direct' and 
1 sovereign' during the last decades of the Order in Malta. But, 
apart from the Arab occupation (870-1091), the link with Europe 
and with Roman Law has been maintained throughout, while the special 
position of the Church in Malta has brought the Canon Law of Rome. 
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THE CHURCH 
The modern Maltese village_ lives and moves around and within 
its Church. But in 1575, when Duzina made his report on the 
organization of the Faith of the Maltese (B/1,22), "the church had 
not yet come to be the centre roWld \·Jhich Maltese communal life 
turned" (B/375, p.27). Malta had been divided into twelve parishes 
as long previously as 1~.36 but perish churches for the following 
century and a half were still very sma1126 and there was usually 
a group of several small churches or chapels serving a se·ttlement 
(B/375, p.2?). After 1575, however, the "age of churches" dawned 
and "from the end of the sixteenth century a large number of parish 
churches were built in Malta as a result of the increased prosperity 
which bad come to the Island with the advent of ·the Knights of St. 
John" (B/484, p.Sl). Since the early seventeenth century th~ 
.-----
Maltese parish church has become the focus of the religious, social 
and economic life of the village : it is the basic fact of }.faltese 
society. 
Duzina' s raper~ brought to light many .of the injustices and 
inadequacies of the Maltese Church and clergy of the time. The 
power of the Bishop appears to have been as stro~g in 1575 as later 
but there was a great deal of friction between-him and the Clergy. 
I 
The great majority of the known Bishops of Malta before 1575 had 
been Italian or Sicilian - though at least one Maltese is recorded 
as having been elected in 1393 and again in 1420 {B/94- 1886, p.l6~. 
By and large the ed~cational standards of the clergy were low in 
1575 (B/422), some were near-illiterate. Duzina also eX11osed 
abnormal forms of service (B/422, p.605) and attempted to quash 
'superstition' where he found it (B/375, p.37). 
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On the evidence of' the Duzina report it would appear tha.t the 
Church of Malta in 1575 was active even if its organization were 
not perfect. The system of hierarchy among the secular clergy was 
apparent and would develop as the large churches were built, each 
in the charge of a parish-priest or arch-priest assisted by other 
priests. .... 
Throughout the rule of Knights the Church took the main initiative 
in Education - more especially certain orders such as the Society of 
Jesus (see above). Maltese education whether in town or country 
has never lost this religious bias and today, in common ~~~~_inter-_ 
nationally accepted Roman Catholic practice, catechism and doctrinal 
instruction figures prominently within the curriculum of Government 
as ·Hell as privat~ schools, quite apart from its position 1 out-of-
school-hours' in t~e various lay organizations which have grown up 
during this·present centUry with the avowed intent of propagating 
the teachings of Rome (v. Chapter 8). But neither lay organizations 
nor Government schools existed in the Maltese village under the Order. 
The present position of parish and-o~her priests in the village is 
different to that Hhicb the priest of a few centruies a.go maintained. 
He was, probably, one of the re,..r inhabitants Hith any learning and 
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formal education at all and was consequently the authority and 
reference for all subjects and activities which required literacy 
and a breadth of experience beyond the confines of the village. 
RURAL SOrni! 
In 1530 uhen "the peasantry formed the back-bone of Maltese 
socie.l life and economy" (B/375, p.25) it 'l-Ias not possible to 
distinguish a rural and an urban section of society in Malta. 
The whole country \-IBS rural. The ruling cla.ss comprised the 
gentry and nobility centred on No-tabile, and the country was 
administered by the Universit~. Large parts of the Islands 
were considered too exposed to ettacks from the sea to be settled 
and cultivated at all. 
Several settlement:= of village status at the time of Duzine.' s 
visit in -~575 (B/422)_ h<:1Ve since de.clined or-disappeared altogether 
while others not known to him have grown to large size. Village 
expansion and merging has probably accounted for the end of in-
dependent status of some old nuclei referred to as 1nal127 by 
Duzina. Hal Hillieri, Hal Manin, and Hal Lew have all been in-
corporated into Zurrieq, Qrendi, and Bubaqra respectively (B/375, 
p.27), while the modern village of Zebhug (Malta) comprises three 
parts indicated on the present 211 to the mile map as Mal Muxi, Hal 
Dwini, and Mal Mula28 • Other old village centres have faded away 
and are now no more than minor locality names still to be found on 
the 611 map2A. Ciantar, writing in the late eighteenth century 
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-(B/-383-)-,-mentions many of these relics-of the pa.st. Some, such 
as *al Far near modern Bir~ebb~a, were quite dead already when 
he wrote his histories but others, now names only, wnre still 
small settlements in 1772. Hal Millieri was a hamlet of fifteen 
houses and sixty-six inhabitants linked edministratively viith 
Zurrieq. The modern 6" map of the area shoviS a concantr~_ted road 
netv1ork near the little Church of St. John, a cemetery, and a group 
of -thirty wells - but no houses. Not far away lies the one time 
Hal Xluk (the Ral:!al Sciluk mentioned by Ciantar) \oJhich was still 
independent of Siggiewi in 1772 but is today marked only by the 
tiny chapel of Santa !•ia.rija ta1 Haxxluk and a cluster of wells. 
Yet another case of decline and fall is that of Hal Tartarni (or 
Tartari). A parish of this name vias one of the t,.,elve este_blished 
in 1436; it figures as a village in its own right in Duzina1 s report 
- --b"itt Ciantar ranKs-it far behind Dingli which had grown up nearby. 
Today the 611 map shows "Hal Tartarni" a few hundred yards east of 
modern Dingli, but insists on giving it inverted commas. 
no site nucleus survives in any form. 
Certainly 
The only evidence of such old villages and hamlets north of 
the Victoria Lines29 are the names 1 Mal Dragu1 (Drago) 30 and 1 Ta1 fiam-
mut 1 30 but the 611 map reveals no nuclei. Ciantar lists some deserteo 
hamlets in the Moste.-Lija_-Birkirkara area (B/383) but the most 
northerly 1 Hal' s~viving as a plac.e .naoie on the 611 map of this region 
is Hal Man, near Lija. The title 1 Hal1 is not found anywhere in Gozo 
today. 
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- In the large villages and in the to\oms which grew up during the 
rule of the Order • urbanization' was already producing a more varied 
society than \·Ias to be found in the lonely village or hamlet with 
its simple division between peasant, priest and gentry. These last 
seem to have been responsible for at least three ville.ges 'IIIhich no11t 
bear -~he names of prominent families - Dingli, Attard, and Lija 
(B/383). In 1772, the largest of all the villages was Zebbug 
(Malta) and one reads that the people there were talented and in-
cluded in their number many craftsmen and tee.chers (B/3~3). HO'\·Iever 
the 'Captain' of Birkirara was at that time more important than his 
opposite numbers in either Zebbug or in Qormi \·Ihich was then as now 
famous for its baking industry31 . Tm..rards the end of the rule of 
the Knights cotton production, spinning, weaving, and marketing 
further differentiated some of the larger villages. ~ebbug was 
well-knmm as a v5.llage of prosperous merchants although a man of 
nearby Rabat was (and still is) said to be 11 \·Iorth two Ja\otS 11 so astute 
was his business acumen11•. 
Thus, although only a limited amount of information on the 
structure. of the Maltese village in 1530 is available (apart from 
Duzina1 s shrewd report) enough is known of Malta of the Knights· 
for it to be said that by 1798 the hierarchy of villages, as regards 
particular characteristics as well as size, had been established 
substantially in its present form and that, within the village, 
the basic pattern of priest and peasant was diversified only in 
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- - the -lerger sett-lements - the market villages. 
T!lli END OF THE ORDJi:R IN l-1ALTA 
Two kinds of factors brought about the extinctj.on of the power 
of the Order of St. John in Mal"ta, internal and external. The 
latter Here by far the more significant and included 
( i) 
( ii) 
(iii) 
the loss of the income from the European Estates, 
the loss of income from loot and capture at sea, 
the exigencies of Mediterranean power-politics 
during the Napoleonic era, and 
(iv) increasing difficulty confronting trade in the area. 
'l'he secondary, intE!rnal factors \·Jhich a.dded their weight to bring 
about the final blow \.rere 
(i) the grO\vth of the power of the French element in 
the Order, 
(ii) the increasingly 1 sovereign1 notions of the Grand 
Masters, and 
(iii) the growing feelings of discontent which these 
were inspiring among the 1'-ialtese. 
-----
-Tne exte-rnal sources of revenue \oJhich had maintained the Order 
so well for so long crumbled.away in the second half of the eight-
eenth century. In 1792, the rich profits from the Commanderies 
in France ceased when the properties of a.ll mone.stic Orders were 
confiscated by a Revolutionary Assembly for which anything savouring 
of the aristocratic such as a Sovereign Order of Knights was in-
tolerable (B/588, p.294). Polish, German and other Es·tates were 
also lost about this time. The once-profi'table fight against Islam 
was, moreover, bringing no more wealth into the Exchequer of the 
Order, while Turkey was herself now an ally of :F'rance~ Instead of 
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being the guardians of Christendom the Knights were now something 
of an embarassment to the major powers in Europe and 11 it was plain 
that the ambiguities of being a Military and a Religious, and at 
the same time a Sovereign, Order l-Iere confusing to the Eighteenth 
Century imagination, and all this commotion only served to publish 
more widely "the equivocal and unstable position of the Order and 
the strategic value of the little rock in the rivalries of nations 11 
(B/588, p.280). 
~fuile its external pillars of support were collapsing about it 
the Order found new difficulties ~,o1ithin its adopted Island. Many 
of the F're~ch Knights came to sympathise l-Jith the new regime in 
their home country, some "were beginning to talk about the Rights 
of 14an and to wonder how to reconcile these with the perpetuation 
of an aristocratic society such as theirs" (B/507, p.9.3). Some of 
the Knights showed such strong Royalist sympathies however, that a 
Revolutionary decree of 1791 ·deprived all French Knights in the Order 
of their nationality (B/49.3, pp.l90/191). 
As a Sovereign Military Order the Knights identified themselves 
with Malta but never with the Haltese. The bitterness of the 
populace grel-I a.s the eighteenth century Grand Masters stove to 
centralize power in their own hands more than ever before and to 
destroy the last remnants of tne institutions which Grand Master 
de 11 Isle Adam had undertaken to respect .in 15.30. Even the proposed 
creation of a Maltese Langue of the Order as a desperate last-minute 
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palliative left the Maltese unmoved (B/507, p.97). Clearly 
relations between the Order and the t~a.ltese were as distant at 
the end of the eighteen·th century as they had been two centuries 
earlier when it could ba sa.id that "the Malta and the Knights 
thus formed two separate communities with little or no cohesive 
bonds between them. It is remarkable that even during the siege 
( 1565) the Knights maintained their aristocratic outlook - they 
and their soldiers were 1 1 nostri1 while the Maltese civilians were 
1 la bassa plebe1 or 1 il popolo minuto1 • Religion formed the only 
ground on which the people and their rulers could meet on an equal 
footing" (B/367, p.l33). 
The general discontent among the Maltese of the latter part of 
the eighteenth century even manifested itself in revolt. In 1775 
~Maltese priest, Dun Mannarino, ~~~~e a festa day to stage the 
long-planned coup which was to take him, as a first step, into the 
redoubtable Fort of St. Elmo. Many of his immediate followers 
were also priests. 1'he attempt failed and Dun Mannarino was flung 
into prison; possibly he was spared the death penalty because the 
Knights could appreciate the strength of the bitterness against 
them. It seems that popular support did not materialize as expected, 
whether through fear or whether because two and a half centuries of 
paternalism had left the Maltese unable to organize themselves 
(B/588, pp. 287-290). 
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THE LEGACY OF 'fHE KNIGHTS IN MALTA 
Just as the Order which came into Malta like a lion in 1530 
differed greatly from that which crept out like a. lamb in 1798 so 
was the Malta found by Na.poleon fa.r removed from the picture 
painted by the Commissioners of 1524. The material changes of the 
268 years ha~e been considered. They included the building of 
Valletta and the harbours, a six-fold increase in the population, 
improvements, limited though they were, in medicine and education, 
the wealth which had flowed into the Islands as a result of the 
Order's presence there, the development of a class divided society, 
and, over-riding it all, the administrative and naval po11rer of the 
'terror of Asia and Africa', shielding the Islands from the world 
outside but imposing a non~altese government aloof and paternal 
at best. The rule of celibacy within the Order and the absence 
of a Maltese Langue probably contributed to the wea~~ess of the 
ties binding the Order and the inhabitants of the Islands which it 
ruled. 
During the rule of the Order there was shift in population 
distribution along with a six-fold numerical increase. The 
scattered rural society administered from Notabile up to 1530 
witnessed the growth of Valletta from nothing to a position among 
the sho11r-piece capitals of Europe. As the urban area consolidated 
the countryside, by contrast, was eclipsed, and remained a quiet 
back-water in which village society remained uneducated, forgotten, 
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and basically unchanged. The great awakening of the twentieth 
century was to carry forward the process, begun in the nineteenth 
century, of taking the to~m back into the villages and farms where 
the Maltese countryman had lived on, hardworking,devout and 
isolated. 
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- CHAPTER 4 
Malta and the French, 1798-1800 
The occupation -of Malta and Gozo by the France of Napoleon 
Bonaparte was brief, spectacular and decisive. It endured only 
from June 11th, 1798, when the terms of surrender were 
established, to September of 1800 When Nelson's British victory 
at the ·Battle of the Nile made the French position in Valletta 
untenable (B/507, p. 96). It brought about the spectacular 
collapse of the defenses of the one-time 'terror of Asia and 
I 
Africa' and the institution of ·a Government energetically noisy 
about Libertt, Egalit~ and Fraternit~, and it was decisive in that 
it meant the end of the Order of"St. John as a naval and 
territorial power and an end to the kind of paternalism which had 
been thrust upon tne Maltese 268 years before. 
Of the events leading up to the fall of the Order in Malta 
(v. Chapter 3), the most immediately significant at the time of the 
French landing was· the internal disunity and ~ack of leadership 
and purpose. Moreover the French e~ement among the Knights, 
whether pro-Republican or neutral, precluded any concerted 
resistance by the Order. Whether or not the French Knights in the 
Order became traitors by their sympathies with their fellow-
countrymen in the armies of Napoleon is a matter for speculative 
history. Certainly, after only a week's stay in Valletta, Napoleon 
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was able to take many of the French Knights with him to his 
Egyptian campaigns (B/588, p. 306). Most of the remaining Knights, 
apart from a few Maltese Chaplains and some not fit to travel, left 
Malta for other destinations. Grand Master Hompesch fled to 
Trieste. 
It is not clear from the evidence available how far the 
Maltese would have supported the Knights if any stand had been 
made against the French. Perhaps a distinction may be made between 
the educated classes of the Maltese, among whom French ideas had 
gained some ground before the occupation, and the clergy who had 
long been offended by the priestly pretensions of the Knights, on 
the one hand, and 11 the peasants without the walls who form the 
strength of the population of the Islandn32• These villagers 
were 11an unmixed race of people, very few among them understanding 
- - - -- --- -- -
any language but their own, which is a dialect of the Arabic ••• 
they saw little of the Knights, whom they felt it no degradation 
to treat tdth all the respect which the latter desiredu32• 
~lliatever had been the feelings of the inhabitants, Bonaparte 
decided that they, like the French people, had been kept in a state 
of ignorance for too long. It was assumed that Liberte, Egalit~ 
and Fraternit6 would be eagerly received by the Maltese once rescued 
from the rule of the Order. In his one week of organizing activity 
in Valletta he divided the Islands into administrative areas and 
laid plans for government, education, police, health service, finance 
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and defense, He abolished slavery, prohibited feudal titles 
and saw to the establishment of a free press in Malta (B/589). 
But his reforming zeal carried him too far when he chose to end 
the alleged ecclesiastical tyranny in the Islands. To the 
hypersensitive Maltese Catholic the French were irreligious 
enemies of priests. They had evicted an Order which, with all 
its shortcomings, was nominally 'religious', and had gone on 
to establish a synagogue and, worse still, had ordered some 
Maltese churches to be closed and others to be robbed of their 
treasures. \oli thin only three months of ·t;he arrival of the French 
forces the indignation of the people was roused to breaking point 
with the enforced closure of a Carmelite church (on 2.9.1798; 
v,B/589). The Maltese can tolerate interference with the 
m~te:r:ial possessions _ _!lis Church just ~s li~t~e __ as he can consider 
any encroachment on the practice of his Faith34• Revolt broke 
out_and the French garrison in Mdina was massacred (B/493, p.l93). 
However despite the unusual degree of unity which these insults 
to their Church evoked among the Maltese they would have been 
powerless to dislodge the small French forces without the timely 
arrival of Nelson and the British fleet. Together British forces 
and Maltese rebel-patriots confined the French in the great 
stronghold of Valletta, Where they stayed secure·and in tolerable 
comfort for some two years. 
Incidentally, Napoleon's abortive attempt to demarcate 
twelve Municipalities reflected the changes in the pattern of 
population and settlement distribution which had taken place 
under the long rule of the Order. The Notabile of 1530 became 
the Cite Vieille of 1798, while the Cite de ~fulte of the French 
stands in Valletta and Floriana where Grand Master de 1 1 Isle Adam 
had found nothing but an empty peninsula in 1530. The large 
villages of old Malta (Siggiewi, Zebbug, Birkirkara, Zejtun, Qormi, 
2urrieq, and Naxxar) were still prominent in 1798, but other 
settlements had emerged and some declined. Gozo had lost much 
in relative importance and merited only two of the t~~lve French 
f'llunicipal districts33 • \olere Napoleon called upon to redraw his 
map in 1959 he would have to apportion many more than two of his 
f.1unicipali ties to the 1Ci te' de t·ialte 1 which nol-I extends rieht round 
the harbour areas to include large towns which he never saw. On 
a population basis at least the villages would deserve less 
prominence than in 1798. 
Significantly the Hunicipalities which Napoleon envisaged we:re 
to have been entirely independent of the Church organization, each 
having a President, four Council Members, a Secretary and a Justice 
of the Peace. It is note,.,rort.hy, moreover, that there have been 
attempts in recent years to return to such a secular approach to 
the delimitation and grouping of administrative zones but these 
have had no more success than did Napoleon's scheme. It has become 
even more apparent since 1800 that no civil unit can replace the 
'I 
.1. 
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Parish under its Parish Priest as.the basis of local authority. 
The Church rema~ns the total rather than a part of community 
organization in Malta. 
10 the social geographer concerned with the development of 
11' 
/ the elements of modern Maltese society the period of French rule 
.,. 
is important on three counts. Firstly it highlights the 
singular position of t_he Church in llfal tese life and especially 
the unquestioning loyalty of the Maltese to their Faith. Secondly 
it marks the end of the paternalism, benevolent or otherwise, of 
the Order of St. John and coincides with the beginnings of 
institutions of government and society in their present form. 
Finally, it revealed that, by 180~, the Maltese Islands had assumed 
the strategic position in the conflicts and rivalries of European 
Malta and the Maltese during the nineteenth century. 
'' 
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NOTES on Part_! 
1. This Chapter draws extensively from the recent researches in 
the archaeology of Malta of Professor J.D. Evans 
(B/J.D.Evans); while the late Professor Sir Themistocles 
Zammit was responsible for a great deal of pioneering 
study and writing (B/655,657). 
2. In a British Association lecture (Glasgow, 1958, Section H) 
J.G. Jenkins described sled-like structures, dragged 
by animals and having a 'cart-like' superstructure as 
being found in many parts of Europe up to modern times. 
See also B/J.D.Evans; B/458; B/464; and B/657 for 
further details o~ this controversial question. 
3 • . A census of 1240 lists 771 Moslem and only 250 Christian 
families, though the precise definition of what 
constituted a Moslem family is not clear. 
4. Such inscriptions are discussed in B/493, p. 144, and elsewhere 
but, in fact, no mention is made of Hellenic power in 
Malta by contemporary writers such as Thucydides (v. 
'.l'hucydides Book VI, SectioQ. I to V). A case for their 
having been Greek influence in Malta as late as the Roman 
occupation is given in B/58 -23.2.1958. 
5-: SeeB1281; B/419;-Cicero-(Verr.II.74)-;- Ovid (Fasti III.--
567-570); and Liv,y. 
6. Badger puts it at 879 (B/307, p.6 et seq~. 
7. A parchment now preserved in the Palace, Valletta. 
8. With the conquest of Rhodes (1308) came formal recognition of 
the Order as a sovereign, military and territorial 
power. After the retreat of the Christian forces from 
the Holy Land the Knights became sailors instead· of 
.soldiers but continued their work as hospitallers and 
escorts of pilgrims making their way through the 
Mediterranean. 
9. The administrative system of the Order remains substantially 
the same today at the Headquarters in Rome although 
the sovereign and military aspects have ceased. 
10. The Reformation brought the decline of the German and the extinction 
of the English Langue but these were eventually revived as 
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a single 'Langue of England and Bavaria' in 1784. 
11. Some of the responsibilities were distributed as under 
(B/493, p.l65) : 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Grand Marshall - The Piller of Auvergne, 
Grand Admiral - The Pilier of Italy, 
Grand Commander - The Pilier of Provence, 
responsible for finance, ordinance 
and artillery. 
Grand Hospitaller - The Pilier of France, 
Grand Chancellor (who sealed the Acts of the Order) -
The Piller of Castile, 
Grand Bali (responsible for fortifications) - The 
Piller of Germany, 
Responsible for clothing and other supplies - The 
Piller of Aragon, 
Responsible for Coastal Defence - The Turcopilier 
of the English Langue. 
Vatican, Barb.Lat.5036 (V.B/588, p.68). 
_The Commissioners reported to the Grand ~~star in 1528. · So 
far, however, it has not been possible to trace their 
Report among the Archives of _the Order (B/16). 
Fortunately swmnaries are available in later works, 
notably : · B/326, pp. 15-18; and B/334, pp. 30-31. 
Other comments on the investigations of Commissioners 
appear i~ -s/638,--Vol.2, p.I8; B/375, -P~-22T. B/184-,-
p.ll. 
Heard in field-work. 
. . 
A resounding defeat suffered by. the 'lurks at Lepanto, in 
1571, gave the Knights a breathing-space sufficient 
for organization and completion of the major part of 
the work. 
16. The Palace of the Grand Masters, begun in 1572, took nine 
years to build. Meanwhile building on the new Auberges 
had begun - Auberge d '.Aragon in 1571; Auberges de 
Castile, d'Italie and d 1Auvergne in 1574, and the 
Auberge de Provence a year later (v.B/484, the authority 
for thls material). 
17. Since April, 1958, when the Labour Government under Mintoff 
resigned, the Islands have been without a locally 
elected Assembly (December, 1959). 
18. Titles of news items, known as 1Relazione', published at 
the time in Naples and Harseilles (v.B/588, p.218). 
19. So success.ful did the Order become a~ a naval machine 
during the fight with Turkey that even as late as 
the eighteenth century Russia was keen to accept 
help from the Order in the development of her own 
navy (v.B/588, p.283-284). 
20. Henri de LISDAM : 1L1Esclavage du Brave Chevalier de 
Ventimille', Lyons, 1608. 
67. 
21. Kininmonth attributes the decline of the naval position of 
the Order, in part at least, to the inability of the 
Knights to equip their fleet with sailing warships 
in place of the traditional oared vessels (B/493, 
p.l84). 
22. 'Observations de la Chambre de Commerce de ~~rseilles ••• 
relativement au Decret ••• concernant les biens de 
l'Ordre de Nalte' (1790). 
23. J.E.NISBET: 'Treasury Records of the Knights of ~t. John 
in Rhodes', in B/83- 1957, v.p.97. 
24. MS Report to Pope Urban VIII on the Order in Malta. Vatican, 
____ -~-arbarini Collection- 5036 (v.B/588, p.l52). 
-- - - --- -
25. J.P. VELLA : 1The Contribution of the Jesuit Fathers to 
Education in the Maltese Islands', Malta, Royal 
University, 1953, thesis. 
26. E.g. the old Church of Santa.Marija ta 1 Bir ~tlftuh, near 
Gudja. 
27. I.e. 'Village'. 
28. v. Bibliography, Introductory Section. 
29. 'fhe Victoria Lines : Stretching from Fomm ir-RHL .. Beyc.on the 
west coast to Baaar ic-Cagaak near GAargaur, this major 
fault, down-throwing to the north, was the traditional 
defensive feature protecting the populated south and 
was heavily fortified by the British during the 
nineteenth century. 
30. v. 611 map, Sheet IV. 
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Jl. Qormi was the main supplier of bread to the Order (B/J8J, 
Lib I. Note VIII passim) while, in l9571 48 of the 
201 bakeries in Malta (without Gozo) were located 
in the village, according to information supplied 
by the Dept. of 1rade and Industry, Malta, to the 
writer in July, 1957. 
J2. From a series of articles, 'Pasley's Views on Malta', by 
D. SULTANA, in B/58, v. Part V, 30.11.1958. 
JJ. The districts envisaged by N~oleon's French rulers of 
Malta and Gozo were (B/589) : 
(1) Cit~ Vieille (Mdina, Rabat, and Dingli), 
(2) ~ebbug, 
(J) Qormi and Luqa, 
( 4) NaxKar, Mosta and GRarg~ur, 
(5) Birkirkara, Lija, Balzan, and Attard, 
(6) ?iggiewi1 Qrendi, and f4qabba, (7) ~ejtun, Zabbar, Gft!iJCaq, and Tarxien, 
(8) Zurrieq, Safi, Kirkop, and Gudja, 
(9) Cite du Goze, 
(10) Canton de Caccia au Goze, 
~(11) Municipalite de l'Ouest (Valletta and 
Floriana), 
¥(12) };funicipalit6 de l'Est (Senglea, Cospicua, 
and Vittoriosa). 
- - - - . - -- /- - - - - - - - - - -
• These comprised the Cite de Malta. 
J4. There is evidence of a change in the French attitude towards 
the Maltese Church but this appears to have been too 
little and too late (B/589). 
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PART 2 
The Nineteenth and Tt~ntieth Centuries, Emergence 
and Emancipation 
69. 
In Part 1 was outlined the development of society in the 
Nal tese Islands up to 1800. This may be seen as the formative 
period in which the major features of the society emerged in their 
present form. l•Iost notable arnong these was the social cleavage 
betueen urban and rural Nalta which became more definite as the 
rule of the Order of st. John advanced. During the nineteenth 
century this process continued as the concentration of population 
and development ~n and around the harbour areas and the British 
Royal Naval Dockyard produced an urban population increasingly 
dependent on the British naval and economic connexion. The 
C_QJ.U'ltryside of the Islands_tended to be affected by-these changes 
more indirectly and less noticeably. However, as the nineteenth 
century advanced there vi9re signs that developments which had 
characterized the consolidation of urban J· .. [al ta l-18re beginning to 
find their way into the villages also. 
These were, broadly speaking, of t\ro types, socio-cultural 
and material. 'l'he former group included the range of social 
changes l-Ihich were to bring what may be called 1 emancipation 1 to the 
villager, while the material developments centred on the extension 
of a variety of amenities from the towns to the country areas which 
had previou_sly lacked them. Part 2 exwnines some of these against 
the bac]{ground of the general history of the Islands during the 
nineteenth and the first half of the twentieth centuries, and 
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Part 3 goes on to consider Maltese rural society as it has emerged 
at the present day with particular reference to the individual in 
that society and to the way in which he is currently reac·t.ing to 
the total of factors which together are bringing him a new way of 
life and \..rork. 
Part 2 begins with a general introduction to the period 
(Chapter 5). Chapters 6, 7 and 8 consider in more detail three of 
the more important elements in the social history of the period -
Education, the Language Question, and the Church. Some of the more 
Jnaterial developments and the spread of 1amenities 1 are then discussed 
in Chapter 9_in so far as they have made an impact on village life 
in r~ta and Gozo. 
It has been found that a certain amount of repetition has been 
necessary, as between Chapters 7 and a for example, in order to make 
each Chapter complete within its own field and at the same time part 
of the total picture. 
The Emergence of Modern Malta 
The eighteenth century ended in Malta ~dth political and 
economic collapse. The direct rule of the Order, ~mich had 
tightened its grip even more securely in the latter part of the 
century, came to be replaced by a more liberal type of 
paternalism under the British administration after 1800. The 
Order had enjoyed an enormous revenue from its European Estates 
but most of this had been lost to Malta even before the Knights 
were expelled in 1798 (v. Chapter 3). A further pillar to the 
econo~ of the Order had been the export of cotton. Indeed 
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11 other articles of commerce were but trifling ••• " (B/326, Vol. 1, 
p. 108). However this too was lost ~men, in 1800, Spain, the 
_:grincipal m~rke.:t_, prohibited the_impor-t of-yarn (B/122-,- -pp.--3-S) .-
Almost immediately ho\.rever the Malt_ese felt the effects of 
the British military and·naval expenditure in the Islands along 
\dth loans from the British Government. The Napoleonic Wars 
were raging for_ fifteen years after the arrival of British forces, 
during which time the •Continental System' drove British commercial 
enterprise from Italy to Malta so that, after 1806, there came to 
the Islands "a great upsurge of commerce 1135• :t>1al ta was here 
benefitting from the war conditiqns prevailing around her- as she 
was to do again later in the century. This economic boom during 
the first decade of British rule made easier the acceptance by the 
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people of the new regime. Unfortunately hO\oTever this prospericy 
\oias to be short-lived and came to an abrupt halt when the first of 
the nineteenth-century cholera epidemics ravaged the Islands in 
1813. Five per cent of the population died and quarantine 
restrictions lost to Halta the focal position in the war-time trade 
Which she had enjoyed particularly since 1807. Only twelve months 
previously, moreover, the Royal Commissioners had been able to 
report that "many farmers turned from cotton growing to the 
production of foodstuffs and grain, the prices of which soared in 
prosperous Valletta. l-lany artisans, weavers and spinners found 
employment in the port services 11 (B/182) • 
The conditions of war or the threat of war, disease,and 
sharp fluctuations in trade and the level of prosperity which 
Malta experienced during the first years of the nineteenth century 
were characteristic features of the Islands' life throughout the 
period. They produced a succession of economic and social Highs 
and Lows. Price discusses this trend with detailed reference to 
but one of the aspects involved, emigration (B/556). These 
fluctuations vividly illuminated the dependence of the Maltese 
on a variety of external forces and were, to this extent, a 
continuation and magnification of the position which had developed 
under the Order· when the Islands had come to rely on external 
revenue from the European Estates of the Knights and on the 
pr~fits from war in the li·Iediterranean (v. Chapter 3). 
At no time could the fortunes of the rural section of 
Maltese society stand unaffected by the general trends within 
the total economic position of the Islands but, as the century 
advanced, they came more directly to vary with the general 
pattern. One crucial element of this was the development of 
the Dockyard and the commercial port especially in the second 
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half of the century. This enabled the countryman, at least in 
periods of prosperity, to leave his fields for work in the harbour 
areas, Where he could expect to find more remunerative employment. 
This became increasingly clear as the decline in cotton gro~dng 
and processing, on which a large part of the rural community had 
depended, continued through the century (v. Chapter 10). ·In 
fact it became increasingly evident that n~,ial ta. • • is too small 
to Eermdt ov~r~sharp distinctio?s bet\~en to~ and country, la~~ 
and sea. No farm is more than five miles from the coast, no 
village more than a dozen miles from Valletta, and its satellite 
tO\-ms" (B/556, p. 8). 
These beginnings of an economic cormexion bet-ween tolm and 
country were to be followed, towards the end of the nineteenth 
century and in the twentieth, by the influx into rural Malta of 
urban ideas and standards and a variety of urban social features. 
An attempt will be made in Part 3 to consider the position of 
the modern Maltese countryman against the background of these 
changes; Part 2 will be limited, meanwhile, to an outline of the 
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maj-or backgroUnd elements in this emergence. 
In the early nineteenth century, before the Dockyard had 
acquired its later dominant position, it was still possible to 
speak of the !vial tese countryman as a 1 peasant I in the sense of 
a largely self-sufficient, small-scale farmer. Despite the 
political upheavals bet\reen 1798 and 1800 and their subsequent 
ramifications and the outbreaks of epidemic·s, as in 1813, it is 
possible to see the first twenty-three years of the century as 
a period of comparative prosperity in agriculture (B/556). The 
following twenty years brought a considerable worsening in the 
position, at a time when the Docl~ard had not replaced the cotton 
industry as a major employer of labour. Even lllarge increases 
in service expenditure were not always accompanied b,y beneficial 
results" (B/556, p. 5), for this Imperial support tended to be 
most substantial during crises such as the Greek War of Independence 
and the Mehemet Ali crisis in Egypt vbich themselves seriously 
disrupted r1alta 1s commercial trade and thereby the prosperity of 
-· the Islands. 
A major outbreak of cholera in 1837 and a severe drought 
three years later brought this long period of depression to its 
lo\o~est point. Immediately afterwards, ho\.Jever, substantial 
increases both in the volume of entrepot trade and in Imperial 
expenditure in the Islands heralded improvements in the economic 
position which were to continue for some decades, culminating in 
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- -a- wave of prosper"fty f.ri the decade after 1854 l-lhen "the Crimean 
campaign launched t.falta into a boom" (B/556, p. 107). During 
hostilities British Government expenditure in the Islands 
increased so greatly that the situation of most sections of society 
was considerably improved. ~lages in agriculture, for example, 
jumped by some 5~6• After the War money continued to pour into 
Malta along with British naval expansion, and still more capital 
~ms expended on the Dockyard Where the mid-nineteenth century 
witnessed great building actiVity (v •. Appendix 12). Indeed Price, 
in his penetrating study of Maltese economic progress in the 
century, observes that "from 1855 om1ards imperial e:xpendi ture 
unquestionably became the major force in Malta's economic life" 
(B/556, p. 109 et alia). 
1865 brought a prosperous decade to an end with another 
outbreak of cholera and a three-year drought along with a further 
deterioration in the cotton industry (B/556, p. 126). Hages in 
agriculture fell back fast enough to bring severe hardship to the 
rural areas, and at least one protest march of angry farm-workers 
went to Valletta demanding work or relief (B/207). The urban 
\ororking classes suffered less than the agricultural section of 
the community on this occasion, especially after 1869 w.hen the 
opening of the Suez Canal brought more commercial trade to Malta. 
After 1873, however, a series of poor harvests and another rise 
in European price levels brought renewed hardship to all classes 
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in ~falta. ~fuqy Maltese were said at the time to be living on 
carob beans (B/226). 
Between 1878 and 1882 some prosperity returned with the end of 
the War between Russia and Turkey and increased building expansion 
in and near Valletta itself. A slight set-back in 1882 1r.rhen 
trouble broke out in Egypt temporarily halted the improvements 
which, by 1885, had brought a full return to prosperity with rising 
wages and abundant employment in the Islands (B/556, p. 128). 
Throughout the middle decades of the nineteenth century this 
rapidly alternating sequence of prosperity and depression had 
aroused concern both in Malta and in London. Commissions visited 
the Islands to report on disease and poverty and attempts were made 
to improve the basic amenities of sanitation, previously in a 
generally appalling condition and a_~ important contributory factor 
in much of the distress felt b,y all sections of society, but 
especially serious in the rural areas. Some of these reports and 
the living standards of the period Which they illuminate are 
discussed in Chapter 12, where the consequences of the continued 
decline of the cotton industry are also considered. 
While the people of Malta had been suffering the chru1ges of 
fortune outlined their nu~ers had been increasing relentlessly 
(v. Appendix 7) •. The over-all expansion of the naval and military 
establishment was, ho,.rever, able to absorb most of the groldng 
labour supply and the problem of over-population was not to assume 
;, 
. 
• 
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the proportions reached in the twentieth century when the 
labour market was to prove unable to keep pace wi "t:h the 
accelerating population increase. 
The mid-nineteenth century is also important to the present 
thesis for the new social factors which emerged in it. One of 
' these, general primary education, was to begin the process which 
was to lead to·the appearance of a large and gro\dng literate 
middle class in the twentieth century and the consequent disruption 
of the traditional class pattern of Maltese society (v. Chapter 6 
and Part 3}. Another factor underlying almost every facet of 
social and political life in Malta for some seventy-five years after 
1865 was the language question (v. Chapter 7}. Politics, 
education, emigration and Church affairs, all came to hinge on ·the 
battle of the languages of 1-ialta. The Church itself, fully 
. --
occupied in keeping pace with the events of the nineteenth century, 
notab~ the increase and spread of the population in the Islands, 
,.,ras to face a rapidly changing society in the tvrentieth. The 
traditional social scene was to be affected by the economic, 
educational, and political changes which had made their debut in 
the nineteenth century that a re-orientation of approach within 
the Church was to prove necessary. Part of this was to be the 
wide range of activity known as the 1Lay Apostolate• (v. Chapter 8). 
The Church throughout the nineteenth centUry provided a stabilizing 
influence in an era of economic and social instability, a position 
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which doubtless helped the l•Ialtese to avoid the major social 
upheavals of other European countries. There was in fact no 
social unrest more serious than the protest marches of the 
1870s during even the most difficult years of hardship and 
distress. 
The half-century after 1885 stands out in Maltese social 
history as the period of the 'language question·'. During the 
period the fluctuations in prosperity, wnich had characterized 
the rest of the nineteenth century, continued but, in over-all 
terms, the economic position was secure enough to allow most 
attention to be diverted to major social movements such as 
education and to political thinking. The language conflict at 
this -time \o.ras in fact the manifestation of the changed pat·tiern 
of society under nineteenth-century British rule. As will be 
seen in Chapter 6 English language and culture had caught up wi~h 
and passed Italian by the early years of the twentieth century .• 
The professional and cultured classes clung to the. Italian 
language (the mother-tongue of many of them) as the focus of their 
class identity against the rising tide of awareness within the 
ne\·1 middle and \oJorking classes coming into prominence \d th the 
spread of general education and the concentration of activity in 
and around the naval and commercial dockyards and harbours with 
the emphasis on the English lan~uage and connexion which they 
entailed. 
Politically a clear distinction emerged between the pro-
Italian classes and those who envisaged an 'Anglo-Maltese• 
future for the Islands. On account of their traditional 
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ascendancy in the professions, the law, the Church, and in maqy 
forms of business, the Italianists were a far stronger element 
in this conflict than their numbers within the total population 
\·rould merit. 
When the Islands received their first Constitution in 1921, 
the Italianist 1Unione Politica 1 was returned to power37• It 
hot . ever lacked a majority over the three other parties combined. 
Three years later another general election ~~s held and the Unione 
Politica and the Constitutional Party each received ten seats out 
of the thirty-two in the Legislative Assembl~7• This result 
prompted a union between the National Democratic Party, with five 
seats in 1924, and the Unione, but the combined '.t-rationalist' 
(i.e. pro-Italianist) Part,y was itself defeated in 1927 by a 
Labour-Constitutionalist coalition. 
In 1931 came a Royal Commission (B/187) to enquire into the 
whole complex of affairs but with particular reference to the 
language question, Italian influence and s~npathies in the Islands. 
Much of the social change of which the conflict was an expression 
emerged during the investigations of the Commissioners. They 
heard, for example, that "as regards the domination of the classes, 
the Labour Party has always declared that, in the past, the Italian 
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language has been a means for assisting the privileged classes 
against the lo\o~er classes" (B/187, p. 75) • 
The 1932 ele~tion and Nationalist victory37 followed two 
years of government by Order in Council (B/498, p. 7) but Dr. 
Mizzi and his Ninisters soon made it clear that their policy 
was one of 1Italianization 1 even to ~1e extent of going counter 
to the regulations then in force concerning the teaching of 
languages38• The British Government warned the ~lizzi ministry 
that its policies and practices were bre~cing, in the letter as 
\rell as in the spirit, the agreements upon which the restoration 
of the Constitution in 1932 had been based (v. B/498). As the 
Nationalists showed themselves umrilling to retract any of their 
pro-Italianist measures the Constitution was \·ri thdrawn and the 
Islands \·Jere left Hi thout an elected Legislative Assembly for 
fifteen years39• Despite its removal from the political battle-
field by these actions the language question continued to 
dondnate Maltese social and political thought until the outbreak 
of the 1939-45 War when Fascist Italian bombs on Valletta finally 
removed pro-Italian sympathies from all but a fe111 pockets of 
resistance in the Islands. 
Since 1932 the class dichoto~ in Maltese society has 
demonstrated a linguistic flavour to a very much smaller extent. 
In more recent years a new kind of cleavage has emerged between 
those favouring a complete 'Anglicization' of culture and· those 
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for l-lhom the native ~'ialtese language is a:social fact wortey 
of emphasis and development. The position of English has 
become strong enough for the dispute to be between those for 
Whom Maltese is 1useless 1 and those favouring a bilingual 
English - 111Ial tese regime. 
While argument and conflict over linguistic issues was 
raging in period after 1885 the Haltese Islands were witnessing 
profound social and economic changes. The Report of the 1911-12 
Royal Conmissioners is an important documentary land-mark in 
the early part of the twentieth century. At that time the 
Commissioners could observe that 11Malta owes its importance chiefly 
to its two magnificent harbours and its position in the f·fediterranean11 
(B/186, Report, p. 4). The Imperial expenditure, and commercial 
wealth and opportunity l-lhich these assets brought to the Islands 
- . 
were enabling a rapidly increasing population to be maintained at 
living standards already higher than those found in most nearby 
Mediterranean countries. Despite the tremendous emphasis .on 
the dockyard and harbours at a time When the Royal Navy had reached 
a peak in its development at the end of a long period of a global 
'Pax Britannica• the Commissioners were able to observe that, in 
1912, nagriculture is, and must remain, by far the ~argest and 
most important industry11 (p. 6). 11The agricultural population, 11 
they reported, 11 though almost l-ri thout education, is the most hardy, 
energetic, and industrious in the Island ••••• their condition is on 
the \·lhole fairly prosperous 11 (p. 6). The 1914-18 War 1 which 
broke out shortly after the visit of the Commissioners, marked 
profound changes in this apparently satisfactory position. It 
saw the beginnings of the process of 'urbanization' which was to 
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produce a changed rural society in the Islands. Education, noted 
for its absence by the Commissioners, spread rapidly after the War 
and the village school had become an established feature of all 
but the very smallest rural settlements ~ben the Compulsory 
Attendance Act came into force in 1924 (v. Chapter 6). This was 
the basis of the whole range of changes which were to bring a new 
emancipation to the Maltese rural classes. The details of this 
change as they affect the individual in modern Maltese village 
society are discussed in Part 3, in ~rhich an examination is also 
- -made of the '-prosperity.! of -which -the Conunissioner.s had spoken_. _ 
It will be seen that the rural classes were 11 fairly prosperous 11 
only in a relative sense in 1912 for within a gener.ation they had 
come to demand a much higher standard of life and had in fact 
begun to reject the individually-orientated, peasant subsistence 
farming-unit of the past in favour of the commercially-based 
cash-cropping farm of the present. 
The First World War (1914-1918) was therefore something of 
a landmark in the process of social change but the average country-
man had far le~s experience of it ~han.he had of the Second War 
which broke out in 1939. The"follo"-'ing six years ~f hostilities, 
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and especially the earlier years of the siege of ~~lta, brought 
a tremendous social upheaval in the Islands. Conscription, 
evacuation, and food-rationing were some of the things which 
produced a degree of meeting and mixing of people and ideas not 
previously seen. To a very large extent the War can be considered 
as marking the end of the order of society in Malta and Gozo in 
which the town and country had been mutually exclusive. It was, 
albeit indirectly, an 'urbanizing' influence on rural society in 
both the material and social senses. Most of the villages, except 
those near strategic targets (e.g. Luqa), suffered little bomb 
damage as against the devastation of Valletta and the Three Cities 
(B/340), but they became more tban ever before aware of events 
around them. Maltese from the towns moved into the villages. 
Children from the Three Cities attended schools in Gozo and rural 
Malta. One still hears a good deal of comment on the contrasts 
of dialect to be heard in the war-time coffee bars from countrymen 
who had previously had only limited contact_ with townspeople. 
Older village people recall the effect on patterns of behaviour 
of the presence of British and United States servicemen, some of 
\mom even ventured to 'date' the girls of the villages - a novel 
feature, as was the use of cosmetics by these same young ladies. 
Some conscripted farmers wore heavy boots for the first time, while 
ar~-style clothing continues to be used in increasing quantities 
by villagers. 
•' 
The comparative prosperi~y enjoyed by maQY sections of 
the_ farming community as a result of the food-shortage enabled 
some farmers to build up considerable financial reserves 
(v. Chapter 12). Incidentally also this demand for locally-
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gro~ food. underlined the crucial position of Malta's sole basic 
industry, an aspect which is easily overlooked in peace-time when 
cheap foreign supplies give rise to the comment that agriculture 
in the Islands ~./"not worth the trouble". 
When peace returned in 1945 a new era had begun for the 
Maltese countryman. The Compulsory Education Act of 1946 brought 
promise of an end to widespread illiteracy and early school-leaving 
(v. Chapter 6). The Islands received a new Constitution in the 
follo\dng year, with a locally-elected legislature controlling all 
affairs apart from 'reserved' matters such as defence, finance and 
foreign relations. Some indication of the subsequent activity of 
the Government Departments is given in Parts 5 and 7 of the 
Bibliography. Apart from the obvious emphasis on building·and 
reconstruction work (B/125, 126, 149, 150, 152, 162) there was 
considerable activity in other Departments, notably Emigration 
(B/118, 119, 120, 121), Education (B/110, 111, 154), f.ledical and 
Health (B/137), Social We~fare (B/121, 130, 131, 132), and 
Agriculture (B/100, 138, 1~9) • 
• The emigration drive was an important element in the social 
history of post-war Malta. Prior to 1914 emigration had been 
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principally to the Mediterranean littoral (B/556) but during the 
twentieth century attention wa_s turned to English-speaking 
countries, notably Australia. Maqy thousands of Maltese left 
the Islands, although many also returned. This movement is having 
two major repercussions. Firstly the emigrants are predominantly 
young men and youths \~ose absence has produced a breach in the 
age-pyramid. This is particularly noticeable in rural villages, 
such as Nadur, where the customary pattern of social life is 
being severely disrupted by the loss of the most energetic members 
of the community. On the other hand, hovrever, the Maltese and 
Gozitans now settled in Australia and other countries generally 
maintain close touch vdth their families and in many cases send 
home considerable sums of money. This link is, therefore, further 
tending to _!Iiden ~~horizon of _t~e_ ~ountryman as tie~ _oJ .f_amily 
and correspondence are built up. 
Within Ivlalta, education has for some time been designed to 
meet the needs of the prospective migrant and many Maltese have 
been able to gain some technical skill and the necessary kno\v'ledge 
of English. 
Primary education has made rapid strides particularly in 
recent years and many new school buildings have been built, although 
the shortage of teaching staff remains serious (v. Chapter 6). 
Even more impressive are the improvements made since 1945 
in the medical and health s~andards of the t4altese Islands. Trachoma, 
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once a widespread-scourge in rurai areas, has practically disappeared. 
Undulant fever is now much less common than formerly while, most 
spectacular of all has been the decline in the rate of infant 
mortality. This latter provides a useful index to the extent of 
the over-all improvement. The following table illustrates the 
change and, incidentally, suggests that the position in Gozo - the 
more 'rural' of the Islands - is still well below the average for 
the whole country (data from B/177): 
INFANT MORTALITY RATE (Under One Year), per 1000 total births. 
~ ~ GOZO ALL ISLANDS 
1937 ••• 242 253 243 
1938 ••• 223 245 225 
1939 ••• 224 263 227 
1940 ••• 277 272 276 
41941 ••• 304 301 303 
"1942 ••• 248 323 345 
1943 •• 0 204 265 210 
I9~4-••• 113 152 . lH) 
1945 ••• 140 184 144 
1946 ••• 134 99 131 
1947 ••• 119 134 120 
1948 ••• ill 135 113 
1949 ••• 83 94 84 
1950 ••• 89 81 86 
1951 ••• 99 112 99 
1952 ••• 70 98 72 
1953 ••• 64 80 65 
1954 ••• 67 65 67 
1955 ••• 44 47 45 
1956 ••• 41 61 43 
1957 ••• 39 62 41 
¥ the siege of l-4alta. 
The tremendous improvement over the past twenty years demonstrated 
by these figures reflects a wide variety of changes and, moreover, 
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emphasizes the need for emigration, as mentioned above, as a 
means of reducing population pressure in a fiercely Roman 
Catholic country. The changes \othich have contributed to the 
general improvement so effectively in such a short space of 
time include not only extensions in medical services and improvements 
in sanitation, nutrition, etc., but also a gro\odng public awareness 
of the need for elementary hygiene and basic medical care. A 
midwifery service has been developed along \d th general improvements 
in hospitals- although much still remains to be done (v. Chapter 9). 
Other social services have expanded during the 1950s along ...Uth 
a considerable runount of legislation and investigation in labour 
problems, the needs of the aged and the infirm, and so on (v. Chapter 
9). 
Also important in recent years have been the relief agencies 
distributing free food and other supplies among the poorer classes 
of the Islands. Notable among these have been C.A.R.E. and N.C.H.C. 
(v. Chapter 11). 
The post-War era has also seen increased concern for agriculture 
and dairying. Nwnerous specialists have visited the Islands in 
recent years and have submitted reports on various aspects of the 
problem. The vlde ramifications of this progranwe are considered 
in Chapter 11. 
The 'material' aspects of the present urbanization of rural 
Hal ta and Gozo include a wide range of a.'lleni ties \-lhich have been 
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extended to the villages, particularly since 1945. '!'he se range 
from the extension of public electricity supplies, sewerage systems, 
transport, etc., to rediffusion and, most recently of all, 
television. Some of these are considered in more detail in 
Chapter 9. 
While these economic and social changes have been taking place 
the Church in Malta has striven to adapt itself to its changed 
circwnstances. The most significant manifestations of this in 
the present social scene are the numerous organizations known 
collectively as the 'Lay Apostolate'. This movement is essentially 
an urban development since change has moved most rapidly in the 
towns but no\.J that rural l-lalta is, as it were, 'catching up' the 
Lay Apostolate is consolidating its position there too (v. Chapter 8). 
Having outlined some of the major features of the social history 
--- - - -
of British i··lal ta this study must now turn to a more detailed 
examination of some four aspects 1r1hich, it is considered, have been 
of crucial importance during the period. These are education 
(Chapter 6), language (Chapter 7), the Church. and the Lay Apostolate 
(Chapter 8), together with a brief discussion of the impact of 
some of the 1 amenities' (Chapter 9). Part 3 will then go on to 
examine the tYPe of rural society which has emerged today in 
Malta and Gozo and will consider, particularly the position of the 
individual in that society. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Education in the Maltese Islands 
Education, in its uidest sense, has been the most important 
single factor in the emergence of a substantial, literate, middle 
class in the ~fultese Islw1ds. The process began in the latter 
part of the nineteenth century but assumed marked proportions only 
in the twentieth and, particularly, since since the end of the 
1939-45 \.Jar. The movement began in the towns and spread to rural 
districts only slO\Ily until the period bet,-reen the \·Jorld \.Jars when 
the Compulsory At·liendance Act (1924) established Government primary 
schools as an essential feature of the social scene in rural Malta, 
a move which v1as completed by the Compulsory Education Ac·~ of 1946. 
Such education as there was in the Maltese Islands before 1530 
appears to-have been- almost-entirely under ecciesiast~cal dire~tion 
(B/369). The arrival of certain religious Orders in the foUl1 teenth 
and fifteenth centuries probably consolidated this position. The 
Universit~ which originated under the Aragonese rulers of Halta and 
Gozo (1283-1410) and grew rapidly in importance during the Castilian 
domination of the fifteenth century had at least some concern for 
education along vrlth its primary political and economic functions 
( v. Chapter 2) • 
Certainly the Universit~ v18.S running one school when Hgr. 
Duzina made his 1575 visit {B/422) though even this had been closed 
for eight years in the previous decade as the result of a charge of 
go. 
diseminating Lutheran doctrine (B/375, pp.31-33). At ·t;he end of that 
century (1592) the Society of Jesus founded a College in Valletta 40 
(v. Chapter 3, Education). But the privileged few ... lh.o ... rere able 
to carry their education to such a level - or beyond to the 
Universities of Italy- must be set against the bulk of the population 
among whom any formal education was a rare exception to the generally 
prevailing ignorance, illiteracy and social isolation. 
The nineteenth century brought Government-controlled education. 
The first elementary school was opened in Valletta in 1619 and, in 
1836, a Royal Commission 'nationalized' the schools {there were 
eleven Govermnent elementary schools in 1839), although i"li 1r1as not 
until 1842 that the primary school system \.Jas finally removed from 
the authority of' the University (B/184). Under an energetic 
Direc~9!", Canouao1o P.ullicino, there "'ere far-reaching r.eforms 
in the educational system of the Islands after 1850. Not only Here 
the curricula a.11d teaching methods improved but the network of 
primary schools was extended to some of the villages and the 
administrative side of public education was thoroughly reformed 
(B/661, p. 217). In Gozo, Canon Pullicino founded a Lycewn and 
a Secondary School for girls. 
The Cooonissioners of 1836 noted that only a small fraction of 
the population uas literate (B/184), but even by 1851 education had 
1nade little progress and the illiteracy rate was still very high 
(B/167 - 1851). The labouring classes, more especially those in 
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the rural areas away from contact with Italian and British influence, 
continued to rely for information very largely on the traditional 
sources - the clergy and, to a less extent, the gentry (B/556, 
p.20-2l). But here the position was complicated throughout most 
of' the nineteenth century by the diversity of vie\-IS and outlook 
within these groups. The Italian refugee intellectuals after 
1848 said one thing, and "L-rrote it in their press, t.he Haltese 
aristocracy and gentry said another, while the Church itself, which 
had been almost the only island of learning in a sea of ignorance, 
was none too happy about a Govern.rnent-sponsored system o.f primary 
education r.rith its, alleged, promise of 'Protestant' infiltration 
(B/556, p.20). 
The Commissioners insisted that the educational system be 
adjusted with a v~e\·1 to reducing the _ex~essive m~bers of P-rj.ests, 
law,yers, doctors and civil servants and giving increased prominence 
to industry and collDTlerce both within education and in social outlook 
in general (B/184). T'nis characteristic of i.vial tese society in 1836 
,.;as, hor.rever, little changed during the second half of the century 
nor did it in fact shorT signs of much modification until the mid-
twent,ieth century. The Commissioners blamed the educated classes 
for the lack of 'initiative' which permitted such a state of affairs 
to persist from one generation to another. Nevertheless the whole 
problem of educatio~and especially of technical (i.e. co~nercial 
and industrial) education, was worse rather than better \·ihen Keenan 
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made his "Report upon the .Eaucational System of' Malta" in 1880 
(B/266). He found that the 1 over-cro~rling 1 in the professional 
classes was as irrational as in 1836 and that sound industrial 
and commercial training was limited to the Dockyard and even there 
on only a very small scale. There was little or no enthusiasm 
for attempts to build an adequate system of technical education 
and in this "inertia rather than hostility seems to have been the 
main cause of failure" (B/556, p. 151). 
Keenan also strongly criticised the syste!n of primary school 
education in the Islands. He brought to light 
(a) the inadequacy of t.he staffing and equipment. of the schools, 
(b) the over-rigid adherence to a set timetable for the \olhole 
Island, 
(c) the neglect of first-class pupils, 
(d) the fact that 11Naltese grammar is altogether ignored", 
(e) the prevailing ignorance as to f.falta and to things ivfaltese, 
(f) the slow p~Qgress from class to class in_the schools, 
(g) the unsatisfactory teaching of English, 
(h) the lack of qualifications of the teaching staff, 
(i) the fact that "'l'he free system of education pursued in 
lvialta has not resulted in attracting to the 
schools the mass of the children. Indeed, not 
more than two-fifths of those of school-going 
ages are found in attendance". 
Keenan strongly advocated compulsory education for children 
bet'lt1een five and twelve years of age, although this was not finally 
made law until 1946. Realizing the role of the Church he appealed 
for ecclesiastical support. He noted a desire to learn ~nglish in 
face of the limited opportunities mentioned and found that "the 
Italian language, like the English, prevails chiefly in Valletta, 
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Floriana and Cottoneran41 • '!'he linguistic storm which Keenan 
touched off by his assertions became the major pre-occupation of 
political, social, and educational thinking in lvlalta right up 
until 1934 (v. Chapter 7). The language problera in >fal ta was 
largely a product of the attempts in the latter part of the nineteenth 
century to educate that section of i·Ial tese society which had previously 
lacked any formal education and certainly had not shared in the 
Italianate culture prevailing w~ng the middle and upper classes of 
the towns. Italian language and culture had held almost undisputed 
sway among the small numbers of educated Haltese gentry, clergy and 
professional people. ~nglish had spread surprisingly little and 
was well known only by those coming into contact \dth it in the 
Doclcyard or in commerce or government. Italian was, moreover, 
the _language of_~ Church _suspicious of British 1_?rotestatJ.~ism_'. 
The local language, Naltese, \.W.S a 'kitchen tongue', a 'dialect•, or 
a 'vernacular' as was recognized in 1881 when the Census compilers 
observed 
"The i:vlaltese, on account of their Relision, Education, 
Historical events and •rraditions, and the geographical position 
of these Islands, form part of the European family, hoi-rever they 
speak the dialect of a language belonging to an oriental people 
\d th whom they have no social tie nor connection and \-Those 
religious tenets they always held in abhorrence •••• As the 
dialect is confined to the Islands of l<Ialta consequently very 
few literary productions are published in the vernacular, a 
circumstance which evidently does not favour the diffusion of 
instruction among the lovrer classes of the people" (B/167 -
1881, p. 18); 
"The language or dialect spoken by the Native Maltese is 
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Oriental, and the Education is given in English and in Italian" 
(p. 14); 
"It must be taken into consideration that the Boys and 
Girls attending the Elementary Schools belong generally to the 
poor classes. Before these children can acquire a competent 
knowledge in any of the languages taught to them, they are 
generally tal(:en a\oray by their parents in order to be apprenticed 
to some trade or employed in agricultural labour" (p. 16). 
Some of the difficulties in the way of educational development 
in rural Hal ta emerge from these passages, notably the linguistic 
and therefore cultural isolation of the villager knowing neither 
Italian nor English and prevented from acquiring more than a smattering 
of either by the popular prejudice against education among the rural 
community at the time. 
Taking i:fal ta as a whole the census returns of the period sho~tr a 
relative decline of Italian in favour of English (B/167 - 1851, 1861, 
1871) : 
Able to speru{ English ••• 6861 
Able to speak Italian ••• 14061 
1861 
8675 
15806 
1871 
9690 
15591 
After 1881 English gained ground generally. Tlrenty years 
later it was considered necessary to give parents the opportunity to 
decide in ~ich language tney wished their children to be examined 
at school. Thus, in 1902, parents of pupils attendmg Standards V 
and VI indicated their preference as follows42: 
Parents Who wished English only to be used ••••••• 
Parents who ,Fished Italian only to be used ••••••• 
Parents who wished both languages to be used ••••• 
71. 2j{. 
1.0% 
27.8/t 
~fuen, in the same year, parents of pupils at Standard III or 
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below ~rere called upon to m~ce a straight choice between the two 
languages, the position was even more striking43 
Parents choosing English 
Parents choosing Italian 
....... 
....... 
98.7'/. 
1.3% 
87.5% 
12.5% 
All Islands 
97. 7fo 
2.3% 
('f.he position in Gozo at this time indicates a certain linguistic 
conservatism.) Thereafter the place of English was consolidated as 
the language of instruction - except in language teaching of Italian, 
Maltese, etc. - until Italian finally lost its place as one of the 
official languages of Halta in 1934 (v. Chapter 7). 
The nunlber of l·fal tese children attending schools had steadily 
grown during the second half of the nineteenth century as under 
1842 ... 3833 pupils in all schools (B/167) 
1851 6047 II II II 
1861 9029 II II II 
1871 10424 II II II 
188r ••• 1239_0_ --~~- II II 
1891 15774 II II II 44 1896-7 13697 II Government primary schools45 1908 17968 
" 
Government primary schools 
The Report by the Director of Education in 189844 reveals the 
expansion in the system as a whole ailiong with a realization of the 
shortcomings. In 1890, the course at the Boys Secondary School in 
Gozo (founded as the Lycewn in 1851) was reduced from six to four 
years as it ~1as found that 11 the maj orit.y of the students ~1ho at tend 
the Secondary School are prepared in the Primary Schools and belong 
to the agricultural or trading class; they consequently leave sci1ool 
early. The few who desire to continue their studies do so in the 
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Seminary conducted by the Jesuit Fathersn44• In the year 1896-97 
the school had fifty-eight pupils and four teac!1ers. 
The fact that this popular apathy as regards the benefits to 
be derived from education was not linli ted to the farming classes is 
indicated by the reference to the Young Ladies .3econdary .:Jchool in 
Valletta, where it was observed that 
11The attendance is far from being regular ••••• Although 
the school is re-opened in September after the sununer vacation, 
a large number of the pupils do not return until October, or 
even i~ovem.ber, as 4411ey remain while the \o~arm weather lasts in the country •••• n • 
Even night schools suffered from poor attendances during the 
suramer months \oli1en, it \-las reported, "most of the teachers in charge 
of night schools, even the best of them, find the greatest difficulty 
in keeing up attendances"44 • A similar i~pression is gained from 
a study of the registers kept by schools in N"adm·, Dingli and N~arr 
(Halta) covering the period 1886-194146, although these do show that 
towards the end of this period a greater number of pupils, many of 
them adults, were attending more regular~, many of them seeking to 
acquire a kno\o~ledge of l:!~nglish before emigrating. 
Another sie,nificant development in 1893 had been the establishment 
of a 'Technical and i··Ianual .'::ichool 1 although, three years later, 
instruction in cabinet-making, modelling, casting and carving was 
being given to only eighteen boys - a vivid reflection of the slo\o~ 
advance in this field44 • 
Bet,.reen 1901 and 1911 "1-rhen the population of the Islands rose 
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by 14t% (B/167) school attendance increased by some 75% but the 
Royal Connnissioners of 1912 heard that "with the exception perhaps 
of Valletta and some of the 111ore distant places it is ver<J bad" 
(B/186, para.6778). Such were the educational deficiencies revealed 
by their enquiry that the Commissioners advocated 11that. elementary 
education should be made compulsory as soon as funds permit, and that 
the curriculum should be simplified" (B/186, Report, p. 42). .A 
large part of the work of the Royal Commission regarding education 
concerned the languages used in schools for this basic problem in 
Hal tese education of the period \·tas li tt,le nearer a solution than it 
had been t\orenty years before (B/186) • 
The ~/ar of 1914-1918 had but little effect on Halta and the 
Haltese ~.omen compared \dth the far-reaching social and ma·lierial changes 
wrough~. ~irect;t.y and indirectly by the Second \o1~rld Har ( v. Chapter 5) 
and it \-.ISS not until 1921, when Halta received a Constitution of 
.3elf-Government, that further advances to\-.~ards a solution of the 
language problem were made. In the previous year a Board of Education 
had been set up. In 1921 a new Director of Elementary Schools, Dr. 
Albert Laferla, was appointed (v.B/61, Feb.l958). His contribution 
to education in the Islands \otas to equal that of Canon Pullicino, 
seventy years before. He raised the standards required of teachers, 
extended school curricula and set up a School Medical Service 
(B/661, pp.218-219). He became Director of Education in 1933 and, 
in the follo\odng year, established the first Government technical school. 
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By this date, ho~~ver, the language question had come to a 
head and education, in common with other aspects of life in the 
Islands, suffered (v. Chapter 7, and B/380). 
The major event of the 1920s in education had been the Compulsory 
.Attendance Act of 1924 which entailed that once a pupil ,.ras registered 
at a school he had to maintain at least a specified minimum of 
attendance~. The logical se~uel to this, the Compulsory Education 
Act, did not come until i:larch, 1946, by which time the vast majority 
of children of school-age ~.ere already receiving some instruction. 
Since the settlement of the language issue in the 1930s, the 
Haltese tongue has achieved a place of respectability on primary and 
secondary school timetables, although the aim is to use C:nglish as 
far as possible. At the University level, hO\..rever, there is widely-
felt opposition to the regulations requiring a minimum kno\.Jledge of 
Haltese, \.Jhile a frec~uently recurring topic of correspondence in the 
local press is the argument as to Hhether Maltese children should be 
schooled against a bilingual (i.e. Haltese and l!:nglish) background. 
One wonders, incidentally, whether the current rise in popularity o.f 
1Radio e Telivisione Italiana 1 \·rill go any 'rlay tO\·Iards restoring the 
Italian language to its former prominence (v. Chapter 9). 
The past few years have seen a tremendous spate of primary-
school building in all parts of t.he Islands in an attempt both to 
provide accommodation for the growing school-population and to 
replace much of the grossly inadequate older property. The acco~nodation 
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problem was indeed serious until very recently. As late as 
1954 onJ.y 561 primary school classes out of a total of 1777 \otere able 
to receive full-time teaching, although, by September, 1956, all 
part-time instruction had been eliminated (B/272) and the provisions 
of the 1946 Act thereby made practicable. 
The shortage of teaching staff continue3 to be a serious drawback 
to educational development. Hany primary schools are obliged to 
employ insufficiently trained staff who are then faced with over-large 
classes. Teaching at this level is not among the most sought-after 
professions, a situation not entirely due ·to the comparatively 
loH salaries paid. Pre-service training for teachers Has introduced 
in 1945 in an effort to raise standards and, two years later, this 
was extended to a period of twelve months. The supply of ne"1 teachers 
- Hith even limited qualifications - has, hm.rever, never kept pace with 
the rate of growth of the school populations, and tad~ this is probably 
as serious as ever in Naltese schools. 
Secondary education, particularly on the science and technical 
sides, is less well advanced than is pri1~ry (B/380, p. 32). Outside 
the dockyard in fact, technical education has only recently assmned 
any greater prominence than it had at the end of the nineteenth century 
(p. 35). Since the establishment of a separate Department of Technical 
Education in 1955, however, greater facilities have become available and 
a wider public interest in this important field is being awakened (B/111). 
Unfortunately there is still no provision for training in agriculture and 
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there is, consequently, no means whereby the young farmer m~ acquire 
any formal qualifications in his calling. If such possibilities ,4ere 
available within the Islands not only maght the standards and prospects 
of agriculture be improved but the social status of the farmer \otould 
be raised. !~[oreover, more than a fe,.,. of the young farmers currently 
leaving the land might be encouraged to stay (v. Chapter 13). 
In its present form the Royal University of Halta is probably the 
most unsatisfactory part of the whole educational system (B/380, p.33). 
'rhe absence of a sixth form in the secondary schools means that this 
function has to be filled by the University \.,rhich is thereby prevented 
from concentrating on Hark at full university level. Charlton speaks 
of a lack of balance which 11puts the University out of touch with 
the problems confronting i::Ialta11 {B/380, p.33). It is heavily weighted 
towards theology, la\.r, and medicine, and has only a very limited staff 
in pure and applied science subjects, 1t1hile there is noth:lng at all 
approaching a department. of agriculture - or even geography. For the 
farmer's son the University is not a possible place for advanced 
studies, even had he the money to afford to go there. Crichton-.t-liller, 
in his 1957 report on the present position of education in Malta and 
Gozo, observes that "the top of the educational pyramid (i.e. the 
University and secondary sixth form schooling) is quite undeveloped 
while its base, represented by effective wiversal primary instruct:lon, 
is already firmly establ_ished 11 (B/272, para. 59). 
The Church, which was re.sponsible for the first educational 
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institutions in the Islands, was confirmed in its supervisory righ·ts 
in Maltese schools after the Royal Com_~ssion of 1836 (B/184) and 
has since lost none of this position (B/154). The Government is 
restricted to supervising only those schools which are subsidized by 
it (B/661), p. 221). 
Perhaps more than any other single feature of Haltese society 
formal school education is influencing the thought and activities of· 
the people. Naturally enough these changes are most evident in 
those sections of society which traditionally lacked any formal 
education at all, but they are apparent too in the urban area and its 
'middle class 1 \.Jh.ich have been in closer contact with foreign 
languages and cultures over a much longer period. In the rural 
areas the change is one from illiteracy to education in a generation. 
The implications of this within the social structure of family and 
village are discussed in Part 3. The mid-nineteenth century sa\.f the 
extension of basic schooling: the 1nid-twentieth is \ti tnessing the 
growth of an a\o!areness of the importance of technical education in 
its widest sense. Within the farming conununity attitudes to 
education vary even now from the 'traditional' view that "education 
is no use in field work" to the opposite extreme where some farmers 
are prompted to make all manner of sacrifices in order that their 
children shall receive the formal education which they themselves 
never had for they regard this education, and especially a thorough 
kno,.Uedge of ·l:;he English language, as the key ,.,hereby the children 
may reach a higher standard of life in industry, commerce, or as 
endgrants, etc. and move out of the social class which bred them 
and leave behind the status of 1farmer 1 which has some note of 
insult about it. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Language in l~lta, 
The l'lal tese language has a singular importance in the study 
of the Islands and their people past and present. On philological 
grounds alone it has a major place in Semitic and Romance linguistics, 
but the 'Language Question 1 and its uide ramifications have permeated 
Maltese thought and activity in education, political development, 
Church affairs, the La\o~, and have been identified with class structure 
and tradition to such an extent as to have become at times something 
of a national obsession (B/471, Vol. l, Chapter 4). Thus for half 
a century before 1934, when Haltese finally became an official language 
in Valta, the controversy uas the basis of political and social discord 
{ v. Chapters 5 and 6) • iviore recently net-1 language questions have 
emerged -Wi t"flin the changing social scene, 
The study of the language has on occasion been distorted to such 
an extent that linguistic fantasies have become accepted both in Halta 
and abroad. The Semitic, and especially Arabic, affinities of' the 
language have given it a i'1oslem connexion distressing to Hal tese 
religious sensitivity and European aspirations. Thus theories designed 
to give the language - and the people - a Phoenician ancestry have 
always fallen on fertile ground in the Islands, Lord Strickland heads 
the list •ri th his treatise 11to prove that the Hal tese are not the 
descendants of any Semi tic or il.frican race" and maintaining that both 
Haltese and Arabs 11learnt their speech from the Assyrians many 
centuries before the Arabs came to l•Ialta 11 (v. Chapter 1). 
Behind this persuasive thesis of 1921 was an emigration drive 
to Dominions where great importance was attached to 'European' 
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credentials of prospective citizens (B/J6J). A few years later the 
propaganda campaign of Fascist Italy was to make use of the Hal tese 
language in a different Hay. In an attempt to convince the i·!al tese 
people that they were really Italians and ought not to support the 
British their language was deemed an Italian dialect and, as long 
before the War as 1928, the 1 Istituto Nazionale F'ascista di Coltura 1 
had been concerned with the language of the ~fultese (B/557). An 
example of dogmatic linguistics at another extreme was the 1901 
translation of 11St. John XIV in Arabic and Haltese, showing that the 
Hal tese is as much an Arabic dialect as any other1147• 
Fanciful linguistics in the study of Hal tese are no\f giving way 
to systematic research into the evolution of the language. 'l'he foremost 
difficulty here is the climate of opinion in Malta \fhich has considered 
the language of no practical use and, therefore, 1not \oiorth bothering 
about'. A further severe handicap is the fact that Maltese has 
been a written tongue for only a small part of its history (B/400). 
In 1791, Vassalli produced a grammar of i•Ial tese (B/625) followed, 
after a few years, by a dictionary (B/626) dra\oiing in part on the 
lexical work of De Soldanis earlier in the century (B/602). In 1825, 
Vassalli became the first lecturer in Halt,ese in the University and 
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produced a much improved version of his granunar t\o/0 years later 
(B/627). Vassalli 1 s \·/ork and t.hat of the Protestant Missionary 
Society which needed a t·Ialtese Bible for its work in the Islands 
after 1800 (B/584) were the beginnings of a process which was to 
lift Haltese from its place as a 'kitchen tongue' to its present 
role as a respectable literary and official language of education 
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and government • 
The academic interest sho\-m in the language in the first half 
of the nineteent.h century by a small number of Hal tese, English and 
other scholars (B/297) \.Jas eclipsed as the century advanced by the 
crucial position of the language in the great social movemt:nts -
education, emigration, and constitutional development, 
Unlike those of the twentieth century, i·Jhen s·trickland \.f.l'ote, 
prospective emigrants from nineteenth century i1lalta had looked first 
to i,Iedi terro.nean lands - especially those Hhere the Arabic la.'"lguage 
prevailed where "in consequence of the affinity of the Hal tese to the 
natives of those countries, in language, and even in habits, a Haltese 
migrant to any of those countries is more likely to succeed in the 
objects of his emigration than a l:·Ialtese migrant to almost any other,. 11 
(B/184, IB, p. 43). Price, on the other hand, insists 11 that there 
uere more important forces at work tnan language affinity •• " (B/556, p.90, 
inter alia), bu·t; he admi·ts the effect of the views of the 1836 
Commissioners on subsequent emigration policy in the nineteenth century 
( v. Chap·ter 5) • 
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Primary education spread through the Islands in the second 
half of' the century (v. Chapter 6) accompanied by an increasing 
acquaintance \d th English which posed the big question as to whether 
the i·ialtese child should be taught through English or through 
Italian with its centuries-old tradition as the language of culture 
and of the educated classes in the Islands (B/471). Ho~rever it 
\otas not until 1900 that the place of English was generally recognized. 
The dispute extended far beyond school instruction for the 1912 
Commissioners \-19re able to report that 11 Italian is the language 
mainly used in the University, and its use constitutes a kind of 
caste distinction dividing the educated from the uneducated classes. 
On the other h~,d, Maltese is the language used by 11altese of all 
classes, from the hlghest to the lo\..test, in pri va.te life 11 and yet 
"in the elementary schools, \.fhere the children have the choice of 
learning either Italian or English, OiT er ninety per cent choose 
English" (B/186, pp.36-37). The Commissioners went against the 
long-established place of Italian in the Law to assert that "all 
oral proceedings in· these {i.e. Inferior) courts should be conducted 
in the language of the people, t.l-}at is ·to say, in Haltese. Behind 
the controversy between Italian and l::ne;lish (the tuo official 
languages of' Halta at the time) the i-ialtese language was itself 
becoming respectable. 
The •caste distinction• diagnosed by the 1912 Commissioners Has 
nothing new in l·1al ta and Gozo. For centuries Italirul culture and 
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language had been that of the educated ~1altese, and to be educated 
in lv!alta was to be familiar "rith that language - even after more 
than a century of British rule. 
The language question became increasingly involved in political 
conflicts after the grantine of the Constitution in 192149. From 
this date the Nationalist Part?7 ca1Jie to be associated w-1 th the pro-
Italian faction (v. Chapter 5), especially in the legal profession 
\olhich \·/anted no diminution of the position of Italian in the courts, 
schools, government and culture. The small-circulation, Italian-
language newspaper run by Nizzi, the bitterly pro-Italian i\Iinister 
of Public Instruction in the i.fifsud Nationalist Government of 
1932-33, atta.Cked Strickland and his Constitutionalist Party37 \.Jhich 
represented, through its t·ialtese-language press, the opposition to 
the Italian.ist faction (B/508, Chapter IV). 
The three elements in the 'Language Question' - the traditional 
position of Italian in culture, Church and government; the increasing 
importance of English after more than a century of Bri·liish rule, 
garrison, commerce, and dockyard expansion; and the belated 'coming 
of age' of Haltese •lith primary education among the working and 
rural classes - 1r1ere assembled for the clash which came in the early 
thirties, ,.,hen it could be said that 11 the question as to the relative 
importance \-lhich should be given, by the Government, to the teaching 
of Haltese, English and Italian languages has had a political character 
for many years, and has accordingly led to differences of a deep-rooted 
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kind 11 (B/498). 
A Royal Commission, charged with the investigation of language 
and its political implications in Malta, subrnit·t;ed its report in 
1931 (B/187). In June, 1932, the Constitution, which had been 
suspended in 1930~: 1t.I3S restored and a Nationalist majority elected 
Straigh·tiway this administration ( w.i th Jviifsud 
as Prime Hinister) sought to reinstate and reinforce the Italian 
language in the schools and, at the same time, to remove Maltese 
as a subject of certain exa~inations in the Government Service (B/498). 
Letters Patent of Nay 2nd, 1932, had provided that only English and 
Ha.ltese were to be taught in the elementary schools and that Italian 
Has not to be a requirement of secondary school entry. Further 11no 
alteration in the elementary school system can be effected 1.orithout the 
Secretary of State's consent if it affects the provisions of the 
''50 Letters Patent as to language • Therefore the action of the 
Nationalist Government51 \-taS taken as a direct contravention of the 
terms of the restored Constitution of but a fe\.,r months previously. 
Faced with this alleged breach of contract and the refusal of the 
Nationalists to modify their position the Imperial authorities Hithdrew 
responsible government on November 2nd, 1933 (B/498). To say that 
the support for Italian language and culture evident, at this ti:ne, 
among a large section of the Nationalist following represents anti-
British feeling in the Party as a whole is not correct. Some extremists 
certainly dreamed of political links with Italy bu·t; the mass of the 
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Party managed to combine an insistance on Italianization in language 
and culture ... n. th political loyalty to Britain and a realization of 
the economic implications of this link. 
1934 saw the end of this phase of linguistic strife in Nalta with 
Imperial Letters Patent reforming the language position in the courts. 
It \o!a.S asserted that 11 the general language of intercourse in the 
Island is Haltese, which all Haltese of whatever class habitually 
spewt; and English is far more widely used and w1derstood in the Thaand tlnn 
Italian 11 (B/508, Chapter IV). Maltese had at last attained the status 
of a recognized language in its 0\·111 country - an event which was 
underlined by the granting of full official status, with English, 
to Haltese in place of Italian. 
As an official language, Maltese needed a standard orthography which 
it had previously lacked. This, together \·lith the ending of the 
worst of the strife over language after 193'~, made it possible for 
energy to be diverted once again to the study of the origins and 
evolution of the langu'1ge along Hith efforts towards standardization 
of script and usage. 
In the early nineteenth century there had been some support for 
the use of Arabic characters in ~·ialtese. However, in view of the 
long association with Europe, \d th Italian culture and \oli th ·t;he Church 
of Rome, quite apart from the mass of Italian and o·liller European 
vocabulary which had been assimilated by the language, there was a 
clear case for the use of a Latin alphabet. One of the attempts 
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at compromise appeared in 1845 \.Jhen li'alzon 1 s 1Dizionario I employed 
such an alphabet modified to include the non-Italian consonants 
{B/436). During the nineteenth and early t\-19ntieth centuries 
several at tempts at a standard orthography \.rere proposed. A Society 
of Haltese \o/riters, set up in 1921, produced a sound orthographical 
system shortly afterwards52, but at this time the influence of 
Italian orthography was still para..11otu1t in general usage {B/396) • 
Host Haltese continued to write in the Italian language anyway, even 
between themselves. 
When Maltese graduated from being a vernacular to the status of 
a language in 1934 this chaos had to cease. Of the thirty-five 
experimental alphabets produced {B/29~, that first proposed by the 
Society of Naltese writers a decade before Has given Government 
. t' 52 recogn~ ~on • This was ~ssentially a compromise __ qetween a p~ely 
phonetic script and the characteristics of Hard morphology in 
Hal tese (B/607, 398) • Aquilina insists that 11 \oThat \oJOuld have been 
gained in greater phonetic precision would have been more than lost 
in the value of a spelling syste!ll set loose from the rules of 
l· .. [altese morphology 11 (B/297). The system is hO\o/Sver not \oli thout its 
critics, some of \oThom go so far as to quest.ion the very existence of 
a Chair in i'Ialtese in the University of Nalta (v. Chapter 6). Ironically 
it had been an l!;nglishman who first mude possible the establishment 
of the Chair (B/297). As i:1a.ltese is no\-1 a language of Government, the 
Civil Service, Law, and E~ucation, a knoHledge of its writing and 
granunar has come to be demanded of Haltese working in those fields 
although this kno~1ledge is often acquired under protest. After 
twenty-five years of official status and spread of the written 
tongue many Hal tese - particularly those of the lately Italianate 
classes - hold that Haltese is a difficult language "looked upon as 
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a nightmare by the vast majority of children attending local schools" 
(B/54, 3.10.1957, Sub-leader). 'fhe children regard their language 
with dismay because of the social climat.e , . .Jherein many i··fal tese can 
still see in their mother tongue something of \ofhich to be - if only 
a little - ashamed. 'fhese people believe that education and culture 
are necessarily synonomous with knowledge of languages other t.ilan 
their O\·m. To be proficient in Hal tese gra'll!nar and orthography 
somehOl·f suggests a limited acquaintance with foreign languages and 
therefore vri th culture itself. Jignificantly the countryman vrho 
tradit.ionally lacked formal education \oJhether based on Italian or 
any other tongue has been able to acquire the new ivialtese or Anglo/ 
Hal tese culture much more readily and without the bitterness found 
among sections of the upper and middle classes. One is in fact 
reminded, in a study of' modern Haltese society, of the 'caste 
distinction; observed by the 1912 Commissioners. 
Both Bnglish and Italian are often spoken fluently by professional 
and business classes but generally knowledge of the latter is confined 
to people having some special contact with Italy. Italian \oJaS the 
language of the Church long arte·r it had been displaced in other 
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spheres of life and society anc:i the Italian connexions of the 
Church are likely to prolong this position indefinitely. In the 
ordinary vrork of the Church \·ti thin dal ta, hot-Tever, the local tongue 
• 
has no~tr been fully accepted as a mediwu for vTorship and Church 
a 
administration. 
The impact of 1Radio e Telivisione Italiana 1 is interesting. 
Since it holds a de facto monopoly of viewing ·:in.. Malta the non-
.. . 
Italian-speaking r.fal tese has to be content with programmes Hhich 
he can understand only imperfectly. lfaturally this television has 
been welcomed enthusiastically by the tri-lingual professional 
classes. Its profound popularity and extension in Ivlalta and Gozo 
over the past fet·l years could be the beginning of a linguistic 
come-back for Italian. Already one hears of Italian expressions and 
salutations creeping back into colloquial speech.-_ In_.contrast to 
television most of the films shot.m in the many cinemas in Halta 
{there are no co~mercial cinemas in Gozo) are Enelish-language 
{ v. Chapter 9) • 
The emergence of the daily press in Haltese, the decline of 
Italian and the increase in the English press are reflected in the 
follo\oling classification of Aal tese daily newspapers by language for 
1888 ( 11 !1 Compagno per Tutti 1 , 1888), 1920 (B/94 - 1920, p • .3.3.3), 
48 
19.3.3-4 (B/94- 19.3.3-.34, p.409), and 1959 (B/97- 1959, p.99)-: 
1888 ~ 12JJ-J4 ~ 
English ................ 1 1 2 2 
Italian ................ .3 2 2 
English & Italian . . . . . . 1 1 . 
Haltese ................ 2 2 
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_ The Maltese-language 1 Il-Berqa 1 (B/55) is read almost exclusively 
by the working and rtu-al classes - particularly those lacking a 
thorough kno,1ledge of English; but ·~he 'Times of Nalta• and the other 
English-language papers are read by the professional, business and 
emerging middle classes48 • 
In Halta today, therefore, the distribution of language may be 
considered in relation to class, ·~o occupation and to locality. 
'rhe languages concerned are Haltese, l!:nglish, Italian and, within the 
Church, Latin. Hal tese is not the mother tongue of all t•lal tese. Hany 
families, anxious to give their offspring a sound basis in English 
insist on their speaking only this language in the home. In such 
cases the child learns i-1ul tese only when he begins his formal schooling. 
The relation bet1o~een class and language has been mentioned. but, 
£_Onfini~~ attention to l--Ialtese itself, another relationship is 
discernible. The urban-rural dichotomy is nO\-There more vividly 
evident than in regional dialects. 'rhe broadcast distinctions are 
those between to\-m and country and bet,.,~en Hal ta and Gozo but, \·d th:ln 
these major divisions, local districts and even single villages can 
be difi'erentia·~ed on the basis of prommciation, intonation, vocabulary 
and sentence structure. lt'or example, as Aquilina observes, "intonation, 
so very un-Arabic in Valletta and the neighbourine to~1s, has been 
largely influenced by Italian and Sicilian" (B/299). 'l'he same 
influence has affected the \·lords used and the idioms of speech. Large 
numbers of \·i"Ords have been taken into the language and 1 semi ticised 1 , 
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that is adapted to the rules of word morphology, given Semitic 
plurals, etc. Italian idioms have, similarly, been given literal 
translations into Halt.ese (B/297). This Italianization process 
first affected the to,ms and has, over several centuries, built 
up an 'urban' Haltese language notably less Semitic than is the 
speech of the countryman or the Gozi tan ,.,rho might use a 'Hal tese' 
word 11.rhere the tmmsman would employ an 1 Italian' loan. 'l'oclay a 
most striking feature of i•!al tese is the way in Hhich it is assimilating 
li:nglish \·rords and adapting them, in the indomitable and versatile 
pervasiveness that characterises t.he language (B/299) • 
Turning to local village and district dialect one finds a regional 
differentiation the study of Hhich is important to the social geographer 
and historian but, apart from Aquilina, fe11r authorities have made any 
at tempt at comparative analysis. He maintains t.hat "the difference 
bet,reen one dialect and allother is rather more in pronunciation and 
intonation, only little in vocabulary, and next to nothing in grammar" 
but "sometime:s dialect differences are found in t.he meaning of' a 
single word" (B/295). vfuere a village has a dialect unlike those of 
nearby settlements one suspects that contact between villages has been 
very limit.ed. '!'his would appear t~o have been the case in Malta and 
Gozo until the present century. But, when two or more villages are 
found to share a particular dialect this may reflect a past or present 
connexion. For example, the dialect of Zejtun is close to that heard 
in l•1arsaxlokk, a small vilhge dependent on it. i1osta and Mgarr have 
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much in common as regards speech; and it is known that many of the 
families at present in Mgarr came from iVIosta during the past hundred 
years. Rural speech throughout Halta can generally be distinguished 
from that of Gozo but the distinction here is much less marked than 
that betHeen rural Gozo, at one extreme, and Valletta at the other. 
The 1939-45 \.far with its conscription, evacuation and siege 
conditions found Haltese and Gozitans moved from their home villages 
to other parts of the Islands (v. Chapter 5). This, together with the 
more leisurely process of social mingling and movement with the improve-
ments in transport, tends firstly to make people aware of the language 
variations between districts and, secondly, begins the process of 
standardization. The schools and Rediffusion are t~,ro most important 
factors here. Aquilina notes that the "standard Maltese as \-TI'i tten 
BJld taug_ttt in the schools is a com:r>romise~'_(B/29_?), b~~it is a 
compromise Heighted in favour of Valletta and the towns. Thus the 
rural (,ruttu.rals and broad vowels are held to be wrong, ugly and 
socially unacceptable. Village children are t,aught to speak less 
like their parents and more like tO\-Illspeople with their smooth, 
Italianate - or even Anglicised - lviaJ.tese. The inter-generational 
gulf \.fidens, especially in rural areas. The 'local' dialects are 
becoming the dialects only of the older generations who had very 
limited schooling if any at all. Once again, distinctions of language 
are seen to parallel those of society in !•falta and Gozo. 
Since 1937, H-hen the Chair in Haltese was re-established at the 
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University and the orthographical problem finally solved, philological 
work by Aquilina, \.Jho holds the Chair, and others, has established 
the nou generally-accepted pict.ure of the evolution and emergence of 
the lan~uage. This has gone far to clearing away the myths and 
laying the linguistic ghosts already referred to. 
"There is no doubt that the Arabs laid the foundations of the 
lan.:,PUage" (B/298). Thus does Aquilina discount the theories of 
Strickland (B/606) and others, but he does "not deny l! priori the 
possibility of Punic lexical substrata" (B/298). Indeed, on the basis 
of the available evidence (v. Chapter 1), it would seem that Punic 
vias in fact the language of the f1Lal tese in Roman times but \o/as replaced 
after the Arab occupation "for there is no doubt that, allo\·Ting for 
a number of peculiarities and erratic develop:nents, i·-Ial tese is 
structurally an Arabic dialect" (S/298, p. 62). Arabic vocabulary 
-co!lh11on \·Tords, numerals, basic verbs, everyday nouns, adjectives, 
etc. - remains the basis of Naltese as spoken toda;y- in spite of 
the inunense superstructure of Italian and other European Hords 1r1hich 
have merged \d th the Semi tic roots for more than eight centuries 
to produce the resourceful and adaptable modern Haltese language. 
CHAPI'ER 8 
The Church in Malta. 
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It is not possible to analyse society in 11alta withou·t con-
sidering the nature of the Maltese Church and the \~ay in which it 
has acquired its present functional role. To the student of the 
present-day· social scene, moreover, one comparatively new feature 
-the Lay Apostolate- merits special study since it at once reflects 
and affects the Roman Catholic Church in Malta and Gozo today. 
This Chapter therefore falls into two main parts, a chrono-
logical outline of ·the development of the Church in the Islands 
and, secondly, an analysis of the na·ture and function of the Lay 
Apostolate. 
l;he student of the religious life of the Haltese Islands must 
--be impressed -oy ·the- -time-scale of his subject. From the evidence 
of the elaborate temples and o·ther remains o~ varying ages back 
to the second millanium B.C. it appears that religious activity of 
a highly developed and institutionalized natura is a most ancient 
feature of the social scene in l'rial"ta (v. Chapter 1). Local evidence 
of the religious activities of the Phoenicians and o·thar visitors to 
the Islands during_ the last millenium B.C. is, however, rather mora 
limited while, for the period of the Roman occupation, writers 
attempt to reconstruct a picture of M~ltasa society by analogy with 
what is known of the rest of the Empire (v. Chapter 1). 
., 
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The Shipwreck of St. Paul in Malta about A.D. 60 is generally 
accepted as marking the beginning of Christianity in the Islands 
(B/281), although direct evidence of large-scale conversion is 
lacking (v. Chapter 1). 
Of the period be·tween the end of Roman power and the Arab 
conquest (870) as little is known of religious life in the Islands 
as of other aspects. Evidence of persecution under Moslem rule 
is lacking, although the line of Bishops, of which the first is 
popularly believed to have been Publius the Head Man of the Islands 
when St. Paul visited them, was interrupted (B/287, p.l72). An 
estimate as late as 1240 listed 776 families as 'Moslem' as against 
only 250 1 Christian• 53, which could suggest that Christianity had 
never previously been the dominant faith in :£1.1alta but might also 
indicate a nomina!_ acc_(:Jptance of. the r.eligion-of their Arab-mast·ers· 
bet1-men 870 and 1090 by many otherwise staunch Christians. What-
ever the position had been under Moslem rule it is kn01o~n that Count 
Roger the Norman built a Cathedral a·t Mdina after his arrival in 
1090-91 and the line of Christian Bishops of Malta began again. 
Norman rule brought the political, religious and economic 
connexion with Europe which has persisted to this day. It was 
continued by the Swabian, ~evin, Aragonese and Castilian overlords 
who followed ·the Normans ( v. Chapter 1) • 
During the 268 years of rule by the Order of St. John after 1530, 
, the Maltese Islands became a major focus of I~lamic attack and the 
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people, on account of their enforced association with the Knights, 
suffered the consequences and enjoyed the benefits of the constant 
struggle (v. Chapter 2). Whatever religious toleration there m~ 
once have been was erased. Even since the departure of the Order 
and the end of the military threat the Mal·tese· have somehow continued 
to regard themselves as a major bastion ag~inst "an oriental people 
with whom they have no social tie nor connection, and whose religious 
tenets they always held in abhorrence" (B/167- 1881, p.1.8). 
All was not well with the Church in Malta when the Knights 
arrived however. The report of an Apostolic Visitor, Mgr. Pietro 
Duzina, in 1575, is revealing (B/422, & v. Chapter 3). It showed 
that unorthodoxy was creeping in among both knights and Maltese and 
this led directly to the establishment of a Holy Tribunal of the 
Inquisition. There were then three forc~s rivalling eacl"!_ ot_h!l~ .. 
in the Islands, the Grand Master, the Bishop, and the Inquisitor 
(B/375). Malta was attached at that time to the Curia of Palermo 
where the Bi~hop preferred ~o reside and the administration of the 
Church within the Islands was often left to non~altese priests 
with no knowledge of the local language (B/375, p.21). Duzina 
was also critical of the organization at the parish level, and he 
visited the Cathedral and churches of the Islands, ordering repairs 
to the structure etc., on one hand, and issuing instructions as to 
behaviour in churches and on the conduct of priests on the other 
(B/375, p.23). He, furthermore, insisted on the teaching oft~ 
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Catechism (D/91, p.46). 
It appears ·that, in 1575, ""the church had no·t yet come to 
be the centre round which Maltese communal life turned. More 
often than not a @Dup of three or four small churches or chapels 
lay quite close to each other. F'ollowing the Great Siege (1565), 
with the gradual decline of Turkish power and with the increase 
in population, people began to feel ·the need for larger churches. 
The first and natural tendency was to enlarge existing ones, and 
the full development roughly coincided with the period immediately 
following Duzina's visit" (B/375, p.27). This process seems to 
have been modified eventually when "all the smaller churches must 
have vanished in their turn, to give place to a larger and more 
beautiful edifice •• " (B/409). If this was in fact the case it 
can be said tha·t_ t~e_P.~.e~~nt pattern of' village society _in Mal:t_a, 
in which the Church and the Parish Priest retain their focal roles, 
dates from the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. As 
the parish sys·tem has developed in scope and in number of parishes 
so the Parish Church has become increasingly the pivot about which 
the life of the village and the thoughts of the villagers have 
turned (v. Chapters 3 & 10). 
Under the Order of St. John the Church wen·t on building up its 
position within Maltese village and national society. 'l'he large 
single parish church came to be the repository of the wealth, 
interest and energy of the parish. Beautiful architecture, painting 
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sculpture, and music, implied Church architecture, painting, 
sculpture and music. Numerous small churches and chapels either 
fell into disuse or came to be mere subsidiaries of the important 
Parish Churches (B/484, Part II). The period of rule by the Order 
in Malta saw the creation of many new independent parishes along \-lith 
a considerable increase in the population (V. Chapter 10), and it 
also saw the shift in the capital of the Islands from Rabat to 
Valletta {v. Chapter 3). The Church followed the political move, 
especially after the building of the Co-cathedral of St. John in 
the new capital, although Rabat has retained a. place of special 
prominence in Church activity (v. Appendix 6). The religious 
Orders established in ·the Islands after 1530 appeared in wha·t is 
now the urban area. They have played an important part in the 
Church in Malta since the fourteenth -~entury making no~able 
contributions to education and other aspects of' religious activity. 
Those now present include (B/91, p.287) : 
~ Founded Established at Date 
Minor Conventuals ••• 1209 Rabat 1310 
Carmelites •••••••••• 1247 Rabat 1370 
Dominicans •••••••••• 1216 Rabat 1466 
Friars Minor •••••••• 1209 Rabat 1492 
Jesuits ••••••••••••• 1540 v:~lletta 1582 
Capuchins ••••••••••• 1525 Floriana. 1588 
Discalced Carmelites 1562 Cospicua 1626 
De la Salle Bros •••• 1725 Cospicua 1903 
Sa.lesians ••••••••••• 1857 Sliema 1904 
One of these Orders, the Society of Jesus, was responsible 
for the founda·tion of a college which later became the University 
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of Malta, while some of the Islands' best known schools are still 
run directly by Orders. Two such are St. Edward's (De la Salle) 1\ ~ 
and St. Aloysius' College (Jesuits). The contribution of bo·th 
the Orders anu the regular clergy to the development of education 
in Malta and Gozo is discussed in Chapter 6, while the changing 
role of the priest at the parish level is outlined in Chapter 10. 
As the Church consolidated its position during the rule of 
the Knights of St. John clashes of interests emerged not infrequently 
between the Curia and the Order. It has been suggested that there 
was in fact· open rivalry from the sixteenth century onwards (B/375), 
but at least it can be seen as hardly surprising if the l·1altese 
Church was not at times suspicious of the position andpower of 
an Order 0111ing direct allegiance to the Pope, Catholic and yet 
not Maltese. Whe·ther or not the Church would have chosen the 
1 Protestant1 British in place of the 'Catholic' Knights is open 
to discussion. Certainly either must have seemed preferable to 
the pillaging and despoilation suffered during two brief years of 
French rule (v. Chapter 4). Under both Knights and British the 
relations between Church and Government in Malta have had an 
important economic aspect. ~Jhereas the Order derived much of 
its income from external sources (v. Chapter 3) and British rule 
after 1800 brought income through spending in and on Malta as a 
result of the naval and military position there, the Church has 
always relied for the major part of i"ts sus·tinence on its Haltese 
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pr~perty and the regular support of the Maltese people54. 
Having consolidated its position under the Order, the Church 
spent the nineteenth century as it were ~rking time' • The major 
changes of the period were connected with purely administrative 
de·tails of keeping pace with the rapidly rising population (v. 
Chapter 10), while the Archbishopric of Malta was established in 
1831 with the separation from the jurisdiction of Palermo, and the 
Bishopric of Gozo was founded in 186). 
The Band Clubs which emerged as important social centres for 
men during the second half of the nineteenth century were not 
organized by or within the Church but ·they are examples of the way 
in which even non-religious movements in l-1alta acquire a religious 
element. Each club included among its 'officials' a Spiritual 
Adviser ( v. Chapter 9). This symbolises one aspect of the import-
ance of ·their Church to the Maltese-. -·-I-t-is always there as -a---
focus from ,1hich the individual may seek guidance and support and 
is represented in most forms of institutionalized behaviour in the 
community from the Band Club with i~spiritual adviser to the 
priest when he blesses the homes of his parishioners at Easter. 
Both as regard Religion in general and the Maltese Church 
in particular is this true. The Roman Catholic Faith by its 
basic tenets is founded on a uniformity of belief and worship 
along with a uniformity of organization under the Pope in Rome. 
On doctrine and dogma ·the individual has:, therefore, a long established 
I 
and minutely codified law ~pon which to lean. At the local level, 
within ~ialta, the individual leans, as it were, administratively 
on ·the organization of the I"'altese Church under its Archbishop, 
just as he depends for the spirit and dogma of his belief upon 
the teachings of Rome, relayed to him through the personnel of 
the Church of his own Islands. In Malta, moreover, the Catholic 
Church is th! Church. Thera are no large non-catholic elements 
as found in countries such as Belgium, France, and even Italy 
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itself. There is no place for a 'Catholic Party' within politics. 
Avowed non-conformists have yet to appear. This aspect of the 
totality of the Catholic Church in Malta is reflected in a 
characteristic arrogance on religious matters. '£he ~1al"tese is 
proud of his Church and, although he ma.y readily enough criticise 
i·ts administration he does not question its religious basis. 
This applies as much in the tHentieth century as it did in 
the nineteenth '"hen Mi~ge could say of the Faith of the ~1altese 
{1840) "cette pie'te, pousse jusqu1 au fanatisme, lui fait supporter, 
sans sa plaindre, la mis~re at las mauvais traitments, pourvu que 
1' on ne touche ni ~ ses eglisas ni auxministres du culte 11 (B/516, 
p .168) • \o/i thin Malta of the nineteenth century this piety produced 
a communal solidarity and dependence on the Church which "probably 
helps to explain the failure of the Maltese, even in times of 
greatest distress, to riot or demonstrate against a government 
and social order approved of by the hierarchy" (B/556, p.l8 et seq). 
A nel-l kind of trinity has replaced that of the Grand Master 
Inquisitor and Dishop who, under the Order "were three rivals in 
little MaHa each trying to oust the other" (B/375, p.l). The 
three factors today are the Church, the Governor, and the local 
Maltese Government (before the removal of the Constitution in 
April, 1958). On the Imperial side, ·the British Government has, 
since 1800 been careful and tolerant in its relations with the 
, Mal'tese Church. Conflict. has emerged only \-!hen some question 
such as that of Integration55 has aroused a storm of suspicious 
protest (B/54, 26.7.1957 etc.),.or when some Anglican assertions 
on "religious freedom" sparks off discussion in Malta and abroad 
(B/65, 19.2.1958, etc.). Generally the religious position has 
been accepted in London although the same amity has not always 
been found in IvlaHa itself between the Halta Legislature and the 
Church. In fact the 1 Church v. State Q_~es~ion' ha.s a!._j;_imes 
Juring recent years assumed proportions rivalling those of the 
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1 Language Question' earlier this century (v. Chapter 7). The 
Labour Party at times was held to be someho\.,r 1 anti-Church' though 
at no point 1 anti-Faith' in so far as it supported ·the Integration 
proposals of the Mintoff Government55, while the Nationalist Party, 
with its support in the Law, ·the University and the professions, 
seemed to adhere more obediently to the alleged viet-Is of' the 
Archiepiscopal Curia. 
A most astonishing feature of the Maltase clergy is its 
numerical strength (B/167,90,91). A proportion of one cleric 
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to every hundred ofthe population contrasts with the position, 
for example, in Roman Catholic South America wi·th one in some 
40,000. Moreover, there is a steady stream of applicants for 
admission to the Orders or the regular clergy despite its patent 
over-crowding and the near-poverty level of some Maltese priests. 
The large number of priests is brought into sharp relief today 
when the tendency is for the traditional versatility and omni-
potence of the priest in the community to give ~ay to a delegation 
of duty and diversification of function. This is especially true 
of rural Malta ·today (v. Chapter 10). To this e:xtent a smaller 
number of priests relative to the tdial population is necessary 
but the very changes concerned are tending to produce a society 
in which the Church is becoming conscious of its changing role. 
As in other countries the Church' s answer has been the Lay Apostolate. 
The Lay Apostola·te in Malta and Gozo comprises a \-.'ide range 
of institutionalized and institution-directed activity. There 
are twenty-six distinct movements working in support of the Church 
and the Catholic Faith. '!'hough run by laymen they are supported 
and advised at all points by the Church and Clergy. In addition 
to the lay Apostolate proper there are certain Confraternities, 
Thir4 Orders and Guilds which are of ancient foundation and with 
a modern function largely limited to ceremonial. Most of the Lay 
move1nents are products of' the twentieth century and, more especially, 
of the past thirty years. A full lis·t of these organizations is 
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gi van in Appendix 5. 
The present intention is to consider in some detail the 
natUI'e and function of some of the more prominent movements. The 
first notable feature is that only one of the movements listed in 
Appendix 5 is directed at non-Gatholics56. All the others are 
aimed a·t Maltese Catholics in Malta. This gives a clue to their 
function. '!'hey are the Church' s answer to changes in society \.Jhich 
are enabling the individual to learn, think and travel away from his 
parish and from his Church. The beginnings of ·this change came 
in the nineteenth century with the growth of the urban area round 
Valletta and the harbours (v. Chapter 10), but the present pattern 
is one of the extension of 'emancipation' in these terms to even 
the most rural par·ts of the Islands. The Lay Apostolate has, 
therefore, spread from its urban beginnings out in~o the count~-
-- ---- - -
districts. An indication of this spread and of the present 
distribution of some of the movements is given in Appendix 6. 
The largest and the most influential of the movements com-
prising the total Lay Apostolate merit detailed consideration as 
to their role and function within modern Naltese society. 
Society of Ch.ristian Doc·trine 
Known generally as "HUSEln-1 11 57, this movemen·t was founded 
in 1907 by a Maltese priest, r·1gr. George Preca. It was canonically 
erected in 1932 (B/90, 91), but has always been ru~ by lay men and 
women. The present full membership (over eighteen years of age) 
includes some 600 men and 640 women who are responsible for the 
teaching work, catechism instruction, etc., among the children 
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attending MUSE~I classes (v. Appendix 6). "The society embraces a 
wide variety of apostolate, but mainly that of the teaching of 
catechism" (B/91, p.J2l) and it is therefore regarded in some 
circles as narro1;: and extremist, The full members have no interests 
apart from HUSl!.'UM and their occupation and have to observe a strict 
code of rules, ranging from celibacy and abstinence to matters of 
dress and social deportment58 • They do in fact amount to auxiliary 
and unordained lay priests and nuns. 
Their classes of ca·techism and religious instruction are 
held several times per week for children under twelve and, particularly 
in rural districts, it is estimated that ninety or ninety-five per 
cent of the children of that age-group_attend. In the twelve to 
fourteen age-group the influence of MUSEID4 is intensive rather than 
extensive for in this period certain pupils are 1 selec·ted1 and 
encouraged to proceed further with their work for the Society. Some 
of the 1 candidates' ( 14 - 18 years) become full members and accept 
the rules and heavy commitments involved58, 
'l'he over-all aim of the Soci(:jty is to counter the distractions 
of the ·towns and maintain the place which the Church still holds in 
the country districts and it believes that ·this can best be done by 
emphasis on doc·trine - and especially on the Catechism. 
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CATHOLIC ACTION 
Unlike the Society of Christian Doctrine, Catholic Action 
was active abroad before it was officially inaugurated in ~Ialta 
in 19321 having first appeared in the Islands in 1921. In common 
with other movements of ·the apostolate its aim is "to promote the 
religious and social interests of the population, in direct 
collaboration with, and subordinate to~ the Hierarchy of Holy 
Jl.1other Church" (B/91, p.313), but Hs methods differ from ·those 
of HUSEill-"1 in so far as it attempts to adapt itself to rather than 
to withdraw from the piO"tilems of a changing community. The ·total 
membership in l4alta alone is 1774 men and 3168 women divided into 
four groups (v. Appendix 6) together with special groups of 'graduates' 
and 'teachers'. 'l'he appointmen·~s to the major offices in the move-
ment_ ~~ by H.G. the J\r.chb.i.ship, while Diocesan -Councils are responsible 
for the organization at the local branch level (B/91). The movement 
did not begin operations in Gozo until 1936 and has clearly not 
achieved there the degree of activity and organisation found in the 
larger Island. This reflects ·the present position in which the need 
for such a movement is patently very much greater in the urban and 
sub-urban districts than in rural Malta and Gozo. Once again one 
finds ·that the movement is. consciously s·triving towards a restoration 
of the traditional position oi' the Church. Indeed Catholic Action 
is said to be "the part taken by ·the Catholic laity in the apostolic 
mission of ·the Church with ~he object of defending the principles of 
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Faith and t-1orals and of spreading a sane and beneficial social 
action so as to restore Catholic Life in home and societyn59. 
'ro this extent Catholic Action in Malta is part of ·the grand 
design of the whole Catholic Church "l-!hich is having to face similar 
problems in many parts of the world6o. 
Malta Catholic Action is certainly the most prominent of 
the Islands' lay movements. A munber of sub-commit·tees61 are 
responsible for the work of the movement in a wide variety of 
fields, including the Press, Social Studies, Social Assistance, 
Public Morality, the Family, emigration, missionary work, health 
ru1d recreational activities {B/91). Members are not required to 
observe strict rules and can work in whatever sphere they please. 
SOOIAL ACTION MOVEM~ 
----- Unlike Malta CatholicAction--; the Social Action t-fovement is 
centrally rather than locally organized. It is also a very recent 
development, having been inaugurated in 1955 "to stimulate social 
action and social studies with a view to the setting up of a social 
order based on the tenets of Catholic teaching" (B/91, p. 334). 
Like J1USEill•1 it was not imported from abroad. The organizing 
nucleus is made of the 'Activists' who are required to undergo a 
two-year course of 'social studies' (sociology, ethics, law, theology, 
statistics, etc), although the ordinary members form the numerical 
majority. 
Special Sections are set up to deal with particular social 
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problems as they arise. Notable amonst these are the Informa·tion 
SectioD:, l''amily Association (B/54, 25.11.1957, e·tc), Housing and 
Slum Clearance ( B/5L~, 11. 6.1957, etc) , Women Employees Organization 
(B/54, 31.10.1957, etc., & B/598), Centre for Social Studies (B/54, 
18.2.1958, etc), and o·ther temporary committees such as the 'Storm 
Damage Commission' of la.te 1957. There appears to be a considerable 
over-lap of interest between this movement and Malta Catholic Action 
although the leaders insist that they only \·Iork in fields not covered 
elsewhere and they quote the case of the ·teaching profession which 
already has its own Unions62 • The 1'-'iovement in Gozo, moreover, is 
a separate organization. 
In both Islands therefore the Social Action 1•1ovement lacks 
the parish basis of other lay organizations and is consequently 
remote from the life of the avera~ vill~ger. Its activity is 
nev.erthele~s much in evidence in the press and in ·the towns generally 
and. it· is an important and characteristic wing in the present reform-
ing zeal within the vhurch in Malta. 
'l'HE LEGION OF HARY 
Founded in Ireland in 1923, the Legion was first established 
in Malta in 1939. "Its main activities in Nalta are hospital 
visita·tions, home calls, teaching of Catechism, dissemination of 
Catholic literature, and care of the lapsed. The Legion also 
works among non-catholics, for whom it holds monthly conferences" 
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(B/91, p.322). The present sixty-one male and eighty-seven female 
branches have 742 and 1377 members respectively (v. Appendix 6). 
The avoYed aim of 'care of the lapsed' could be taken as 
the keynote of the whole Lay Apostolate movement if 1 lapsed' \-lere 
taken to include the potentially lapsed. 
YOUNG CHR!STIAN WORKERS (Zgfiazaglit Haddiema Nsara) 
This movement, with twenty male branches (728 members) and 
one female group, typifies the post-1945 development of the lay 
apostolate in that it is concerned with the problems arising runong 
an urbanate and 'industrial' youth. It has, therefore, not yet 
penetrated the rural areas of Malta and Gozo ( v. Appendix 6) • 
The movement developed in Malta on the pattern of the 'International 
Jeune Chretienne' and is organized around a nucleus of 'leaders' yho 
"exercise their apostolate among tnefr-fri-ends and companions at 
york, in leisUl'e houl's in clubs a.nd through contacts made during 
sales of the review 1 Il-Maddiem' 11 (B/91, p.323). In addition, 
meetings, camps, sport, Rediffusion broadcasts, and national campaigns 
are organized. 
The emphasis put on this 8nd several organizations directed 
at the younger generation suggests that the Church is aware of the 
vulnerability of this section of the population to change. There 
appears to be, in fact, considerable duplication of effort. Not 
only is the Young Men's Section of the Catholic Action concerned 
in this field (B/54, 25.2.1958, etc), but ·the 'Malta Youth Consultative 
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Council' , which attempts to coordinate activities among these 
youth organizations within the Islands, follows developments 
at the level of the 1 World Assembly of Youth• and relays these 
in Malta through its 11Youth Wprld11 (B/77). 
At the parish level ·there is now felt a need for Youth 
Centres which 11 will serve partly a.s quarters to the main religious 
organizations of the Parish - which usually have to make do with 
the Parish Sacristy - and partly as a religious-cum-social club 
for the youngsters, affording them facilities for social and 
cultural functions 11 (B/54, 31.1.1958, etc). 
Nention may also be made of the 1 t-1alta Playing Fields 
Association' (B/54, 14.2.1958, etc) which, while not part of the 
Lay Apostolate, is part of the total social a\oiareness of the needs 
of youth in a changing society. 
Having originated in the United s·ta·tes, this movement v1as 
introduced to Malta in 1955 (B/91, p.J26). Like the Social Action 
Movement it is organized at the national rather than Parish level 
and is mainly concerned with the provision of lectures and other 
guidance to engaged or newly-married couples, including a journal 
in English and Maltese (B/67). 
CANA, like the Young Christian Workers• Organisauion, is 
essentially an urban product. It is not yet needed in the villages. 
In the towns, on the other hand, 11 attacks on the family and family 
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life have increased in iritensity since the end of the \·Jar. A 
counter-attack is called for" (B/54, 26.1.1957). CANA represents 
an a\olareness of this present problem in which 11 our families are 
today faced with a moral crisis. Infidelity is not uncommon and 
separations are on the increase" (B/54, 3.1.1958). 
\olithin Malta a demand for premises to house at least the 
administra.tive activity of the Lay Apostolate has been felt recently. 
At the national level a 'Catholic Institute• of imposing structure 
and design was nearing completion in 1958 (B/54, 28.1.1958, etc). 
It was said that the Institute would serve as 
i) a place for Catholic Culture - lectures, films, books, etc. 
ii) the central headquarters for co-ordination of the various 
movements comprising the Lay Apostolate, 
iii) weekly films and drama shows, etc. 
At the parish and district level ~he BalJ!e is happening. In_S.liema,_ 
for example, the Dominican Order opened a hall in 1957. In 2abbar, 
spacious buildings are appearing; in other places more modest 
ex·tensions ·to existing church premises are fulfilling "the same 
focal function. In .Hgarr (Malta) an Oratory has been in operation 
for some years and is certainly the finest building in "the village 
apart from the Church itself (V. Chapter 10). In Gozo, the most 
influential and energetic Centre of this kind is the Don Bosco 
Oratory of Victoria. Founded in 1934 by a priest from Naxxar in 
an old house the Oratory grew to become the gathering place of 
"most of the boys and youths of Victoria11 63. Catechism instruction 
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was the major part of the contribution of tho Oratory but a wide 
variety of other activities have lately been added, including 
foot ball (the Ora·tory has an overwhelmingly strong position in 
Gozo football), dramatics, lectures and debates. "All such 
activitias ca·te1· for the educational welfare and upbringing of 
the Gozitan boy and youth"63. Girls and women are admitted to 
some functions but have no parallel organiza·tion. For boys, 
therefore, the Institute "has turned out to be the 1 Town Hall of 
Gozo' ••• it has narrowed the breach that was long felt in 
educa.tion116J. 
It emerges from the above survey that the need for the 
Apostolate is felt by the Church and Clergy 1r1ho control many 
of the movements and assist in others although the \Wrking and 
receiving members are mostly Lay. In the towns this need appears 
to be grea·ter than in the rural areas and is certainly much more 
pressing than in Gozo where the Bishop, Parish Priests and the 
~t. John Bosco 01·atory have not yet had to face problems of the 
same magnitude. There are as yet no lapsed Catholics in Gozo. 
Within the urban areas the a-ttempts by the Church to re-
establish its position and its Faith have included measures not 
already considered such as censorship, crusades for decency in 
dress, and declamations on Church policy towards birth-control, 
civil and mixed marriages. Significantly, however, none of these 
are yet considered necessary in rural Halta and Gozo. 
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A further recent addi"tion to the range of reforming activity 
on the part of the Church in MaHa he.s been the serious research 
into •religious sociology' in the Islands directed by the Abbe 
Houtart64 • 11 It is only some fifteen years ago that the Catholic 
pioneers of religious sociology began "their analyses of religious 
65 behaviour11 • Early in 1958 the Abbe' Houtart visited Malta and 
lost no time in awakening the Church from its still over-complacent 
slumber. He pointed out thc::t 11 as elsewhere in ·~he world, a new 
and complicated social situation has brought new problems in 
lv!alta11 (B/54, 1).?.1958, etc.). The Abbe's sound approach to 
his study is some·~hing new for J'.1alta - where the University has 
no departments of geography, history, social anthropology, or 
sociology or similar disciplines which one might have expected. 
It is to be hoped that the report on his findings will be made 
public (B/482). His work will provide valuable evidence as to 
the present state of Church and Faith in 11 a country like Nalta 
where relig~ous practices are still homogeneous11 (B/511, 13.2.1958). 
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CHAPI'ER 9 
Utilities, Amenities and Institutions 
In Chapter 5 an attempt was made to outline the major 
social changes prominent in Malta be·t\oleen 1800 and ·the present 
time. Separate successive chapters \olere then devoted to the 
examination of education, language and the Church as three of 
the most fundamental factors in such changes (Chapters 6, 7, and 
8). Before proceeding to an examination of 1·ural society today, 
with special reference to the individual in that society (Parts 
3 and 4), brief mention must be made of some of the 'material' 
developments lolhich have accompanied the social, cultural and economic 
changes discussed. 
These material developments, or runenities, or utilities, 
may be classified as 
( 1) TRANSPORT 
- especially public omnibus services and general 
improvements in the road network. 
(2) PUBLIC Ul'ILITIES 
(a) Sewage, Electricity and \-later 
(b) Government Dispensary and other public Health Services. 
(c) Police 
( 3) C<l•il'·IUNICATI ONS 
(a) Press 
(b) Telephone anJ Postal System 
(c) Rediffusion, Radio, Cinema, and Television 
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(4) CLUBS 
(a) Band Clubs 
(b) Other clubs and associations (e.g. British Council). 
Although covering a wide range of activity and 1 amenities' 
these fea·~ures have in common the fact that they are all contrj.buting 
to -~he 1 \U'banization' of rural :t-1alta and Gozo ·today. Hith the 
exception of some of the items under (4), which are not physical 
amenities in the sense implied in this Chapter but are included 
for completeness, they made their first appearances in the urban 
area and have since spread out into the country districts. It is 
proposed to examine each of these four categories along with a more 
detailed discussion of the effect and function of items of special 
importance to the subject of this thesis. 
TRANSPORI' 
The 1912 Commissioners heard the:.t "the highways are in a 
fairly good state, but the by-roads are not ••• for instance, the 
roads between Valletta and Notabile, or Valletta and one ofthe main 
villages, are in a fairly good condition" (B/186, para. 4422). In 
general this radial pattern of transportation in the Islands with 
Valletta as the centre has bean maintained. In 1912, roads were 
not the sole means of' movement for also available were a railw~ 
between Valletta and Ntarfa (Re.bat) and a tramway linking the 
capital with Birkirkara, Zebbug, and Pawla respectively66 • Both 
raih1ay and ·tramway have since closed, however, and the basis of 
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public transport today is the network of omnibus servi~ based on 
Valletta, in Malta, and on Rabat (Victoria) in Gozo. A tolerably 
satisfactory service now exists in Malta between Valletta and all 
but ·the smallest settlements. There is, hm.Jever, practically no 
provision for regular inter-village services. Despite such limitations 
the public 1 bus transport system has certainly been a major factor in 
the 'opening up' of rural Malta67. For some years it has been 
possible for most villagers to get to Valletta within an hour. Many 
of the older coun·try people have still never seen their capital but 
the transport facilities available have made Valletta and the urban 
:t-Ialta which it represents a familiar and readily accessible part of 
the experience of the younger generation of all parts of the Island. 
The same cannot, of course, be said for Gozo. 
The development of lvialta' s 'bus services t-!ould not have been 
possible without drastic improvements in the state of even the main 
roads. AsphaUing of the major roads \.las first undertaken in 1930 
while, in Gozo, the main road bet,o~een M~arr and Victoria was the 
first in ·the Island to be metalled at about the same time68 • The 
Second \-/orld \-/a.r disrupted building programmes and no substantial 
improvements to the road network 'were made until after 1950. Since 
that date, hm·Iever, there has been considerable road building and 
surfacing activity. In Gozo roads now connect Victoria with most 
of the larger villages, while :t-1alta is rapidly becoming -if anything-
over-supplied with main high\o~ays. The country districts, especially 
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in Gozo, still suffer from the poor state of local roads and tracks. 
The combined effect of road improvements and the expansion 
of the 1 bus services between Valletta and the towns and villages 
has been immense. Not only have villagers been able to travel 
quickly to 1rJork in ·the to1.-ms and especially in the Dockyard and 
harbours (v. to-lap 4) but ·the social and cultural horizon of the rural 
Naltese has been similarly widened. The same is not yet true to 
the same extent of the Gozitan. A ferry service between the two 
Islands provides an efficient link in all but stormiest wea·ther but 
the Gozitans still regard Malta as •overseas' and many have never 
been ·there. 
PUBLIC UTILITIE~ 
Prior to 1870, Valletta, Floriana, the Three Cities, and 
- -Birkirkara ·were the only places with public SEWERAGE systems, 
69 draining into the nearby harbours • Soon after 1870, main se1.-sers 
were constructed either side of ·the Valletta peninsula draining to 
a main outfall near Ka.lkara. By 1912 an intercepting sewer had 
linked up Rabat and Qormi to the main system and extensions were 
made to Sliema, St. Julians, Pieta, 1'1sida, Tarxien, Pawla, Zabbar, 
and Zejtun. The extent of the system at this time is shown on a 
map accompanying the Royal Commission Report wl!ich also contains 
a considerable amount of information on this and other topics 
(B/186). 
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Birkirkara was linked to the main intercepter as early as 
1902-3 but the nearby Three Villagas?O ware only partially sawerad 
by 1917. There ware fur·thar extensions to the network in the five 
years before the 1939-45 War (notably at ~abbug and Gzira) but the 
biggest developments came after ·the \>Jar. An intercepting sewer 
reached Most a in 1946, \othila plans were laid two years later for 
an extension to Si~~iawi. Naxxar was connected to the main inter-
ceptar in 19119 and most of the street sewerage there was completed 
by 1952 Hhen Gl:taxaq was also street-sewared and the main intercepter 
pushed on to Gudja. 195L~ saw \oJOrk on the Biraebbuga extension. A 
separate scheme for the drainage of 1•1illiel:ta, begun in 1956, is no\ol 
complete, while work is currently in progress in tbe Gl:targl:turand 
Dingli districts71• 
In Gozo, an intercepting se\.,rer reached Victo_r_i~_(Rabat) in 
1910 and street sewering there occupied a further two years. Apart 
from some eoctensions in Victoria and at Gl:tajnsielem, near the main 
Gozo outfall, no major developments were made until after 1950, since 
when ex·~ensions to Xewkija, Sannat, and Nadur have been undertaken 71 • 
Nuch of Gozo remains un-sewered, however, particularly in the north 
and wast of the Island. 
The extension of the sewerage system in the Islands illus·trates 
the changing sta·tus of suburban and rural 11-ialta and Gozo. Comparatively 
small and isola·ted during the riine·teenth century the villages were 
not thought to merit such an essentially 'urban' feature as an efficient 
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sewerage system. For their part, the villagers accepted standards 
of hygiene low enough to produce epidemics and to maintain a high 
infant mor·to.li ty rate. The case of water provides a parallel 
example {v. below). During recen·t decades, however, the villages 
have bean 'urbanized' and, as part of his general social and material 
emancipation, the villager has come to demand sewerage, water, 
elec-tricity, and o·i:;her features previously absent but now considered 
essential. The rapid growth in population in the villages has, 
moreover, made problems of unsatisfactory sanitation, etc., even 
more pressing than it would othert-Jise have been. 
A similar sHuation prevails as regards EL~TRICITY which, 
although available in most set-tlements of' village size in Malta is 
still absent from much of ·the smaller Island. As with se\oierage, 
Victoria was the first part of Gozo to have a public electricity 
supply (1926). Four villages were added to the system just before 
the outbreak of the 1939-45 War but the biggest extensions did not 
come until the early 1950s. A submarine po,~er cable was laid 
bet\-reen Malta and Gozo in the latter part of 1957 (B/54, 19.10.1957) 
which, it was hoped, would enable facilities in Gozo to be improved 
generally to the level of ·the larger Island (B/163). 
A public supply of potable WATER is a fUrther important 
aspect of the material spread of 1 urbanization' but, in the l-1altese 
Islands, there is everywhere a notable shortage of this commodity 
Work has been going ahead recently on the construction 
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of new reservoirs, but, with increasing demands from industrial 
and domestic consumers, the shortage of water for agricultural 
irrigation and fo1· rural use generally is likely to become acute 
( B/249) • Over the past century there has however been a very 
considerable improvement in the quality of wa.ter available on 
mains supply. '!'hough somewhat saline this water is now drinkable. 
In the nineteenth century the water-supply in both to\om and country 
was often a contributory factor in the spread of epidemics. For 
eXBlllple, one 1A76 report on the Islands' water supply ,1as produced 
as an appendix to a 'Report on Mortality' (B/231). 
The over-all improvement in the health standards in the 
Maltese Islands has been mentioned in Chapter 5, where the decline 
in the infant mortality rate since 1937 was given as an indication 
of the change. An important feature has been the developmen~ _of 
medical and health services during the twentieth century. The 
Gover1went Dispensary has become a characteristic feature of even 
the smallest villages (v. Chapter 10), and enables poor persons to 
receive attention under a district Medical Officer (B/228, para.55). 
There are some eight civil hospitals in ·~he Islands, \-Jhile the output 
of holders of degrees in medicine from the Royal University would 
suggest that there is no shortage of doctors. Nevertheless Cronin, 
in his 1956 report (B/228), was critical of almost every aspect 
investigated. Jvlalta is clearly a long way behind such countries 
as the United Kingdom. One illustration of this backwardness is 
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the prevailing popular prejudice against nursing for, in Malta, 
"there is an impression ·that nursing is akin to servile work" 
72 (B/54, 2.12.1957) • Other aspects of the medical services also 
demand urgent improvement but, when studied against the background 
of the progre:3s which has been made, Malta emerges as much more 
advanced as far as her medical standards are concerned as compared 
with nearby Mediterranean littoral areas in both Europe and North 
Africa (B/135.136.137). The incidence of trachoma is a good 
illustration of the position. This scourge was traditionally 
prominent in Malta and, especially, in Gozo, as in nearby North 
Africa. The numbers of Gozitans afflicted have fallen sharply 
during the past generation and the disease can now be considered 
the excep·tion and no longer the rule among rural children ( B/137) • 
In Tripolitania, on the o·ther hand, a. survey of schoolchildren as 
recently as 1957 revealed that over 80% were suffering from some 
form of ·trachoma - although this figure \oJas substantially reduced 
after treatment73. Other diseases such as cholera have also become 
rarities in the Maltese Islands (B/223,224,137). 
In the field of general social services Malta has advanced 
in recent years. Non-contributory old age pensions, for example, 
came into effect in 1948 (B/131 -1955, p.l7), while relief for 
sickness, widol..rhood, destitution, accidents at ~,o1ork, etc., is also 
available (B/131, 121, 130). School free-milk and medical and 
dental services are well-established (B/137), while a full-scale 
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National Health Service on the pattern of that operating in the 
Uni·ted Kingdom is under consideration (B/22g, paras 66-81). 
Since 1956 destitution has been further relieved by free 
food and other supplies from the United States. 'fhe biggest 
agencies concerned in these distributions have been C.A.R.E. and 
N.c.w.c. (v. Chapter 12). 
The outcome of these various lines of development has been 
a general improvement in standards of health together with a 
growth in the a\-Jareness of the medical needs of the Islands \oThich, 
despite the qualifications made and the needs for further improve-
ments indicated, have pu·t I•1alta in a very much better position ip. 
this respect than is ·the case in her Nediterranean neighbours • 
.Q <l'ilwfiJN ICA'riON S 
---Gemmunications in the sense of movement of people has been 
mentioned above but no less important is the exchange and develop-
ment of ideas by voice, the written word and the screen. 
Under the Knights of St. John there was some printing in 
l.falta but no free PRESS. Under the French (Chapter 4) restrictions 
were relaxed though only after the Royal Commission Report of 1936-37 
(B/184) did ·the British Government reduce censorship of imported 
material74. During the la.tter part of the nine·teonth and in the 
twentieth centuries the development of the Press -especially news-
papers and periodicals- reflected the general 'language question' 
in the Islands (v. Chapter 7). 'l'oday, with general primary education 
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and the emengence of a public litera·te in Maltese, English and, 
even now, Italian, Malta has a substantial output of all types of 
periodicals and journals. Soma of these are listed in Part 3 of 
the Bibliography, in the Introduction to which some account is 
also given of the distribution of reading habits (v. Bibliography, 
pp.3-8). 
With his ability to read books and periodicals the young 
countryman is now able to enjoy a far wider horizon of experience 
than was possible for his illiterate father. 
Literacy opens up possibilities of similar wider contacts 
through the POSTAL SYS'rE4. This is a particularly important 
feature in modern Malta 111here many people are in touch by correspond-
ence \·lith emigrated relatives. 
Within the Islands the public TELEPHONE in every village is 
a further indication of spreading brbanization' • In 1957 an auto-
matic telephone exchange was opened at t-1arsa (B/54 - 28 .10.1957). 
But the most important of all has probably been REDH"'FUSION 
which has spread rapidly since 193575. The net\o~ork began in the 
urban area and, during the 1939-45 \-lar, 111hen public loud-speakers 
were installed in the villages, it played an important part in the 
war effort as the major source of news. The press was both too 
slow and too limited in circulation to have had a similar effect 
at the same period •. 
\vithin three yaars of the and of hostilities the number of 
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private subscribers had risen from less than 5,000 to 16,000. By 
the and of 195'7, over L.5,000 individual subscribers ha.d been 
connected to the system. Of special importance was the fact 
that much of this increase has been in rural Malta (especially 
after 1950) and, since 1955, in Gozo. The Company moved into a 
new central Rediffusion House in 1957, since when the service has 
been extended to all but certain isolated rural areas. 
There are t"Wo programme networks. "A" is largely composed 
of the relayed transmissions of the General Overseas Service of 
the B. B.C., While the 11 B11 net caters primarily for local interest 
and is mostly given in Malta, relaying Church services, Band 
Club concerts and other local music, celebrity 'spots', British 
Council and schools' broadcasts, farmers' and other special programmes, 
apart from nal-!S and information bulletins 76. 
Rediffusion has certainly played an especially important part 
in the 'emancipation' of the less "Well educated sections of society 
(i.e. rural Malta and Gozo) who are prevented by illiteracy or 
remoteness from taking advantage of even the Maltese-language press. 
In combina·tion with other forms of 1 communication' it is producing 
a generation of rural Maltese and Gozitans who are made instantly 
and increasingly aware of the world around them. 
The number of private RADIO licenses is today below the 
total of Rediffusion loudspeakers in the Islands. Since 1923 
there has been a steady increase in numbers, with an above-average 
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acceleration in the post-l-Iar period 19L,6-48, while, in 1957, 
36,681 sets were licensed- or nearly four times the 1939 tota177 • 
One expects that as a greater number of Naltese acquire a thorough 
knowledge of English or some other foreign language the number of 
radios in the Islands l·lill increase, but meanwhile the wireless 
holds little attraction for the monoglot Haltese. 
The CINEMA in Malta has grown to become one of the major 
national pastimes. The urban area is particularly well supplied 
with cinemas and the country districts, although seen to ha.ve far 
fewer cinema seats, are within comparatively easy reach by public 
transport of ·the cinemas in the urban and fringe areas. The 
followingtable shows the distribution by the areas demarcated on 
lviap 2 (v. Chapter 10) and reveals a. heavy urban concentration 
(B/97 - 1959, p.l51) : 
POPULATION CINEMAS SEA'!'.§ POPULATION/SEATS 
Urban area ••••••• 134,399 23 22,754 5 
Fringe •••••.••••• 83,898 11 6,889 12 
Inner Rural •••••• 41,955 6 3,235 13 
Rul'al • •..•.••.... 48,476 4 2,422 20 
Outer Rural •••••• 10,892 1 360 30 
Total •••••••••••• 319,620 45 35,660 9 
Host of the films shown nowadays are English-language : none 
is in l1altese. Cinema-going is becoming increasingly popular in 
the Islands and, unlike the United Kingdom, ·there is a demand for 
nel-I and better cinemas - except in Gozo where films are shown only 
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on Sundays. 
The cinema is ho\o1ever regarded with suspicion by the Church 
authorities, whose censorship follO\o/S the ideals laid down in ·the 
Papal Encyclical Let-ter on films of' 193678 • Moreover, the 'National 
Catholic Film Centre', founded by order of the Archbishop in 1947, 
does not accept the Government's censoring ~s ~dequate. A double 
censor regime prevails but even ·this apparently leaves much room 
for worry about the effect which films can, and are, it is alleged, 
having on the youth of Malta. Significantly the 'Malta Youth 
Consul-tative Council' (v. Chapter 8) SB\o! fit to organize a seminar 
on 11li'ilms, T.V., and :t-1odern Youth" recently (v.B/54- 8.5.1957, 
p.lJ) but the whole question of films, morals and youth recours at 
frequent intervals in the press. 
TELEVISION in Malta, or more precisely the transmissions 
of 1 Radio e 'l'elevisione Italiana' , also give rise to demands for 
censorship in some quarters. The growth in its popularity in the 
pa~t few y~ars has been phenomenal. "More and more television 
aerials sprout from Malta' s and Gozo' s rooftops every week" 
(B/54- 4.2.1958). A 1 television revolution' has emerged covering 
all parts of the Islands, not excluding even the coffee bars of 
rural Gozo which, inciden·tally, gets ·the best reception in the 
Islands. People too poor to buy_ their own sets crowd the shops 
and cafes which have them. Even more affective than the cinema 
as an 'urbanizing' influence the television can even be accused 
of px·oducing a return of the Italian language in the Islands. 
This is likely to gro\or unless a local station can be established 
in Halta dispensing English- and Mal-tese-language programmes as 
was in fact advocated in the "Times of l·1alta" in 1957 (B/54, 
t-1ay 22nd, p.l3) w1d elsewhere. 
CLUBS 
The most important· formal club in Malta -other than those 
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associated directly with the Church- is the BM~D CLUB (B/520,521). 
The Maltese Band Club is a unique institution. It is not an 
1 urbanizing' influence on the lines of those features alr~ady 
considered in this Chapter because the Ba.nd Club movement began 
in rural 1-falta in 1860 when Clubs appeared in Rabat, Zebbu~, and 
Z 't 79 eJ un • In 1863 and 1865 further Clubs were founded in the 
- -- -
Three Cities, although Valletta had to wait until 1874. The Band 
Club would seem ·to be a logical development in the type of' socie·ty 
found in lvlalta. At the village level the Club meets the need for 
a rallying-point for communal energy and activity which is dis·tinct 
from the Church; and, to the extent that it is 'extra-church', 
characteristic of an increasingly 'urbanate1 community, the Band 
Club movement parallels, in its effect, the functional contribution 
made by the other features considered in this Chapter. However 
many of these very features have in recant years tended to dislodge 
the Band Clubs from the position which they came to hold in the 
Islands during their Golden Age -1880 to 193980• .li'ootball is 
another modern counter-attraction and it is fashionable today 
to sneer at the Band Clubs ancl their musicians and supporters 
as at least a little 'antiquated'. However the Clubs are still 
there. '!'here are some 54 in Mal"ta and four in Gozo. Some have 
recently moved into spacious new quarters. The L'Isle Adam Club 
in Rabat, one of the oldest, has done this and now meet in their 
fine building l·Jhere trophies, pictures of past maestros, bishops, 
the ~ueen, and spiritual directors and other Club officials, mingle 
with plush furnishing, marble floors and produce a.n aura ~f ornate 
dignity in which the members pla.y tombola (housey-housey), discuss 
the Band and everything from Government to local developments in 
the Parish. When the Band gives a concert or holds a major 
rehearsal guests, including women and children, are allowed in 
and a general social evening_deve~ops w~th tte maestro struggling_ 
to control both Band and audience. Intra-village rivalries 
frequently find one channel of expression in the Clubs and in 
nineteen towns and villages there are, in fact, two separate Clubs. 
A list of the present Band Clubs is included in Appendix 479, while 
the following table shows ·the modern urban-fringe orientation of 
the movement despite its rural ancestry: 
Urban area •••••••• 
Fringe •••••••••••• 
Inner Rural ••••••• 
Rural ••••...••.... 
Outer Rural ••••••• 
No. of Parishes 
14 
10 
11 
14 
8 
17 
14 
1) 
12 
1 
1.21 
1.40 
1.18 
0.86 
0.13 
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Of the net.Jer clubs and associations such as political, 
football, cultural, or trade union movements the first two are 
proving important aHerna:tives within both village and to\om society, 
but although their raisons d'etre are politics and sport rather 
than music they tend to acquire the same social function as the 
Band Club -namely that of a mens' club having no direct link with 
the Church. The British Council, with its Institutes at Valletta 
and Victoria, is also worthy of merit in this context because it 
too has made a contribution to the total process of social and 
cultural awakening. Its position in Gozo is particularly interest-
ing for it has become, ·through its Institute, something of a focal 
centre of cultural development in the Island and, to this extent, 
is symbolic of the general 'emancipation' with which this thesis 
is concerned (B/54 2.8.1957). 
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NOTES on PART 2 
35. B/556, p3 at seq. Price hare gives an excellent account 
of the transition from the rule of the Order to that 
of the British. 
36. .8. mo1·e detailed consideration of ljhis aspect of rural economy 
is given in Chapter 13. 
37. Seats in the Maltese Legislative Assembly: 
The 1 Unione Poli t ica 1 •••••• 
National Democratic Party •• 
Constitutional P~rty ••••••• 
Labour Party ••••••••••••••• 
38. Letters Patent of 2.5.1932 (v.B/498, p.3). 
10 ) 21 
5 
10 10 
7 1 
39. Linguistic and social aspects of this posHion ru·e given 
further consideration in Chapter 7. 
~0. v. VELLA, J.P. : 1The Contribution of the Jesuit Fathers to 
Educa-tion in ·!;he-Maltese -Is-lands', unpub. Royal-
University oi' t1ialta, 1953. 
41. Cottonera : i.e. Cospicua, Senglea and Vittoriosa. 
42. Governrnont Notice of 21.1.1902. 
43. Government Notice of 7.4.1902 (No.84). 
41+. 1 Annual Report by the Director oi' Education for the Year 
1896-971 , Halta, GPO, 1898. 
45. 'Annual Report on the Working of the Department of Public 
Instruction for the Ye~·r 19081 , f.·ialta, GPO, 1908. 
46. Permisaion for this study \-las kindly given by the head 
teachers concerned. 
i~7. BEVIN, E.L. : 1901. 
48. v. also Introduction to the Bibliography accompanying this 
thesis (pp. 3 - 7). 
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49. Constitution established by Letters Pstent, 16.3.1921. 
50. This policy was confirmed by an Act passed unanimously 
by the House of I.ords (30.6.1932) and the Commons 
(8.7.1932). 
51. A circular, issued 15.9.1932, by the Nationalist Government 
in Malta announced that "The Government intends 
doine; its utmost to encourage the said teaching ••• 
etc. 11 
52. 'l'agkrif fuq il-Kitba Haltija (1924) tal-G~aqda tal-Kittieba 
tal-Nalti. 
53. An estimate made by Abate Giliberto for King Ferdinand II 
(v. B/83- 1956, p.24). 
54. l)ata on Church finances and property are not accessible. 
55. i.e. the proposal to Integrate Na.lta. with the United Kingdom. 
'56. i.e. the Knights of Saint Columba. 
57. 1 Nagister utinam sequatur evangelium universus mondus 1 • 
58. These rules are not vows - thus a member is free to leave the 
movement if h~ wisbe~ to maKry. 
59. Acta Apostolica Sedis, 1928, p.384. 
60. 1 The Lay Apostolate 1 : Address by Pope Pius XII to the 
Second 1.-lorld Congress of the Lay Apostolate, 1957. 
(Catholic Truth Society, publication S.239). 
61. Special Central Commissions. 
62. Information on the Social Action l•iovement kindly supplied 
by Fr. F. Hizzi. 
63. Info1·mation kindly given by the Salesian fathers responsible 
for the Oratory. 
64. L1 Abbe Francois Houtart; Centre de Recherches Socio-Religieuses, 
Louvain (v. B/482, & B/91, p.3ll). 
65. v. B/91, pp. 138-143, etc. 
66. A considerable amount of information on the tramway and 
railway which operated during the las·t; decades 
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of the nineteenth and the first quarter of the 
twentieth centuries is available in B/186 and B/94· 
67. A detailed study of the development of the omnibus transport 
system, with particular reference to its economic 
implications, is given in B/381. 
68. Information on road developments in Malta was kindly given 
by Mr. Cassar, of the Public Works Department, 
Valle·t;ta, while Mr. Huntingford, of the Gozo P.W.D., 
gave de·tails for that Island. 
69. v. "Particulars called for by Mr. J. La.wdon on the State 
of the Sewers in Valletta and Floriana11 , an N.S. 
prepared by N. VASSALLO, P.W.D. draughtsman, 
30.11.1867. 
70. Balzan, Attard, and Lija. 
71. Information on the sewerage system in NaHa and Gozo was 
kindly provided by Nr. Billion of the P.H.D., 
Valletta. 
72. Also of special prominence in the Islands in recent years 
has been the lvJ:aHa Memorial District Nursing Association 
(l-1. M .v-. :bl-;-A~-) • -
73. Personal communication from Hr. Hadi Bulugma of the Department 
of Geography in the Durham Colleges. Mr. R. Taylor, 
of ·the same Department, puts the incidence of trachoma 
through the whole population of Tripolitania at over 
90/o. 
74. v. VASS.ALLO, J .G. : ''!'he Press in t1alta' , in B/97 -19:)4. 
75. Information on Rediffusion (Malta) Ltd., was kindly provided 
1-:ly Mr. G.A. Slater. 
76. v. also B/97 -1955, pp. 218-222; B/97 -1956, pp. 241-243; 
B/97 -1957, pp. 15-16; B/54 -details of daily 
Rediffusion programmes. 
77. Information supplied by official sources, Valletta, 31.12.1957. 
78. Pope PIUS XI : l!:ncyclical Letter on films - 'Vigilanti 
Cura', 2<;'.6.19.36: v. B/54 -13.6.1957, p. 5. 
79. Information on Band Clubs was very kindly provided by 
l-1r. P. Farrugia, Hon. General Secretary of the 
Malta Band Clubs Association, 3.8.1957. 
(v. also B/521, 520). 
80. An impression of the growth of' the Band Clubs in l-1alta 
may be gained from ·the following figures: 
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1886 ........... 20 Clubs. B/94 -1886, pp. 103-106 
1914 .•••••••••• 30 II B/911 -1914, 
1922-23 31~ II B/94 -1922-23, ........ 
1933-34 •••••••• 41 II B/94 -1933-34, 
1960 ........... 57 II v. Note 79. 
+ all but one are members of ·the l•!alta Band Clubs 
.Association. 
p.391 
p.300 
p.410 
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PART 3: THE INDIVIDUAL AND MALTESE RURAL SOCIETY TODAY 
- - - . 
This part att~pts to examine the nature of Maltese 
rural society as this has emerged today. It draws directly, 
therefore, from Parts 1 and 2. Chapter· 10 represents a 
definitive outlin~ of modern rural society in the Islands, 
while the position of the indi~dual within agriculture --
the basis of Maltese rural society .... is considered from its 
technical, economic, and social aspects in Chapters 11, 12, 
and 13 respectively. 
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CHAPTER 10 
The Vil1age in Maltese Rural Society, 
RURAL SOCIETY 
It is reasonable to talk of the farming communities as 
being synonomous \-lith 'rural' settlements in Ivlalta but the position 
demands more precise definition. CertainlY theuargest part of 
the Maltese rural-dwelling population has been based on agriculture 
- whether the peasant subsistence of the past or the commercial 
farming of today. Peasant subsistence farming in small-holding 
units, supplying almost all ·the needs of the family working the faxm, 
is a type of farming in which money pl~s little or no part. It 
has faded very rapidly only in the course of the past generation 
in-Itial ta to give way to what may be- ca·lled -commercial farming in 
which crops, animals or animal products are sold for money. 
By using the 1948 Census material (B/167 - 1948, Table 53) it 
is possible to classifY districts on the basis of the proportion 
of the farming element within the 'gainfully-occupied' section of 
the population as follows (v. Map 2): 
MAP•2 
URBAN • 0 - 3 .,_ 
F"RI NCE • 3·1 - 10 '7. 
INNER RURAL.• 10·1-20.,_ 
RURAL ' 20-1-50% 
OUTER RURAL. • Over 50.,_ 
0 
MALTA AND GOZO 
F"UL.L-TIME FARMERS AS A PERCENTAOE OF TOTAL. 
CAINf"ULLY -OCCUPIED POPULATION 
1948 
\ 
N 
\ 
2 3 4 5 
MILES 
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_Urban (0-31!) Fringe (3-lOi!l Inner Rural (10-W) 
Valletta 
Cospicua 
Senglea 
0 
0 
0 
Balzan 5.48 Mqabba 
Marsaxlokk 
Zurrieq 
10.5 
10.6 
11.15 
Vittoriosa 
Gzira 
Sliema 
Flori ana 
Pawla 
Mars a 
Hamrun 
Maida 
Kalkara 
Pi eta 
.008 
.11 
.24 
.43 
.a 
1.2 
1.35 
1.36 
1.84 
2.6 
Rural (20-50,:) 
Qrendi 20.25 
Kirkop 22.33 
Naxxar 24.8 
Rabat 25.6 
'Xewkija 27.7 
Gaargkur 29.1 
Mellieka 34.73 
Siggiewi 37.63 
11-Sannat - 39. 04 -
11-Nadur 40.9 
Safi 46.87 
Dingli 47.4 
v.Qala 47.6 
St. Paul 1s 47.72 
Bay 
Luqa 6.1 
Birkirkara 6.16 
Gkaxaq 
Attard 
Tarxien 6.43 
St. Vennera 6.46 
Qormi 6.88 
Birzebbuga 7.3 
•Victoria 
1'-fdina 
~abbar 7.35 
~ejtun 8.27 
Most a 
~ebbug 
Lija 9.9 ~kajnsielem 
Gudja 
(above 50%) Outer Rural 
-'Keraem 
'Xagkra 
¥Gkarb 
•san Lawrenz 
'~ebbug 
IvJgarr 
'GR.asri 
''Comino 
56.43 
64 
67.81 
68.3 
70.9 
73.3 
82.7 
89.47 
l'tiaJ. ta .............. . 
Gozo •••••••••••••••• 
-- AU-Islands ... -..... . 
"' - Gozo 
9.ll% 
41.78'/. 
12.281' 
11.29 
ll.53 
13 
15.4 
16.56 
18.41 
19.2 
19.91 
v.• - The Island of Comino is 
statistically part of Gozo. 
Clearly such proportional measurement is by no means an 
indisputable criterion for assessing the 1rurality 1 of Maltese 
and Gozitan villages today but it provides a satisfactory overall 
basis for classification and is, as such, used in the ensuing 
account (Map 2). 
Perhaps the most striking feature is the overwhelming 
significance of agriculture in Gozo. In Halta, by contrast, the 
_ Dockyard and other industrial concerns exert an increasing pull 
towards non-agricultural employment in all but the most remote 
districts (Map 4). Valletta and the Three Cities (Cospicua, 
Senglea and Vittoriosa) are the most 'urban', and the northern 
and western parts of Gozo the most 1 rural'. An impression of 
the changing status of this rural (i.e. farming) element may be 
gained from the Census Reports since 1842 {B/167) but direct 
comparison is hindered by differences of tabulation between the 
census counts. However, the fact emerges that those villages 
Which are now 'rural' on the basis of the size of the farming 
element are the old settlements1• The non-agricultural Urban 
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zone is a comparatively recent growth around Valletta and the 
Three Cities and lacks the traditional agricultural basis of most 
of the Fringe-and Rural areas where-the villages grew-little in 
size and declined considerably in relative importance (v. Chapter 
3). 
A closer investigation of the declining relative importance 
of farming within the rural villages themselves over the past 
hundred years ( v. Appendix 10: vii, and Graph) reveals that during 
some periods economic prosperity in Malta has attracted labour 
away from the land but, equally, that these moves were largely 
temporary and that there was a return to farming as soon as boom 
conditions· disappeared (v. Chapter 5). This was the case, for 
example, during the last decade of the nineteenth and the first 
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decade of the present century (B/381). Since 1931 there has 
been a general retreat from farming (v. Graph) along with a socio-
economic emancipation of the Haltese farmer in which the 
traditional ties with the land have been loosened. The earlier, 
temporary moves lacked this social rejection of an old way of 
life. lbe farmers who left their fields for industrial work at 
the end of the nineteenth century were in fact never very far from 
the land upon which they relied as a stand-by when the boom 
conditions declined. Today the farmer's son, far from maintaining 
a foothold in agriculture, is as fast losing touch with the·land 
as he is with the community which it supported. If a depression 
were to appear along with any limitation in emigration a return 
to the land would be less easy than in times past. This would be 
due not to a shortage of land for farming or to difficulty in 
getting work in farm labouring but to the current estrangement 
between farmer's son and farming, an estrangement as much 
sociological as economic in character. 
The earlier temporary moves from the land were partial rather 
than total in that the bulk of farmers and farm-workers who had 
sought urban jobs had come from the Fringe or 1 Suburban 1 areas rather 
than from the Rural districts proper (B/381). The present move 
away is however from all parts of countryside. It is evident that 
both today and in the past the availability of alternative employment 
has been the governing factor. The earlier periods of economic 
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prosperity mentioned brought only temporary alternative opportunity 
for the farm-worker. In fact until the present century the only 
large-scale alternative to field work for the rural Maltese and 
Gozitan was cotton spinning and weaving (v. Chapters 
Even here possibilities were lind ted. Cotton growing and 
manufacture in the Islands developed fast during the eighteenth 
century but went into decline early in the nineteenth, particularly 
after the Spanish Government prohibited all imports of yarn (1800). 
But the industry was slow to die and is today undergoing something 
of a re-birth under a protective monopoly2• Cotton provided, during 
the nineteenth century, much employment, particularly for women who, 
in 1861, amounted to 96% of all cotton workers (B/167- 1861). The 
small male labour force was mainly engaged in the beating and dyeing 
depart~ents of the in~ustr.l. This industry__mQreover, was centred __ 
in the villages and was essentially a home craft, so that the worker 
in cotton was never very far removed from home or farm, and field 
work was an alternative when cotton production declined. This decline 
accelerated towards the close of the nin~teenth century but was not 
spread at an even rate over the whole of the rural area of the Islands. 
The total decline was due to external economic factors but, within 
the Islands themse~ves, the industry survived longest in its 
traditional 'core area' of Rabat and Zebb~. "The cotton industry 
persisted where the skills were greatest - where it now exists as a 
craft industry" (B/.381) • 
PERSONS per sq. mile • 
MAP=3 
ABOVE 10,000 
3.001 - 10,000 
1,501 - 3,000 
750- 1,500 
UNDER 750 
0 2 
MILES 
MALTA AND GOZO 
DENSITY OF POPULATION 
1957 
\ 
\ 
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However the harbour areas and the dockyard were providing 
work and opportunity on an increasing scale towards the end of 
the nineteenth century and during the first quarter of this3• 
"The population nearest the harbour profited first, and there 
was a spreading outwards, as more and more of the Island sought 
work in the port. As the attraction of the harbo~ area spread, 
so interest in the declining cotton industry decreased". (B/381). 
A new alternative was thus appearing and one very different in 
that it meant a greater break with home, farm and village than had 
been the case with cotton. Agricult.ure itself came to feel the 
impact of the alternatives. "Gradually the whole Island became 
drawn into the economic sphere of the harbour area, and the 
population of the rural area became less and less dependent on 
agriculture for its livelihood" _(B/381). _This is a key factor 
in an understanding of rural Hal ta and Gozo today. The second, 
considered later in more detail, is the social change which has 
been brought about by the emancipation of the villager through 
direct and indirect education and contact with the people and 
ideas of the world outside (v. Part 2). Together these two forces, 
the one an extension and magnification of what had happened before 
on a temporary basis and the other a consequence of the trend 
towards social enlightenment which has been a widespread feature 
of the twentieth-century world, have given the farmer an escape. 
On the economic level he has the new range of employment opportunities 
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indicated, while his newly acquired literacy and education is 
making it possible for the young countryman to follow his economic 
shift from country to town with a social transplanting out of the 
close-knit community of the rural village to the cosrnopoli tan 
levels of life in the to \oms. 
Along with the increase of employment in the dockyard and 
harbour there has been a relative decline in agriculture in that 
an increase in the total numbers of the farming community was 
accompanied by a shrinking of the agricultural sector within the 
total gainfaully occupied population of the Islands. The Dockyard 
has grown to become the largest single concern and, in Narch 1957\ 
gave employment to 12,572 Maltese workers (plus a further 417 
United Kingdom nationals). The percentage of Dockyard employees 
_in individual distric_ts may.: be talten as a second poss-ible cri-terion 
of 1rurality 1 • Appendix 11, showing Dockyard workers in Narch, 1957, 
expressed as a percentage of the employed population, reveals the 
heaviest concentration round the yar.ds themselves (the Three Cities) 
and in the ~ejtun, ~abbar, Pawla and Kalkara areas of south-eastern 
Malta. The whole of Gozo supplied only twenty-five workers at 
that time - this being the same figure as for Santa Vennera, near 
Hamrun. Nevertheless it is significant that no part of Malta is 
unrepresented in the Dockyard (Map 4). 
The workers listed in Appendix 11 are only a part of those 
employed in the harbour area and the towns and it is to this total 
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group that one refers when speaking of the 'draw' of the harbour 
area and its associated manufacturing and service industries. 
These include transport of various kinds, shops, cafes and bars, 
workshops, offices and all manner of public utilities and services. 
It is clear that in a definition of 1rurality 1 the occupational 
structure, whether considered from a farming or dockyard point of 
view, is not the sole criterion though the most convenient. One 
might take, for example, the extent to \.Jhich each census district 
is built-over. The 1957 census distinguishes 1 township 1 areas 
within each district (Appendix 13). The township-dwelling 
population accounts, as one would expect, for nearly 100% of the 
total in the Urban zone, but even in the rural districts most people 
are seen to live within the villages rather than in isolated far~ 
steads. rn--terms of area on the other hana-tne- contrast between 
urban and rural zones is marked. In all three rural zones only 
five districts show a built-up township area accounting for more 
than 10",4 of the total. Richardson considers this nucleated-
dispersed aspect of settlement distribution for 1948 and 1931 and 
notes significant changes in the pattern (B/561). 
Map 3, showing density of population by localities for 
1957, closely reflects the built-up area pattern. Broadly speaking 
it resembles Map 4 (residence of Dockyard workers) but here the 
emphasis on Valletta and Sl.iema, and all the northern part of the 
Urban zone, is notably less. 
OVER 35 .,. 
20·1-35% 
10·1 - 20 .,. 
5-10"7. 
UNDER 5 "7• 
MAP=4 0 2. 3 
MILES 
I 
MALTA AND GOZO 
H.M.DOCKYARD EMPLOYEES AS PERCE.NTAGE 
TOTAL GAINFULLY- OCCUPIED POPULATION. 
1957 
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THE VILLAGE 
Maltese rural society is essentially composed of village 
communities each occupying a compact settlement5• There are 
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some three dozen villages in the rural area of the Islands (Map 1) 
among which there is considerable variation in site, date of 
foundation, morphology, population (B/561) and economic structure 
(B/381), but throughout the Islands there is a uniformity of 
function within the village as a community group. This makes 
it possible to speak of 11 the Maltese Village 11 from the point of 
view of social structure, and allows a qualif,ying classification 
into types on the basis of the features mentioned. 
Maltese society as a whole, and particularly the ~ural 
part of it, is to some extent cut off from outside influences 
by virtue of the insular position of the country, cultural as 
well as geographical~ Yet the Islands have clearly at no time 
in their history been independent of Europe to the north, Africa 
to the south and Asia to the east. Quite patently the opposite 
has been the case and Malta, as ever the mute pawn of great 
powers, has absorbed its material and moral culture from abroad 
just as it has received additions to its population whether 
coming as traders, invaders, or settlers, for four thousand years. 
But the Islands have put their own stamp on these arrivals so that 
a discussion such as this must take account of both autochthonous 
developments within the Islands, as well as those of wider ori!in. 
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The elements within the traditional Maltese village were, 
as discussed in Part 11 the Roman Catholic Church and clergy, 
the landed class, and the mass of the population - an illiterate 
peasantry, 1Traditional 1 here, refers to rural society as it 
existed in Hal ta one, two or three centuries ago. 
This is not to s~ that the traditional has been erased 
from the present scene but rather that recent moves towards 
literacy, emancipation and communication, and a greater range 
of amenities within the Islands, have diversified and modified 
the traditional aspects to produce a variety of different types 
in place of the social uniformity of the past. But the 
traditional nucleus within the village, the Parish Priest and 
the Parish Church retain their pivotal role. The modification 
of this role is very apparent but the place of the Church has_peen 
affected far less in the country districts of l~ta and Gozo than 
in the towns, where dockyard developments and other industrializa-
tion have produced a new kind of social environment. This is 
an important subject in itself but, for the present, attention is 
to be confined to the rural districts where change has to date 
been slower than in the towns but Where the same factors are 
appearing n0\-1 along with the rapid 1urbanization 1 of the villages. 
In traditional i~lta the function of the clergy6 extended 
far beyond matters of religion. 'l'he priests were the teachers, 
doctors, and legal advisors as well as spiritual guardians of the 
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_people. Government-organized education began in the nineteenth 
century. Previously such formal education as there was had been 
under ecclesiastical auspices. lhe clergy were literate when 
almost all the rest of the population was not (v. Chapter 6). 
This concentration of learning produced a si tua·Gion in which only 
the clergy were able to step forward to take the lead among 
Maltese, for the nobility, which might have been expected to 
provide a focus and leadership, tended to be more Italian or 
Spanish than Maltese. Even revolutionary leaders came from the 
ranks of the clergy; the :t-fannarino Revol·c against the Order of 
St. John (1775) and the rising against the French during the 
brief occupation of the Islands by Napoleon (1798-1800). 
For some centuries before the arrival of the British in 
1800, the Church had built up its dominating position i~both 
village and town. Even the educated townsman going to the 
University came strongly under the influence of the Church, for 
the University, itself a Jesuit foundation of long standing, was 
and still is best known for its Theology. However, during the 
nineteenth century, the major changes within the Church of Malta 
were connected with purely administrative details of keeping 
pace with the rapidly rising population (v. Chapter 8). 
Many new parishes were created in the second half of the 
nineteenth century and in the early part of the twentieth. The 
,Archbishopric of Malta was established in 1831 with the separation 
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from the jurisdiction of Palermo, and the Bishopric of Gozo was 
founded in 1863. A movement of great sociological importance 
during the present century has been the growth of the Lay 
Apostolate in the Islands, especially in the urban areas. This 
represents a counter-attack against the forces which are today 
tending to detract from the traditional omnipotence of the 
Church. It is only a matter of time before the problems Which 
the Church is facing in the towns will loom much larger than at 
present in the countr.y districts and in Gozo (v. Chapter 8). 
The landed classes in Malta and particularly the nobility 
have never taken any considerable part in the communal life of 
the villages in which they maintain their countr.y seats and draw 
rents from the lands which they o~m. They have always been 
more urban than rural and more E~ope~ t~ 1-Ial_tese .!__ A squire-
archy on the English pattern has been lacking, and the functions 
which, in the English village, fell to the squire have, in Malta, 
come within the wide range of activities of the Parish Priest. 
6 . Apart from the clergy and the gentry, the greater part of 
the population of the traditional village in Malta was made up 
of the peasantry deriving their livelihood directly or indirectly 
from the land or in some cases the sea. Within this section of 
the community homogeneity was the keynote. There was one Church. 
All the populace were Church members and attended the same 
-services at the same times each day of every week. The Church 
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could therefore be the centre of diffusion of news to the 
villagers - both relating to farming and to general affairs in 
and out of the village. 
Within the village the peasant and his family worked the 
few tmien of land held on rent or lease: rarely was much of it 
owned by the cultivator. The work of the farm and of the 
household went on as a single unit (Chapter 11). The two were 
often located within the same cluster of buildings {Case VI, 
v. Plan). Clearly some farmers were richer than others, some 
had more land, some more animals, but accepted stratification 
within the village went no further than this: there was no 
middle class between priest and farmer. 
For the peasant, the bounds of his regular experience were 
the limits _of the village_. C.ontac_t between- villages-,-even 
where close together, was slight and invariably less than that 
between the individual village and Valletta. Evidence of this 
is found in the dialect differences between villages but 
equally illuminating is the fact that the basic dialect 
distinction that can be made is that between the Urban area, with 
its Italianized vocabulary and intonation, and the rural parts 
of the Islands with their characteristically broader vowels, 
harsher gutterals and fewer European words and idioms {B/Aquilina, 
J) • Language is but one aspect of rural culture in the l1al tese 
Islands which reveals the essential independence of the village 
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within the traditional rural scene. Village patriotism is 
expressed in inter-Parish rivalr,y and in a variety of regional 
reputations, proverbs, and local lore. Thus the shrewdness of 
the inhabitants of Rabat is revealed by the saying that "A man 
from Rabat is worth t\.ro Jews 117• The men of Zebb~ (Malta) are 
acknowledged to be merchants par excellence however, while those 
of Qormi are alleged heavy drinkers7• The notion held in Gozo 
that a man of Nadur claims to be more Maltese than Gozitan is 
held to point ·to the settlement of that village from Malta at 
some comparatively recent date8• 
rfuatever the difference of size, settlement, economic 
structure or tradition the functional basis of the Maltese 
village remains pivoted on the Church and the Parish Priest, and 
a detailed discussion of the presen·t sc~becornes largely an 
attempt to assess the part now played vis-a-vis the Church by 
the ne\1 features and modifications of the old landscape in the 
present. 
Here we m~ consider the history and growth of a young 
. 
Maltese village, MGARR, to·sho\or h0\-1 this groldng settlement has 
acquired the essential features common to rural society through-
out the Islands (Map 5). 
Until the nineteenth century, Malta north of the Victoria 
Lines had remained without any large settlements, partly on 
account of the vulnerability of the area to attack from the sea. 
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This is not to say that there was no human activity in the area 
before 1800 for there is evidence of a small church in what is 
no\oT Mgarr as far back as 15809. Evidence, too, of life in other 
eras is provided by the temple of Bu Hagrat (2,000 B.C.) and the 
remains of a Roman house near the village. 
However, in the early part of the nineteenth century, farmers 
from Mosta began to cultiva·t.e the land in what is nOlo! the Parish 
of I~arr. The account, of the history of one of the families 
concerned in this settlement, given by ~fitchell (B/525), is typical. 
The nwnbers involved in the general movement increased as the 
century advanced until, in 1898, an independent Parish was 
established. Before 1898, spiritual needs of the farmers were 
catered for by vis! ting priests from ~ebbug, Balzan, ~ldina and Hosta 
itself and the tiny C1:n~ch of St. _Hary was used __ throughout this 
period and until 1918. Earlier in the nineteenth century the 
colonization of Hgarr had been a 'week-day' venture with most 
farmers returning to their families and homes in Mosta for the 
week-end and the Sunday Mass. The visiting priests celebrated 
Sunday morning Nass for those farmers who began to set·tle in the 
area permanently. With the granting of parochial status in 1898, 
a full-time Parish Priest was appointed who came from ?-testa and· 
settled in the growing village. The first concern was for a 
new Church and work \·Tas begun in 1912, although the population 
of the village at this time was only 1,067 (B/167-1911). 
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Significantly, both the master mason and the architect concerned 
were Mosta men. Building went ahead slowly on the immense 
construction as costs were defrayed by private subscription in 
kind and in money, and the villagers were themselves responsible 
for much of the labouring work. Money and farm produce of every 
variety was given towards the cost which, in 1939, had passed 
£10,000 (B/54 - 12.8.1939); this in a parish which even ten 
years later had no more than 2,218 people (B/167- 1948). 
With the growth of ~arr, assistant priests were attached to 
the Parish, notably Father (later Monsignor) Edgar Salamone, who 
went to the village in 1920 and became Parish Priest a decade 
later. The work of this one priest not only pays him pe~sonal 
tribute but illustrates the way in which Mgarr acquired the 
characteristics and features __ poss~ssed_by o~er yillages of much 
longer standing in the Islands, with the Church itself as the 
prime consideration and focus of energy and resources. Mgr. 
Salamone was 11sickened by the ignorance and backwardness of the 
people of Miarr1110 and set about establishing some sort of schooling 
in the village. He acquired premises, used at week-ends by the 
part-time village barber, and opened a school in 1920 for about 40 
children and adults. Three years later a Government elementary 
school was opened (19.9.1923) and support for this still novel 
feature of the village grew fast enough for nearly all children to 
be attending when the Compulsory Attendance Act was passed in 1926. 
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At this time the health of the villagers was cared for by 
a Dispensary which opened once a week and by t.fgr. Salamone 
himself. A statement in the Malta Legislative Assembly of 1933 
observed that the Priest of l~arr kept na medicine chest of his 
own and people used to call on him at all hours of the day and 
night. He used to pack up his medical kit and go to anyone's 
bedside, whenever he was called forll {B/291, p. 6). As in all 
things the villagers turned to their Priest in difficulty or 
trouble whether spiritual, medical or social, as had been the 
custom for centuries. In 1933, however, the first medical officer 
for Mgarr began his duties in the village, and another of the 
traditional functions of the Priest passed to specialist hands. 
After this, interest was turned again to building and the 
spa~ious ~splanade in front of the-Church was-laid out in~935,--
followed by a nearby construction to house the Police Station, 
Post Office, Government Dispensary and the District Medical Officer. 
Once again the villagers themselves were responsible for a great 
deal of the building work, as they were in the case of the Church 
which conti!..nued to grow until its completion and dedication in 
1948 - at a total cost of some &16,ooo10• By the mid-thirties 
Mgarr had become independent of Mosta as a Police area and had been 
10 
connected to the Telephone network • Other amenities to reach 
the village about this time included a number of levelled roads, 
although asphalting did not appear w1til after the 1939-45 War. 
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puring the War years most construction activity was halted. Some 
700 refugees from the blitzed harbour areas were billeted in the 
village; thirty shelters were dug, and about 600 bombs fell in 
the vicinity of the village destroying two houses and killing three 
people (B/291). United States 1 forces camped near ~~arr prior to 
the Sicily invasion; an Italian aircraft crashed not far away. 
Mgarr heard about the war and experienced as much of it at first 
hand as most other rural parts of the Islands lying well a~ from 
the Dockyard, air bases and other strategic targets. Good 
rationing and Government control of production put the farmers of 
Mgarr in as strong a position as elsewhere but at the worst period 
of the siege even they were reduced to chewing carob beans7• 
By the advent of the present decade Mgarr had acquired the 
normal __ characteristics of community life of village Malta, with 
Church, school, police station, dispensary and doctor, telephones, 
and roads. The built--up area has since expanded rapidly. In 
this present decade, too, the village has gone on to 1catch-up 1 
with older settlements to the extent of establishing the four 
branches of the Catholic Action movement (Appendix 6). A most 
modern and well-appointed '0ratory 1 has for five years been the 
focal point of Catholic teaching and social work in the Parish. 
Its theatre holds 700 and shows films on Sundays and special 
occasions. More recently a co~nercial cinema has opened in the 
Village but, one understands, it cannot detract from the popularity 
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.. of the oratory film show. 
\o/i thin the past few years, shops have appeared in the village 
which is now independent in this respect for food and general 
items. Travelling vans, a prominent feature of the countryside, 
further swell the range of goods available on the spot and are 
joined in this door to door service by the weekly paraffin (petrolju) 
vehicle. For other items Mgarr housewives still make the journey 
to Mosta or Valletta on the buses \./hich operate every few hours; 
a generation ago their mothers carried bread on their backs each 
week from Mosta, the parent village. 
On account of its recent development, Mgarr lacks certain 
features found in the larger and much older settlements. The 
Catholic Action is the only Lay Movement in the village - though 
it is notably active there, and of t~e Confraternities ~1ich are 
- - - '-
numerous in the older settlements Mgarr has only three (Appendix 6). 
, 
Other characteristic features of rural-Malta absent in Mgarr are 
the Band Club and the Football Club. The Band Club movement which 
spread rapid~ during the second half of the nineteenth century and 
the early years of this became the major 'social' centre for men 
outside the Church itself (B/i21). Similarly football has become 
a focus of extra-church activity in the Islands -·more especially 
in Gozo where the Band Club has had only a limited extension outside 
the capital, V-ictoria. In the case of l"i€;arr one would expect the 
village to acquire these 'later-stage' features as it develops in 
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~ize and social diversity. The writer holds that at present 
l~arr is essentially very close to what has been called the 
traditional Maltese village. Incidental~ also its agricultural 
bias (Map 2) is less removed from the traditional than is the case 
in the more urban-influenced villages. It is certainly the most 
rural Parish of I·.fal ta and yet does seem more 1 urban ate 1 in terms 
of social life than is the case over much of Gozo. 
Having enwnerated the essential elements of Naltese village 
structure as exemplified in l~arr, a brief comparative study of 
other villages of the archipelago, many of which are much larger, 
older and more complex, is indicated. From observation two basic 
premises have been established: 
(i) Despite the regional differentiation customari~ made, 
rural society in_the Islands has a-basic homogeneity: 
(ii) The modern problem of this rural society, the problem 
of the individual who is no\-t socially out of sympathy 
with the life of the co~nunity which. bred him, is 
conunon to all the rural conununi ty of the Islands. 
Two villages which may be compared with trfgarr in an effort to 
illuminate t,his position are GaargAur, a settlement of very old 
foundation, predominantly agricultural as is Mgarr and of like size, 
. 
and Zurrieq, much larger, more urban.ate in character, containir;tg 
certain socio-functional divisions \oii thin itself, and also 
possessing two small satellite villages. 
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t.forphologically GHARGHUR (Map 6) and ~Jgarr have little in 
common on first inspection. lbe latter contains many new or 
recent detached and semi-detached buildings within the regular 
street pattern previously laid down. lviany of the houses are 
quite modern by prevailing standards and include such atypically 
rural features as ground-floor windo,.,sll. In Mgarr the Church 
and the Jubilee Esplanade are at the centre of village organization 
with most of the shops, police station and dispensary close by, 
and through this central area pass the bus routes from GRajn 
Tuffie~a, to the north, and Mosta to the east. GRarg~ur, on the 
other hand, is a village of many centuries standing. Its 
morphology is as irregular as that of ~~arr is regular. As one 
expects of a l'1al tese village the great Parish Church stands in the 
centre of the houses and the narro\o/ str.eets - just -as-the Faith of -
the people stands in the centre of their life and work. The old 
streets of Gkargaur grew up without any to,~-planning. Narrow 
alleys lead off to quiet courts; goat-pens, tiny shops and houses 
within yards of each other break the monotony of the streets.in 
which few windows appear at ground-floor leve111• First floor 
windows are seen, along with decorative balcony work and other 
embellishments of the yellow limestone walls. Map 6 distinguishes 
those parts of the village \tthich have undergone new development, 
largely since 1945. The main part of the work has been the cutting 
-·or a section of new road through old buildings bet~r18en the Church 
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_and the recent Government school. This road now carries the 
bus route from the Church square, the terminus, to Naxxar, and 
also houses the police station and the Government dispensary. 
Here then is the core area of the village (Map 6) 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
a main street, carrying a regular bus route, 
Church, police station, dispensary and school, 
shops and ba~s nearby. 
Turning again to I'<Igarr we no\oT perceive the basic similarities 
of pattern (Maps 5 and 6) • 
• In the case of ZURRIEQ (Nap 7) the same basic elements 
appear, though the built-up area of this village is much larger 
and there are additional, more urbanate, features. Bubaqra is 
an example of a dependent hamlet lacking the full complement of 
features of an independent village; it has no school, police 
station, etc. ~urrieq 1 s_morphological development _follO\-TS the 
general pattern of the long-established Maltese villages with 
narrow, twisting streets and alleys delving seemingly at random 
into the built-up mass of houses, farm buildings, shops and work 
premises. The village is large enough to allow of secondary 
nuclei, particularly around churches or chapels, but the bulk of 
activity is focussed on the core area between Parish Church and 
School and in and near Churchill Square with its Band Club and 
Football Club premises, Lotto office12, and shops. 
This type of core area therefore, as defined in these examples 
-is the basic pat. tern in all villages throughout !vial ta and Gozo. 
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In a consideration of the present scene within the Haltese 
village it is essential to be aware, at all stages of the argument, 
of the evolution of the settlements concerned. In the Zurrieq 
case it is clear that the main village block is extending in several 
directions, notably northward past the school and south-westward 
to\ircirds the small hamlet of Nigret. This latter is alreaqy linked 
by a continuous built-up stretch to the main village and thus 
contrasts with Bubaqra which remains morphologically independent. 
In the case of some of the larger villages, Zebbu8 and Zejtun are 
two notable examples, the completion of this kind of merging of 
. . 
nuclei accounts for present intra-village sectionalism. Thus Zebbug 
(l4alta) is a compound of three ancient village nuclei, Hal Muxi, Hal 
Mula and Hal Dwieli. '!'he very title of 1Hal 1 , or 'village', still 
given to these parts of what is now a single village reflects their 
original separate independence. T_hey have grotm together over the 
centuries and have been unified by the construction of a Parish 
Church and the appearance of a new •township' core in the central 
area. 
. 
Similarly Zejtun has three component parts, Ta 1Fuq (Upper), 
Ta'Isfel (Lower), and Ta 1 Wara 1-Knisja (Behind the Church): the 
present large Parish Church has been built in the space remaining 
between the merging older nuclei. The distinction here is clearly 
morphological rather than administrative but is 1nevertheles~not to 
be ignored in a study of social structure and affiliation in a 
-static and conservative community (v. Chaper J). 
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Merging between fully independent villages has also occurred. 
Balzan-Birkirkara and Pawla-Tarxien are examples, but here the 
administrative and affiliatory distinctions have been maintained. 
At a higher level still the merging of the settlements comprising 
the Urban area, begun in the nineteenth century but more rapid in 
the twentieth, is the major feature of modern settlement growth in 
Malta (B/561). 
Rabat in Malta, and Rabat (Victoria) in Gozo, illustrate 
another aspect of settlement evolution where morphological facts 
bear on social structure. In both cases the 'suburb of the citadel' 
(~r-Rabat tal-Imdina 1 ) grew to large-village size outside the Walls 
of the central fortified stronghold of each Island. In Malta, 
Rabat remained as the main rural centre after the capital had moved 
to Valletta, with ancient Mdina itself remaining a quiet residential 
back-water. 
In. l'-1al ta the countryman still regards Rabat as an unofficial 
capital of the rural areas of his Island; markets are still held 
there even though the main ones have gravitated to Valletta and 
the urban area. The annual 1Imnarja 1 , traditionally one of the 
main events in the farmers' social calendar, is held nearby13 , while 
~he ancient importance of the Church is reflected in the large number 
of clergy, churches, confraternities and third orders found there 
(Appendix 6). In Gozo., Rabat is the administra~ive, cultural and 
-economic capital with the old fortified 'Castello' now in large part 
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_a deserted ruin. 
The differing extent to which the villages of Malta and 
Gozo have been influenced economically by the industrial and urban 
developments of the dockyard areas and towns are paralleled in 
the social plane. Traditionally rural centres such as Qo~i, 
. 
Zabbar and Birkirkara have undergone increasing social and cultural 
attraction towards Valletta and the Urban area along with economic 
1de-ruralization 1 by virtue of their proximity to the towns and 
harbours. The improvements in amenities and especially in transport 
facilities have tended to link these Fringe settlements to the Urban 
area rather than to the countryside which produced them (B/381). 
A further type of village is exemplified by St. Paul 1 s Bay. 
This began as a summer-time resort for town and city dwellers during 
the nineteenth century but-attained a su£frcient permanence-and size 
to be granted full parochial status in 1905. The analogy in Gozo 
is Marsalforn though this settlement is perhaps half a century behind 
St. Paul's Bay in development and presents in winter time the 
appearance of almost a ghost-t0\111 with only a few permanent farmer 
and fishermen residents. 
Birzebbuga is a class on its own, having grown in the past few 
decades upon largely non-agricultural foundations of the British and 
United States' bases, oil installations and some small-scale industry. 
Using this type of analytical approach, a classification of the 
-villages of Malta and Gozo on the basis of their origin and socio-
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. functional characteristics becomes possible. (Richardson (B/561) 
goes into greater detail concerning the evolution of settlement in 
Malta itself and considers the development of the present pattern 
in the light of population growth and movement and other historical 
factors.) 
(1) Medieyal Capital Fortr~ - Mdina in l'·ialta and the 
Castello in Gozo. Both occupy central eminences in their 
respective Islands and were used as capitals by the Arabs (in Malta 
870-1090) and by the various rulers of Malta between 1090 and the 
coming of the Knights of St. John in 1530. The former is today a 
tranquil, residential muse~piece; the latter ruined apart from 
the Cathedral and the Law Courts. 
(2) Attached to each of the two fortresses there grew up at 
-an early-date .§Y~ which themselves achieved the .. status of 
independent settlements. Rabat is still an important focus for 
the farming community of rural Malta, l-bile the Rabat in Gozo (or 
Victoria as it is now kno\on) is the largest settlement in that 
Island and the only one with any urban features. 
(3) The medieval town-villages of Malta, other than Rabat, 
were granted parochial status in 1436. This pattern of large 
agricultural villages formed the basis of the economic life of the 
times and even today they retain a strong flavour of the 110ld 
Malta". They were Birkirkara, Qormi (split 1935), Zejtun, Zurrieq, 
·zebbug, Gudja, N'axxar and Siggiewi. The parallel group of villages 
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in Gozo included Xewkija (1678), GRarb (1679), and Zebbug, Xag~a, 
Nadur and Sannat (all 1688). 
( 4) Soon after the arrival of the Knights in 1530 building 
in the Three Cities and on the Xiberras Peninsu1a began. Thus 
Senglea (1581) and Cospicua (1584) were given parochial status 
(Vittoriosa had been one of the two 'parishes• of 1090) and the 
Valletta parishes of St. Paul and St. Dominic were established on 
the Peninsula in 1585 and 1587. 
(5) Chronologically, the next development was the 1filling-in 1 
of the rural scene ~dth new village centres during the rule of the 
Knights. In all, thirteen such parishes were established in Malta 
and ten of these were in what are now the Fringe and Inner Rural 
areas. They were Tarxien and Kirkop (both 1592), Lija (1594), 
GRargaur, Sl:!fi and lvlqabba (all 15-98.) ,_ Iviosta (1608), Zabbar (1615), 
Qrendi (1618), GRaxaq (1626), Luqa (1634), Balzan (1655), and 
Dingli (1678) • 
(6) After this spate of parish-building in the hundred years 
1580-1680 there was a gap of a century and a half before any new 
parishes were created. The list then reflects very closely the 
growth of the Urban area under British rule after 1800 (v. Appendix 
7, and Map J). Of the eighteen new parishes in Malta eleven were 
Urban and three in the Fringe zone. The new Urban settlements were 
Floriana (1844), Msida & Piet~ (1867), Sliema (1878, 1918, and 1940), 
Hamrun (1881), St. Julian's (1891), Kalkara (1898), Pawla (1910), 
Marsa and Gzira (both 1913); in the Fringe zone came Birzebbuga 
(1913), Santa Vennera (1918), and t-farsaskala (1949). Other 
foundations in l'-1al ta were Marsaxlokk (1897) and the three new 
villages in the north- Mellieka (1841), Hgarr (1898) and St. 
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Paul's B~ (1905). In Gozo seven new parishes appeared in just 
over a century: Geajnsielem14 (1855), Qala (1872), Kercem (1885), 
San Lawrenz {1893), Fontana (part of Victoria, 1911), Gkasri (1921), 
and Hunxar (1957; v. Sannat, Map 1). 
In the period reviewed the major development has been the 
emergence of Valletta and the Three Cities under the Order and the 
tremendous urban extension in the nineteenth and t\~ntieth centuries. 
The town-villages of medieval Malta, looking inwards to Rabat, grew 
quietly but were eclipsed by the youthful Valletta and remained 
agriculturally and socially isolated. In recent generations the 
economic 'draw' of the towns and the harbour area penetrated the 
Fringe zone and then the Rural districts,bringing all the countryside 
in some measure within the economic sphere of the towns. This has 
been accompanied by the education and emancipation of the rural 
community which tends to blur the line of demarcation between 
townsman and villager. Thus an adequate definition of 'Rural 
Malta' becomes increasingly elusive. 
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CHAPTER 11 
The Farmer and Farming 
DEFirHTIONS 
In much the same way in \.thich the terms 'rural community' and 
'village' need examination before they can be used in socio-economic 
analysis, so too, in Malta, do the meanings of 'farmer', 'fa~ 
holding', etc., need elucidation. 
The definitions of such terms made by r.a tchell (B/525) have 
been accepted by the present writer. '!he 1 farmer 1 is the "o\mer 
or holder of the land which he cultivates either individually or 
as the principal person of an agricultural enterprise". 11The land 
worked by the farmer and his group of helpers constitutes the 'farm 
____ !J,olding_' __ 9~ ~;r~~m-' • ____ 11-Iolding 1 here implies simply the land held by 
the farmer, and is not used in a synonomous sense with the legalistic 
1tenement 1 • There are excellent reasons for maintaining a clear 
distinction between the t\ro terms for, on the one hand, a holding 
may consist of many different tenements held by the farmer of as 
many landowners and, on the other, a legal tenement may be occupied 
by more than one farmer. Confusion may also arise, in this 
connection, from the fact that a holding may contain freehold as 
well as various types of leasehold land". Mitchell continues, 
"Host farms include land of more than one category, and especially 
-in the north and west of Malta and the hard rock areas of Gozo many 
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(in B/337). 11Both the methods of acquiring new land and 
subdividing land already held are seen to result in more scattered 
and smaller plots". 
Thus the Maltese farm is characterized by variety of size, 
t~nure, composition and soil types. Moreover, one must distinguish 
holdings which are primarily livestock supporting, from those 
essentially arable in emphasis and also from the heterogeneous 
class lobich might be called 'mixed farms 1 • The present discussion 
attempts to consider the Maltese farmer as an individual within the 
agricultural and rural scene and aims to demonstrate the contrasts 
between the illiterate and the educated, the old-fashioned and the 
modern, the prosperous and the poor. It attempts also to examine 
the modern scene in the light of the major changes and developments 
discussed earlier. 
THE PROBLEM 
This Section considers the dilemma of the Maltese farm today 
from the point of view of its technical management. The problem 
soon emerges essentially as the struggle by an uneconomic unit -
the Maltese farm - for existence in the already unbalanced total 
1-.fal tese econorey-. 
The first aspect of the problem is apparent from the points of 
definition just made. This is the complex of features which have 
-produced the present landscape of tiny field-plots covering the 
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cultivable parts of the Islands with a patch-work of small farms, 
each consisting of widely scattered pieces of good, bad or 
indifferent land. The farmer whose lands form one block is very 
much the exception. Yet although the number of constituent plots 
is often large the average area of the Maltese farm is ver,y small 
("Over 55% of the total nwnber of holdings appear to have less than 
9 tmien of cultivable land"; B/164 - 1957, p. x) and in many cases 
is patently insufficient to supply food for the family concerned 
as well as produce a surplus of crops or fodd~r {Case V). 
The obvious solution of acquiring more land is not always 
possible, as illustrated by Case V where present and new building 
severely limits the extent of cultivable land in the vicinity. 
Hor~over much land is going out of cultivation because the hand \oJOrk 
required- to ma-intain-it is -not forthcoming 1n1der-the current--wage/-
labour conditions. I~ny fields were built on inaccessible or 
barren patches of rock in days when manual labour was readily 
available and cheap, much of it w1paid family labour. Terrace walls 
were constructed expertly and soil tediously carted, levelled, tilled 
and irrigated. But while mechanization, particularly in the form of 
now popular small rotary cultivators, is enabling a smaller labour 
force to cope with more work over much of the Islands, some of these 
man-made fields defY even this kind of development on account of 
their small size, tortuous shape or inaccessibility. The terrace 
walls are neglected. A sudden storm removes a wall section and the 
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soil which it held in place collapses over the terraces below and 
into the 1wied 1 bottom whence, in associated flash floods, it may 
be swept seawards. 
The tenurial aspects mentioned (B/525) complicate this picture 
since they make for further divisions in an already minutely 
parcellated lay-out. Moreover a farmer is frequently deterred 
from making improvements on a piece of land if he lacks security 
of tenure (Case IX): he concentrates any capital outl~ on the 
patches of ground which he either owns himself or has on long lease 
and which show the necessary conditions of size, accessibility, 
irrigability (Case XI); or which provide suitable sites for 
building (Case I). 
Part-time farmers are an increasingly important feature. They 
neglect-eF relinquis~unprofitable land-even more rapidly than does----
the full-time farmer who often seems to continue working unpracticable 
fields which, by present standards, are uneconomic. He continues to 
work them for reasons which are a mixture of sentimental attachn~nt, 
force of habit and, quite often, stark ignorance of the fact that 
the plots concerned are bringing him loss rather than profit. He 
does not indulge in cost-accounting. 
This is the background to the two main difficulties facing 
Maltese farming : 
(a) a drastic reduction in the agricultural labour force due 
to the retreat from the land, especially by the younger generation, 
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(b) the fact that contemporary Maltese farming cannot 
produce a profit without subsidies and protection from foreign 
competition. 
The answer to the labour problem is held to be mechanization, 
along Yith the education of the farmer in the use of better suited 
methods, crops, animals, etc., and maximum development of the 
land by means of l0\-1-interest Government loans to farmers. '.l'he 
accepted answer to (b) is in fact not an answer at all but entails 
the creation of an artificial farming economy in 1J1ich Government 
subsidies and guaranteed markets enable the farmer to make some 
profit where he would otherwise sustain a heavy loss. The cost 
of this is the price l-.rhich the Government is willing to pay in 
order to develop the Islands' only primary industry to the maximum 
and to encourage the farming_ conununi ty __ to remain on -their farms-.-
The limited scope of these solutions emerges from the 
discussions of labour, mechanization and protective subsidies 
and guarantees l-thich follow. 
LABOUR 
The decline of the peasant system in Malta and its replacement 
by what has been called commercial farming has been accompanied 
by changes in the family as the operating group within the farm. 
'rhere has been no strictly formal division of labour by sex in 
Malta15 but there is an 'accepted' division and this is important 
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to an understanding of the present socio-economic upheaval in 
Maltese rural society. 
In traditional and peasant Malta woman's place was certainly 
in the home. An old adage held that 11 women should never appear 
but twice in public: the day they are married and when they are 
buried 11 (B/326, Vol. 1, p.80). Even today the countrywoman, 
especially in Gozo, still divides her activity between home, 
Church, and the fields worked by the family, while her daughter, 
literate, emancipated and 'progressive' by contrast, wants to take 
up paid employment outside the home or even outside the village and 
insists on a greater measure of social intercourse than would have 
been proper for her mother. 
The home and the care of the children remains the sphere of 
\-roman and girls .• The menfolk to_o.k par.:li_ in such work_ only _in 
exceptional cases, such as illness. Nov1adays the men are often 
more inclined to interest themselves in this side of family life 
but, as often in a discussion of this nature, the range of divergence 
of practice defeats generalization. 
Until recently it was customary for most women and girls to 
work, unpaid, alongside their menfolk in the fields, especially 
when work was pressing as at harvest time. Furthermore cotton 
was the work of women in most stages of its preparation (Chapter 10), 
while lace was. almost entirely the work of women - particularly those 
v1hose age or infirmity excluded them from field work. Cotton is 
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now of minor importance and lace-working is confined to the older 
generations. The employment vacuum thus created is now partly 
being filled by young women and girls seeking employment away 
from the family in clerical jobs, retailing, teaching and domestic 
service. Fewer work as hired farm-labourers than was the case a 
generation ago. Yet there remains an increasing number of 
unmarried girls today, educated far beyond field work, who cannot 
find employment to suit their aspirations or qualifications, 
whether because of the scarcity of suitable posts or on account of 
the attitude that persists in labelling paid employment for 
a girl as somehow improper (Case I). Married women are, in any 
case, discouraged from taking or retaining paid employment through-
out Malta (B/598). 
-Some-farming families still retain the-traditional pattern_of 
field work by the whole family (Case XI); others do not (Case VIII). 
In some cases the women and girls work occasionally with their 
menfolk (Case II). In the fields they are given hoeing, planting, 
reaping and picking jobs but heavier work and jobs considered skilled, 
such as spraying with insecticide, are left to the men (v. Case I 
on the division of family labour}. 
In general it appears that as the younger age-groups are educated 
and emancipated unpaid field \otork is avoided. The only remuneration 
noted was limited to small 'pocket-money' donations and even these 
went to sons working fulltime with their fathers (Cases X, X~ and 
not to daughters. 
faced 
Here then is the problem. 
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The farmer is 
(a) with the labour of members of his family limited, in 
many cases, as far as the vromen and girls are concerned to casual 
assistance and to grudging work by his sons until they can find some 
paid employment away from the home farm, and 
(b) with the high cost of non-family labour at between 
£1 and 30/- per eight-hour day where a member of the family would 
have worked from early morning until sundown. Moreover the supply 
of hirable labour is by no means great nor readily available and, 
unless a general economic collapse forces a return to the land, 
there are no indications of any improvement in the position. Rather 
is agricultural labour likely to become scarcer and more costly. 
1'he problem is cons~derably aggravate_q_!u~ tbe fact that, __ 
as already suggested, the particular characteristics of Maltese 
farming demand an intensive application of manual labour, both in 
the maintenance of the more precarious fields as well as in cultivation. 
Something of the detail of this need emerges from a consideration of 
the timetable of the Nal tese farmer both as regards the annual cycle 
of activity and the daily round of far~work. 
TIMETABLE 
The timetable of the Maltese farmer i~ more diverse and varied 
than is at first apparent. It is convenient to distinguish the daily 
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timetable proper from the annual calendar of events. Under 
traditional peasant farming conditions there appears to have been 
a much greater degree of uniformity but as farming has been 
'commercialized' so has the range of varie~ increased. 
The peasant field-tiller depended on climate, on the crop 
cycle and on the sun. The year's round of field-work a century 
ago is recorded in an 1849 11Calendario dell 1Agricol tore" (B/355) 
which listed the major farm activities of each month along with 
short articles on subjects of interest to the farmer of the time. 
Many of these topics, such as silk, olives, aniseed, cotton, honey, 
almonds, and tobacco, would not merit such prominence in a modern 
version of the Calendario16• More striking still is the emergence, 
since 1849, of dairying and stock-rearing, which was scarcely 
mentioned in the Galendario ~ut has-more recently grown-to first 
importance for a large part of the farming community. 
Changes of such magnitude over the century can be expected 
to affect the routine of farm-\·Jork and of village and family life. 
In the mid-nineteenth century, Naltese farming was still very much 
more 'peasant' than 'commercial' and the change between then and nol-l 
becomes clear when a modern calendar of events is considered. 
As random sample illustrations three farmers' accounts of their 
own work during 1957-58 are analyzed17• At least they reveal 
something of the variety that now exists between one farmer and the 
next. 
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(1) A full-time field worker (Case X) usually working with 
his brother and a nephew and having some irrigable land. An 
analysis of the routine of this man is given (Case X; E, v. \-fork 
Analysis) and, from the same material, ~litchell has made a detailed 
study of time/labour utilization (B/525). A summary of this, which 
is on the basis of the ten hours per day worked by each of the three 
men over the year 1957-8, is also included in Case X. 
(2) The second example relates to an arable farmer mainly 
concerned with irrigated produce {Case XI; E, v. Work Analysis). 
This man is helped in the fields by his wife and family. The 
analysis illustrates the main features of this 'irrigated' farmer's 
year (although in the year studied there \·.ras an exceptional loss of 
time in the Autwnn due to storm damage) and should be compared with 
(1) f!i.~Ove. Irr:i,_g_ation_accounts for about- a quarter of- the months--
l-iay-July but occupies a mere two afternoons in the period November-
February. Cutting and reaping accounts for even more time in July 
than does irrigation: by October plowing is the largest single item 
·apart from "no work (storms)"· In November, planting and SO\dng 
account for slightly more time than "collecting greenery" and is by 
far. the main work of December (potatoes). General cultivation work 
occupies much of the next two months but pruning and grafting of: 
vines is the biggest single item of February. The parallel between 
this and (1) is clear, apart from the special emphasis, on fruit-
largely apples - in the former case. 
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(3) A Goats• milk producer with subsidiary cash-cropping 
(Case II; E, v. Work Analysis) provides the third sample study. 
In 195?-58 this herdsman spent all but thirty afternoons "grazing 
the goats" - on only one Sunday or 1festa 1 day did he not go out 
with his animals. This illustrates an important feature. loJhile 
Sundays and Holy Days are normally kept free of field-work, work 
with animals has to be allowed. The herdsman is consequently 
much more tied to his farm than is the predominantly arable farmer. 
He has a set daily schedule of feeding and milking the animals 
and cleaning out their stalls, etc., and can expect to have to 
adhere to this especially if he is working alone or with very 
little help. In fact the herdsman spends a considerable amount 
of his working year on 
(i) 
(-ii) 
(iii) 
the grazing mentioned, 
cultivation-of fodder crops, 
tasks connected with the animr~s such as collecting 
milk receipts from the M.M.U. , cleaning, building 
and repairing accommodation for the animals, 
taking animals for slaughter or caring for them if 
sick. 
And this emphasis is even more strongly seen among the increasing 
number of dairy farmers in ~~lta relying on cows rather than 
goats, as a result of current guaranteed milk sales. 
The essential difference between herdsman and field-tiller 
is, thus, that animals require constant attention throughout the 
year and demand a much more rigid daily schedule. In (3), care 
of the animals directly or indirectly takes the greater part. of 
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- every working day. 
The annual calendar of activities reflects the way in which 
the farmer's life and work are bound up with the elements which 
govern his environment. The storm damage of late 1957, a serious 
economic set-back, was regarded fatalistically by the farmer. As 
soon as possible the normal routine of work was resumed and losses 
accepted with a great deal of talk but little action. The 
differences between the annual farming calendar of 1849 and that of 
today, illustrated by the above three examples, have included the 
extension of one crop at the expense of another. But even the 
reasons for such basic changes as the replacement of cotton by 
potatoes were not understood by the farmer. Cotton, for exmnple, 
had become so firmly entrenched that only in face of impoverishment 
was it r_!linquishech_ The ill_i terata farmer suspects any -innovation --
with which he is not familiar on the principle of 11Better the evil 
you know than that you know not11 • He lives in a world where he sees 
himself fighting against forces over which he has no control. These 
include the climate, the Naltese economy, foreign trade conditions 
and, particularly, 11them11 - otherwise 11 Il-Gvern 11 or the Government 
and officialdom in general. He is al~o competing with his fellow 
farmers, but with the ways and wiles of these he is better acquainted. 
This whole question of mental 1attitudes 1 to external factors 
is held to be crucial in a study of illiterate or recently-ill~terate 
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farming folk and is given further consideration in Chapter 13. 
Suffice it at this stage to emphasize its importance in understanding 
the apparently illogical or irrational element Which creeps into 
such a basic part of farming as the use of time. This becomes 
clear when a detailed cost-accounting of man/hours against 
productivity is made. Much of the work done is uneconomic in the 
sense that a great amount of time is spent with no direct resUlt. 
The farmer in (1) spends more than a fortnight each summer gouging 
tree pests from his apple orchard, a tedious and monotonous task 
for which the cost would be enormous if any account were made of the 
labour involved. He has always accepted this task as one of the 
essential jobs in his fields, presenting itself each year as 
regularly as the seasons. Today he is wondering whether the same 
result might not be achieved within th~~pace of_a few hour-s by 
the application of some spray treatment {Case X). 
This is certainly not to suggest that the Maltese farmer has 
ever consciously wasted his time. The opposite is the case. 
Visitors to Malta and Gozo since the eighteenth century have been 
full of praise for the farmers of the Islands and for their diligent 
industry. In fact the physical limitations of the fields and farms 
are such that agriculture in the Islands has been maintained and 
developed only by the application by the farmer of meticulous hand-
labour. Today a critical shortage of this very labour is producing 
a state of doubt and tension in the industry. The question is b~ing 
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posed as ~o whether some fo~ns of mechanized development can replace 
traditional manual labour. In view of the characteristics of the 
rural landscape of the Islands possibilities seem limited. 
The farmer's dai~ timetable, with its long hours of monotonous 
toil for comparatively little remuneration, is producing a younger 
farming generation embittered with their inability to do a d~'s work 
on the farm in eight hours only and frustrated because independence -
in their terms - is denied them. They are tied to the farm and the 
animals and unable to take as much leisure as their counterparts in 
1urban 1 jobs. Independence for them implies the freedom to take 
time off from the farm in which to make themselves socially as 
1urbanate 1 as possible. Independence for their fathers' generation 
is not the same thing. Here is seen a vestige of the traditional 
peasant way of life which was essentially independent ir~_j.ts fami~ 
and village self-sufficiency. Thus the old farmer's concept of 
independence is the ability to rule himself and to work his long 
hours as he inclines. The liberty to sit with his goats bet\~en 
siesta and sunset, with no foreman and no questions, is in fact part 
of the attraction which keeps the older farmer in farming at all. 
It is by no means the whole story because he knows well enough that 
in his case it is too late to think of acquiring any of the education 
which he sees as the key to things better than farming. The 
younger generation do not see things in this light at all and regard 
their education as a means of escape. 
The nature of the farmer's daily timetable depends on 
(a) the type of farm-unit involved, 
(b) the labour force available, 
(c) location, 
(d) season. 
The farmer's d~ begins, on average, between 4 a.m. and 
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4.30 a.m. Extremes are found in the case of herdsmen who often 
rise much earlier - at 2.30 a.m. in the case of the Gozitan with 
a large herd of cows and on~ a limited milking labour force, or 
after 5 a.m. or 5.30 a.m. for a herdsman whose farm is close to 
an M.M.U. collection depot18• The M.M.U. requires herdsmen to 
deliver their milk at such a depot for transportation to the 
pasteurizing centre at Hamrun or, in Gozo (after 1958), to the new 
milk centre at Xewkija. Before this latter addition to the milk 
industry, which is e~Jected to cope ~dth all the Gozo-produced milk 
in--both pasteurizing and other -processes, it was-possible for a 
herdsman (Case I) in north-western Gozo to have to rise as early as 
12.30 a.m. Generally, in the summer, reveille for the field worker 
might be an hour or so earlier than in winter _so that he and, even 
more, the herdsman might expect to begin most of his working days 
in darkness. 
The first event of the dey for many country people is Mass. 
Some are regular attenders at one of the services between 4 and 6 a.m. 
- Others, living further from a Church or having very heavy conunitments 
of work, are less so. Field workers frequently take the Mass on 
their way to the work of the d~ (Case X). 
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Breakfast is invariably a very light meal of little more 
than bread and tea or coffee. It is taken sometime between 
reveille and about 9 a.m. and does not constitute a major halt 
in the work of the farm. I"fi.lk producers in most cases do not 
breakfast until the animals are milked or even until they return 
with their carts from taking the churns to the M.M.U. collection 
depot in the nearest village. 
The main meal of the day is lunch, taken somewhere between 
10.30 a.m. and 12.30 p.m. and followed by a siesta of up to 
three hours. The herdsman's siesta is less flexible than that 
of the farmer for a 1 p.m. afternoon milking limits the time 
available. The milking over, t,he goat-herder takes his animals 
out to graze on a suitable patch of waste ground or stubble·until 
5 or 6 p.m. - ?r later in_1he :?ummer (Case_ II). The milk is taken 
to the collection depot with minimum loss of time especially in hot 
weather. In the case of the herdsman with cows there is clearly no 
question of grazing these ~tmals (Case VI), except in one case 
(Case IX). 
The evening meal is generally smaller than the lunch although 
consisting of much the same elements- a thick stew ( 1brodu 1 or 
1minestra 1), along-with bread, cheese, fruit, olives, tomatoes, etc. 
The consumption of meat and fish is in part governed by religion 
and in part by price and ~vailability, though meat certainly figures 
much more prominently in the rural diet than formerly. The meal 
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is taken soon after the return from the fields, about 6.30 p.m. 
and is follOl·JBd, an hour or so later by the saying of a family 
Rosary before retiring for the night about 8.0 p.m. In Gozo 
there is a tendency for people to rise, eat, work and retire to 
bed rather earlier than in the larger Island and smaller villages 
are usually dark and quiet by 7 p.m. 
Apart, therefore, from external factors, such as M.M.U. 
collection or Church service timings, the daily timetable of the 
farmer and the herdsman depends to a large degree on his own 
volition. He knows what worlc is outstanding and can decide how 
and when he will do it within ·che lim! ts imposed by the season, 
demands of animals, and so on. 1bus, at a peak period of field-
work, such as harvest, the farmer and his assistants may work on 
until the late evening - even through the· nigh'~!_ •. }Alring 
exceptionally heavy rains, as in October 1957, work on a~thing 
approaching the normal scale is, on the other hand, impossible and 
the farmer's day becomes one of doing what he can and complaining 
copiously meanwhile. 
Mi~ge (B/516, p. 236), writing in 1840, was impressed by the 
regular and assiduous labour of the Maltese farmer, even during 
the heat of the summer sun. ·un semble impossible, au premier 
abord, que le paysan mal tais puisse re'sister aux chaleurs in tenses' 
/ / de l'ete. Cependant, au milieu des champs, d~s le lever du soleil, 
on le voit, exposts a ses brulants rayons, continuer tout le jour 
,,,·· 
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ses p'nibles travaux. Il fait deux pauses: la premi~re a huit 
heures; il se repose alors une demi-heure pour d~jeuner; la 
seconde ~ onze heures; c 1est 1 1instant de son d1ner frugal, apres 
lequel il se repose de nouveau jusqu'g midi en hiver, et jusqu 1 ~ 
-' -' J\ \ • • • A • 
une heure en eta, tantot a 1 1ombre d 1un f~~er, tantot au p~ed du 
petit mur qui entoure le champ, la tete couverte d 1un bonnet de 
, 
laine, et le reate du corp~ expose au feux du jour. Il reprend 
ensuite ses travaux avec la m~me vigue~, et ne se retire qu 1au 
/ • I ' signal donne par la cloche de son ~llage, c est a dire au coucher 
du soleil 11 , 
/ .1.'he essentials of the daily round of the farmer have changed 
little since ~tl~ge wrote except in so far as the tremendous increase 
in the importance of stock-rearing and milk production (notably the 
growth in the number of dairy c~t~le in th~ I~lan~s) has-produced a 
new kind ~f opera·tor in l•lal ta: the cows 1 milk producer, for whom 
field work is secondary and then based primarily on the production of 
fodder for his animals and fruit and vegetables for the family. 
Sund~s and F~ast D~s bring a break in the routine. l-lork in 
the fields lapses but animals still. haire to. be milked and fed. On 
I' 
festa days the whole village goes en fete and ~o Church. A 
procession of religious images, members'of religious orders, priests, 
penitents and others to the accompaniment of fireworks and brass 
bands blar~ng through the bustle in the narrow streets and alleys 
fills the evenings of these not infrequent d~s of fest~, fast· and 
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feast. These Holy D~s and holid~s have been the traditional 
breaks in the round of hard and heavy working days. The present 
younger generation still enjoys the merriment and processioning 
of these ocpasions but the Band Clubs have lost for them something 
of their position of fifty years ago, and the cinema and bright 
lights of Valletta provide alternatives and additions to the range 
of possibilities. The young villager of tod~ wants time off not 
only on festa days but on ordinary working days as well. 
The village festa is a communal celebration. Both men and 
\oromen can share in the religious and social aspects. The Band 
Clubs established in the most villages during the past hundred years 
have ho\orever been solidly masculine (B/521). other recreations of 
the farming community are largely masculine pastimes such as shooting 
small birds, gossiping in the village squa~es and bars_qr at ~e M.~.u. 
collection depot, watching_ the races at the ~Wrsa course or arguing 
prices at the Sunday morning market 1Fuq il-Monti 1 in Valletta. In 
Gozo the big assembly early each Sunday morning in 1 It-Tokk 1 , the 
main square of Victoria, is the scene of much buying, selling and 
talking by villagers from all parts of the Island who come each week 
to the capital but rarely visit other villages. The focal pattern 
resembles that in Malta, where the bus routes converge on the Urban 
area and Valletta but provide comparatively little inter-village 
transport (B/381). 
Dissatisfaction with the way of life outli.ned above, whether for 
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economic reasons (the small remuneration per man/hour of effort), 
or social considerations (the low status of the farmer, fisherman 
and other country people) is producing a younger generation anxious 
to escape if at all possible from following in the footsteps of 
their fathers and, thereby, accentuating the problem of how the 
farms of Malta and Gozo are to continue operation. 
It is hoped that some at least of the answer to this problem 
will come from co-operation and mechanization. The first implies 
the pooling of labour resources of individual farmers while the 
latter includes the whole range of developments leading to a 
replacement of hand labour, as far as possible under Maltese 
conditions, by mac~inery or by more efficient implements. 
CO-OPERATION 
Co-operation in field work between farmers is not new in 
It is either permanent, where two or more farmers combine 
with each other to work a single farm unit, sharing profits and 
expenses, or temporary, as when two or more farmers share the use 
of a threshing machine at harvest. 
An example of the permanent tYpe is a case (Case VIII) where 
five brothers work one far~unit as a team with one of their 
number being something of a primus inter pares. This is an efficient 
and profitable arrangement with a substantial income accruing from 
the herd of some thirty head and the 70 tmien of land worked by the 
I 
/ 
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partnership. 
Another case (Case XI) is that of two unrelated farmers working 
one far~unit as partners after a lifetime's friendship. So 
completely are their resources pooled that it is not alw~s clear 
what belongs to the one and what to the other. With their 
respective eldest sons (teenagers) these two men operate a holding 
of some 100 tmien and have in recent years joined in the change-over 
from goats to COltiS. Their joint herd now numbers some forty head, 
but as an economic unit is in a much inferior position to that of 
the first example. 
A third example (Case X) sho\olS two brothers 1trorking the fields 
held by them together but maintaining clear distinctions as to which 
brother owns which plot. This association has also endured for 
decades aJld ~QW includes the full-time assistance-of ·the eldest SOn 
of the brother. 
An example of a temporary association is that where two or more 
farmers combine to thresh the grain of each man in turn, six being 
the optimum number for a threshing team which normally includes the 
o\mer-qperator of the hired threshing machine himself working as one 
of the team. In the days wben the traditional threshing floor with 
the mule and hand-winnowing was the standard method of threshing 
(as before the 1939-45 War) different farmers would also join and 
help each other at the harvest. (Tod~ this threshing floor method 
is confined to cases where a long straw is required.) 
' 
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Direct hiring of implements from a contractor as against 
exchange of labour between farmers is becoming increasingly common, 
while a recent development has been the tractor co-operative in 
which a number of farmers share a cultivator or tractor which they 
own in conunon. 
NEX::HANIZATION 
The first large tractors made their appearance in Malta 
in the 1930s but 11at that time there was a general feeling against 
the use of such machines on the land and it was about five years 
before their value was acknowledged and suspicions overcome 117• 
Since the 1939-45 War hov1ever, the number of f'armers and others 
Ol·ming agricultural tractors and mechanized implements20 has 
incre·ased to about thi"rty in }.1alta21 and some --ewerve lri Gozo-(1957) -. 
A sample survey of these tractor operators22, made in 1957, revealed 
that the number of such machines is still increasing but the work 
available for them is decreasing. 
The main points emerging from this investigation were: 
(a) There are too maQY large tractors for the work available. 
In some cases, Government control was reconunended, while in Gozo 
it appeared the contractors had themselves limited their own spheres 
of operation by agreement. 
(b) The great increase in the number of hand-operated rotar,y 
cultivators was fast putting the-large tractors out of business for 
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t"WO reasons 
(i) the machines are small, more manoeuvrable in 
tiny fields and can be used during the greater par'l:; of the 
year - even in \-IE3t \-teather, 
(ii) costing only some few hundred pounds they can 
be bought by large nmubers of individual farmers - especially 
since low-interest loans are nol·l available from the Government. 
(c) The lind ted area of land sui table for working with a 
deep-plow in the Islands. Many fields are too small or too 
inaccessible for such big machinery - though they can comfortably 
accommodate the small rotary cul ti va tors. 
(d) The exclusion of tracked vehicles from public highw~s 
(unless 'shod' or moved by lorry) irritates the contractors who 
frequently have to travel long distances between assignments. 
(e) The high costs of fuel and the frequent need of spare-
-pa-rt- replacements on account-of-damage. -
(f) The increasing area being put to vines. 
The advantages of tractor-plowing to the farmer include 
(i) the speed of operation, in contrast with the traditional 
single-furrow wooden-plow working. Costs are therefore relatively 
cheap. They average about 15/- per tomna for tractor plo\dng and 
about £1 per hour for t,he hire of a threshing machine. Rotary 
cultivators can themselves be hired at between 10/- and 1~- per 
hour. A job which would take a mule and plow a whole day is done 
in a matter of minutes by the mechanical plows. 
(ii) the tractor-plo~, or the rotary cultivator, make 
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it possible for one man to work a larger area than if he had to 
rely on his own labour and hand-implements. To this extent such 
mechanization is solving the problem of labour shortage. 
For the contractor himself there is a social as well as 
financial profit deriving from his machines. He has come to be 
regarded as rather higher in the social plane than the hand-labouring 
farmer. But his financial status is also clearly far above that 
of the field worker with no implements and his remuneration per 
man/hour of effort far greater despite the limitations outlined above. 
The main disadvantage is the short plowing season over some three 
summer months or less. Some contractors hire their machines and 
services to builders and others out of the plo~dng season, while 
others own a ·~hreshing machine which brings in further contracts in 
the -summa!!-. 
It would appear that the large tractor is not the answer to 
the labour problems of Maltese farming, although it m~ bring 
considerable profit and advancement to the few dozen operators 
themselves. 
been noted. 
The present decline in this ~e of contracting has 
Charlton (B/381) maintains that this decline would be 
greatly accelerated if there were ~ large-scale return to the 
land in the near future. The small hand rotary cultivator is meeting 
with much more success and looks like going much further along the 
way to enabling a time/money conscious Maltese farmer to cultivate 
an adequate area with little or no paid- hand-labour. Even this is 
... 
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hol-Tever clearly limited by the point made earlier that the !VIal tese 
farming landscape has been built up by hand labour and much of it 
can only be maintained by that same meticulous attention. 
Many of the large tractor plowing concerns described above 
are run by two or more men, often brothers, in partnership. A 
much more recent development of this kind has been the •tractor 
co-operative' in which a much larger number of farmers share the 
use and e:xpenses of a cultivator of tractor. By the end of 1958 
one such co-operative had been established in Mellieka in Malta, 
and another at GBarb, in Gozo. 
These two projects are attempts which, if successful, may be 
followed by the setting up of other similar co-operatives. Two 
powerful hand cul·tivators were donated by C .A.R.E. 23 , the American 
' 
-relief organization-, to a-conunittee ·of· farmers- in-Mellieaa and-two. 
more to a similar group in Gaarb. In each village farmers wishing 
to join the co-operative paid a fee of some £2 after which they 
were entitled to hire the machine at a fraction of the prevailing 
commercial hire cost. In Gfa.arb this was 10/- an hour where other 
private tractor operators were demanding 17/-. The C.A.R.E. gifts 
of tractors removed the need for the farmer hin~elf to invest 
capital in something novel. He stood only to gain and not to lose 
and there was, consequently, fierce competition for the limited 
membership of the co-operative. Maintenance of the machines was 
in each case left to a full-time operator, while the running of the 
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co-operative was in the hands of an executive committee of some 
half dozen farmers in each case who were elected from among the 
members concerned. This kind of organization in farm work is 
quite new to the ~mltese farmer who has previously been incapable 
of uniting to any degree, whether in a marketing co-operative or 
farmers• union {v. Chapter 13). If the Melliesa and GAarb 
projects prove successful the principle of such co-operation may 
well extend to c.'ther branches of agriculture. The resulting 
financial economi~s would considerably strengthen the farmer's position. 
A co-operativ\~ of any sort is, however, a somewhat unknown 
\, 
quantity among a largely illiterate and conservative farming 
population not far removed from traditional independent subsistence. 
Horeover, until recently, mechanical skill has been confined to the 
small- -number of farmers operating tractors_ themselves_. In tl:!e GAarb 
co-operative only two men were available who could in fact operate 
the machines at all. 
Although it is too early to judge the efficacy of this kind of 
co-operative in Malta its initial success would suggest that it has 
a future. The answer to the problem of shortage of labour discussed 
earlier in this chapter m~ be a combination of the widespread owner-
use of one or other of the small rotary cultivators on the market 
along with the setting up of co-operatives which would make available 
to the farmer a heavy tractor and deep-plow on hire as required and 
would enable the very small-scale farmer and the part-timer to hire 
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the smaller ~e of cultivating machine at low cost in cases 
Where he does not wish or cannot afford to purchase his own 
cultivator. 
SUBSIDY AND GUARANTEE 
During the 1939-45 War the Maltese Government offered farmers 
in the Islands ver.y high guaranteed prices for produce handed in 
to the collection centres in each district. Farmers enjoyed for 
a brief period prosperity they had never known before and were 
able to build up often considerable financial reserves (Cases VI, 
XII). 
Following this precedent the farmer tod~, under quite different 
conditions of competition from abroad, demands a guaranteed income 
for the- work: he expends on crop and milk production. --He Insists 
that responsibility for this subsidy and guarantee falls, as·in war-
time siege years, on 11Il-Gvern 11 , the Government. He overlooks t..he 
fact that his produce cannot in many cases hope to compete with 
foreign goods on price. He is in fact not concerned as to who buys 
his produce so long as 11 Il-Gvern 11 organizes its export and marketing 
and gives him a substantial return. 
The Government, for its part, realizes the difficulties which 
the farmer in llial ta and Gozo has to face and is thus confronted 
with a choice of policy. Should it favour the consuming lvlal tese 
public by giving them the cheapest possible foodstuffs (which l-rould 
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often mean imported goods rather than ~~ltese home produce) or 
should it protect the farmer by subsidizing his profit and 
guaranteeing his sales - at least in part? Official policy has 
of recent years tended to do both these things. The ration of 
basic commodities (bread, sugar, farinaceous paste, and butter) 
allows everyone in the Islands to obtain a part of the food they 
consume at low, subsidized prices, over and above which they are 
at liberty to buy on the open market. 
The aid-to-farming programme is still more recent and is by 
no means yet old enough for all its ramifications and possibilities 
to be clear. So far it has included five main types of help to 
agriculture. 
(a) First there is the guaranteed price to herdsmen for 
milk (of adequate fat content) supplied to the M.M.U. This 
-varies- sl-ig-htl-y wi t.'IJ. season and -there is -a-difference_of __ a f_e_w 
pence between cows' and goats• milk. The average of some 5/-
or 6/- per gallon to the producer amounts to some 8d per pint 
produced. Now the M.M.U. sells pasteurized milk at about this 
same price to the general public, regardless of the administrative, 
collection and pasteurization costs involved and the losses on 
surplus milk wasted. The subsequent deficit is born by the 
Government exchequer and may therefore be regarded as a Government 
subsiqy to the milk producer. Its effect in the past few years 
has been immense in that it has encouraged herdsmen all over the 
Islands to increase their production to the maximum at the expense 
of arable cash-crops (Cases I to IX). 
(b) As part of the general policy to improve farming in 
the Islands and, at the same time, to eradicate certain livestock 
diseases,the Government has made available to herdsmen an exchange 
scheme whereby they may exchange diseased animals for newlY 
imported stock. This has also included goats, some dozen of which 
could be exchanged for a cow. Along with this stock improvement 
policy has gone official limitation on the number of animals 
entering the Islands since-the present overstocking is regarded as 
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undesirable. Farmers have hovrever not been slovr to find ways 
round such limitations- one popular method of acquiring a cow 
having been, for example, for a farmer to buy in weak and ailing 
goats and effect an exchange of these for a healtny imported 
heifer. 
(c) Of considerable help to the arable farmer as well as 
the herdsman has been the programme of 'Loans and Grants• 
('Self u Donazzjonijiet 1) by the Government to farmers for the 
purpose of ma~ing capital improvements in the farm and its 
operation. The low-interest loans have been particularly popular 
a~d have already enabled many farmers to buy, for example, their 
own rotary cultivators {Case II). One important limiting feature 
in these loans has been the ignorance on the part of many farmers 
of the system and the suspicion felt by others of something new 
and not clearly explained. 
(d) Of particular concern to the arable farmer have been 
the various distributions of free or subsidized seeds, potatoes, 
tomatoes, etc. In some cases the aim has here been to popularize 
some new departure from custom such as a variety of early potato 
new to Malta or to introduce farmers to the 'Balanced Ration• 
(•Gkalf Bilancjat 1) experiments of the agricultural authorities. 
(e) In this same category of aids to farming comes the 
recently-formed Agricultural Advisory Service, Which has itself 
been -responsible- for many of··the new moves- mentioned and also 
for the series of public lectures to farmers (v. Chapter 13), which 
have been part of the effort to improve farming in the Islands 
by providing an up-to-date research and information centre to which 
the farmer ~ turn for advice and material help. Much discussed 
by the farming community in 1958, .:'were the plans for a proposed 
artificial insemination centre to help in the improvement of stock 
in the Islands along with the provision of an efficient stud. The 
early stages of the Advisory Service are outlined in B/252. 
Thus a lot, has been done and a great deal more said about 
farming in Malta and its imprC?vement and modification to bring it 
more closely into line with present conditions both in Malta and 
abroad. The farmer's characteristic conservatism has to be 
' 
overcome at every stage (v. Chapter 13) but where he sees a clear 
prospect of quick profit he is not slow to move. The outstanding 
example of this is the guaranteed milk sale through the M.M.u.18 
which, in the space of a few years, has produced a revolution in 
dairying in the Islands. 
The herdsman is not concerned with an increasing milk surplus 
in the Islands as a whole. \.Jhile the guarantee remains he will 
continue to put every effort into selling more gallons each day 
and to subordinating cash-cropping to fodder production in his 
fields (Cases I to IX). It is certainly keeping him in farming 
but it is not, apparently, having the same effect on his son. 
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CHAPTER 12 
The Farmer and Living Standards 
MONEY 
In the early nineteenth century the Maltese farmer was a 
'peasant• in the sense that he was engaged in small scale 
subsistence farming with the help only of his family. Economically 
and socially he saw little beyond his family, farm and village. 
There were very few wants which could not be supplied at home, or 
at least within the village. In 1958 one heard of a noH almost 
~thical Maltese countryman of a hundred years previously whose. 
annual expenses in terms of money totalled 6d : 3d for paraffin 
and 3d to have·his horse shod~ Today, the farmer who spoke thus 
of. his_ pr-edecessor recei-ves about· -£300 for the milk- which he· sells-
each year (Case I) as but one item in a present annual turnover of 
several hundred pounds which characterizes modern 'commercialized' 
ag~icul ture in Malta where the farmer produces for sale. He still . 
provides much of the food for his family but he is no longer a 
peasant. 
Thus the place of money provides a basic distinction between 
the present 'commercialized' position and that which prevailed under 
traditional peasant farming. a century ago money and financial 
transactions in general featur~d·only to a limited extent in the 
life and work of the av.~rage farmer, and barter as a medimn of 
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e_xchange had a far- greater importance than in recent decades. 
Family labour within the home went unpaid, but e~n where wages 
were paid they were very ~mall indeed, both relatively and 
absolutely when compared with modern amounts (v. Chapter ll). 
Examples, for comparative purposes, are given by the 1836 Royal 
Commissioners (B/184), ~li~ge (B/516) and Price (B/556), but·even 
as late ~s 1911 a day 1 s wages in farm-work might have been something 
of the order of ls Jd (B/186). From this same report ho,rever, it 
is learnt that the farming community had by that date become 
investment conscious and had passed through a sequence of stages: 
(a) hoarding 11their small capi tals 11 (B/186-12473), 
(b) investing in jewellery, 
(c) saving with the aim of beying a house, 
(d) depositing in s~v~ngs banks towards this aim, 
(e) 11 Now they want bigger interest than the 
banks will give them and they are investing 
in foreign_ bonds 11 (B/186-12475). 
-·The· ·arranged· place ol'- money-in ·Maltese rural society today is 
exemplified qy the field labourer of fifty years ago who received 
1s 3d for a dawn-to~dusk work~ng day wh~re his grandson now expects 
25/- or 30/- for a limited eight hour day, if he can be persuaded 
I 
to indulge in field work at all. The developments observed by 
the 1911 Commissioners were by no means general among the rural 
population at that time. They were in fact mer'ely the first lim! ted 
signs of what was to come. However, between 1911 and 1939 the 
Maltese farmer moved steadily towards the commercialism of to !fay. 
The Second \.Jorld War brought siege conditions of shortage which put 
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the food producer in Malta in a more commanding position than ever 
before. He could expect very high guaranteed prices for his 
produce - or even higher ones on the black market. Farmers became 
used to the idea of big financial returns for their labour. Some 
were able to effect substantial savings under distorted war-time 
market c~nditions, but more widespread still was the feeling, Which 
carried on after 1945, that farming in t--Ialta ought still to produce, 
in competitive peace-time, the profits of war-time shortage. 
The major underlying socio-economic trend has been the great 
expansion in the range of demands of the countryman. The 
traditional peasant subsistence farmer was content to live off his 
Ololll farm as suggested above but the change to 'commercialism' in 
his farming along with his social emancipation has widened the 
sphere of considered needs. Diet has become more varied and_ ~~w 
includes a variety of food items not produced locally: clothing 
standards demanded have risen; and luxuries, once almost unheard 
of, are now becoming part of the expected pattern of the life of 
the countryman (v. Chapter 11). For most of these new needs the 
farmer has required money. Hence progress, to him, has become 
synonomous with the acquisition of more money. Branches of banks 
have appeared in some villages in both islands since 1945 and the 
countryman is coming to accept this means of storing his accumulated 
wealth. The concern for bigger interest, first noted by the 1911 
Commission~rs, is replacing.the ~raditional mere accumulation of 
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wealth whether in money or in jewellery and other valuables. 
There is still, however, a very strong element of accumulation 
rather than investment in the finances of the farmer. This is 
particularly the case with the older generation who, as al\.rays, 
cling to the yays of the past because their lack of formal education 
makes them, apparently, unable to comprehend or adapt themselves to 
the workings of the present. Thus it is held that, while the younger 
generation have sought to urbanize themselves socially and economically 
1rri th the money which no\.f comes their way, many of the older generation, 
that is to say those \mo are tending to stay in farming today, have 
taken the 1 ne\o~' money but have not changed their 1-ray of life or living 
standards-to anything like the same extent. Thus dress, for example, 
is no sure indication of a farmer's wealth in terms of money and.one 
hears of bare-foot, shabbily clothed countrymen with savings of £1000 
. -- ---
or more. In traditional-Maltese· village society the uniformity which 
was the keynote (v. Chapter 10) encouraged -~he farmer to appear like 
his neighbour lest he be accused of deviationary tendencies: this 
feeling is o·ften revealed today in the reluctance of the farmer to 
be the first to try a new method or crop in his fields for fear of 
becoming a laughing-stock. 
Although the older generation do not strive to demonstrate their 
wealth in dress, habits, a new house, etc., and do not share the 
anxiety of the yo~ger villager that he should look like a townsman 
and move to a 'good' - i.e. non-rural - district, their saving is not 
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completely without aim. To resolve this point fully it would be 
necessary to consider the whole complex of traditional Maltese 
village society but for the present discussion some major features 
only will be outlined. 
DO\-Il'Y is one feature of' traditional Nal tese society whj.ch is 
currently assuming different proportions to those earlier held. 
It was regarded in the past as essential for a man to provide his 
marrying daughter with as substantial a dowry as possible. This 
was partly in kind: land, animals, etc., and partly in money. The 
size of a girl 1 s dO\-IrY \-ISS one of the indications of social position 
and for many a poor man the provision of it would represent sacrifice 
and saving ·over many years, especially where there were several 
marriageable daughters in one family. In the past, many farmers' 
sons could expect to find brides among the families of the same vill~ge 
and farming background. Thus a dowry of land or other property was an 
admirable way of building a farm-holding and was one of the counters to 
fragmentation consequent upon the system of land inheritance (B/525). 
Such an arrangement caused the minimum disruption in work and residence. 
However, as contacts between parts of the Islands have increased and 
marriages between individuals from different villages and also from 
differing economic backgrounds have become more common, a dO\-IrY of 
land is often quite inappropriate. Money takes its place and the 
desire for financial accumulation on the part of the fathers of girls 
of marriageable age leads them to put more emph~sis on money and its 
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investment. 
Another development which has put money into an altogether new 
perspective for the Maltese farmer has been his growing desire to 
own the house in which he lives. As seen (Chapter 11), most of the 
land worked by the farmers in the Islands is not owned by the 
operator concerned an~ this applies to the farm buildings and the 
house occupied by the family. As the farmer becomes o\mership-
conscious the first step is understandably to acquire his own home, 
a feature observed by ·the 1911 Commissioners. Having bought h~s 
house, the farmer turns his attention to the purchase of other .. parts 
of the land which he cultuvates, but, even before doing this, he 
wants capital to enable h~m to build up the live-stock side of his 
holding. The importance of meat and dair,y stock-raising (v. Chapter 
11) has increased rapidly in recent years - especially since the 
-I939-45 War~ Euid the need for capital in such cases is clearly much 
greater th.an in a farm unit based solely on arable cultivation where 
lease- or renta~-holding is a convenient and accepted method of 
tenure (B/525). 
Similarly, the spread of mechanization in Maltese farming after 
1945 (v. Chapter 11) brought in a need for capital. The Government 
added to this money consciousness with fj.nancial encouragement to 
farmers (in an effort to keep them on the land) in the form of very 
low interest loans for capital improvements of the farms and their 
eqUipment. The Government policy in cdnnexion with milk {the 
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guaranteed price system for milk sold to the M.M.U.) has had a 
similar effect. It has encouraged the farmer to turn to milk 
production and to increase his herd to the maxim'Wll (Chapter 11). 
Briefly therefore, the position is that the farmer in Malta 
and Gozo is no\r faced with a variety of factors tending to make 
him money conscious to a degree unknown to his grandfather - Who 
spent the ~d per year already mentioned. These factors basically 
underly the complex of socio-economic changes which have brought 
and are bringing improved living standards, 11emancipation 11 and a 
greater range or demands: 
(a) In diet, clothing, recreation and 'luxury' fields the 
farmer is demanding more than before, and this means 
money. 
(b) The traditional pre-occupation with saving has been 
diverted towar~s the saving and investment of money 
rather than the accumulation of kind. Dowr.y is one 
.example·. 
(c) The raised circumstances of ~he farmer have made him 
anXious to own his farm, and especially his house and 
(with the rec~nt emphasis here) his animals. 
(d) Anxious to get the most out of his holding within the 
present commercial system he is keen to develop his 
farm by acquiring machinery (with possible help from a 
Government loan) or by making some capital improvement. 
Suffering from shortage of labour, he wants to be able 
to pay hired farm labour the high wages demanded. His 
own children work away from the home farm. 
(e) The artificially distorted market conditions in siege 
and war-torn Malta between 1939 and 1945 put the farmer 
in .a commanding financial position, which he continues 
to regard nostalgically as a Golden Age of Maltese 
farming. He has. never tully been reconciled to his 
·now changed position. 
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DEBT 
Thus, where the peasant farmer of a century ago saw in his 
farm the means of providing for the various needs of the family, 
the modern farmer in Malta regards his holding, his animals, and 
equipment, as the means whereby he can make the IIDney which he 
needs to buy more new i terns, to expand his property and to build 
up his capital reserves. This is the picture as it would be idealLy 
and as it is for a very small section of the farming community& one 
of the major problems of Maltese farming today is that it is by no 
means the position among the great bulk of the rural and farming 
population of the Islands. If, having observed the present position 
of money and the demands upon which.it is based, one turns to a more 
detailed examination of the financial status of the Maltese farmer 
-the .. tr,.ue. na-ture -of. -the problem emerges. Far from acquiring the 
money which he expects, the Maltese farmer is found, in a large 
number of cases, to be suffering from economic near-s~rangulation 
because the working of his farm-unit is linked with a fluctuating 
but permanent element of debt. This is,because the factors mentioned 
above as producing the need and demand for money· are operating, but 
the farmer and h!s farm-unit are unable to hold their own in the 
present agricultural economy of Malta; this in spite of the artificial 
boosts of Government loans, guaranteed prices, free gifts, agricultural 
development schemes, information services, etc., {Chapter 11). 
There is a range therefore between the farmer who is proving able 
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to advance financially and he who is not, even to the state of 
impoverishment. The problem of the latter m~ be considered from 
two view-points, the economic and the social. Economically, the 
difficulty is clear. Many farm units as they exist today cannot 
hope to provide an income, after expenses have been met, which will 
support the family and allow of expansion or even maintenance of 
the unit. The social problem is less easy to define. It would 
appear that many characteristics of the traditional peasant farming 
system of subsistence and independence of each farm unit still 
remain beneath an often thin veneer of commercialization and 
. modernization. This is related in large part to the lack of 
education of the farmer himself. The farmer of today in Malta is 
an old man and ageing who has been but li t·iile affected by the 
developments i~- educatio~, in_ its widest sense, \-.rhich ar~ t~n~~­
the ambitions of the present younger generation of the farming 
community towards the towns and towards non-agricultural pursuits·. 
At heart, the present Naltese farmer is still in very many cases 
thinking as a peasant, isolated and independent, in a farming system 
now essentially commercial, competitive yet inter-dependent. 
Financial, profits .and losses now rule his life but the farmer is, in 
a disturbingly large number of cases, partly unable and partly 
unwilling to adapt himself and his farm to the new conditions. 
Something of the effect of both the economic and social aspects 
of the problem may be gathered from a study of a number of sample 
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cases: 
(a) A goats' milk producer, living just within the boundary 
of the Urban area of Malta (Case V), operated during 1957 with a 
persistent debt on the maintenance of his animals, the basis of 
his livelihood. During the year, the milk production of his herd 
varied between 70 and 30 lbs per day. This was sold for the 
official guaranteed prices and to this extent may be seen as a constant 
element. Produce from the tomna of land held by the farmer ~~s used 
in the home but made only a minor contribution to the food budget. 
This man keeps no accounts of the costs of maintenance of his herd 
and profits ·therefrom. He is operating in a perpetual state of debt. 
A table of his income from milk sold and expenses on fodder during 
nine months of 1957 (Case V, Summary) illustrates the progress of 
this debt. He looks back nostalgically to the days when his father 
sold milk from door to door in the Urban area and complains bitterly 
of his present poverty. Incongruously, however, he insists that he 
fully realizes that without the present Government guarantee (through 
the M .r.f. U.) he could not operate at all. He probably does realize 
this. 
(b) Another case of operation within permanent debt is provided 
by two cows-milk producers ~10 work together as a unit (Case IX) with 
three dozen head of cattle and a total area held of about 100 tmiep 
used primarily for the production of fodder for the herd. They claim 
that the debt factor makes it impossible for them to organize their 
farm and herd as they would wish. For example, while they full~ 
------- -realize the-profit t·o -be--gained by rearing calves and-selling fully 
grown animals,. they are in fact forced to sell even female calves 
(which they would otherwise keep) in order to pay instalments towards 
the cost of' cows or to pay off part of the debt outstanding to ~he 
fodder merchants. This debt position makes them reluctant to take 
on any further loan commi tmen:ts: nevertheless the Government loan 
offers at only lfo are definitely attract_ive, as a means \-~hereby they 
would be able to increase the number in their herd and also mechanize 
their field-work without making their debt position appreeiably worse. 
Behind all this it is clear that they are basing all their hopes on 
the guaranteed milk price offered by the M.M.U. and th~ are therefore 
intent on accumulating animals and thereby supplying the M.l-.f.U. with 
as much milk as possible. 
They have no thought or care as to what might happen ware the 
official guaranteed price to go, along with the subsidy Which supports 
it. In fact they have singularly little appreciation of the total 
picture of ~ich they form part ~d will be content to grumble 
qUietly and ignorantly as long as the present artificial situation 
brings them a 'steady income. They are both illiterate {Case IX). 
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(c) An illiterate farmer and herdsman (Case VI) keeps no 
accounts of the finances of his farm working. The money of the 
household is 11kept in one purse" from which all expenses, farm 
maintenance and improvement, household expenses and all 1 extra 1 
items such as the provision of dowries and wedding costs, etc., 
are met. This farmer admits to having been able to save more 
than £1000 as a result of the 1939-45 War but observes that today 
they 11have a hard job to earn the daily bread". He claims that 
the savings had all gone by 1958 - partly on improvements to the 
house but mostly on the purchase of cows as part of his grand 
design to join the hundreds of other farmers in Malta and Gozo 
striving t.o ride on the crest of the wave of the M.M.U. guaranteed 
price for all milk produced. It is held that this pattern is 
typical of Maltese farming, and particularly dairying, today. 
The main energies of the farmer are devoted to making as large a 
profit as he can while the artificially-supported market for milk 
is main·tained. 
(d) A literate part-time farmer (Case XIII) keeps accounts 
of the working of his farm. His second employment brings him in 
over £5 per ~reek for all but a few weeks of the year and at the 
expense of only a small amount of his time ~d effort. In a . 
normal year he reckons to make an income of about £450 of which 
about a third goes in costs of seeds, transport and manure, etc. 
and a further £50 in hiring labour. On account of the steady 
income from his other job farming has something of the quality 
of a hobby, a pursuit to be follO\·Ied because he has al w_ays been 
u~ed-t"o doing it and one wl:iicli--enables- him to provide many of the 
food items needed by the family. Moreover he feels that his sons, 
who emigrated some years ago, will eventually wish to return to 
Malta and will be still enough attracted to the wey of life which 
bred them to want to cultivate a small piece of land themselves 
during their retirement. 
For this man, therefore, farming lacks the character of the 
bitter struggle with debt which it has for (a). To this extent 
he is typical of the large and growing nmnber of part-time farmers 
in Nalta today whose livelihood is proVided by their non-
agricultural job but who maintain a sort of residual interest in 
the land both as the source of I extras I and as a link with the 
farming community from which they are but one generation, or less, 
removed. 
The link with the land, mentioned under (d), gives both the 
full- and the part-time farmer a sense of independence to which he 
clings despite the inadequacies of farming from the economic point 
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of view. This sense of independence is revealed in cases Where 
the farmer is not prepared to consider taking a loan, even from 
the Government at only 1% interest, partly because, as he says, 
he is "not used to it 11 , but rather perhaps because the variable 
fortunes of farming (crop failure, storm damage, market 
fluctuations, etc.) might make him unable to continue p~ment of 
the interest on the loan. He wants to be beholden to no-one. 
Even the house in which he lives was bought by him from his own 
savings without the help of loans (d). 
THE FA.t'v!ILY BUDGET 
It appears that MONEY is a variable but important factor in 
the operation of the modern Maltese farm as an economic or 
___ W!_economic unit. Money-within the household, ~a-distinct from the 
farm, merits further consideration • 
. As already suggested, there is generally no clear distinction 
made by the far,mer between the finances per.taining to his farm and 
those of his fa~ly and its maintenance. The most common practice 
is for there to be 11one purse" (Cases VI and X). Into this go all 
profits from sale of produce or livestock and out of it come the 
costs of running farm and household. As seen, the farm unit itself 
is not run with a budget in most cases and there is rarely aqy 
, 
attempt on the part of the farmer to cost-account the working of his 
farm as far as the labour of his family and himself is concerned 
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(Case -X). Similarly it is still the exception rather than the rule 
to find a herdsman ~mo keeps cost accounts of his milk production. 
In maQY cases he knows he is making a loss, though of the details he 
has no notion. In carrying on his farming under these conditions 
he seems to be suffering from a mixture of inertia and pure inability 
to organize the accounts of his business. In some cases he is 
compelled to put forward an outline state~nt for income tax assessment 
but generally his illiteracy and suspicion makes him unwilling to 
trust other individuals with details of his income and expenditure. 
Within the family, however, this suspicion does not normally exist. 
In fact the housewife tends to have full call on the contents of the 
11one purse 11 although in only a few cases was it found that she was 
making any detailed attempt at btmgeting for the expenses of her home 
and family. As with the operation of the farm so with the home, 
the money is dispensed as demanded but all the tima the instinct to 
save, observed by the 1911 Royal Commissioners (B/186), is there. 
The traditional peasant idea is that a large hoard of money or valuables 
will serve as an insurance when the expected depression arrives. 
Despite the opinion of the 1911 Commissioners, the notion that the 
saved capital would be better invested, possibly in capital equipment, 
is only now spreading to a considerable part of the farming community 
of the Islands • 
. In the day-to-day expenses of the traditional Maltese village 
household, barter played a considerable part. Today instances of it 
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are rare and money is the fully accepted medium of exchange. As 
already indicated the Maltese farmer is not so far removed from 
his peasant past as may at first sight appear to be the case and 
one of the basic aims of his farming is still the provision of food 
for his family. The average farm in Malta, whatever its basis 
(stock, dairying or field produce), usually strives to produce as 
much of the food needs of the family as possible, though the 
provi_sion of the family 1 s clothing, as in the past when home-grown 
cotton was spun and woven to make clothes for the members of the 
grower's family, is no longer attempted. 
Thus the food bought in by the farmer's wife includes the 1new1 
items of diet which cannot be grown on the home fann: preserves, 
processed cheeses, spaghetti and farinaceous pasta, processed meats, 
___ _!.~a_,_c_of'.f~e_, __ and. evaporated mi-lk (inordinately popular throughout -tne 
Islands). Flour rationing since the early part of the 1939-45 War 
has killed break making as a home industry. Meat, except for rabbit, 
fowl and small birds, has to be purchased, as all slaughtering is 
Government-controlled. The farmer .does aim to produce the basic 
vegetables - potatoes, beans, peas, pumpkins, melons, tomatoes, 
onions, garlic, artichokes, endives, celery, cucumber, carrots, and 
fruits - oranges, apples, lemons, figs, ·peaches, etc. , required by 
the family. In respect of diet an important distinction between 
town and country emerges. In the towns the diet is essentially 
'Italian' with the full complement of spaghetti and ·other pasta dishes 
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while 'English' food is now also readily available; but in the country 
districts there is notably less pasta and its place is taken by 
potatoes and other vegetables. The townsman who has in any case to 
b~ all his food has accepted Italian ideas on diet with certain local, 
Maltese modifications, but the countryman, still able to produce much 
of his own food, clings to vegetables for the bulk constituents of his 
diet. Bread is however a staple of both town and country (v. Chapter 
11). 
A range of soft drinks, commercial ~dnes, spirits (whisky is very 
popular throughout Maltese socie~) are now standard elements in the 
diet, while luxury foods such as chocolate, biscuits and the wide 
range of sweet cakes (I qaq 1} are further examples of i terns '\-Ihich have 
now established themselves as needs and, consequently, as demands on 
No~days clothes (or at least the materials from which they are 
made) are bought by the house\Afe. This in itself has produced a 
minor revolution in rural economy. Traditionally the simple garments 
of cotton cloth were made at home or at least within the village and 
were worn by the field worker until they could be worn no more. 
Today a new range of clothing demands hav~ appeared. The farmer now 
wants better clothes and footwear, but the greatest change is among 
the younger farming generation who want to dress like the youths of 
the towns. The retail sale of clothing in the rural districts has 
expanded rapidly, especially since the 1939-45 War years brought in 
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the widespread use of military surplus material. 
Housing is important in the present consideration because money 
is now being spent by the farmer both on buying his own house where 
he can and also on developing it and improving the furnishings. 
Having seen the comparatively ~rell-appointed town dwellings he 
is not content with his poor country cottage. 
There is also a wide range of incidental luxury or semi-luxury 
items which are being added to the list of 'needs'. Thus costs of 
travelling, entertainment and recreation all require 1noney. Payments 
to the Church have now largely replaced the one-time gifts in kind, 
and taxes, paid by a fe .. , members of the farming community, can clearly 
only be met with cash. 
The first difficulty in investigating BUDG~TS is the typical 
reticence to talk on matters financia;t_. :._ Th~. second and. mor.e 
important draw-back is the aforementioned lack of distinction between 
the money-~_ent on the farm and that spent on the household • 
.. 
In-Case X there is an exceptional degree of trust and co-operation 
between husband and wife. Unlike the average Maltese farmer, the 
husband in this Case (literate and English-speaking) keeps some check 
on income and expenditure in the form of receipts and documents relating 
to the Pitkal and other transactions. He observes that his keeping 
such vouchers was regarded as na waste of tirne 11 by his contemporaries 
until an instance arose where they proved of major importance and 
benefit. 
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At the end of 1957 he talked vaguely of a bank balance of 
£1,000. By April of the follo\dng year this had fallen to "£600" 
on account of certain heavy expenses (v. Case X). The period in 
question was financially atyPical for this man because he was at 
the time rapidly expanding his herd of pigs, and he also suffered 
very badly from the severe storms of October, 1957. 
The preparation o£ any kind of account for him or for any 
farmer like him is further complicated by the uncommercial approach 
which is made to the labour of the farmer himself (and in this Case 
that of a brother and nephew who normally work with him). Tasks are 
performed because custom demands that the'y are done and a job is not 
neglected because the return on it is insufficient. Thus the labour 
of the farmer and his relatives does not figure as a cost in 
pro~uction (ChaE:t!e~_ 1],). 
His income derives largely from the sale of fruit (figs, apples, 
plums, pomegranates, etc.) but is variable. In 1953 the two brothers 
shared £620 but in the 1956-57 season a larger amount of actual 
produce fetched only £340 to be shared between the two men. The 
nephew 11recei ves something ,.,hen a crop is sold 11 • Other i terns sold 
in 1956-57 were grapes (£32) and smaller sales of tomatoes, sulla and 
potatoes. ~hus in the 1956-57 season each of the brothers received 
a gross profit of about £2?0 on p~oduce sold. This takes no account 
of food consumed directly by. the family (for .details v. Case X) nor of 
the virtual income in a poor y~ar such as 1956-57 from savings. This 
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feature is crucial. Given the normal conditions of peace, with 
no distortions as a result of war and siege, it becomes cle~r that 
the Maltese farmer is, in the great majority of cases, attempting 
to gain on the S\dngs of the good year the saveable profit which 
he expects to lose on the roundabouts of a bad year not far hence. 
This insecurity of his capital is important in his reluctance to lay 
out money on new methods of production or farm management and in 
part also echoes the conservatism and inertia of the traditional 
peasant. 
STANDARD OF LIVING 
The past century and a half haVe seen the development from 
peasant to commercial farming, along with the adoption of money 
~!3- ~1!?- ba~is_o~_exchange.,. and the-appearance of a-large range -or-
new demands in diet, clothing, housing, luxuries, recreation, etc. 
S~me observations on the living standards of the farming community 
during the period are now indicated. 
5'peaking of living standards in the l.fu.l ta of the early 
nineteenth century, Price considers that 11an identity and _cohe·sion 
prevailed not only in major economic trends but in the economic 
habits of the people" (B/556, p. 8). Thus 11In these circumstances 
it is possible to examine together the habits of rural labo\trers, 
urban labourers, artisans, small farmers and fishermen •••• " 
(B/556, p. q ) • Price holds that during the first half of the 
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nineteenth century there was in fact little change in the living 
standards prevailing in the Maltese Islands despite the fluctuations 
evident within the national econoll\}" as a whole. 11Years of 
prosperity may have brought a slight increase in the ratio-of wheaten 
to barley bread or in the use of novel clothing such as stra\·T hats. 
But, it seems clear, the chief effect of prosperity was to increase 
the consumption of oil, alcohol and tobacco; these, together with 
his religion, ranked first in the list of desirable and important 
things in the minds of the Maltese flush with surplus cash. Presumably 
there were the things he hooed society would give while his traditional 
diet, clothing and shelter l.rere the things he exoected society to 
provide" (B/556, p. q -10). Among the unskilled urban and rural 
workers there was a notable uniformity in wage throughout the period. 
Price speruts of 6!d for a day's work for a man (and about ld only for 
----a- woman) but observes that skilled workers, and especially those in 
dockyard employ," could expect very much more (B/556, p. q -10 ) • For 
the mass of the labouring and farming community therefore income was 
of the order of a fe\.r pence per day but, as suggested, the prevailing 
self-sufficiency of the near-peasant farmer of the period made actual 
monetary income an inadequate indicator of standards of living. For 
the urban worker, on the other hand, lacking the farm basis, the low 
wage level meant poverty and hardship. More especially "Poverty •••• 
pressed heavily en the under-employed" (B/556, p. II ) • 
The importance of cotton to the nineteenth century l.Jal tese farmer 
has been discussed in Chapter 10. In 1839 the Royal Commissioners 
reported (B/184) that "The principal manufacture of the casals24 is 
spin..."ling with the spinning-wheel, or sometimes \'lith the spindle. 
Second to this is the weaving of canvas, cotton and cloth used for 
clothing by the cou.."ltry people, and the necessary preparatory work, 
such as winding, beating the cotton, etc." But the industry was 
then much weaker than it had been two generations before and as it 
retreated during the nineteenth century no ready replacement was 
forthcoming from within agriculture itself (v. Chapter 10). The 
farrner had to rely on other crops while, socially, the change affected 
the family as a working unit for cotton processing had been largely the 
vtork of \'Tomen. Even in 1839 a considerable runount of blame for the 
prevailing low living standards could be attached to the decline of 
cotton. The Commissioners reported that the prevalent poverty had 
become worse since 1814 on account of the shortage of work and that 
unemployment was worst of all in the rural districts, the cotton areas, 
where the small wages not only precluded saving but e.lso led to 
begging and stealing which was "One of the worst consequences of the 
prevalent poverty and at the same time a most active cause of it" 
(B/184). 
Poverty, wages, sanitation and disease gave rise to much concern 
and investigation in the middle decades of the nineteenth century -
especially in so far as the conditions of the labouring and rural classes 
were conceJ:ned. The Royal Commissioners' report in 1838-9 (B/184); 
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Mi~ge in 1840 ('B/516); the Cen:~us two years later and those made 
in 1851 and at ten-year intervals thereafter (B/166, 167); 
reports on sanitary conditions in 1867 and 1874 (B/223, 226); on 
distress in 1824 and 1867-68 (B/205, 207); on mortality in 1874-5 
(B/225, et seq); and on cholera in 1865 (B/224), all threw light 
on the poor 1~ ving standards of the t·1al tese. However the 1874-75 
report on mortality did hasten to qualif,y its observations with 
"Poverty, indeed, at present, is not generally so great as it was 
in former times (about 40 years ago), When the bulk of the lower 
classes, ·especially· in the country districts, lived constantly on 
barley bread of the worst description" while 11It must also be 
admitted that the sanitary condi'liion of these Islands, generally, 
is not so bad as that of other countries, and that, of late years, 
it has ii~Jproved_._._. 11 (B/225, R• ·7)....!. 
The basic conclusion to emerge from this evidence is that 
there existed a considerable gulf inc_general living stand,ards between 
the people of the towns and those of the country. There was also an 
important contrast within the then rapid~ expanding Urban·area, 
between the unskilled labourer and the skilled. This dichotonzy- was 
a regular feature during the nineteenth century, as in the twentieth, 
and is to be distinguished from the rise and fall of prosperity and 
depression which characterized the totality of economic life in Malta. 
Malta was highly susceptible to events in the Mediterranean basin 
and in Europe as a whole ··and was mu~h affecte.d by- changes in trading 
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patterns and in strategy, so that the fortunes of the Maltese 
fluctuated lilth the alternation of prosperity and depression during 
the nineteenth century. The sequence of wars, trade booms and 
slumps, droughts, epidemics and other events which affected the 
Mediterranean in general was particularly strongly felt in 
vulnerable Malta (B/556). 
The major economic developments arising from the growth of 
the dockyard and the consolidation of the Islands• role have been 
outlined in Part 2. The various stages in this expansion were 
reflected -in-the economic life and the living standards of the 
Maltese just as the chain of external events made their presence 
-f_~lt. In all this the_ for_tunes- of--one section of the-population, 
such as the farming community, could at no time stand unaffected 
by fluctuations -within the economw of the Islands as a whole. 
Malta remained sharply divided vdthin itself by class, district 
and education and the parallel differences of living standards 
between one section of society and another were continued. But 
the later decades of the nineteenth century saw, on the social as 
distinct from the economic plane, the beginnings of general education 
which, during the present century, was to remove the illiteracy which 
had for so long prevented the rural classes in Malta and Gozo from 
having any experience of life and society outside the limits of the 
village. Impr~veme~ts in transport a!ld communic_ation within the 
Islands and the spread of ameni:J:,ies from :the Urban _area 'to the villages 
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in the later nineteenth and in the twentieth centuries further 
tended to remove the veil of isolation which had shrouded the 
villages of Malta and Gozo and kept them cut off from the social 
and cultural changes of the towns. Traditionally, each village 
had been a closely-knit unit under a Parish priest and had little 
contact with Valletta. 
In the later decades of the nineteenth century the forces 
indicated were beginning to modify the position but it was not 
until the present century and particularly the years after 1939 
that the cumulative effects of education, emancipation and 
co~nunication were to produce a society ver,y different from that 
which Maltese country folk-had known for centuries. rt· became 
different when the traditionally depressed sections of the 
community became restless and bega~ to demand the improvements 
in their living standards which they came to believe should'be 
theirs by right as well as need. 
This is not to suggest that the present position of Maltese 
rural society is an 'end-product' of change. The opposite is true. 
The old and new exist side by side in agriculture and in the 
farming community of the .~slands tod~. Some people, some places, 
and some features of life and work hold far more tenaciously to 
the old than do others where comparatively few years have ·seen 
considerable modifications of the traditional pattern. 
By 1912, the Royal Commissioners were able to observe that 
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the living standards of the labouring classes of Malta and Gozo 
compared well with those of other Mediterranean countries 
(B/186, p.25·2Co) • 11Building11 , they said, 11is cheap and good and 
the country people are exceptionally well-housed". But, in 
their consideration of the economic state of the Islands as a whole, 
the Commissioners thought the picture much more gloo~. The 
depression which they found, though of only recent appearance, was 
being felt by the mass of the people, although "until the advent of 
the present depression, the condition of the people has been one of 
comparative comfort". To appreciate 11The present distress, and the 
greatly extended unemployment of the working people of :Malta •••• it 
is necessary to recognise the entirely artificial nature of their 
former prosperity and employments, which depended to a large extent 
upon Imperial expenditure •••.• " (B/186, p. 12). Here did the 
Commissioners strike at the root of the problem which has grown to 
formidable proportions in the half-century since the report ~s made. 
They pointed to the position in which the economic structure of the 
country as a whole was based on the shifting sands of Imperial naval 
and military expenditure and in l-Thlch the living standards of the 
Maltese population were therefore tied indirectly and directly to 
that Imperial expenditure. Moreover, within the Maltese population 
itself, it is not difficult to see that the first to be hit by a 
drop in Imperial expenditure (as happened between 1902 and 1911 
and, again, in the post-1945 period) were and are the labouring and 
I 
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poorer classes generally lacking alternative employment in the 
Islands, in the event of their becoming redundant, and having 
often little or no capital reserves. Here the agricultural 
labourer has been in a much stronger position than the townsman 
for he has had the land to ~1ich he could return when no other 
work was available. Thus the degree of emphasis on the land 
within the past hundred years is seen to have varied inversely as 
the general level of prosperity in the Islands (v. Chapter 5). 
The recent gro\o~th of part-time farming in Malta may be 
related to an attempt by the countryman to benefit from the higQ.er 
wages and status attached to non-agricultural pursuits and yet at 
the -same time- to maintain the foothold on the land as· if he. were 
ccntemplating retreat thither in some future period of major 
economic recession and depression in the Islands. The difficulty 
here ho\orever is that Maltese farming as it is cannot support more 
than a minor part of the total population. As an economic retreat 
it therefore has severe limitations: but the problem goes further. 
The present younger generation in the farming community, in its 
anxiety to free itself from the stigma and status of farming and 
v.illage life, is cutting as many ties with the land as it can - and 
as quickly. Therefore the foothold in farming, even for the few who 
might rely on it in time of distress, is weakening. The estrangement 
threatens to become too complete to allow of reconciliation. 
Something of the change in twentieth century Maltese agriculture 
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may be seen from that afore-mentioned index, the wage rate. 
Without attempting a full analysis which would necessitate a 
consideration of the changing wage structure within the total 
employed sector of the population, an indication of average 
\·IB.ge-rates for sample years available illustrates the steady 
level in the nineteenth century followed by a gradual increase 
in the first decades of the present century, and, after the 
1939-45 War, a rocketing in the generallY accepted level of the 
agricultural wage. It may also be observed that the agricultural 
wage, while generally lo~rer than the average labouring remuneration 
during the nineteenth century is, today, equal to or even more 
~an the .general labourer!s wage- an indication-of ~he prevailing 
supply and demand of agricultural labour. 
Daily wage of male agricultlll'al labourer: 
1826-42 6~-d 
-
8d (B/556, p. 215') 
1843-54 8d 
-
lOd II 
1855-56 ls 
-
l/6d II 
1857-65 l/3d 
-
2/6d II 
1896-85 lOd 3/6d II 
1907-08 ls 
-
2/4d (B/165 - 1907-08) 
1921 3s (B/165 - 1921) 
1936 3s 
-
3/6d (B/165 - 1936) 
1957-58 20s 
-
25s (Personal Investigation) 
'In a consideration of the standard of living of the r.ialtese 
population in general and of the farming section of it in particular 
·during the present century it is seen that the two _\-lorld Wars 
(1914-18 and 1939-45) saw tremendous upheavals in this aspect of 
.. . 
... 
Maltese life, as in so many others. ·In the case of the 1914-18 
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struggle 11there is no doubt that the War ,first and principally 
and secondly the political events that have occurred since have 
completely altered and raised the standard of living of the working 
classes in Malta •••• 11 (B/130 - 1930, p. i)( ) • A distinction is 
her·e infered between the \otorking classes and the upper and 
professional or business classes whose previously higher standards 
were maintained unimpaired or even improved. The wage-rate index 
after the 1914-18 War gives only an intermittent picture as official 
statistics on wage rates in agriculture have been.ver,y limited. 
The Blue Books of the inter-l-Iar period observe that "No official 
information is available" regarding agricultural wages (B/165) but 
the-.Cost-.of-Living investigations ·betwe·en 1943 and 1946 -are little 
better for they are concerned almost exclusively with non-agricultural 
workers (B/213, 214, 217) • 
It does emerge, however, that the 1914-18 War brought little 
change in ~faltese living standards when compared with the effects 
of the 1939-45 War. In 1946 it was decided that "The lolar ·years 
have produced improvements in the standard of living and we may 
hope that the working class family will never revert to the pre-war 
standard" (B/217, para. 5). Costs to the consumer of food, clothing 
and other items had doubled and trebled between 1939 and 1946 
(~217, Appendix I, II, IIA) but wages had also.increased. In 
1936 an average wage for labour in 1 trade and manufacture' was put 
at -an a~ual £82, or about 31/7d per week (B/165-1936, Section 23). 
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Even by 1943 an average weekly wage for such workers had grown to 
£2 16s, plus an average 'other income' of a further 18/6d weekly. 
Against this was an average total weekly expenditure of £3.12.9d 
(B/213, Appendix R). 
Farm work had shared in the increased wages. A 1936 estimate 
for agricultural labour p~t the weekly rate between 21/- and 24/-
(B/165- 1936, Section 23). The 1943 report quotes one farm 
labot~er, among its sample 100 workers, as gaining a total of 
£2. 16s per week, or the same as the average 'earned income' 
( \d thout 1 other income 1 ) of all the sample 100 workers (B/123, 
Appendix R, No.90). 
DUring the ·war years the farmer had been able to strengthen 
his financial position to an unprecendented extent. The high 
prices \olllich he could command le.rt him with a large reserve upon 
which to draw during the decade after 1945. Today these reserves 
are dwindling and disappearing. In part they have been put 
towards capital improvements on the farm- notably the acquisition 
of cows and machiner,y, and in part they have been spent on routine 
home and family maintenance. The farmer in post-l.J'ar Malta and 
Gozo has been struggling to live up to 'Urban' standards, to many 
c;>f which he was in traduced as a result of the ~Tar. He has, in many 
cases, been living above his means to the extent of being perpetually 
in debt. He has somehow failed to adapt himself to his new 
position and still looks back nostalgically, at least frorn"tne· 
--------
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financial point of view, to his commanding position during the siege. 
Today the farmer's standard of living compares unfavourably 
with that of the Urban working classes but is notably higher than 
that of other farming communities in nearby Mediterranean countries. 
In rural Greece, for example, annual earnings f~equently do not 
exceed £25, although the average per capita income for the whole 
country is over £6o25 • Yet prices for simple clothing and other 
essential items are often quite exorbitant, especially for the 
impoverished Greek.farmer. A 1954 survey of seventy Libyan farms 
in the Zawia area of northern Tripolitania found an average 'farm 
26 
earnings' of £136 per annum , but the present rate for casual farm 
labour in the area is some ·5/- per day only (about £75 per annum) 
and even less in more rurai districts27• 
Thus in Libya_a field-labourer may expect to earn little rnore 
than half the income of a land-holding farmer. In Malta, however, 
the situation appears reversed, and the labourer without field 
commitments of his own can demand his 25/- for an eight-hour day 
and emerge, in many cases, markedly better off than the farmer who 
hired him and who stands the loss on unsold, unprmfitable or 
damaged crops. 
Within his own country ~he Nal tese farmer has, on average, 
a standard of life still slightly below the general level, although 
the disparity is by no means as great as·it was in the nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries. Above-average exceptions include 
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those farmers who have been able to profit from the present regime 
. of guaranteed milk sales by building up a large herd, or those who 
can still draw upon war-time savings or other accumulated reserves. 
The C.A.R.E. 23 assessment of poverty made for the purpose of 
f'ree food distributions to poor and needj: families provides a most 
useful basis for a comparison. The assessment included a scale 
of income and other wealth and assets against family size. Thus 
a household of four persons, in 1958, with a total income below 
£5 per week or a family of 16 receiving less than £6.6s would 
28 qualif.Y for the free food • 
The 6568 'poor and needy' families entitled on the above 
b~si~ to recei v~ 9 .A .R .E. supplies·29· were_ classified b~ J~lace 
of residence (February, 1958) 30• Households in which the 
breadwinner was a farmer or farm-labourer were, in addition, also 
listed separately. The residential divisions used were those 
demarcated in Chapter 10 on the basis of the farming (i.e. rural 
element in the working population (Map 2). 
DISTRICT 
Urban Area 
Fringe 
Inner Rural 
Rural 
Outer Rural 
Total 
A B 
POPULATION31 
134,399 
83,898 
41,955 
48,476 
10,892 
319,620 
'Poor & Needy' 
as % 
Population 
5~9 
8.6 
9.4 
10.6 
14.5 
8.2 
c D 
'Poor & Needy' FARMER~32 Farmers as~ 
Farmers 
224 
1150 
1513 
3404 
1522 
7813 
4.4 
5.4 
5.8 
9.1 
21.8 
9 
E 
B/D 
1.34 
1.59 
1.62 
1.16 
0.67 
0.91 
The figures in B and D illustrate the declining living standards 
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with distance from the Urban Area. Since the rlU'al _community in 
Malta and Gozo is based primarily on farming they therefore reflect 
the lower living standards to\·.rards the agricultural parts of l.falta 
and, particularly, of Gozo. D and E shol., that the farmers in the 
Inner Rural and Fringe zones tend to be less poor than those in 
. 
other districts, though in the Rural Zone they are nearer the general 
level (E). In the Outer Rural zone (most of Gozo, and Mgarr in 
lvfalta), however, the farmer is patently very much poorer (D) even 
than the general average for the zone (B) which is by definition 
the most dependent on agriculture. As a class, the farmers in this 
zone are one third below the general level as far as their standard 
of living is concerned (cf.- the 0.67 under-·E). 
The figures for the Urban Area reveal that although only 
4.4% of these 22~ farmers are poor enough to q~Jf.y for C.A.R.E._ 
help (the lowest percentage under D) they are nearer the general 
level (B) than is the case in either the Fringe or the Inner Rural 
zones. The difficult position of these 1urban 1 farmers is exemplified 
by Case V. 
The over-all averages show that the farmers, of whom 9% were 
'poor' by the C.A.R.E. definition, in 1958, are, as a class, slightly 
poorer than the 8.2% average for the whole population. 
This pattern of·comparatively low living standards in rural-
agricultural Malta and Gozo is the essence of the problem with which 
I 
this Chapter has been concerned. While farming and inferior 
------
'• 
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standards of life r-emain synonomous in the Islands the younger 
generation of the rural community will not be content to remain 
on the land. 
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CHAPTER 13 
'l'he Farmer's Outlook and Attitudes 
The importance of the past in understanding the present in 
Maltese agriculture has been emphasized. The change from peasant 
to commercial farming has been considered from its technical 
{Chapter 10) and its economic aspects (Chapter 11). The social 
background to this change is, however, no less important, 
particularly in so far as it relates to the work, thought and 
attitudes of a farmer ~mo in fact is often little removed from 
the traditional \~en one penetrates a veneer of commercial 
profit-farming. Both among the literate and illiterate sections 
of the farming community this question of attitudes and outlook 
is of fundamental importance in any efforts to~.rards improvement·s 
in Maltese agriculture. 
The social environment of the Maltese cow1tryman may be seen 
as three concentric circles, the family, village, and Malta. 
To the Gozitan who has never crossed the sea to Malta and to 
the older farmer who knows little of Valletta the concept of 
'Malta• is something large and indeterminate. Even for the 
majority of the rural population, for Whom Valletta and the towns 
are becoming a f&~liar part of experience, the Islands are large 
enough for them to feel none of the claustrophobia_ of which 
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visitors to Malta complain. The 'National' unit is big enough 
for the farmer to speak of 11 !1-Gvern 11 - the Government of which 
he has heard frequent~ though imprecisely on all sides and 
on which he blames many of his economic and social problems. 
In this important concept of 1Gvern 1 no very clear 
distinction is made between the local Maltese authorities 
and the Imperial side of the Dyarch~3 • Neither is allegiance 
to political parties very significant for personality is 
more important than party. IUstorically, this attitude 
to a remote 1Gvern 1 probably descends from the tradition of 
rule in the Islands which has included foreign British 
goYernment since 1800 and the paternal but_rigid hold• of the_ 
Knights of St. John during their previous two and a half centuries 
in the Islands. 
Another Malta-\dde authority is the Church, but the summit 
of this is scarcely less remote to the farmer than is 1 Il-~vern 1 
for in the normal practice of his religion he leans direct~ on 
the local church and priests. 
To the farmer 1Gvern 1 is synonomous with control. Illiteracy 
has, in the past, made it very difficult for him to view authority 
with anything but suspicion. This has not been made easier by 
incompetent ~nd condef!cending elements within officialdom \-those 
actions, if' FJllY, have'corifirmed the doubts o~ the small farmer 
striving to provide his.fami~ wi'th a living despite the odds 
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against him- of which •Gvern' was one. 
Today the picture is changing. It is official policy to 
"encourage investlllent and to improve farming methods so as to 
raise the efficiency of the industry to a level Where it can 
provide a decent livelihood for those engaged in it1134• 
The farmers' reactions to efforts on his behalf are 
partic~arly important at this crucial stage in the progress of 
agriculture in the Islands. Essentially his outlook retains 
much of the traditional reserve and caution of the illiterate 
peasant, an attitude apparent also in two fUrther contexts, the 
organization within farming itself (Unions, Co-Operatives, etc.), 
and-the farmers-•· -a-ttitudes towards society -in general -and rural· 
society in particular. 
The t_hree a~p_e_c_t_s _E_f t.lte pro~le'!ls may be re-ph_rased ~s 
(i) the farmer's attitudes to officialdom, especially 
the Department of Agriculture, and 'Il-Gvern 1 generally, 
(ii) his attitude towards other farmers and towards 
the industry as a whole, 
(iii) his position as a member of a socially 'low' class 
within Malta. 
Within each of these the present gulf between the younger 
generation, with a degree of education and emancipation, and 
the older (including most of the Islands' full-time farmers) 
produces a further conflict of attitudes and aspirations. 
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THE FARMER AND GOVERNMENT 
Official interest in agricultural development has increased 
very rapidly during the present decade and now includes a wide 
variety of measures aimed at improving farming by financial 
support and investment. These have been outlined in Chapter 10. 
There has also been an attempt to educate the farmer in better 
suited techniques and to malce him ai.rare of improvements which, 
it is believed, will increase the profit from his farm or herd. 
The pr~blem here is seen to be t\oTofold: 
(a) ·to decide which crops, animals, feeding stuffs, 
machinery, methods of farm management, etc., are most likely 
to improve Maltese farming conditions, and 
(b) to pass this information to a conservative and doubting 
farming public. 
A central feature of official policy since 1956 has been the 
Agricultural Advisory Service (B/252), modelled on the parallel 
organization in the United Kingdom. In Malta this body has aimed 
to co-ordinate research and experiment with encouraging the farmer 
to adopt proven results. Within a short while of its inception 
the Service was concerned with detailed investigations into pig 
rearing, poultry feeding, dairying, potatoes, tomatoes, fertilizers 
and other agricultural topics in the Islands (B/252, pp. ~-4-). At 
the same time a great deal of importance was attached to demonstrations 
and lectures to farmers. In addition broadcasts were made over the 
Rediffusion system and these \orere supplemented b.Y a certain amount 
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of printed publicity. 
The easiest part of the programme of lectures and demonstrations 
was to get farmers and others to attend the meetings. Those who 
stayed away did so either because they could not be available at 
the appointed time or, more usually, because they could not be 
persuaded that foreign experts could ·know aqything applicable to 
farming in Malta which the local farmer did not know already. The 
attitudes of those who did attend was revealing. In many cases 
the novelty of the event was the attraction but there was also a 
large element of reasoned interest. Attendances varied from a few 
dozen farmers in some of the smaller villages to 200 in Xagara and 
o~h~r large rural ~ettlements, while, in January., 1958, no-less-
than 700 people assembled in Rabat to be lectured by four of the 
specialists then working with the local Department of Agriculture, 
and to see a film on "Clean Milk". The reactions of this audience 
were tyPical of the response to the whole range of lectures and 
demonstrations and illustrate'clearly the kind of problem which any 
would-be improver of agriculture can expect to have to face in Malta. 
There was, significantly, only one Maltese woman in the audience 
at Rabat of which some two or three hundred appeared to be non-
farmers and concerned rather with free coffee in the interval than 
with the topics of the lectures. Of the rest, however, some 
farmers had made considerable journeys to attend while more than a 
few of these had never set foot in a meeting hall or attended 
aQYthing in the na~ure of a lecture or lesson in their lives. 
For them it was a 1 Sunday-be:;~t 1 outing. l!.'ven the bravest 
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of those present could not however be persuaded to ask ~ questions 
of the I experts I or to develop any discussion, although everything 
not in !-1al teae was translated copiously. They were over-awed by 
the proceedings but were not slotl to seize on topics raised by the 
speakers for future discussion among groups of farmers. The 
average age of those pr~sent was lower than that of the f'ull-time 
farming population on account of the presence of large numbers of 
disinterested village youths and young men. But the true farmers 
themselves paid attention to what they were told and were especially 
impressed _by the fi~. 
:SOme· of the points raised were dismissed as 11not suitable for 
f.Ialta 11 • ~ome suggested measures were "interesting but unremunerative"., 
notably the efforts, demonstrated in the film, to achieve ~eanlinesa 
in JD:ilking. Th~ farmer could n~t readily comprehend how he was to 
profit financially if he were to add what to him were needless tasks 
to an already heavy time-t·able. Yet, on the · other hand, he .was 
sceptical when told that many of the jobs which he is accustomed to 
performing could be replaced by more efficient methods. Being unable 
to read of farming outside Malta the illiterate believes that no 
methods could be better than those tried, tested and taught by his 
father and gr~-father before him. Hence a major part of the work 
of an· advisory service is 11to create condi tiona which will give the 
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farmer confidence in the advice given. The adviser must be 
above creed or party and honest in all his dealings. In addition, 
however, some inducement must be offered to the farmer to accept 
advice and the most powerful inducement that has yet been found is 
money - cash - a better price nJ 5. 
One example of this inducement in practice ~as afforded by 
the study of pig feeding using balanced rations which was undertaken 
,• 
by the Agricultural Advisory Service early in its career. Haesler 
was able to show that "the high mortality rate in small pigs can 
be considerably reduced, and what is more important, losses in pig 
keeping have been turned into profits 11 (B/252, p. 3). The farming 
-public· was assailed with Maltese-language l~af.lets36 shoWing-·naw 
the traditional pig feeding patterns were both wrongly balanced 
and eenerally excessive in quantity and encouraging pig breeders to 
invest in the prepared balanced rations ('GRalf Bilancjat') then on 
the market. This improved diet would, it was claimed, not only 
produce a better pig but would result in reduced costs of feeding. 
This prospect appealed to the farmer, who hastened to purchase the 
balanced ration particularly as such rations were subsidized by the 
Government36 -in order to encourage their adoption. 
' 
Sales soared 
after the ration apPea~ed and the idea spread rapidly from farmer 
to farmer. Unforeseen difficulties soon emerged however and 
threatened to make the ration unpop~~r among pig breeders as quickly 
as it had become popular a short while before. Partly on account of 
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ignorance and illiteracy and partly because of the lack of the 
correct kind of propaganda farmers began to find that the ration 
was not the magical remedy to their pig problems. A sample 
investigation, .by the writer, in Gozo among farmers who had 
purchased the balanced ration showed that some of them ~ad 
understood it to be a kind of medicine to be given in addition 
to the diet normally fed, others treated it as one item of the 
feed and mixed it with their normal ration to the pigs, while 
most common of all was the complaint that 11 I 1ve been. feeding the 
balanced ration for a week and there is no sign of the promised 
improvement so I'm using no more". Individuals of this latter 
inclination not only stopped purchasing the- ratiqn themselves· 
but spread ugly rumours about it among their fellows. None of 
those with such complaints would consider approaching the _Officers 
of the Advisory Service - as they had in fact been invited to do 
in the leaflet36• For them the new pig·feed was a failure. 
Illiteracy produces a feeling of inferiority in most cases 
which makes the farmer too timid to approach a department or an 
official on some problem. Jlioreover the written word is for them 
suspect. Therefore if they are to be persuaded to adopt new 
techniques in their farming the instruction will have to be personal 
and followed up with further help and advice when difficulties and 
lack of appreciation of \o{ha"t is :intendeq ·~merge. For these 
farmers lectures are too remote. ·Demonstrations of ~ew crops or 
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cultivation methods, etc. are more likely to succeed but are 
insufficient in themselves. Unfortunately a large qualified 
staff of visiting advisers would be necessary to supervise 
farmers at such an individual level. 'In ~falta this is not yet 
available. Even if it were the farmers' trust would have to 
be gained and maintained at every stage. In the past ~uch trust 
has been conspicuous but its absence with the farmer believing 
that everyone with whom he comes in contact is anxious to take 
advantage of his illiteracy for their own gain. There has been 
no-one to give him professional, impartial advice on farming and 
the new Advisory Service with its free information and other help 
to- the farmer is- still something of an unknown quantity.. The 
Agrarian Society (B/286) has in the past been responsible for a 
certain amount of research on agricultural topics in Malta ~ut 
does not appear to have made its presence felt among the farmers 
themselves. 
\olhen a greater number of qualified personnel are available the 
Advisory Service and its various ramifications may go a very long 
way to improving Maltese agriculture and raising the profit-margin 
and therefore the living standards of the farming population. But 
in its early stages it has had to concentrate on the present farmers 
of Malta and Gozo who are, as has been emphasized, not only often 
illiterate ~ut frequently near r~tiring age as .. well. The younger 
generation of farmers' sons, on whom the fUture of agriculture in 
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the Islands will depend, have had to be overlooked. But if they 
cannot be persuaded to stay in farming the improvements accepted 
after great effort by the generation of their fathers will mean 
very little. 
In Malta and Gozo there is nothing to compare with the Young 
Farmers' Clubs of the United Kingdom; nothing in fact to serve as 
a nucleus around which an enlightened younger farming generation 
might develop. Neither is there anything in the Islands of the 
nature of an agricultural college where young farmers might be 
trained. It is possible that the primary schools in rural areas 
might provide a means of contact between the agricultural authorities 
----.. and- -the ·children of the· farmers but the difficulties whlch would arise 
are clear. Nevertheless such an approach as this might do something 
to alter the attitude to farming \olhich is one of the biggest problems 
facing the industry in the Islands today. If farming and other 
rL~al children could be showp that fartnng is no less respectable 
than the variety of alternative occupations it might persuade them 
to st~ in the industry long enough to build upon the improvements 
no\or being introduced. 
As was clear in .the case of the balanced rations for pigs 
mentioned above the farmer is not slow to take advantage of a 
financial subsidy. The major example of this is the recent growth 
' 
of the dairying industry with th~ guaranteed price to producers 
for milk sold to the M.J:.i.u.18 · __ In short; official policy here has 
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been to make milk production profitable for the producer but at 
the same time to maintain a low consumer price for the pasteurized 
product - at a level producing a loss the cost of which is borne 
by the Government. The totals of milk purchased from producers 
by the M.M.U. reflect the rapid increase in this aspect of farming 
in recent years. Milk surpluses (partly losses) also increased 
markedly as did the percentage of milk deriving from cows rather 
than goats37• 
~ fyrchased by M.M.U. Surplus Percentage cows' Milk 
1943-44 510,000 gallons 27 
1948-49 776,000 II 
1950-51 1,298,000 II 35 (1951) 
__ 1952~53 1,7-95,000 II 99,000 gallons --44 (i951)-
1954-55" 2,390,000 II 275,000 II 48 (1955) 
1956-57 3,542,000 II 391,000 II 57 (1956 
A consideration of Cases I to IX and XII shows how this official 
support for dairying in the Islands has made herdsmen in the Islands 
desperate to benefit from the guaranteed milk market. Many have 
greatly increased their herds and \dthdrawn from other aspects of 
their farming in order to concentrate on milk production. Removal 
of Government support would have serious repercussions but, meanwhile, 
the herdsman is well satisfied with his steadily increasing income. 
The attitude of mind which permits a herdsman to develop a particular 
aspect of farming on this basis is significant. Clearly he has 
little awareness of the artificial basis of the position or, if be. 
has, he is poor enough to take advantage of anything likely to 
bring a ready return Whatever the long-term limitations m~ be. 
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Following the same pattern it would seem that- if the farmer 
can be persuaded, for example, that he would increase the profit 
from his farm if he \rere to keep cost account records and modif.Y 
his farm management accordingly he would be happy to do so. 
Similarly, as long as the balanced ration for pigs seemed to be 
doing his animals no harm he continued to feei it because it was 
subsidized and cheap. When, through mismanagement, the animals 
showed no signs of any improvement he returned speedily to the 
traditional feeding pattern. But this is a comparatively small 
question -by comparison with the large-scale distortion of the 
dairying industry as a result of the guaranteed milk price -
although the farmer does not think of the situation in these terms. 
There emerges, therefore, something of a moral obligation on the 
part of the Government to maintain the sttuation which a subsidy or 
virtual subsidy, as in the case of dairying, has produc~d. 
Just as the farmer ·thinks only a short way ahead in time as 
far as the management of his farm is concerned so are his notions 
of space restricted. Earlier in this section it was observed that 
he is aware of litt~e beyond J:.1alta. Thus it is difficult to make 
the farmer appreciate the intricasies of the export market for 
Maltese agricultural produce38• The fact that Maltese produce for 
export suffers by being in~dequately gra~ed and packed does not 
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concern him although the specialist working in Malta on 
marketing problems has stressed this as a primary weakness up to 
now (B/253). The farmer is further reluctant to change to the 
production of certain 'ear~' varieties of potato Which would 
sell mueh more profitably on the overseas market than does the 
Arran Banner which has been the predominant variety in the 
Islands for several decades. 
The argument returns, in fact, to the thesis put forward in 
a number of contexts in this report that the farmer is still 
thinking very muc~ as a peasant subsistence producer although to 
outward appearances he has now become a fully commercial, cash-
cropping- farmer. _This outlook, the product of illiteracy and 
confined experience, will have to be appreciated by those 
concerned with aqy kind of .im~rovement and development in the 
. Maltese agriculture. It is the younger, literate generation 
of the farming community who would be capable ·of education in 
these terms - if they stay in agriculture to be educated. 
In the long run it would appear that the most satisfactory 
kind of financial help to farming is the loan at very low 
interest rat_e (v. Chapter 11). The basis of this was the 
Agricul~1fe and Fishing Industries (Financial Assistance)_ Act, 
No. 11 of 1956, which authorized the loans for approved capital 
improvement projects at only 1% interest per annum. A major 
result of the loan system was that it made the farmer independent 
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of money-lenders and money-lending middlemen. Previously many 
farmers had suffered near financial strangulation in the grip of 
these individuals, particularly where they were operating under 
perpetual debt (v. Cases V and IX). A second great advantage 
of the loan is that the farmer is able to improve his farm and 
farming and at the same time preserve that independence of 
operation so dear to him. Many of the subsidies on seeds, rations, 
etc. have forced him to use his money in a certain way. He much 
prefers if possible to have the money and spend it as he chooses 
on machinery, livestock and fodder,· buildings, cist~rns, irrigation 
equipment, land reclamation, and repayment of previous debts, etc. 
- One .disturbing feature-of the loans is, however, that· they 
are putting a lot of money into the hands of the farmer without 
necessarily ensurine that it is spent to the best advantage of 
agriculture or to the farmer himself in a long term view. For 
example much of the money loaned has been put to~rds the purchase 
of livestock and accommodation for animals in order to increase 
milk production, while the present regime of guaranteed milk price 
remains. To this extent the loans have helped the herdsman to 
produce a now over-grown dairy industry (v. figures of milk 
purchases and surpluses above). 
Similar problems arise from the way in which theloans have 
helped farmers to acquire machinery for working their fields. As 
regards the small rotary cultivators this may be to the good but 
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the position of the larger type of tractor is much more doubtful 
(v. Chapter 11), and little advisory control is at present being 
exercised. 
UNIONS AND CO-OPERATIVES 
The farmers' attitude to officialdom and 1Gvern 1 has been 
characterized by suspicion and doubt. But certainly no less 
strained have been relations between one farmer and another. 
An 'every man for himself' attitude has emerged on the administrative 
side of farming in the Islands, though not at the level of small-
scale economic co-operation (Chapter 11). The main outcome of 
this has been that Unions of farmers have had only a limited appeal 
and even marketing Co-operatives have only recently assumed any 
importance. The very recent tractor co-operatives are proving 
successful but would probably not have begun without free donations 
of equipment by C.A~R.E. 23. 
A common attitude met among all ~es of farmers in the Islands 
is that 11UtJ.ions can do nothing for the farmer". At present there 
are two but, even together, they account for a very small part of 
the farming population and certainly have little effect on poiicy 
or on the org~ization of the farming industry. One of the two 
Unions was founde~ thirty years ago but the entire administrat_ion 
appears to be in the hand-s of one man and the farmers themselves 
take no part in it. In 1956 a faction within the Union broke 
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away and registered a second Union but this too has been supported 
by a very small number of individuals39• The fear at all times 
is that someone ldth education and ambitions will make use of 
such. a Union for his own good and have no concern for the welfare 
of the farmers. Too ignorant and illi terata to speak for hlmself 
the farmer believes he is surrounded by treachery on all sides and 
consequently withdraws from all combined effort. He is still 
enough a peasant at heart to believe that his own interests can best 
be served by he himself maintaining strict independence in his 
farming. This emerges throughout the projects of official help 
to the farming community outlined above. 
It has also precluded the development of a substantial 
Co-operative movement in agricultural marketing and trading. The 
details of the Co-operatives as they do exist merit a more detailed 
mention since it is likely that they will grow in importance in 
the future and concern a rather larger proportion of the farming 
population than at present. 
In October, 1957, there we~e ten co-operatives in Malta 
concerned with the marketing of agricultural produce; Rabat 
(171 members), Zabbar (86), Dingli (78), Siggiewi (59), St. Paul's 
Bay (52), Zebbug (37), Melliesa (33), Qormi (23),· Gudja (22), and 
tifgarr (16). All but two of these \o~ere officially registered in 
194740• The ten societies are independent but have delegat·e 
representation in an eleventh body, the F~rmers 1 Central.Co-operative • 
.0---------
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In addition, there were in 1957 two other Co-operatives in Malta, 
one t-Ji th only the minimum twelve members \o1ho clung to their 
complete independence, and the Co-operative Stores Malta with 80 
members, the sole consumers' society. Of the four Co-operatives 
in Gozo at the time only one had any capital or was able to organize 
a market centre for Gozo farmers. All four vere concerned with 
the distribution of fodder. 
The two features of the Co-operative movement important in 
the present discussion are (i) the ver,y small number of farmers 
\-lho will have anything to do with it, and (ii) the fact that the 
movement was initiated not by farmers but by the Government, 
whose official poli"cy is now -to encourage the development of 
both consumer and producer co-operatives in the Islands4~. 
Th~ Malta ~ftlk Company (Il-Kumpanija ~fultija tal-Halib) is 
an independent and privately run body to be distinguished from 
l.,l· 
the official Milk Marketing Undertaking (M.M.U.). The 
organization of the Compa~y appears to depend entirely on one man 
who, as secretary and manager, claims to present the milk 
producers 1 grievances to the N.M.U. author! ties. Numbers of 
herdsmen regard the Company as able to secure for them more 
favourable selling conditions than they could obtain as individuals. 
Being 1nostly illiterate they feel unable to speak for themselves 
on such matters and yet are not inclined to support one or other 
of the Unions. How the producer does in fact penefit from membership 
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of the Compaqy is not in fact clear and some at least of its 
status in their ~yea appears to depend on the personality of the 
aecretar,y-manager41• 
Whatever· future developments the farming Unions and Co-
operatives may produce it is clear that at present only a small 
part ·or the farming population is concerned in either. Of the 
51635 fUll~time farmers in ~~ta in 1957 (B/164) only 589, or 
some 10.5% were members of the eleven producer co-operatives in 
the Ialand42• Fewer than one in three of the 7,813 full-time 
farmers in both Islands at the time were even nominal members 
of either Union, one of which could claim to represent 25% of 
the f~m:ing population and the other only 6f}9~ 
As long as the farmers• Unions continue to represent only 
a minority of producers and to be divided among themael vea there 
is little likelihood of their being able to benefit those in the 
industry. But the writer maintains that the grievances of· the 
tarmer tod~y are_ not of the kind in which Union action could 
effect fundamental improvements because the position of the industr,y 
at present and at least in the immediate future depends on a policy 
of official benevolence. ~mre precisely, this includes the range 
of financial, material and advisory assistance discussed above_. 
The farmer does however stand to make real gains from ~ 
efficient and popular co-operative movement. The present limited 
. . 
appeal or the c~oper~tive ·system-ls a major drawback. In his 
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interim report on the attitudes of the farming community, Fr. 
Cirillo observes that 11the indifference and open hostility of 
the majority of farmers towards co-operatives can be partially 
explained by the fact that they are not able to give farmers the 
services Which are expected of them •••• they are not in a position 
to operate as true marketing societies" (B/387, p. (g). Fr. 
Cirillo also points to the mistrust of local co-operative organizers 
on the part of many farmers who have, moreover, never completely 
overcome their suspicion of the Government initiative behind the 
movement. 
It is clear that the system of marketing produce is the main 
weakness at present. Up to now most farmers have marketed their 
produce through a nitkal. This pitkal is a selling middleman who 
maintains a stall at one of the pitkaliji centres at each of which 
is a Government-a~pointed clerk. The pitkal has also served a 
secondary function as a money lender to farmers who regularly deal 
with him. Fr. Cirillo observes that "many farmers would not join 
a co-operative society because of the fear that they might lose 
their pitkal 1s friendshipll and nthe farmer's dependence on the 
pitkal makes him look at the pitkal with respect 11 (B/387, pp. 11-18 ). 
In 1957 it was proposed to centralize the marketing of produce through 
a single centre for the whole Island (B/253), but at least o~e of 
the farmers' Unions was quick to announce its opposition to the 
plan (B/54- 11.6.1957, p.~). As on many parallel occasions the 
--
• 
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farmer was here faced with a choice:- between trusting the 
Union or 1Il-Gvern 1 • In most cases he would not. venture to 
make his own decision on the matter. 
While the farmer does not favour the co-operative movement 
at present he is generally dissatisfied also with the pitkal 
system and complains of the excessive profits being made by the 
pitkal, the sensal (a broker and transporter of produce) and the 
retailer. Very few do however venture to evade these middlemen 
completely by selling their pr.oduce directly to the consumer 
(B/387, p. 17}. This is pr.obably the result in part of shortage 
of labour but in part also a reflection of the 1respect 1 in which 
the pitkal is held. The farmer is characteristicaLly suspicious 
of a~ change in'such a long-established part of his farming, 
even though he is loud with complaints of it. 
The Government plan to centralize marketing on the one hand, 
anq to encourage the co-operative movement in the selling of 
produce on the othe~ ldll not su~ceed without a great deal of 
pat~ent education of the farmer supplemented by material incentives 
such as subsidies and other assistance already given in other aspects 
of agricultUral development. The most successful co-operatives in 
Maltese farming to date are probably the two ~a~tor co-operatives 
founded with the initiative and grant of free equipment by C.A.R.E. 
(Chapter 11). Here the farmer has seen a clear financial saving 
in plol..r.lng costs l..r.l th no capital outlay on hi~ part. . He must 
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similarly be persuaded that centralization and co-operatives in 
marketing would be to his advantage. Not only the farmers 
themselves but the conswners also \olOUld stand to benefit from 
a streamlining of marketing with grading and better packing and 
presentation of produce, while the improvements in ~4alta 1 s 
position as an exporter of agricultural produce would fully 
justif,y the effort involved (B/253) 38• 
YOUTH AND FARMING 
In their pioneer investigation into the attitudes of the 
14altese farmer Fr. Cirillo and his Royal University team stressed 
the crucial position of the younger generation in agriculture in 
the Islands (B/387). The present writer concurs with their views 
and considers the present retreat from farm and village as the 
most urgent problem in the industry and in the rural society upon 
lolhich it is based. Something of the technical and economic 
background to this trend has been seen in Chapters 11 and 12, but 
the social factors involved are no less important. 
The fundamental contrast in outlook between the younger and 
older generations of the farming community today is that in the 
case· of the older generation "with meagre opportunities in other 
occupations, and often lacking any education at all they took up farming 
as their natural calling" (B/387, p. q ) , but their sons are faced with 
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a choice both between occupations and w~s of life. Their education 
is enabling them to compete with other sections of society for 
industrial and other non-agricultural emplo~nent while their 
emancipation, in terms of access to the world outside the village, 
is leading them to think of escape from the lowly social status of 
their fathers. They have been brought up to appreciate the 
insecurity of farming with its inadequate and fluctuating income 
and have seen the technical limitations and the hard and monotonous 
schedule of work with which their fathers have had to contend in 
order to provide even the most frugal living standards for their 
families. In very many cases the younger generation have been 
actively discouraged by their elders from contemplating farming as 
a livelihood. Within society as a whole they see farming as 
something of a low 1caste 1 and one example of this is the opposition 
faced by many a young farmer if he wishes to marr,y into a non-farming 
family. 
~he importance of this revolt on the part of the younger 
generation is clear when one considers the topic of this thesis. 
The current policy is to change the pattern of farming in the Islands 
and to raise the standards of living of the farmers by the variety 
of methods mentioned and these are, quite naturally, being aimed 
primarily at the present farmers, that is to say the older gener~tion. 
But the future of.farming dep~nds on the future farmers who are, it 
r 
would appear, ·leaving or have·alre~dy.left the .industry. Many of 
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them do not plan to st~ in farming longer than the time necessar,y 
to find another occupation and they are consequently not concerned 
with loans, subsidies, lectures, and the work of the advisory 
service. The farming which they are anxious to leave will, it 
is hoped, change rapidly in response to the measur~outlined. 
But, even if only a few years are needed to show substantial 
results and a better kind of farming is evolved the younger 
generations may not be there to take over. Many c:f them will 
have emigrated ·rrom the Islands altogether and others will have 
left the villages for all manner of employment in the towns. 
The o~ficial aid to farming policy may fail, one fears, 
on two accounts: 
(i) The measures designed to assist the farmer and farming 
have not yet been as success·ful as ·was hoped because of the 
diffictuties of having rapid and far-r~aching changes accepted 
by·a suspicious, conservative and largely illiterate body of 
farmers, 
(ii) The younger generation are not interested in improving 
far~ng; they scarcely stop to think that any changes in the, ' 
industry ffiigh~ be possible in their present anxiety to find a' 
new job in a different walk of life. Thus they will probably 
not be available to take over Maltese agriculture, improved or 
otherwise, from their fathers. 
·' 
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CHAPI'ER 14 
Conclusion 
This thesis is concerned primarily with change. In Naltese 
rural society today it is evident tha.t this chc.nge includes tvso 
main aspects. In the first place the social and economic changes, 
which have been called 'emancipation' , are producing a villager 
dissatisfied \·Ii th the \·Iay of life offered by his village. This is, 
moreover, particularly true of the present younger genera·tion of 
the farming (i.e. rural) community who believe that Maltese agriculture 
as they have ;mo'Wl'l it cannot be the basis of' the improved economic 
and social position which they are demru1ding. The second aspect 
of the change is thus something of' a social revolution in vihich the 
now 'emancipated' and •urbanized' young villager cannot see himself 
improving his income, status and prospects within the context of 
the farming village community which bred him, so he is divorcing 
himself from it. 
The main features of the 'emancipation' process, notably general 
elementary education and the vlidening of the horizon of the villager, 
have been considered in Part 2, \olhile some of' the more material 
aspects of the recent 'urbanization' of rural Malta and Gozo have 
been enumerated in Chapter 9. Something of the effect \oJhich these 
changes have had on the pattern of village society was considered 
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in Chapter 10, v!hile the cases of certain individuals and their 
families ha.va been considered in detail against the background 
of' ·t;his change in Part 4 .• 
An appreciation of' the position of farming, as the basis 
of most of i•ia.ltese rural society, is i'unclamanta.l to the present 
study of change in that society. The part;icular physical limitations 
on farming in the Islands have been outlined in Chapter 11. One of 
the mora importru1t of the:::e has been the dependence of the industry 
on the meticulous hand-labour of tbe indus·trious Halte:::e farmer 
which has bean necessary not only in cultivation itself but also 
in the maintenance and even construction of the fields and terraces 
themselves. 'Ihe present younger generation of the farming community 
is showing itsslf unwilling w eccep·t the life an•j v!ork \..rhich 
conditions sunh as these involve. They demand an occupation 
vlhich does not require such heDvy labour and in v1hich they can 
e:xpc:1ct what they consider to be an adequate financial return for 
a limited Hor.dng day's effort. The pos::;ibilities and limitations 
of mechanization in Maltese farming, notably the usefulness and 
adaptability of ·Ghe small rotary-culGiva.tor rather than larger 
types of tractor-drawn implements, has been conqdered in Chapter 11. 
The demand for an increasing financial return is a fundamental 
element in the changed economic status of' the Haltese farmer (v. 
Chapter 12). The traditional pattern of peasant subsistence 
farming, in \-Jhich the· main object w;q.s the support of the farmer 
and his family, has been replaced by a money-conscious outlook. 
'l'he farmer nov1 expects his farm to produce a profit with which 
he can: 
(a) purchase items no longer produced on his farm or 
by his family (bread, clothing, etc.), 
(b) purchase items Hhich have now become pa.rt of his 
regular demands and for which money is 
essential (property, farm machinery and 
equipment, clothing, preserved and other 
imported foods and drinks, recreation, 
transport, etc.). 
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Food, as an item of family expenditure, nov1 figures especially 
prominently: 
{a) \-/here ·the income derives mainly from milk sold to 
the Ivi.N.U. and \·Ihere the land is put, a.lmost 
exclusively, under fodder, 
(b) amon~ part- time farmers (a very rapidly growing 
element in the farming community in 
recent years) who concentrate on fodder 
crops because of the comparatively little 
labour involved and the generally good 
market conditions. 
Of still greater importance to the argument of this thesis is 
the fact that such demands for monetal'"'J gain are no"; a particularly 
prominent feature among the present younger generation of the farm-
ing community. For them a sutstantially increased income is 
synonomous with social and economic betterment. They do not 
envisage such an incr.eased income coming from farming. 
The l-1altese farmer and, incidentally, also the fisherman 
(v. Case XV), has toda,y a. sta~dard of living below the average 
for the whole country (v. Chapter 12). Horeover this low level 
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is in fact still lo'r:er than it appears statistically because 
(a) the farmer does not enjoy a limited working day, 
(b) he has even now a more modest level of demands 
(housing, clothing, food, recreation, etc.) 
than is the average for the bulk of the res·t of 
the population, 
(c) many farmers have been living since 1945 at a rather 
higher standard than tha:t to which they were 
accustomed on ·the sa.vings retained from the 
profits they were able to accumula·te during 
the siege conditions early in the \.Tar. These 
reserves are now, however, dwindling and dis-
appearing. 
A further adverse feature of farming is the low social status 
of the farming community ( v. Chapter 1.3) • This is in large part 
the outcome of a tradition in which wealth and education has been 
confined to the urban area. Until recently, therefore, the 
Maltese farmer has ·toiled in his fields cut off socially as well 
as economically frorn the world outside his village. A certain 
felt inferiority among the present still-illiterate older generation 
of farmers puts them in a weak position for bargaining with Govern-
ment officials and businessmen fully prepared to take advantage of 
their rather better education. Members of this generation do, in 
the majority of cases, continue to ~ as 1 peasant• sub:::istence 
producers although they are at the same time attempting to operate 
in a now commercially-orientated agriculture. These individuals 
-who still form the backbone of the present farming force since 
the younger members are leaving the land as fast as they can-
manage to combine an independent outlook and a caution in face of 
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outside interference of any type with a characteristic claim tha.t 
the Government should be responsible for their welfare (v. Chapter 
1.3). 
The Govertwent authorities in Malta and Gozo, aware of ~he 
difficulties facing -.;he farmer and of the con-tinuing flight from 
the land and from the villages by the younger generation of potential 
farmers (v. Graph) have attempted to assist farming in recent years 
in order 
(a) to enable t·1alta' s only basic industry -agriculture-
to develop under protection from unfavourable 
competition and fluc-tuations in market demand 
for it is held that "in an Island \·!here mineral 
resources are non-existent agriculture must play 
a predominant part in ~he national economy" 
(B/239, p.2), and 
(b) to encourage members of -the farming community to 
remain :in their villages and in the industry. 
Perhaps the most outstanding example of.the complications 
\.Jhich may arise when a policy of offical 1 benevolence' directed 
at a near-peasant farmer is the case of the Haltese dairying 
industry today (v. Chapter 13). In the past few years many 
herdsmen have seized eagerly upon the guaranteed price for milk 
sold "to the M.H.U. as a source of a steady income \-Jith the result 
that dairying ha.s grown to an unprecedented size. Although the 
industry is now patently over-producing and the maintenance of the 
p1~esent conditions depends on a virtual Government subsidy many 
farmers ate concentrating al~ effort ·into mil-~: production to the 
neglect of other aspects of farming. 
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Official policy in ganeral seems likely, houever, to fail or 
to come near to failure on t\w main counts (v. Chapter 13) : 
(a) the difficulties facing current attempts to persuade 
the farmer to accept new schemes, crops, methods, 
equipment, and arising from 
(ii) 
the outlook and attitudes of the farmer 
as discussed in Chapter 13, 
the use of unsuitable means of propaganda. 
by the Advisory Service and others at 
present a.ttempting to persuade the farmer 
to accept new methods which would bring 
him cheaper 1r1orking, a better profit and, 
thereby, contentment. 
(b) ·the fact that the policy, outlined in Chapters 8 and 9, 
is directed, naturally enough, at the present 
farmers. This generation, however, illiterate 
and conservative, and \·!ith an average age in the 
late fifties is, in the long term view, the wrong 
one. 
'fhe present yotmger generation in the fanning community, whose 
literacy and a\.,rareness of the Horld beyond the village make them 
educable and more responsive to ne\.J ideas, are the individuals 
towards whom official effort should be directed if f.1aHese agriculture 
is not to be lost by default. Nothing, however, included in official 
policy (up to January, 1960) is aimed at them; there is nothing 
resembling a young farmers' club in the Islands and no institute or 
college where agriculture can be studied. The younger generation 
is in fact, on account of the whole complex of technical, economic 
and social reasons discussed (the strenuous work, the insecurity, 
and the lo,.,r social status involved), anxious to escape from farming 
as fast as opportunity to do so emerges. 
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'fhe problem is clear, and its solution one of action. An 
F'.A.O. report on investigations in Malta and Gozo observes that 
"progress in agriculture is fundamentally a human problem; it 
depends on knowledge and the intelligent application of knowledge 11 
(B/243, p.9). l•/i thin the Islands themselves there is a certain 
awareness of the situation and particularly of ·t.he need for an 
official policy .jesigned to develop the agricultural industry to 
the best e~.dvantage of ·the total economy of the Islands and to 
assist the farmers wllo "are perhaps the most hard-working, honest 
and God-fearing section of the community and the country will be 
the loser if it were to let them d0\.Jn 11 (B/387, p.7). 
'l'o recapitulate the basic argument to emerge from the material 
considered in this thesis, it \olould appear that the traditional, 
peasru1t farmer of I".ialta and Gozo had no freedom, either of social 
or of economic choice, \oJhereas the commercially-minded, small-
holding producer of today -or, more precisely, his son- is rapidly_ 
acquiring both types of choice. General education and o·ther facets 
of the totaL process of emancipation are giving him the desire for 
social movement while tha er,Jar·genca of money and the facilities 
for a parallel economic shift are giving him the opportunity. 
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NOTES on Part 3 
Except in the north of i·lal ta where settlements of village 
status are a product of the past hundred years only. 
i•fessrs. Rigg Welts, Ltd, 
Some impression of the expansion of the Dockyard during the 
nineteenth century may be gained from Appendix 12. 
A count, from employment files, \vcis made in Harch 1957, by 
the \·li'i ter and Hr, \.j. A. Charlton; permission being 
kindly given by the authorities of (at that time) 
H. i.·i, Dockyard, i·ial ta, 
G.W.d, Robinson (B/564) distinguishes Gozo as possessing a 
pattern of isolated homesteads (1948), although 
Appendix 13 does not substantiat.e this. 
Including members of the religious Orders, 1r1hich have been 
important in ivfal ta for five centuries ( v. Part 1) . 
From conversations during field work. 
"Jiena i·[al ti minn in-Nadur 11 ( 1 I am a Nalt.ese from Nadur 
in Gozo'). 
v, B/291 and B/280 for background information, 
In conversation with t·igr. Salamone. 
Windo1rw at ground-floor level were in traditional construction 
for reasons both of defence and privacy, and there fore 
provide a helpful dating feature. 
Lotto - the popular Government lottery. 
11-Imnarja' (the word is a corruption of 1Luminaria 1), held 
each June at Buskett, includes a day and night of song 
and speeches and an agricultural sh0\<1 (v, B/286). 
Now including the Island of Camino. 
As there is in some societies; v. PIDDINGTON, R: 11An Introduction 
to docial l-l.nthropology 11 , London, 1950, pp. 169-270, 
280. 
16. v. Vegetable cropping chart for the Hal tese Islands, pub-
lished by the Dept. of agriculture, i•Ial ta. 
17. In three cases, the farmer himself or a member of the family 
wrote the daily account, ·t;he originals of which are in 
B/5. The analyses here given \·/ere based on translations 
of the originals by the l~iter. 
18. N.l-f, U. i•Iilk darketing Undertaking, 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
For discussion of co-operation in marketing v. Chapter 13. 
The wide variety of small rotary cultivators, etc., is 
excluded, 
List supplied by the i··ial ta Police. 
,•fade (1957) by the writer and i•ir, ~I.A. Charlton, 
Co-operative for n.merican Remittances to .C:verywhere, Inc. 
(C,£,R.~. closed its Halta Hission in 1958). 
i.e. the villages. 
C.A.R.E. 23 Publicity Department Statement, 1957. 
"Report to the Government of Libya on Indigenous and Italian 
Far:n Enterorises in the Zavia Area". 
FAO Report• No. 259, Ro!ne 1954, p. 80. 
Personal com•nunication from i1r. rl. itJ. Hill, Dept. of Geography, 
Durhaa Colleges. 
C,t~..R.E. 23 scale of income (as in the Second Distribution, 
1957-58, revized): 
Family of 3 or 4 persons •••• maximu...'Tl income - £5 
II II 5 tO 7 II •••• II II - £5 8S 
II II 8 II 10 II II II - £5 15S 
II II 11 II 13 II 
II II 14 II 16 II 
II II - £6 ls 
II II - £6 6s .... 
II II 17 Or 18 II .... II II - £6 lOs 
In addition to the 'General Poor and Needy' category here 
considered C,L-i.,R,E.23 supplies 1r1ent (t.furch, 1958) 
automatically to 15,131 Old Age Pensioners and to 
8,321 individuals on Social Service Assistance. 
30. Permission for the \oll'i ter to make this analysis and much 
other valuable help was given by Hr. J. Boissevain, 
Chief of C.A.R.E. !.fission in i..falta at that time 
(7. Feb. 1958). 
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31. (B/168, pp.38-40). 
32. i.e. F'ull-time farmers (B/164 - 195'7, pp.20-21), excluding 
679 farmers lvho rendered no census retrll'n. 
33. Since april, 1958, the Islands have been without a locally 
elected Government (January, 1960). 
34. 11 Labour Government 1 s Progress Report. 1956-5711, Nalta, 
Central Office of Information, 1957, v. p.37. 
35. J. lv1cClemont in lecture "aims and Objects of' tha Dairy 
'!'raining t.:ourse (1957) and the Functions of an 
..1-~.dvisory Service 11 , !vial ta, Dept. of l\.gricul ture, 
1957, unpub. 
36. 11GA.alf Bilancjat g~all-i·iajjali 11 by A.T. Ha.esler, Chief 
Jlgricul tural Advisory Officer, 195'7, Hal ta. 
37. R. u. Bonnici Enriquez in lecture 11'l'he Da:j.ry Industry in t,he 
Islands of l<Ia.l ta. and Gozo", ivlalta, Dept. of Agriculture, 
1957, unpub. 
38. v. Appendix 9 and 10 for de·~ails of the present trading 
position. 
39. Both Unions were first officially registered in 1948 but these 
registrations lapsed. The GA.aqda [~~zzjonali tal-Bdie\.Ja 
(1976 members in 1956) was re-registered in 1956 with only 
494 members (Dept. of Labour and Social ~lelfare). 
40. Information on the Co-Operative Movement \otas kindly provided 
by Hr. Farrugia. 
41. Information on Unions, Co-operatives and the Nalta i'Iilk 
Company (ILM.H.) as at Easter, 1958. 
42. 'I'ha t is excluding the Farmers 1 Central Co-operative. 
PLATE VII 
Plowing -·Old Style 
Naxxar 
PLATE VIII 
Plowing - New Style 
Zejtun 
PLATE IX 
Fishermen -- On duty 
Marsalf"orn 
PLATE X 
Farmers - Off duty 
It-Tokk, Victoria 
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PART 4 
Case Studies 
In the folloHing Case Studies a detailed examination is made 
of thirteen individual farmers and one contract-plow.n.an, together 
\.fi th a brief account of the fis!1er:nen of Hal ta and Gozo today in 
so far as their fort.unes par1:1llel those of the farmers. 
These cases have been selected from the cases studied during 
the sixteen-month field Hork period in the Islands and may be seen, 
therefore, as the 'minutes of evidence 1 upon Hhich the argument. of 
this thesis has been based. d They are held t.o be a representative 
i 
:: 
cross-section of farnung (and fishing; Case XV) in the Islands today. 
'l'he information was given by the farmers in confidence so ·that 
identities have been purposely obscured. 
An attempt has been made to consider each c~se against the 
background of the changes _outlined in the preceeding chapters, ,.m.ile 
st.andardized 3ucrunaries, compiled w-ith assistance from Hr. H. Bo\vtm-
Jones and dr. J.C. De, ... dney of the Department of Geography of the 
Durham Colleges, have been appended to each of the first thirteen 
farm studies to fe.cilitate cross comparison. 
The original field \.fork upon which Cases II to XIII has been 
based \-las carried out in conjunction Hith i'lr. P.K. i·iitchell, also 
of the Department of Geography (v. Acknowledgements). 
Cl-~.SE I Pawlu. 
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PART 4 
Contents 
A Gozita~, large-scale goats' miL~ producer 
,.n_ th a considerable land holding. 
CA~ II : Cuzepp. A goats' niDc producer with subsidiary 
cash-cropping. 
CA~ III Nardu. A goats' milk producer. 
Cll.ill!: IV 
CASE V 
CASE VI 
CASE VII 
CASE VIII 
CA.:ll!: IX 
\o/istin. 
Gaetu. 
Henzu. 
A large-scale goats' milk producer with some 
land. 
1-1. landless, urban, small-scale goats 1 miTh 
producer. 
A milk producer \.flt,h a considerable land holding. 
l'l. goats 1 and CO\.JS 1 milk producer ,.n_ th a small 
land-holding. 
Niklaws. A Horking partnership of five broti1ers with 
diversified production. 
Antnin & Gakbu. A long-established partnership of tv10 
unrelated farmers nov! engaged in cows 1 milk 
production. 
C~SE X Gamri. An arable farmer in partnership i.-1-i th a brother 
and engaged in diversified production. 
CAS~ XI Pietru. •i.n arable farmer mainly concerned vti th irrigated 
produce • 
. 
CASE XII : Cenzu. A covre 1 milk producer and part-time village 
·Heighman. 
CASJ.;; XIII 
Ct~..3B XIV 
Toni. l~ part-time arable farmer and caretaker. 
. 
Ganni. A young, progressive, contract-plowman, wlth 
heavy tractors and other mechanized equipment. 
A not,e on the Fishermen of Halta and Gozo. 
Ca.;Jc; I (herdsman) and Ci~SE X (arable farmer) are given more 
detailed consideration as examples of the two main 
branches of Hal tese agriculture, \·rhile CAdE XIV (young, 
mechanized contractor) is also discussed at some length 
since he typifies one of the basic features to emerge 
from the topic of this thesis - namely the 'revolt' of 
the younger generation of the far!ring (i;e. rural) 
cmmnuni ty. 
CASE I : Pawlu. 
(A Gozitan large-scale goats• milk producer with a considerable 
land-holding). 
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Pawlu gives the impression of being one of the more prosperous 
of herdsmen in his native Gozo. He is currently concentrating 
his effort on his 46 goats and 2 cows and is typical of the many 
herdsmen in the Islands who are today profiting from the official 
M.M.U. policy of a. guaranteed sale for milk produced. He receives 
between 5/- and 6/- per gallon, according to season, provided only 
that the milk passes certain fat-content and other tests. 
This is the background to Pawlu' s present specialization on 
milk at the expense of vegetable and fodder production for sale, 
a specialization which enables him to run his farm as an apparently 
profitable concern. The vulnerability of his position is however 
evident. A drastic change in the of'fical policy of 'subsidy by 
guarantee' would snatch away the basis of his income as it would 
that of the many herdsmen like him. 
Pawlu1 s father was primarily a tailor, \.Jorking a few fields 
in a part-time capacity. His grandfather had been a quarryman. 
In 1935, when he was thirty-two, Pawlu married the daughter of a 
farmer in his village. From that date om.1ard he began to build 
up his own farm-holcting - he had previously worked as a hired farm 
labourer. At his marriage he was given the tenancy of some land 
both by his own family and by that of his wife, land to which he 
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added in later years plots taken over from other tenants together 
with some further land from his family. Some of the plots which 
Pawlu acquired he later abandoned, sold, sub-let or exchanged on 
account of small size, inaccessibility, distance, etc., and he 
also declined to take over the \o!Orldng of 16 tmien (which would 
have come from his wife's family on marriage) on account of the 
distance of the fields from the home. A statement of the holding 
illustrates some characteristic features of the Maltese farm - its 
parcellation, the small amount owned rather than leased or held on 
rental, the variety of owners concerned in the case of most of the 
plots, the types of sources from which the fields were acquired, 
reasons for the relinquishing of certain pieces and the scattered 
nature of the holding of twenty-six separate plots spread over a 
quarter of the Island of Gozo (B/525). 
Pawlu' s holding at Easter 1958. 
Origin of TEN~ 
From own family on his marriage in 5-5-5 
1935 •••• 7-4-5~ From own family since his marriage 
From his bride's family at marriage 5-Q 
From non-relatives, all since 1955 28-0-3 
42-3-3 
No longer held 
in 1959 
I.§~. 
. .......... . 4-3-8 
........•.• . 16-o-o 
20-3-8 
g;mERSHIP of land held by Pawlu. 
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No longer held 
in 1959 
(Cathedral (Mdina) ••• 
~ 
I.§~ 
J-4-Q 
1-Q-3 
4-J-Q 
J-5-0 
4-Q-Q 
5 
4 
2 
2 
2 
1 
l 
T S K 
16-0-'6 var 
Church (Gharb ••••••••••••••• 
(Benefizzju (agent) •• 
Civil Government •••••••••••• 
Other farmers ••••••••••••••• 
Sinjur (a Xewkija Baron) •••• 
Owned by Pawlu himself •••••• 
Sub-leased (4-yearly) from 
8 farmers who hold on long 
lease, or own ••••••••••••• 
Nilitary au·thorities •••••••• 
No information •••••••••••••• 
Notary (agent) •••••••••••••• 
5-Q 
4-D 
24-0-Q 
0 
42-3-3 
var.adj. 
1-1-8 
1-o-o 
0 
J-Q 
1-5-0 
20-.3-8 
The details of the 20-.3-8 relinquished by Pawlu are significant: 
Sub-let because of small-size and inaccessibility ••••• 
Sold because of inaccessibility •••••·••••••••••••••••• 
Abandoned because of distance and inaccessibility ••••• 
Option declined because of distance ••••••••••••••••••• 
Exchanged ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
7-Q 
l-Q-0 
1-Q-Q 
16-o-o 
1-2-8 
20-3-8 
On sixteen of his twenty-six plots of land Pawlu pays annually 
about £24 in rent. On average this works out at about 4 shillings 
2 
1 
1 
2 
per tomna for rough grazing land and £1.1.6d per tomna of cultivable 
dry ( baghli) land. Pawlu himself' receives an income of 5s 6id per 
annum a~ ·rant for two small patches (totalling slightly more than a 
tomna) which he sub-lets. He himself owns the pivotal centre of 
his farm, and fc;>ur sighan on which stands his house, ca·ttle byre, 
coat shed, store rooms and smalr ~nclosures. 
. . 
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Pawlu's present policy is to expand fodder production in 
order to eliminate much of' the very high cost of purchased fodder. 
Along with this he is keen to acquire the use of rough grazing 
land for his goats where he can do so cheaply. The large block 
of this type of rough grazing which Pawlu acquired during 1957 
and 1958 makes the supervision of the animals easier than would 
be the case if he had to graze them in small fields adjacent to 
land carrying standing crops. Pawlu is cutting down the quantity 
of vegetables produced for sale each year since he is without any 
guaranteed market or price. He aims nevertheless to produce as 
much of the family requirements as possible. The trend is clear 
from an analysis of the utilization of his land holding:-
House and adjacent roadway 
Vines 
Prickly Pear 
Potatoes 
Vegetables, other than potato(a) 
Fodder( b) 
Rough grazing - and shooting 
Unused 
1956 
!.§~ 
2 0 
3 0 
3 0 
2 0 0 
6 4 0 
8 2 J 
0 
1 0 
18 3 3 
1221 
I.§~ 
2 0 
3 0 
3 0 
2 0 0 
4 J 0 
10 3 3 
12 0 0 
1 0 
30 3 3 
(a) mainly tomatoes and melons (bittieft and dulieft) 
~ 
!.§! 
2 0 
3 0 
3 0 
2 0 0 
40 
14 2 3 
24 0 0 
1 0 
42 3 3 
(b) Silla, Wheat (qamft), barley (xgftir), mixed wheat and barley 
( maftlut) and beans. 
Livestock 
Pawlu's farm holding of slightly less than twelve acres is 
large by Gozitan standards. So also is the ·herd which it supports. 
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Late in 1957 he had some 40 goats and 8 kids, two cows, a sheep, 
one horse, and about 100 poultry. 11Goats are easier to handle 
than are cows" (Pawlu). For him, as for most herdsmen in the 
Islands, the dairy cow is still something of a novelty, and an 
expensive one, requiring considerable capital outlay for both 
the animal and its accommodation. The single sheep is quite typical, 
being kept mainly for the popular 'rikotta• cheese made from its milk. 
The large poultry element is also becoming a common feature in Gozo, 
though disease takes a very high toll. Pawlu1 s one horse provides 
the motive power for the cart which for him as for the rest of Gozo 
is still the prime move1· of goods and produce. 
Pawlu1 s income derives mainly from the sale of milk to the 
M.M. U. This was also the ca.se before 1958 when Gozo finally 
became a 1 closed' area in which unpasteurized milk could not, legally, 
be sold. Thus the herdsman's cry of "Halib, halib11 ('Milk, milk1 ) 
as he took his goats from door to door and milked them to order on 
the customer's threshold is heard no more. The churned milk from 
the farms is collected and taken to ·the factory at Xewkija - before 
1958 it had had to make the long journey to the Hamrun centre. 
Apart from the unpasteurized fresh milk used by the family, Pawlu 
sells, and sold, the milk his goats produce to the M.H.U. He pays 
no labour, hired or family, and does not consider his own time as a 
cost factor. Some idea of nis income is therefore obtainable from 
an account of his receipts f~om the M.M.U. against the costs of the 
fodder. 
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The amount of fodder bought in to supplement home production 
varies. In the case of sulla (silla), particularly, Pawlu is 
forced to buy in a large quantity when his own crop is poor. His 
purchases of wheat (qamfi) and barley (xg8ir) fluctuate but cake-
feed is all bought from fodder agents. Milk production varies 
with season, being at its peak in the Spring. The price given 
by the M.M.U. changes accordingly to the extent of a few pence per 
gallon. On the basis of an average feed progranune one can get 
some idea of the gross profit margin on which Pawlu is working, 
the absence of any allowance for labour costs being noted. 
A sample feed progrrunme with daily costs for one cow yielding 
about three gallons: 
J rtal xgeir {barley-bran) 
B rtal cake •••••••••••••• 
5 rtal sulla {silla.) ••••• 
8 rtal beans (t tomna) ••• 
1 basket prickly pear •••• 
t basket straw ••••••••••• 
1 - 4 
3 - 6 
1 - 4 
5 - 0 
1- 0 
6 
12 - Bd 
Selling the three gallons at 5s 6d per gallon (see above) brings 
in 16s 6d per day, leaving a profit on the one cow of 3s lOd. 
A sample feed programme with daily costs for 46 goats yielding 
about ten gallons per day: 
3 tmien {48 rtal) beans ••• 
1 tomna xgl=tir (barley) ••.• 
4 bundles sulla {silla) •• 
Furrajna (green barley) •• 
£ s d 
1·-10.- 0 
6-0 
5 - 0 
5 - 0 
2-6 -·o 
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Selling ten gallons per day at some os per gallon thereby brings 
Pawlu a further profit of 60s minus 46s, or 16 shillings. This, 
together with the Js lOd from each of his two cows, amounts to a 
net income of approximately 2J/8d per day. 
Unlike most of his fellow herdsmen in both Isla.nds, Pawlu 
is fully aware of the relation bet\..reen feed programmes for live-
stock and milk yields (B/379). He does not share the common 
view that "The more the feed the more the milk". He is also \.fell 
aware of the economics of his situ~tion as described above and, as 
seen, his aim is to cut the costs of fodder b,y producing more on 
his own holding and thereby increase his profit margin on milk 
sold. This is a most widespread feature among Ma~tese and Gozitan 
herdsmen today. But Pawlu goes further than most in that he is 
conscious of the need for a 1 balanced diet' • Not only does he 
carefully regulate the types and quantities of' feed which he gives 
but he also follows the latest researches of the Department of 
Agriculture, especially that of Hassler (B/252) and others working 
on this and similar topics. The average illiterate Maltese farmer 
tends to dismiss the statements and efforts of such experts as "No 
good for Malta, and useless in my district" but Pawlu, who has at 
all times in his life been conscious of education and a knowledge 
of things outside his village, is prepared to consider suggestions 
on their merits. This attitude pervades the working of his farm 
as a unit and has had important repercussions. within his family. 
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In spite of his oYn lack of advanced formal education, Pawlu 
has in fa.ct an awareness of its importance which is still uncommon 
in rural Gozo. He is constantly stressing the need for education 
in its widest sense, both general and technical. He is anxious 
for his children to be educated to a standard far above his own, 
while, in the wider scene, he recognizes the importance of education 
for the farmer and farming. His attitude to the course of lectures 
for farmers is typical of the man. He observed that "attendances 
at the lectures have been big because the farmers are interested -
they wouldn• t go if they were not". The ideas put forward h,y the 
experts are weighed by the farmer and, if' considered •good ideas•, 
are discussed at length in the villages or at the It-Tokk market on 
S.unday mornings. These lec·ture courses for farmers, and others 
like them such a.s the important 1'1cClemont demonstrations and lectures 
on dairying technique, fail for Pawlu in so far as they do not lead 
to individual contact be·tween specialist and farmer. No farmer 
would dream of making comment or criticising 'officialdom' -with 
which he naturally associates ventures like those of Hassler and 
McClemont. 11The l-ialtese back down much more easily than do the 
English in their relations with the authorities. In England you 
migh·t complain to a Government Department and there would be argument 
for a daY. but in Malta such a complaint would mean petty victimization 
for years". The farmer blames 11 clerical inefficiency" in Valletta 
for what he considers has been th.e failure to foll0\-1 up the McClemont 
or other recommendations·. but .no farmer would seriously consider 
complaining in person to officialdom. 
increasingly bitter with their lot. 
for Pawlu means independence. 
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They just argue and become 
He complains of the in-
ferior social position which the farmer holds in Maltese society 
today and observes that the present generation of young people 
demand the means to enable them to equal the people of the towns 
in appearance, leisure and other superficialities. The old 
farmer with little formal education is not troubled by these 
notions. His life is the only one he can comprehend - apart from 
which his daily round leaves him little time to think. The 
youngster, on the o·ther hand, is desperate for an eight-hour job 
with a steady income and leisure time in place of unpaid field 
work with his parents. 
Pawlu admits nevertheless that much of ·the inferior condition 
of the farmer derives from his inability to unite with other farmers. 
Illiteracy, ignorance and suspicion are the major causes of his fear. 
Only a few farmers are members of either of the two opposing Unions 
of Farmers while the situation regarding co-operatives is equally 
unpromising. Pawlu himself became one of the organizers of a 
special 1 Trac·tor (h.()perative' , initiated by C .A.R.E. at the end of 
1958 for a group of farmers. in his home village. The members paid 
£2 each on joining the co-operative and were thereafter able to hire 
one of the two tractors donated by C.A.R.E. at only 10/- per hour 
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instead of the commercial l?s. The fact that Pawlu himself was 
among the organizers of such a novel venture reflects his progressive 
outlook, and his standing in the village. 
Politics interest Pawlu, to a more than average degree. His 
concern is based on an informed intelligence. A supporter of the 
Labour Party, he considers the Nationalists as holding the masses 
in contempt and he points to their emphasis on the Italian language 
and the non~altese culture which it represented as evidence. He 
reads the local Maltese-language press but is sufficiently independent 
of mind to have cancelled his subscription to the 1 Leeen is-Seww~ 
(B/65) at the time of the 'Integration' referendum on the grounds 
that neither the Church nor the paper would publish an 'official' 
statement on the attitude of the Church. Ye·t his religious devo·tion 
is without question and he has a respected place in Church and village 
life. 
The Family 
Pawlu lives with his wife and six of his children. His 
eldest son and daughter are both working as teachers in Malta. 
Another daughter has emigrated. 
Pawlu's ~speaks only Maltese and had as little formal 
education as her husband, but she has at all times nothing but 
encouragement for her family in their education. In this case 
there is not the usual gulf in outlook between parents and children 
on account of the education of the latter - for the parents fUlly 
realize the need. Pawlu's wife used to work in the· fields when 
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young but now spends her time in the house. Certain jobs remain 
her special concern hm..rever, notably cheese-making, care of lambs 
and chicks and egg-collection. 
The eldest son, now working as a teacher, is one of the young 
1 intellec·tuals' who are currently making an appearance in Gozo. 
The ties of family and respect between him and his father are 
strong but he is out of touch with the farm and ignorant of many 
details of its history and operation. He is "never likely to 
soil his hands with farming". He is moving aw~ from farming anc'f 
from the cultural and social life of his village. He apologizes 
for the efforts of the villagers when they at·tempt to produce a 
play, he dismisses nick-names as "old-fashioned", and he decries 
the limitations on activity in his native Island (no dancing or 
bright lights). Yet he.is still enough attached to Gozo to want 
to in·troduce changes to it and to make it more like the place his 
education has made him want to live in. He is typical of one 
important and growing element in the younger generation of rural 
Malta and Gozo. In his teens he used to help his father in the 
fields and took milk to the collection depot, but this stopped as 
soon as he found a full-time alternative occupation. 
Pawlu's eldest daughter, also a teacher, has left farm-work 
far behind. For her this was never more than casual assistance 
with vegetable picking and lifting during holidays from school. 
It is not likely that she will be a farmer's wife. 
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Pawlu1 s second daughter left school at twelve and divided 
her time between house and field work until her marriage in her 
late teens. She was acknowledged as her father's main assistant 
with the animals. 
Two daughters in their middle teens are academically inclined 
to the extent of staying at school as long as possible and speaking 
four languages. Both still do incidental farm work when not 
occupied with studies. Both would be probable 1 sixth-form1 and 
university candidates were there any likelihood of financial backing. 
Their education, especially in English language and culture, is 
giving them - and many others like them - an advancement which is 
not matched by opportunity. They are learning in an educational 
cul-de-sac. 
A son in his middle teens works full-time in the fields with 
his father, having left school at twelve, while two more boys are 
still of compulsory school age and give their father only casual 
assist~ce with feeding the smaller animals out of school hours. 
A little girl of some ·ten years makes no economic contribution to 
the farm. 
The major feature to emerge from the above consideration is 
that the bulk of the work of the farm, and the full-time respons-
ibility for all jobs, rests with Pawlu alone. The son who is 
old enough to. depu·tise for his father has left farming: the only 
full-time help comes from a younger boy who may himself decide to 
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follow his brother in a few years. Now Pawlu complains that 
"labour is ·the main trouble if the farmer cannot cope with all the 
work of the farm and animals himself" , and he can only cope with 
his own farm and animals if he follows a heavy and rigidly organized 
schedule of \·Torlc. Hired labour is not a proposition, Pawlu avers, 
at £1 for an eight-hour day and this has apparently contributed to 
the emphasis which he has put on fodder and milk production in recent 
years. High costs of hired labour for field-work together with the 
poor and unguaranteed returns for crop produce mruce field work on dry 
(bagsli) land a poor prospect. Irrigiable land presents a different 
picture but there is none available in Pawlu1 s district. 
Pawlu's timetable {in effect he runs the farm single-handed) 
centres on the animals. During the summer months the pressure is 
slightly less because the weather is easier, field-work is less 
pressing and he has the casual help of the younger children in 
school vacations. Daily time of rising for Pawlu depends on where 
and when the milk has to be taken for collection. At one stage, in 
1957, he had to be up soon after midnight bUt, until the new milk 
factory was opened at Xewkija in 1958, a more usual reveille was ~t 
2 or J a.m. 
Breakfast, of coffee and bread, is taken when the family gets 
I , 
up or vihen ·they return from the Church nearby. Pawlu often has 
to take meals when he can fit them in between his jobs so that it 
i~ ,somewhat exceptional to find the whole family sitting together 
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for food. The morning milking takes him some two hours after which 
the animals need feeding and attention before he can go to the fields. 
About six times a month his morning takes him to Rabat on shopping or 
business errands. 
Lunch, the main meal of the day, consists every day of either 
minestra (thick soup) or farinaceous paste of some kind, together 
with bread, cheese, oil (zejt) and home-made tomato 1 kunserva1 • 
Lunch is usually over by noon when milking and the preparation of 
the afternoon feed begins. The evening meal is normally similar 
to the lunch in content but less in amount. It is often taken 
immediately before retirement for the night which is early in 
tbe village. The farmer reckons to be in from the fields by-
sun-down but, \·1hen the evenings are longer, most of· the village 
is quiet soon after 6 p.m. except where soma conversation lingers 
in a paraffin-lit shop. 
Sundays and festa days are breaks from the normal routine, 
but Church-going is not confined to these days and in fact accounts 
for some two half-hour visits every day with extra attendances at 
the weekend. In this very rural community the 1 social1 aspect of 
church-going retains most of its t~aditional importance. In ·the 
absence of cafes, clubs, etc., it remains the centre of village 
affairs and the focus of activity, secular as well as religious. 
Pawlu is one of the farmers of this village, but his children 
are not likely to be farmers. Therefore can they remain of the 
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village? As yet it has patently little to offer ·their education 
and culture and no apparent opportunity for a livelihood at their 
new and higher standards. They m·e leaving farming and are leaving 
the village as well in search of the means of earning a living -
other then in farming. 
SUMMARY of CASE I 
(A large scale Gozitan goats• milk producer with a considerable land 
holding). 
A. Land. 
- Area held in 1956: ~ tmien, 1957: Jot tmien, 1958: 42i tmien, 
the additions being almost entirely in the form of grazing land. 
The present holding is in 26 plots, rented from several landlords 
including Church, Civil Government and private individuals. Owns 
one small plot and sublets several others from neighbouring 
farmers. Plots scattered over considerable area in Gharb· and 
St. Lawrenz districts, Rent totals £23.11+.0 p.a., ranging from 
21/6 per tomna for cultivable (dry) land to 4/- per tomna for 
rough grazing. 
- Previously held a further 20 tmien, 3 of \o~hich have been sub-let 
or exchanged and 17 abandoned owing to inaccessibility. 
B. Utilisation. 
House 
Vines 
Prickly pear 
Fodders 
Vegetables 
Rough Grazing 
Unu~ed 
Total 
c. Livestock. (Nov. 1957) 
38 goats, 8 kids 
2 cows 
1 sheep 
100 poultry 
1 horse 
1:221 
t 
.!. 
2 
loA-6f 
12 
3~ 
~ 
l 
2 
1 
2" 
I'1 2! 
24 
42f tmien 
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D. Capital. 
- Land all rented save one small plot. 
- Appears to be amassing capital from profits on milk production. 
- No specialised equipment. 
- No permanent hired help. 
- One son works full time on the farm, help from other children. 
F. Production and Sales. 
- Milk is the main item of income to which occasional small sales 
of vegetables are the only addition. 
- Sample daily feed for 1 cow yielding c.3 gallons 
3 ratal barley bran 
8 11 cake 
5 11 sulla 
8 11 beans 
1 basket prickly pear 
t 11 straw 
ls. 4d. 
3s. 6d. 
ls. 4d. 
5s. Od. 
ls. Od. 
6d. 
12. 8d. 
- Sample daily feed for 46 goats yielding c.lO galls. 
48 ratal beans £1. lOs. Od. 
16 II barley 6s. Od. 
4 bundles sulla 5s. 0~~ 
Furrajna (green barley) 5s. Od. 
£2. 6s. Od. 
- Daily feed costs thus average £2.18 .8 a.nd the income from milk 
£3.16.6. Profit making no allowance for labour·costs is 17/lOd 
daily, varying slightly with milk prices. 
G. Husbandry. 
(i) - Does not subscribe to the common view that 11 the more 
the feed the more the milk". 
- Attempting ·to increa~e profit margin by cut·ting fodder 
costs, which he does in three ways:-
(a) ~ extending the area held under fodder crops. 
The· cost of fodder makes this 11rorthwhile even 
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though it involves larger purchases of food for 
the family. 
(b) B,y acquiring grazing land, a useful supplement 
to fodder crops. 
(c) B,y improving feeding patterns to give a more 
balanced diet • 
(ii) - Land lies idle in the summer months since none is 
irrigated. 
- Two rotations are 
H. General 
(a) 1st yr: 
2nd yr: 
Jrd yr: 
4th yr: 
(b) 1st yr: 
2nd yr: 
Jrd yr: 
4th yr: 
in use 
Whea.t af'ter 
Sulla 
manuring and thorough hoeing. 
rlheat 
Fallow 
Wheat 
Sulla and 
Potatoes, 
Fallow 
Beans 
Tomatoes, Melons after tractor 
plowing. 
- Completely dependent on the sale of milk to the r-1.~1. U. at current 
prices of 5/6 to ~/-_pe_r gallpn. 
- Cominercl.a.lly much more sophisticated than ·the majority of Goz:l.tan 
milk producers, this farmer runs a profitable concern. 
- Has shown himself willing to cut losses by relinquishing land 
which he cannot work profitably. 
- At the same time makes considerable effort to add suitable land 
to his holding. · 
- Atypical in avoiding dispersion of effort over a variety of minor 
activi'ty and in high degree of specialisation. This specialisation, 
however, renders him particularly vulnerable to any change in policy 
on the maintenance of milk prices. 
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CASE II : Ouzapp (A goats• milk producer with subsidiary cash cropping). 
Like Pawlu (Case I) auzapp is a herdsman. He has however 
fewer goats (25) and no cows as 11 there is -no place to keep them". 
Accommodation is in fact one of the major problems facing him and 
thwarts his efforts to increase his herd and thereby his earning 
power. Late in 1957 some of his premises ware deemed by the 
sanitary authorities to be unfit for animals. He has no goat 
pans near his house but is prevented by the lack of capital from 
making substantial improvements in his facilities. Olo~ing to shortage 
of space, he prefers to buy in fully-grown animals rather than to 
bread his own, \Jhich would be cheaper. Fodder storage (he produces 
just enough sulla to feed his own goats) is a further problem and he 
trias to 1 make do1 with odd corners of of·tan unsuitable space. 
Crop production is geared to the provision of fodder for the 
goats, toegether with the supply of vegetables for the family, and 
grapes (·for wine), some tomatoes and o·thar items for casual sale to 
local shops. 
The income side of his budget depends on the proceeds from the 
milk sold ~o the M.M.U. In August, 1957, he was getting about 
16/9d a day for the milk sold. His grapes for 1957 brought him 
a further £66. His largest expense is fodder (apart_from sulla) 
and its price is a constant cause of grumbling and bitterness by 
Ou~epp. Rants for 1957 ~otallad £35, that is about £1 per tomna 
for good land (generally red soiled 'hamrija') and 15/- for poorer, 
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whiter ( 1 abjad1 ) soils. His cropping illustrates a common practice 
in Maltese farming in that he tends to plant more of a crop which 
has just had a 'good' season and thereby frequently suffers from 
g~ut conditions. Thus in 1958 he aimed to plant a large area to 
marrow (q,argl:la bagftli) because "last year's crop was good". In the 
previous year he had been unable to get all the_ potato seed he would 
have liked but, at the end of the season, was able to buy in potatoes 
very cheaply for the table because of the general glut in the crop 
which he had, as it transpired, fortunately avoided. 
Guzepp, like most farmers, is very critical of the great gulf 
between the price given by the pitkal and tha.t paid by the consumer. 
In a small way he strives to avoid this by sell~~g some of his produce 
directly in the local village, but this brings him only some £12 per 
annum~ 
Expenses are few apart from food, clothing and a few extra items 
such as Church contributions. His bill for entertainment is 
practically nil and his children are not yet old enough to demand 
large swns of pocket money - which one foresees they will do. ~u!epp 
is very anxious to enlarge his farm and his herd and to improve his 
accommodation. In this development one feels he is looking to the 
future support of his now school-age sons. Certainly the older of 
these seem at present to look forward to following in their father's 
·footsteps. But it is clear also that ~uzep~s own deep attachment 
to the land and to farming is the source of the enthusiasm among his 
children and when a few more years have made them money-conscious 
it is difficult to visualize their reconciling the limitations and 
lack of profit in farming with their aspirations towards the bright 
lights of Valletta and other diversions. For the present neverthe-
less ~u~epp wants to expand his land holding and hard, although he 
has no sort of a bank balance and thinks in terms of the present 
low-interest loans being made available ·by the Government for farm 
development and of "working harder, rising earlier and economising on 
fruit and desserts for the children". 
His house is old and remote from the village. He p~s the 
landlord, "who does not do the repairs he ought", £8.10s per annum 
and thinks £5 would be much fairer. Given a ~rP-etual lease on .a 
plot he would build himself a new house and include near it accommodation 
for his animals. For his large family of wife and eight children the 
house, though very well kept, is hopelessly inadequate. Certainly 
the placid and generous natures of both Gu~epp and his wife enable 
the family to carry on under limitations of both home and farm which 
would have persuaded many another farmer to emigrate long ago. 
Moreover there is nothing in the hamlet which might be called 
social relaxation. The nearest Band Clubs, cinemas and cafes are 
in the village more than a mile aw~ - a long distance by Maltese 
s·tandards. However, as Cu~epp1 s wife observes "these things are 
not missed by the people" who have had little experience of them. 
She notes that.in Malta, unlike England, the countryman can easily 
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get to the bright lights, if he wishes, by bus. "But work, family 
and Church take up a lot of time". 
Labour problems do not trouble ~u~epp. He can himself operate 
his small holding and care for his two dozen animals with the help 
of his wife, who joins him in the fields when work is pressing, and 
his young sons, whose contribution, he admits, is very considerable 
out of school hours and in the vacations. He is keen to mechanize 
(i.e. to acquire a hand cultivator on a Government low-interest loan} 
because he sees this as the way to increase the area worked with his 
present labour force. A larger area would mean more fodder produced 
which would bring more profit on the milk sold, while the number of 
animals-could itself be increased- along with the prov-ision--of extra 
accommodation (also on Government loan). The basic assumption here 
is that the Government' s guaranteed price to the herdsmen for milk 
produced will continue. If it does not he would, it appears, be 
forced to rely more on field produce for sale through the pitkal 
marketing system. He knows that profits here 'would be less and 
disturbingly prone to competitive fluctuation. In such a situation 
he would find fixed annual repayments on loans for development much 
more difficult to meet. 
SUMMARY of CASE II 
(A goats' milk producer with subsidiary cash-cropping). 
A. Land 
Rents 10 separate plots, all dry land, in the Qawra Region. 
Several landlards; total rent (including house, £8.10.0) 
£35 p.a. 
B. UtilisatiOP.• 
-Attention devoted mainly to fodders: wheat, barley, sulla. 
- Grapes, some tomatoes and a few potatoes for sale. 
- Various vegetables for home consumption. 
- Grazing on waste and abandoned land. 
C. Livestock. 
- About 25 goats: 2 rams and 23 milkers all over 2 yrs old. 
- 20 hens, 5 pigs, 1 mule. 
D. Capital. 
(i) No freehold land. 
Little or no liquid reserve. 
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( ii) 
(iii) Equipment: usual hand impleman·ts; no mechanical equip-
ment until 1957 when he bought a rotary cultivator at 
£350 with a government loan to be repaid at £62 p.a. 
- Hires tractor and plow at 15 to 25/- per tomna. 
- Borrows spray from brother. 
E. Labour (v. Analysis of Work Record, 1957-58) 
- No permanent hired labour. 
- Help from wife and children (8 children, all below 14 yrs. of 
age, 4 at school). 
-Employs a vine-grafter at 25/- a day when necessary (150 vines 
can be grafted in one day). 
- Pays friends and relatives £1 daily for help at grape harvest. 
F. Production and Sales. 
· (i) '22 goats (Nov. 1957) yield 3 gallons of milk daily 
which sells at 16/9 (5/7 per gall.). 
- Keeps only milkers as no accommodation for rearing. 
-Female kids sold for breeding fetch 7/- each, male 
kids sold to butchers when 15 days old fetch same 
price. 
- Buys 3 to 5 goats annually to maintain herd - price 
in 1957 £10 each. 
- 5 pigs includes 3 for meat, 2 for breeding; piglets 
weaned after 40 days and sold a week later. 
(ii) Vine shoots bought from Govt. farm at 28/- per 100. 
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Grapes sold the vinters. Price takes no account of quality. 
- In 1957 sold 30 qantar at 44/- per qantar = £66. 
- Tomatoes, small quantities sold, but bulk of crop made into 
paste for hODS use • 
G. Husbandry. 
(i) -Much effort expended on vines. Pruned in January, when 
2 yr. old shorts cut back. 
- Grafting in February; new grafts produce small crop 
the same year. 
- Sprayed, plowed (3 or 4 times) in May. 
-Many stocks now 20 years old require replacement. 
- No early potatoes grown "because of sea-spray 11 • 
- Sulla sufficient for his own stock. 
(ii)- Half of every working day is devoted to grazing the goats 
on waste and abandoned land. 
- Fodder from his own sulla and barley but has to buy cake 
and beans, prices varying between £2 and £3 per qantar -
expensive. 
{iii_)- M_anur_e __ fr_om_ his mm stock_pr.ovides all his-requir-ements 
and leaves surplus for sale. 
-Uses 6 bags of sulphate of ammonia p.a., the only chemical 
fertiliser. 
- Pig feed costs 11/- per sack which lasts his 5 pigs 4 days. 
H. General. 
- Has a hopeful attitude towards farming but still expects a 
great deal of Government help in the form of grants, loans 
and subsidies. · 
- Claims that his children intend to succeed- him on the land 
but they are young enough to change their minds. 
- Willing to accep·t advice, but not impressed by experts who 
tell him either "things he knows already" or give him advice 
"which is sound but not applicable to Maltese conditions". 
- Has only a very general idea of costs and returns. Takes 
no account of value of family labour. 
- Basic income is from sale of milk (£300 in 1957) and grapes 
(£66) plus small quantities of vegetables (c. £12). Spends 
£100 p.a. on food for family in addition to his own produce. 
- Typical of farmer who is satisfied with his lot, keeps his 
family decently· fed and clothed but spends little or nothing 
on non-essentials. He is· anxious to improve his herd, 
accommodation and methods but his farm provides no financial 
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surplus with t.Jhich to do this. 
- Continues to accept a standard of living far below that of 
his more sophisticated compatriots. 
CASE II: ANALYSIS OP WORK RECOP.D. 1957-ss<a> 
AllC, SBP'l'. OC'l'. NOV, DBC. JAJf. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY • ol'11NB JDLY YE&R 
am. pm. am. pm. am. pm. am. pm. am. pm. am. pm. am. pm. am. pm. am. pm. am. pm·. am. pm. am. pm. am. pm. 
Sundaya an4 teasta (b) 6 5 ,. 5 6 6 5 6 5 1 6 6 lo. 6lo. 
"Busineaa•, miscellaneous 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 10 Gra•iDa Goata (o) 29 28 30 29 30 30 25 20 28 ;50 29 28 
-
336 Colleottna mon~ from M.M.U, . 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 17 
-Goata' aheds - cleaaing 1 3 2 1 ,. 2 1 2 1 15 2 . . 
- buil41Ds, rapalrlDs 3 9 1 13 Piaa, illneaa IUid alauahterilla 1 1 1 1 1 ,. 
towiDa 1 5 6 Potatoes Weedtna, hoetna 2 3 5 LU'tins 6 2 8 Prun1Da 12 3 15 
Vine a Gro.tting 1 ,. 2 .,. Hoeing, plowing, aprayina 1 1 1 1 6 1 3 9 1 1 21 ,. Pickina 6 2 8 
Tome toea Plantins out, hoeing 1 2 1 ,. Picking 1 8 ,. 1 2 16 
Wheat Sowing 1 10 1t Reap:I.D£ 11 11 
Bo.l"ley Sow:l.ns 3 3 
Reat!:g 5 '5 
Sulla Sow 2 1 3 Reapina 1 1 6 6 2 16 Binding (d) 5 5 10 Marrows, Melons, Pu~pkins 1 1 5 2 2 11 Onions and sarlic 1 1 2 Beo.ns • carob and Prickly Pear (e) 5 1 1 2 1 3 13 Gathertns greener,v (ltaJd.z) 1 1 1 2 2 3 Plowing (unapecitied) : Motor - 2 1 5 2 1 ,. 1 2 15 3 
• • : 'Rood plow. and hoe:I.D£ 1 2 3 7 1 7 7 Threahins wheat and borley - (f) 5 3 8 
Manure apreadins (a) 5 2 1 5 f'3 
Repairina tield atorm damaae ,. 3 1 B 
Other and unapeoitied (h) 6 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1/o. 8 
TOTAL 31 31 30 30 31 31 30 30 31 31 31 31 28 28 31 31 30 30 31 31 30 30 31 31 365 365 
t~ Pro= work record kept by farmer's rife, (Translated by the writer): orisiDalaiD B/5). 
b No work in the aominsa - goata grazed aa usual 1D afternoon,, \)\) 
c Occasionally the children reliOYe Gusepp of B~erviaing the soo.ta' graains. 0 n ,........ ~- ............ co e Hoeing an:l cuttina. 
f Including ;reparations for tbreshins. · 
g Includins moYins~ apraadiq, turn:l.ns an4 aelliDa. 
h Includina 6 mominsa when Guze;p .-&abed clothes (wife's cont1nement), and others when weather was too bad for work. 
CASE III : N ardu. 
(A goats• milk producer). 
Illiterate and suspicious, Nardu typifies the most conservative 
element in Maltese farming for whom nothing new can be worthy of 
consideration. It is probable that no amount of lecturing, 
demonstrations of improved methods, or capit~l loans from·the Govern-
ment, would pers_us~e him to change the ways he knows. The prospect 
of machinery does not impress him although he thinks of acquiring a 
rotary cultivator (at about £245). His observation is, when freely 
translated, "You can't teach an old dog new tricks" (he is aged 40). 
His father was a mason wi:bh a :few fields. Nardu' s b:rother 
took over the family business and sold his share of the fields to 
Nardu, who also bol.ight out the shares of his five sister.s. He has 
since concentrated all his effort on his herd of goats, regarding 
his fields primarily as a source of fodder. During the fifteen 
months of study his herd varied in size from 34 to 50 animals. All 
the goats are of local breed as he does "not like horned goats". 
He is more concerned with producing milk, under the current favourable 
regime of guaranteed sales to the M.M.U., than with breeding goats. 
~lost of the kids torn to his herd are sold for meat or for breeding 
to'a dealer. Payment seems to be made as money becomes available 
from the M.M.U. every two weeks. Often however he admits t·o being 
up.to two months behind with payment, settling one debt "when the 
next transaction is afoot". 
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In 1958, Nardu was talking a·t length about "getting two or 
three cows or calves". He "knows a.bout cows from friends" but 
has not himself got the £300 capital necessary for two. More-
over he observes that "you carlt graze cows' and their general 
upkeep is likely to clash wi"th that of goats, especially \o~here 
one man is working alone as in this case. There seems to be an 
element of prestige attached to the mmership of cows in a village 
such as Nardu' s where the vast majority of' herdsmen have only goats. 
Certainly his thinking is no·t guided by comparative castings of 
milk production from the co\..r and goat. 
Nardu's fields produce fodder and some food for the family so 
that they "will no·t have to bey in everything from the shops". He 
reckons to save between 15/- and £1 per week in this way. His 
wife spends £3 a week on purchased food and she looks back nostal-
gically to her youth when her mother spent some 30/- per week on 
food and clothing for a family wi"th twelve children, while she has 
only three. The steady item of income in Nardu's budget is the 
money received from the M.Jif.U. for the goats• milk sold. Shopping 
is done in the local village but Nardu makes the journey to Valletta 
for the 'Fuq il-Monti' Sund~ market occasionally, though with the 
in·tention of gossipping rather than making purchases. 
CASE III : Summary 
(A goats' milk producer). 
A. Land. 
30Tmien in Naxxar-Gharghur Hills area. 
B. 
,.;: 
c. 
l/+ field plo·t s in two main groups; 
All on soils of tad-Dawl and l~Iklin Complexes. 
Of this - 5t tmien freehold, 
- 24t tmien leased from 6 landlords. 
Rents range between 10/- and £1 per tomna. 
Utlilisation. 
Almost entirely fodder production e.g. February 1957. 
J plots under widna. 
1 plo·t under bar ley - pulled green. 
3 half plots under wheat. 
2 half plots under sulla. 
1 plo·t used for goat grazing - fallow. 
1 plot under !of!fa (bitter vetch) 
1 enclosure under prickly pear. 
J plots under vetches. 
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remainder subdivided and carrying po·tatoes, broad beans and 
a few vegetables. 
Only regular cash crop - winter potatoes. 
Livestock. 
During 1957/1958 goat nmnbers ranged from 35 to 50, and 
milkers from 27 to 40. 
5 sheep kept for wool and shaeps milk for cheese-making. 
1 mule - imported from Tunis. 
D. Capital • 
. -Land held in freehold valued at £400 in early 50's. 
- Freehold village house. 
- According to his own statement liquid reserves of £200. 
- Equipment - hand tools, local wooden plows, etc. No 
machinery but plans ·to buy rotary cultivator. 
E. Lab~. 
-Wife spends c.JO% of her time on the land, although children's 
ages range from J-8. 
- Communal help for threshing. 
- Hires labo~ for barley and sulla cutting (during 1957 c.l8 
man days at cost of c.£15). 
- Every 4th year deep plowing (by contract) of about half the 
fields (Cost £1 to 15/- a tomna). 
- ~ach year has some land tilled by rotary cultivator (Cost 
12/- a tomna). 
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F. Production and Sales. 
- Goats milk sales range from February mJ.nJ.mum of c .45 lbs_.... 
per day to May-August maximum of c • 70 1 bs. per day. ·:..--
- Winter potatoes as cash crop vary considerably in yield and 
in selling price. 
- Occasional sales of small quantities ~heat and ~ool. 
- Produce consumed by family valued at c.£1 per week. 
G. Husbandry • 
(i) Land - All dung used on fields - usually before potato 
setting. 
- 7-8 bags of sulphate of ammonia applied annually. 
- The concentration on leguminous fodders prevents 
the employment of the normal four-year rotation. 
(ii) Seed - keeps grain and seed-potatoes back from harvest -
usually least saleable. 
- Buys sulla seed. 
(iii) Livestock - Breeds goats from o~n herd and has no ~ish 
to try breeding experiments. 
H. General. 
Replacement rate c.5 per anntUR. 
- Feeding - no feeding programme and relies mainly 
on bulk green and dried fodder including rough 
grazing on wasteland and 6-7 bundles a day of 
1 aaxix' -weedy roadside and wasteland vegetation. 
A conservative Maltese goats milk producer. More suspJ.cJ.ous 
than most and not prepared to give much financial information. 
He has no idea of costs or profi·t and is only interested in 
sustained high milk prices. 
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CASE IV : Wistin 
(A large-scale goats' milk producer with some land). 
Like Case III, Wistin is a goat herder with fields supplying 
fodder for the animals together with some food items for the family. 
His herd is however much larger and in mid-1957, included ninety 
animals. He began goat herding HiGh a few goats many years ago 
but the biggest increases have been in the past few years of guaranteed 
milk sales to the M.M.U. Now he aims primarily at profit from milk 
and is very much less concerned with rearing kids. He is a member 
of the Malta l•lilk Company (Il-Kumpanija Malitja tal-Halib) which, he 
believes, stands for the 'rights' of the milk-producing herdsmen. 
The Company demands improvements in the system including a higher 
price to the producer in the flush production period. It can 
scarcely be said to argue from strength, in vievl of the present 
market situation heavily distorted in favour of the milk-producer 
by Government policy. 
The village became a "Closed Area" in 1955. This meant that 
Wistin could no longer sell unpasteurized milk from door to door -
previously there had been some seven or eight milk-sellers like him 
in the village. Since 1955 he h8s been concentrating on his goats 
and on fodder production. He says he 11 likes goa.t s 11 • Certainly 
milking, cleaning and grazing the animals takes the greater part 
of every day (as in Case II, Wistin takes out his goats to graze 
and exercise practically every afternoon of the year). He is 
proud of his herd and "would feel ashamed to appear a.t the M.M.U. 
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collection depot Yithout a reasonable amount of milk for sale". 
In the flush summer season this is 20 gallons or more but drops 
considerably in the Yinter. Wistin strives to keep the milk 
production as steady a.s possible hoyever throughout the yea.r 
because a s·teady supply of milk to the M.M. u. means a steady 
income for his family. He himself Yorks on his fields only 
11 ~1hen some spare time is available", and normally delegates most 
of the York to a labourer Yho receives 24/- for an occasional 
day 1 S YOrk. 
His m.rn fields produce only a small part of the fodder required 
by the herd hoyever and Histin buys in sulla and other· fodder "as it 
is neededn. He does not buy regularly nor does he keep any record 
of his purchases or sales. In December, 1957, he "'as spending 
about 15/- per day on fodder other than sulla, on Yhich he had spent 
£120 during the previous year, 1956. But of costs of production 
of milk he has little idea. His oYn labour does not figure as a 
1 cost• • 
Wistin1 s family of eleven spends about £1 on food per day and 
eats potatoes and other vegetables and milk from the home farm to 
the value of a further 7/6d daily. The naY demands on money are 
observed by both Wistin and his Yife. She says that'in her youth 
she 11Yould never have dreamt of spending on clothes the money Yhich 
her daughters are naY spending". "In the old days, a girl wnt 
to the sea Yith her parents or on an occasional visit to Sant Anton 
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- now they go to the cinema or to Valletta to buy shoes for the 
festa". One of the daughters is shortly to be married to a 
policeman and \olistin observes that the costs of the wedding and 
the dowry will be very considerable. 
Wistin is a true herdsman. He has no interests which would 
upset his heavy routine of work. He is "not interested in festas 11 
and his only relaxation is an occasional visit to the races at 
Narsa when his children are on holiday from school and able to 
take the goats out to graze. 
His father was a la.bourer with the Services and had only a few 
fields, bu·t Wist in began working for other herdsmen and then gradually 
built up his own herd to its present size, particularly in the past 
few years when in common with many other Maltase and Gozitan herds-
men, he has ridden on the crest of the guaranteed-price wave. None 
of his children, however, shows any interest in goats and it is clear 
that both Wistin's wife and his brother-in-law (who has a half-share 
in the house occupied by \t/istin and his family) are actively dis-
couraging the children from planning to follow their father. Their 
main objection to herding appears to be the long hours and hard work 
ep.tailed. l·listin. is more than a little sad that the herd and farm 
which he has built up is likely to be broken up for lack of interest 
among his sons, for, as he says, "Once you leave the fields you 
never go back •••• 11 
QASE IV : Summary 
(A large-scale goats milk producer with some land). 
A. Land 
----6 tmien in the Nax¥ar-Gharghur Hills region. 
I" 
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- 10 field plots in single block of 4 tmien (Rent £2.10.0.), and 
- 7 field plots in single block of 2 tmien (Rent £3). 
- Grazing ground on Def'e nee Dept. , waste land. 
B. Utilisation. 
(i) At any one time about half the land - that of the deep-
soil terraces - vJill be under potatoes \.Jith a few 
vegetables, and the remainder under barley and 
leguminous fodder. 
( ii) 'I'he arable land tends to be neglected as a result of 
pre-occupation with livestock. The land is therefore 
deteriorating and as soil wash reduces soil-depth and 
water availability, peas and vetches are replacing 
less hardy crops. The most accessible fields in this 
hilly 1·agion are worked mainly to meet domestic needs. 
C. _bivestock. 
90 goats including 75 breeders and 2 billies. 
7 sheep for meat and cheesemaking. 
This herd built up in farmer's life·time (c. 50 years). 
D. Capital. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
No freehold land. 
A freehold village house joint possession of farmer and 
brother-in-law. 
Receives C.A.R,E.23 food gifts bu·t the family standard 
of living is by no means poor. No debts except on 
intra-family loan basis. 
E. Labour. 
(i) Of the family of 11, two children are employed elsewhere 
and the remainder give occasional help vJith the stock 
and on the fields. 
(ii) The fields are inaccessible to powered tools. 
Hired labour for fieldwortk - c.l5-20 man days @ 24/-
a day including mule and implements. 
F. Production and Sales. 
( i) · Goats milk sales range from February minimwn of c .100 1 bs • 
per day to July maximum of 290 lbs. per day. 
Annual sales of the order of 6,400 galls. @ average price 
5/9~ per gallon. 
Gross income from milk sales c.£1800, 
No accurate record of expenditure on purchased feed but 
total can be estimated as of the order of £500 p.a. 
Net income probably no·~ more than £800 p.a. 
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(ii) Manure sold to arable farmers during first half' of year 
with net profit of £18. 
(iii) Home produced and consumed food and milk valued at 
c.lO/- a day. 
G. Husbandry • 
(i) Livestock feeding of traditional pattern sulla, beans 
and cruce is more carefully regulated in l~lation to 
yields than in Case III. Considerable emphasis placed 
on grazing and on stock exercising. 
(ii) Herd suffers fairly severely from abortion and the kids 
from various diseases - 5 out of 16 in 1956, 4 ou·t of 
12 in 1957. 
No prophylactic or remedial measures except more careful 
feeding. Sells sick and old stock for slaughtering. 
(iii) Tries to extend period of' maximum production by prolonging 
mating period but prefers to rely on "natural" periodicity 
rather than on producing off-season high yields. Has high 
standards for yields and has a good record in local shows 
for billies and breeders .• 
H. General. 
An example of a high-class village goats-milk producer. 
Present relative prosperity due to personal acumen, 
interest in stock a.nd ·to guaranteed prices maintained 
by M.H.U. No great need for capital nor much possibility 
of accumulating capital. Utilises marginal land and 
family labour in a reasonably efficient way within local 
conditions. Will not be succeeded by sons, but represents 
a not unsatisfactory temporary response to the socio-
economic conditions which have increased the production 
of fresh milk in Malta. 
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QilSE V : iln(<lu. 
(A landless, urban, small-scale goats' milk producer). 
Anglu supports a wife and ten children on the proceeds of the 
milk of some four dozen goats. His serious financial position 
shows no possibilities of improvement. 
His father Has a herdsman and sold milk from door to door in 
Valletta from a base in the defensive ditch or "fossa" round the 
city, which, incidentally, earned the family the nickname of "Tal-
foss".. Some sixty years ago the Government forbade the keeping 
of goats in Valletta and the family moved some two miles. The~ 
continued to take their milk into the capital however until 
pas·t;eurization began in 1938 and Vallett!i became a "Closed Area" 
(v. Case IV)~ Since then An~lu has endeavoured to make a living 
on the milk sold to the M.t~i.U. 
Unfortunately, however, he does not have a substantial land-
holding which he can put to the production of fodder crops. He 
must thereby buy in all his requirements and spends some £400 per 
year on various types of fodder against a total annual income from 
the milk of £750. The only supplementary item of profit is a' 
small quantity of prickly pear fruit sold from door to door near 
his farm. He himself holds a single tomna of cultivable land 
which barely supplies his own family with a few vegetables. The 
position of· his farm within the urban area makes it impossible for 
him to obtain additional cultivable plots to put to fodders. They 
are both scarce and subject to pilfering in such a district. More-
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over, the position far from grazing land is a serious drawback 
for, as he observes, 11 grazing improves the yield of milk". 
Anglu' s farm and family budget is dominated by DEB!'. The 
fodder has to be purchased from agents who will give credit terms. 
Othel' farmers would accept a smaller price but would demand cash 
on delivery. The bills for fodder and other items are settled 
as the money from the M .lvi. U. comes in (fortnightly, in most cases) 
but Anglu' s account never shows a credit balance although it 
fluctuates from season to season. 'I'he table in the Summary 
illustrates the progress of his debt over some nine months of 
195?. It shO\·!S that on 1.9.1957 he still owed nearly £80 to one 
of his two dealers. 'l'his was not finally paid off until mid-
November but, in the intervening two and a half months, the purchase 
of fodder had been continued and the debt maintained. In that 
September he himself put his debt at £60 and said ·that at the 
previous Chris·tmas (1956) it had been ~100. Thus a debt of £60 
in the flush milk season of highest total receipts from the M.M.U. 
would appear to be the best financial position he could achieve. 
Removal of the guaranteed milk price to the producer c.ould result 
only in ruin for this herdsman and the many in ·the Islands like 
him. 
In spite of his own poverty ~lu maintains ·that he is fully 
aware of the artifical economic picture of which the guaranteed 
pr.ice is a part. In the same breath however he complains that he 
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could sell his milk for more than the M.M.U. gives him in the short 
season. Here he overlooks the obvious outcome of a removal of the 
guarantee during the annual glut. 
His financial hardships make it impossible for him to hire 
labour or to invest in any capital improvements to the farm or 
herd. Neither does it enable him to support his family as he 
aspires. This is especially evident in the case of clothing 
because the family lives in an urban area and therefore strives 
to appear as well dressed as their non-farming neighbours. Anglu 
observes that there has been a change both in ·the types of clothing 
worn and in the occasions on which they are worn. He speaks of a 
Doctor of the district ·vlho used·te go barefoot in the streets 
carrying a pair of shoes to put on before entering a house or Church. 
Nowadays, by contrast, children attend school with ~hoes and are 
generally well turned out. This is particularly ·true of an urban 
area, where Anglu' s children go to school and where his teenage 
children go to work - a son as an apprentice carpenter, one daughter 
as a shop assistant and another as a factory worker. None of his 
children is likely to contemplate farming as a way of life and 
means of earning a living, for, in their father's case they can see 
an extreme example of the problem facing many farmers throughout 
the Islands today, that is a man unable to make a living wage for 
himself and his family from a farm limited in possibilities by 
external factors and dependant on a guarantee which could be removed 
at a general election. 
CASE V : Summary 
(A landless, urban, small-scale goats' milk producer}. 
A. Land. 
Rents and grazes 1 tomna of wasteland. 
Rents and works as a domestic garden 1 tomna of dry land, 
in the Urban area. 
B. Utilisation. 
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Most of the 1 tomna of cultivated land is permanently used 
for potatoes intended for domestic use. There are also a 
f'e\oi patches of garlic, beans, onions and other vegetables. 
A few vin~s and prickly pear plants give some saleable produce 
e.g. prickly pear fruit sold from door to door fetched £10 in 
1956. 
C. Livestock. 
November 1956: 
45 goats-,--? kids, 2 billies, 1 horse, 21, hens and rabbits. 
November 1956 to July 195?: 
15 goats died. 
July 195?: 
50 goats. 
September 195?: 
48 goats, 11 kids, 1 billy. 
November 195?: 
25 milking goats, 10 kids. 
D. Capital. 
(i) No freehold property and little equipment except for 
cart. 
(ii) In perpetual debt - probably between £60 and £100 behind 
in outgoings at any one time (v. Table}. 
(iii) Receives C.A.R.E. food gif·ts. 
E. Labour. 
No faJnily labour. Of 10 surv~v~ng children, only two are 
above school-lea.ving age and they have non-agricultural 
employment. 
- Hires no labour or machinery. 
., 
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F. Production and Sales (v. '!'able). 
(i) Goats milk sales range from December minimum of c.20 lbs. 
per day to Hey-August maximum of c.70 lbs. per day '(1957). 
Typical annual pattern of usage in recent years: 
2500 gallons sold to M.M.U. {® average price 5/9 per gall.) 
200 gallons sold privately (® average price c.S/6 per 
gall.) 
200 gallons used domestically. 
Gross income from milk sales are of the order of £750 p.a. 
Known expenditure on feed of the order of £400 p.a. 
Net income probably less than £200 p.a. 
(ii) Salas of old milch goats and kids fluctuate with condition 
of herd and with disease. In 1957 10 diseased goats 
fetched '70/- each and 5 :<ids c.lO/- each. Replacements 
cost between £8 and £20 for Maltese-saanen goats in milk. 
G. Husbandry. 
( i) Livestock Feeding. Typical pattern: 
50 goats receive 4 bundles sulla, 25 lbs. beans and 
50 lbs. calce in summer. DU.ririg wi'riter more greens and 
less beans. Very little grazing. 
(ii) Herd suffers badly from pregnancy and after-birth diseases 
and also from abortion. No prophylactic or remedial 
measures known to the farmer who, like most of his type, 
merely tries to sell sick stock for slaughtering and 
replaces \olith ne'"· 
(iii) No real control of lactations and most of milking goats 
are mated between September and February. Is reluctant 
to try summer serving since suffering losses in 1956. 
Regards yield of 2 lbs. per day as minimal. 
H. General. 
Tf1is farmer is 'typical of many herdsmen. Without capital or 
or land he derives from previous generations of peripatetic 
herdsmen who milked their goats on the ' rounds' of urban 
houses. Now forced to sell his milk to a centralised agency 
('the M.M. U.) for pasteurisation he is protected from price 
decline during the summer season of over-production but prevented 
from obtaining extra profits and perquisites (often of rather a 
dubious character). tolithout capital he has to rely on credit 
terms for fodder purchases and therefore pays merchant prices 
which are higher than those of other farmers. A garden plot 
and the stock supplies a.bout half the family's food, 'Without 
'Which increment the family economy could not operate. There 
is no possible future except on a lm-1 level for this type of 
production •. 
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CASE V SPECIMEN ACCOill~S 
Date Dealer Fodder Rtal1 Shillings Cost PM!!!en:fi 
2er ratal £. "'""S';""D. £. s. D. 
'?.12.56 B Beans 287 70 10. 0.10 
Cake2 201 50 5. o. 6. Corn 113 56' 2.18. o. 
5. 1.57 B Beans 285 71 10. 2. 6. 
Cake 215 l!9 5. 5. 3o· 
15. 1.57 B 5. 8. 5. 
1. 2.57 B Beans 255 71 9. o. 1. 
Cake 319 l!9 7.16. 3. 
13. 1. 7. 
15. 2.57 B Beans 291 n 10. 9. o. 
Cake 186 48 4. 9. 6. 
17. o. o. 
27. 2.57 B Cake 638 47 15. o. o. 
15. o. o. 
15. 3.57 B Beans 180 71 6. 7. 9. Cake 365 47 8.11. 6. 
15. o. o. 
1. 4.57 B Beans 185 70 6. 9. 6. 
Cake 278 48 6. 4. 9. 
15. o. o. 
15. 4.57 B Beans 218 69 7.10. o. 
Cake 282 L15 6. 6. 9. 
15. o. o. 
27. l!io57 A Beans 282.!. 65 9. 3. 9. 
Cake2 266~ 44 5.17. 3. Corn 95 58 2.15. 3. 
1. 5.57 B Cake 582 45 13. 2. o. 
\Y. l'otato3 205 2. 1. o. 
17. 4. o. 
16. 5.57 A Beans 76 2. 9. 6. 
17. 5.57 B Beans 119 69 4. 2. o. 
Cake 474 45 10.1,}. 6. 
20. 5.57 B 15. o. o. 21. 5o 57 A Beans 316 10. 2. 6. 
Cake 323~ 44 7. 2. 6. 
1. 6.57 B 15. o. o. 3. 6.57 B Beans 211 69 7. 5. 6. Cake 290 45 6.10. 6. 4. 6.57 A Beans 363t 64 9.14. 2. Cake 271 44 5.19. 6. Bran 6. o. 12. 6.57 B 15. o. o. 19. 6.57 B Cake 621 45 13.19. 5. 22. 6.57 A Beans 330' 56 g. 5. o. 
.Cake 2611 44 5.15. 2. 2. 7.57 B Beans 365 57 9. 6. 3. Cake 325 45 7. 6. 3. 
15. o. o. 5. 7.57 A Beans 338 50! a.lo. 9. Cake 280-l 4'-1 6. 3. 6. 
1. 7.57 A a. o. o. 13. 7.57 A 15. o. o. 16. 7.57 B Cake 753 44 17.11. 3. 
16. o. o. 27. 7.57 A Beons 371 48 8.18. 6. Cake 298i 411 6.11. 6. 1. 8.57 B Beans 171 57 4. 7. 3. Cake 383 45 8.12. 3. 
15. o. o. 2. 8.57 A 15. o. o. 
a. 8.57 A Darl seed 96 52 2.10. o. 
9. 8.57 A· Beans 344 51 8.15. 6. Cake 288 411 6. a. 3. 14. 8.57 A" 17. o. o. 16. 8.57 B 15. o. o. 23. 6.57 A Beans 399! 51 
·.10. J. ~-£353. 1. • £273oHio o. 
1. 9.57 DP.bt {to A) 
- £Z9· Z· 8d {1 
-
s~e l..ppendl:r. 14; 2 :.. 'laiilli 9arun; · 3 - patata tax-x1two) 
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CASE VI : Gaetu (A milk producer with a considerable land holding). 
In May, 1957, Gaetu had 9 cows and about 50 goats. During 
the year he sold some thirteen goats for the abbatoir and of the 
eight kids born in the year several died 11 because they didn't \olant ·to 
go on living". In .November of the same year three of his cows_ had 
to be killed, two of them on account of 'paralysis of the feet' 
(probably related to lack of exercise and perpetual stall-feeding). 
The goats get scarcely more grazing than the cm..rs, being limited to 
the small yards adjoining the main farm building (v. Map 8). 
'l'he compulsory slaughter of the three ailing cows (for which 
he will be entitled to import replacements) has pr_ofo.undly_shaken. 
Gaetu' s faith in co\..rs in general. He maintains that he 11will put 
his efforts into goats for the loss of a goat means a loss of £10 
against the £200 in the case of a cow11 • 
Together with his adult son, Gaetu works 23 tmien of land, 
including some which is irrigable; and the emphasis in cropping 
is heavily on fodder production. But they still have to buy in 
a considerable amount of feed. For example in the 1956-57 winter 
Gaetu spent £175 on sulla, £99 for straw, and £15 on winter potatoes 
' 
which were in glut. He feeds his animals according to yield which 
appear::~ to mean that he gives more food and at·tention to the better 
yielding animals. 11There is no profit in providing expensive fodder 
for poor-yielding animals." In fact, however, Gaetu has very little 
appreciation of his profit. None of his labour or that of his 
son is counted as a cos~ and he keeps no detailed account of 
income and expenditure. He gets receipts from the 1•1.l4. U. but 
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otherwise, being illiterate himself, feels "reluctant to ask any-
one for a written statement". Nevertheless he reckons to be 
able to put together some sort of balance sheet for the income-
·tax au·thorities each year. 
Gaetu has been a member of the Malta Milk Company since its 
foundation in 1949 and appears to attribute some of the present 
benefits enjoyed qy the milk producer to the work of the Company 
on behalf of the member herdsmen. In January, 1958, he was selling 
1 - ---
some 32 gallons of cows' milk-antl 5 gallons goats• milk to the M.M.U. 
bu·t was also selling some privately each day, notably 12/- or 13/-
\-lorth to a nunnery "where my grandfather used to sell milk before 
me". Both his grandfather and father. were herdsmen with goats but 
it was not until after the 1939-45 War that Gaetu \.Jent in for cows. 
He acknowledges saving some £1200 as a result of the War and says 
that most of this money went on the establishment of his herd of 
cows, together with improvements to the accommodation for the 
animals. 
Gaetu owns the house, which is several centuries old, and 
the farm buildings and rents the adjacent exercise yards from the 
Government. He has been keen to develop his own property since 
the war in order to qualify for the necessary permit from the 
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sanitary authorities to keep his now greater number of animals. 
The Plan given in the Summary of this Case shovrs how the activity 
of both family and farm is concentrated in a small and compact 
cluster of buildings and rooms within the built-up area of the village. 
This is typical of the majority of farm units based on livestock in 
the Islands (v. Cases I & IV) but contrasts \oiith some (v. Case II) 
in \.fhich the animals have to be housed at some distance from the 
family living quarters, a much less satisfactory position for the 
herdsmen concerned. 
The focus of domestic activity in Gaetu• s household is the 
tiny yard, some fifteen feet square. Doorways lead off to the 
g~ou,nd _floor living rooms, to- the goat- shed -and cattle byres-and, 
through a large passage-cum-storage room, to the narrow alley wey 
which links the house to the street. From the yard steps lead 
down to a cellar used for fodder storage and another flight leads 
up to the first-floor storerooms above the kitchen and living room. 
A further staircase from inside the entrance room gives access to 
the first-floor extra bedroom. Gaetu• s premises are typical with 
their intensive use of available space and maximum building develop-
ment on the portion owned by the farmer himself but atypical in 
that he has been fortunate enought to acquire the adjacent exercise 
ground and small patcry of cultivable soil with a reasonable prospect 
of continued rented tenure (v. Map 8). 
The family has occupied the present hou~e for several generations 
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and has acquired the street name as a family nick-name (these nick-
names remain the standard, even semi-official, mode of reference 
though not of address when the Christian name is used, v. B/376). 
Gaetu is a prominent member of the community in his part of the village 
which now includes some non-agricultural workers. 
His outlook is rather more 1 urban' than that of more isolated _ 
farmers, such as Case II. His adult son is an active supporter of 
the local football club and a regular cinema-goer. Gaetu himself 
is not concerned with such relaxation. He is devoted to his 
animals and especially to the goats which he will keep "because we 
have always had them". He takes an interest in farming and, despite 
his illiteracy, is fully prepared to listen to advice-. He enters 
animals in shows at G8ammieri and attended public lectures organized 
for farmers in 1957. He thought the lectures and a film on dah•ying 
technique interesting but gave the usual verdict ·that Maltese farming 
suffers from special difficulties of its own which cannot be solved 
by what he believes are "foreign methods". He observes that "it 
would he an excellent idea to go to the trouble of washing one's 
animals regularly but the time and labour thus expended would bring 
no additional return to the farmer" • He believes that the methods 
which he employs throughout the \oTorldng of his farm are tried and 
therefore to be trusted althougn in more than a few cases some basic 
cost accounting -(as suggest<:~d at the lectures) would reveal the 
patent weaknesses in his argument. 
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CASE VI : Summary 
(A goats' and cows' milk producer with a considerable land holding). 
A. ~· 
23 tmien of land, mainly dry, compr1s1ng 11 plots in 7 parcels 
arranged in two main blocks, one in the GAajn Qajjet (Rabat-
Dingli Uplands) one in the Blue Clay Basin on slopes of Wied 
Qlejg~a. The former on soils of the 1-Iklin Complex, the 
latter on good, sheltered Carbonate Ra\ol Soils. 
All rented from a number of landlords, including the Civil 
government. Rent estimated at c.£30 p.a. 
B. Utilisation. 
c. 
The emphasis is on fodder crops. 
Crop plan, Feb. 1957. 
Plot 1 Potatoes Plot 7 Sulla 
Plot 2 Sulla · Plot 8 Tomatoes, pot~t.Q..Ei~ . 
Plot 3 Barley Plot 9 Tomatoes 
Plot 4 Barley Plot 10 Vines 
Plot 5 Vetches Plot 11 Sulla 
Plot 6 Poor grass for Plus wallside fruits and vines 
bedding and in several plots. 
grazing. 
Livestock. 
- 50 goats 
- 2 cows, 3 calves, expecting to add 3 imported Friesians at 
c.£140 each. 
- Chickens: buys unsexed chickens at 30-40/- for 50 in the 
hope of gaining egg producers. (Sexed females would cost 
112/- for 50). 
D. Capital. 
- The farmhouse and buildings are owned, though the exercise 
yards are rented (v. Map 8) 
- Seems to have a small capital reserve but is unwilling to 
spend this on equipment, which he prefers to buy with the 
aid of a govt. loan. 
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- Some £1200 amassed during the war has now been largely spent, 
in part on the house but mainly on purchase of stock. 
- No mechanical equipment apart from a motor-pump bought for 
£6B in 1948. 
~ Tractor plows hired at £1 per tomna when necessary. 
E. t.abour. 
- No permanent hired labour, btrt two youths employed at 10/-
each per day, all found, fo·r c.3 months of the year, and 
occasional hire of neighbours' sons. 
- Full time workers: The farmer and his married son: no 
female labour is employed. 
- The farmer is the only one of 7 brothers who have remained 
in farming. 
F. Production and Sales. 
Goats' milk to t-1.M.U. varies between 5 and 10 galls. daily, 
plus c.7 galls. cows' milk. Probable income from these 
sources well over £1000 p.a. 
- Against this must be set considerable-·expen"diture- oil fodder, 
records of whicp are not kept. Sulla may cost up to £300 
p.a. Straw may cost up to £125 p.a. Beans and cake at 
£3.10.0. and £~.J£.6. per qantar respectively. 
- Secondary small sources of income include "private sales" 
of milk, sales of vegetables and manure. 
These incompleta accounts suggest a modest profit, but this 
has not prevented disappearance of war accumulated capital 
reserves. (SeeD: Capital). 
G. Husbandry • 
- Feeds according to yield. Large scale purchases of fodder 
necessary, despite quite careful attention to holding. 
- Feeds vegetables (including potatoes) when these are cheap 
owing to glut; when this is done, bean ration is·reduced. 
-Rations are doubled for cows in calf. 
-Cows are exercised in·yard but never grazed. 
- Goats grazed on waste and fodder fields. 
H. General.. 
- When asked whether he considered himself' to be herdsman or 
farmer, replied that he might be regarded as a "general 
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dealer" in crops and animals. 
- In fact his enterp!'ise is overwhelmingly directed to\..rards production 
of milk and is yet another dependent on the guaranteed milk price. 
- Fields are definitely secondary, though well-tended and are primarily 
for the provision of fodder. 
- This ·farmer appears to maJ<;e a modest profit from his en·terprise, but 
has no appreciation of the costs involved. 
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CASE VII : Wenzu. 
(A goats' and COl-IS' milk producer with a small land holding). 
Like Case VI, Wenzu has been a goat herder and is now anxious 
to concentrate on dairy cows. At present he holds 4 Friesians, 
belonging to himself and his sons, but he l·Iants to import Ayrshires. 
This cow, says Wenzu, is better suited to Maltese conditions, need-
ing less feed than the Friesian and standing up better to long 
periods of confinement in cramped stalls. Wenzu became interested 
in cows when the Government forbade the selling of raw goats• milk 
in Valletta. For a time thereafter he sold bottled milk in the 
capital and then returned to selling raw goats• milk in s·till un-
cl.ose.d ar.eas such as .nearby Cospicua unt-il -t·hat~ t·oo -c·ame to an arid 
'!oJ:i,.th the evacuation in 1940. After the War he want back to cows' 
milk production and sold his output to ·the M.M.U. He acquired 
the ·Friesians through an exchange for-inferior quality and diseased 
goats organized by ·the Government (one C0\-1 for 13 goats). At 
present, he says, cows' milk production is the more profitable 
("Six cows will support a small family") but that this would not 
be so were it possible to give goats good grazing land at low cost. 
He reckons that good grazing saves 15/- per day on the fodder bill. 
Wenz~ s Case illustrates an important feature of the study of 
a predominantly illiterate section of society. This is 'the promin-
ence of personality in the thoughts and actions of the individual. 
Unable to read and suspicious of what he may hear over Rediffusion, 
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\olenzu relies on personal contact to a very considerable degree. 
This is clear from a brief survey o~ his life. He speaks nowadeys 
of a certain Dr. MacFarlane whose veterinary skill and advice 
impressed him and who originally recommended hlln to keep Ayrshires. 
To listen to Henzu talking of this 11Scots Doctor" one gathers that 
Henzu last spoke with him quite recently. In fact, ho\.Iever, Dr • 
.A,l-1. :t-1acFarlane was Superintendent Veterinary Surgeon in Malta some 
half a century ago! A Mr. Hurst gave him advice on bulls some 25 
years ago while, much more recently, Mr. Ebejer Slythe of the 
Department of Agriculture gave him much valued information on 
lucerne as a fodder and, latest of all, Dr. Godfrey Alton, the 
v.et.erinary expe-rt, has -become something or--a hero for the- injections 
he has arranged. Evidently, therefore, any improvements in Maltese 
farming have a grea.ter chance of success if this element of personal 
contact - particularly in the cases of illiterate farmers - can be 
established. One man \.Iho will argue with one farmer for a morning 
on a single topic stands a greater chance of general success than 
has the big public lecture or even the practical demonstration. For 
once a single man can be convinced of the success of a novel method 
or crop he will soon be copied by his fellows. Wenzu himself ob-
serves tha.t when he had heard about the lucerne for the first time 
and had planted some with great success in his own fields neighbouring 
farmers were not sl0\·1 to copy him. 
CASE VII ; Summary 
(A goats• and cows' milk producer with a small land holding). 
A. ~· 
- Has 3 tmien, \oJ'Orked by another farmer who shares income 
(21) with him. 
- Holds on lease a further area which had been let out for 
building and brings him £32 p.a. - much more than could 
be obtained for its crops. 
- Also rents grazing in summer months. 
B. Utilisation. 
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- The 3 tmien field is under sulla, barley and a few vegetables. 
C. Livestock. 
- Is changing over from goats to cattle. 
-Goats: 1954: 60; 1957: 44; 1958: 38. 
- Cattle: 4 Friesians. Aims to build up ·the herd by private 
impor.t _of_.Ayrshir.es- of:--which-he-has-a- high ·opinion. · -3- or---
the cattle are owned by his sons though he tends them. 
D. Caoital. 
- No information, but appears to have some reserves. 
E. be-hour. 
- Some assistance from a son who is in govt. employment. 
- ~lires no labour. 
- Thus does great bulk of the work himself. 
F. froduction and Sales. 
-Milk (Oct. 1957) 10 gallons goats• milk, 9 gallons cows' 
milk daily to t1.1·f. U. Gives sons a share in income though 
they appear to make no payment to their father for fodder, 
stall accommodation etc. 
- Calves and ·kids usually sold after weaning. 
G. . Husb!!!!dry. 
(1) Grazing. Where possible, goats grazed out and this is. 
said to save hi~ 15/- a day and to reduce sulla consumption 
to 4 bundles da~ly. 
- Rents 7 tmien of govt. land from part-timers at £1 per 
month from Jan. to Aug. 
- This land is good, cultivable land untended because of 
part-timers' inability to work it. 
(2) Fodder 
-Cake, barley, potatoes, beans, sulla. 
- Feeds all that the animals \-Jill take. 
-Buys in bulk when prices are-low. 
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- In six months (Oct. 1957 -Mar. 1958) used nearly 5 tons 
of cake and 15 tons of beans~ 
- Sulla is bought at 9/- to 16/- per hemal according to 
quality and uses some 200 hmiel per annum. 
- Fodder costs lea.ve very small profi"t margin from milk. 
H. General. 
-Attempting to profit from sales to M.M.U. with no 
knmoJledge of the economics involved. 
- Extremely suspicious of agents, government etc. 
- Has a higher opinion of his ability as a stock farmer than 
;f'_a.cts warrant. 
- Aims to build up cattle herd in place of goats since he 
assumes (with no factual background) that profit will be 
greater. 
- Much influenced by personalities and is \oiilling to accept 
advice-uncritically if the person eiving it is, in his 
opinion, sound. 
- Lacks educa·tional background and experience necessary to 
make a real profit from his herd, but seems content 
with present living condi"tions. 
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CASE VIII : Niklaws 
(A working partnership of five brothers with diversified production). 
Niklaws is the primus inter pares in a permanent partnership of 
five brothers. The syndicate farms some 70 tmien and, in February 
1957, had a herd of thirty cattle. There is some division of le.bour 
among the five, with one being acknowledged the expert on cattle, 
another 11knows most about the fields", and a thi:t.d the driver and 
general business manager. Both their father, who died in 1915, 
and their grandfather were farmers but the brothers have consider-
ably ad~ed to the holding. 
The emphasis of the partnership is now heavily on cows' milk 
pr..o_duc.tion._ They- retain only -two--goa-ts-. --\vit-h-about 20 c·ows· in 
milk they aim to produce some 50 gallons a day - Nikla\ffi observes 
that the yield from COl-IS can be maintained while that of goats 
fluctuates markedly with the seasons. Costs of cows' milk 
production are also steadier, says Niklaws, with fresh greenery 
in winter and prickly pear in the summer months as supplements to 
the standard items of diet. The fodder produced on the brothers' 
own fields has to be supplemented by purchased feed but judicious 
use is made of vegetables in glut, especially cauliflowers which 
could be bought by the farmer at ls per sack in early 1957. 
Mechanization on the farm includes the hiring of a mould-board 
and tractor to deep-plow the land every fourth year (cost - £1 per 
tomna) , and the hirin·g of a threshing machine. The brothers 
·. 
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themselves own two hand cultivators and a small van, complete \dth 
the partnership:insignia on the door. Currently much capital is 
being put into building a large, two-storey co\.ss' shed within the 
village. The brothers aim to centralise their milk herd here and 
plan to have an adjacent exercise yard and water t~~. At present 
~heir animals are divided among three widely separated byres, al-
though all of these are easily accessible by road - and the van. 
One of the existing sheds was built between 1949 and 1952 at a cost 
of "£3,00011 • On the costs of the present building Niklaws will 
divulge nothing. His attitude suggests that the money is coming 
from saved reserves rather than a loan, for he appears reluctant 
--to-borrow money even on 1o~t interest· terins "bacauseanytliing -rid.gt1t-
happen to prevent the money being r epaid11 • Niklaws observes that 
"Farming depends on nature" and he points to the storms of late 
1957 as an example of the w~ in which the farmer may suffer 
irreparable and unexpected loss. On this occasion s·tanding crops, 
soil and field walls were washad a;Jay and the whole planting a.nd 
so"ling eye le inteiTupted. 
The brothers also complain of the present marketing regime 
which, they claim, militates unfairly against the producing farmer. 
"There is no guaranteed market for field crops sold and there are 
too many middlemen taking too large a cut 11 • The brot~ers cling 
to the typical idea in Maltese farming that the 'Government ought 
t'o guarantee sales of field-produce in the same way that milk sales 
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are guaran-teed' • They have little appreciation of ruling market 
condi tiona outside Malta. Niklaws says that the la.bour of the 
brothers is not considered as a cost - 11 if it were there \.rould be 
no money left". They appear ·to have been in the habit of employing 
labour for many years and today have a full-time cow-hand. Only 
one of the brothers is married. Four of the brothers have there-
fore only themselves to support on their share in the income from 
this well-organized and apparently remunerative paxtnership, situated 
in one of the best dry-farming regions of Malta. 
CASE VIII Summary 
A • 1.!lli:! • 
c.70 tmien of unirrigated land in ~ebbut Region. 
16 field plots in 11 parcels in a linear arrangement 
extending over 2f miles in the Zebbug and Wied tal-
Isqof areas. All land lies in one of the best dry-
farming regions of Malta on good marled Xero-rendzina 
and Carbonate Raw Soils. 
B. Utilisation. (i) Typical arrangement. 
Plot 1. 
Plot 2. 
Plot 3. 
Plot 4. 
Plot 5. 
Plot 6. 
Plot 7. 
Plot 8. 
Plot 9. 
Plot 10. 
Plot 11. 
Winter Summer 
8 tmien Potatoes & \-!heat Tomatoes & Cauliflower 
1 tmien Potatoes Cattle exercise yard 
~ tmien Onions, Potatoes, Vines. Legumes & Vines 
3 ·tmien Po·tatoes & Vegetables Cauliflowers & vegetables. 
2 tmien Sulla & Barley Tomatoes 
~~ tmien Cereals, Cauliflowers & Tomatoes 
2 tmien l.fueat, Cauliflo\·Jers & Tomatoes 
7 tmien Sulla Cauliflowers & Tomatoes 
Cauliflowers, \tlheat & Tomatoes. 
2 tmien Vines 
2 tmien Potatoes 
21 tmien Vines (Jt tmien) 
Barley 
Vetches 
Tomatoes & Cauliflower 
Sulla, Tomatoes 
Fallow 
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l4inter Summer 
Plot 12. 2t tmien Potatoes Sulla 
Plot 13. 1-§- tmien \aJheat Sulla, Vetches 
Plot 14. 2 tmien Fallow, Melons, Tomatoes & Cauliflower·. 
Plot 15. st tmien Citrus Orchard 
Tomatoes 
Plot 16. 1! tmien Cauliflower Tomatoes 
(ii) The intQnsive summer utilisation of the land for unirrigated 
summer vegetables is characteristic of this region. Tomatoes 
and brassicas are dominant. Vetches and beans are grown as 
catch-crops in small patches. This type of cropping sequence 
i.e. potatoes, vegetables, cereals, sulla, is typical of well-
developed Maltese mixed-farming. 
C. Livestock. 
( i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
c.JJ head of cattle .including 20-22 milch cows, 
1 stud bull, 2 bull calves for fattening. 
2 goats, 1 mule, l pony, 12 hens. 
The cattle-herd has been built up since 1940. 
D. Capital 
( i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
The accepted leader of this partnership enterprise 
is typical of the more commercially minded and successful 
Maltese farmers in that he was prepared to discuss any-
thing except financial details. The amount of capital 
property and even the details of land-holding of this 
"kulak" class is known accurately by nobody:. 
Equipment includes 1 van, 1 hand tractor, 2 water pumps, 
and two large cattle byres. At local values, farm 
m1ildings and mechanised equipment represents over 
£8,ooo.investment. 
This partnership prefers to indulge in small-scale 
family borrowing and lending rather than to use 
official - and c·ontrolled - credit facilities. 
Two village houses and over 3 tmien of land are owned 
freehold. 
E. 1~· 
( i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Partnership labour force totals 6 full-time farm'\ororkers 
(5 brothers and 1 adult son). 
A youth employed full-time wi"th cattle. 
All plots are deep-plowed by crawler tractor every 
fourth year at cost of £1 per tomna. 
: 
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(iv) On this relatively level land a varying fraction of 
cereal reaping is dona by machine. Machine cutting 
costs £1 a tomna, hand harvesting £3 a tomna. 
Hand cutting is lass wasteful of strav1 but these farmers 
have a rare appreciation of the importance of the time-
element in their complex economic and land-use system. 
F. Production and Sales. 
(i) 
( ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
The only certain information obtainable is of sa~as of 
cows milk. During 1957 minimum daily sales averaged 
283 lbs. during May, and the maximum of 350 lbs. during 
March was almost matched in August and the following 
January. This constancy of sales based on a firm 
intention to allow production to vary but slightly from 
an average of 30 gallons a day from 20 milch co\..rs is 
rarely found in Malta and is typical only of a few 
technically advanced and commercially minded farmers. 
The partnership although possessing a stud bull 
usually buys cows in milk (preferably Ayrshires), a 
'good' yielder costing c.£210. Breeding and raising 
heifers is .regarded.as unprofitable. 
T_he n:_~a_in_ sa,_l_e_f! of arable produce -consist of --summer-
cauliflovters and tomatoes. In an effort to avoid 
the usual glut of summer brassicas considerable 
importance is attached to exte~ding the season of 
production into autumn and winter. Price variations 
are considerable e.g. In 1956 cauliflower prices dropped 
to 1/- a sack ·while in 1957 they had risen to 20/- a 
sack. 
Potatoes are grovm ragulariy for the home market in spite 
of price variations ~ reported as ranging between 50/-
per qantar in 1956 and 8/4 in 1957. 
Home grown fodder and forage makes up c.80% of non-
concentrate feed. Other crops make members of the 
partnership_self-sufficiant in foodstuffs (at a high 
level of consumption). 
Annual sales of wine-grapes c.40 qantar. 
'I'he response to general variations in yields and prices 
is to maintain the general pattern of production. The 
syndicate has enough capital to survive periodic losses 
and therefore deliberately ignores fluctuations. The 
only alterations made in a planned cropping sequence 
result from natural hazards e.g. if a late crop of sulla 
fails as a result of poor germination, a rapid switch 
may be made to black vetch. 
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G. Husbandry. General standards are good. 
(i) Soil maintaining rotations are carefully and consciously 
practised. Thus leguminous fodders are regarded as 
essential in arable farming. 
(ii) Fertfil~er application is heavy: 
- Organic manure is applied for the first two years 
of_a four year cycle at a rate of c.6o sacks per 
tomna. 
- Sulphate of Ammonia is applied to all the fields 
each yea.r at a rate of 15-20 sacks per tomna. 
- They do not regard the idea of green manuring with 
any favour although they use dry vegetable refuse 
mixed with dung. 
{iii) They are very conscious of minor regional differences 
in soil and climate and regard the parcellated holding 
of selected land much more important than convenience 
of working a consoli~ated holding e.g. 
- •earliness• is associated with coastal situations 
and 11 early tomatoes will not come up in ~ebbu~"· 
- soils are classified as follows: 
-
1 a~rij a'- _(red) is good -foP all crops- - -
-
1 abjad1 (whi'te) for cereals and tomatoes but 
not for potatoes. 
-
1 sewdina• (grey) for sulla arid tomatoes 
- •tafli' (clay) poor for green crops. 
-
1 hirbi1 , an intermediate soil, easy to work. 
The .differences between these types and the presence 
or absence of nodule beds, saline layers etc. are 
held to be sufficient just~fication for rental 
di!ferentiation as between-fields and parts of 
fields. 
This. articulate consciousness of- environmental 
variations even in this case reinforces conservatism 
and much more importanc·e is attached to such natural 
·'controls' than to crop strains. 
(iv) Cattle are well housed and fed according to yield. 
Very vague about b·alanced feeding and rely on 
traditional greens, beans, hay and cake. Neverthe-
less in the spokesman's own words they are aiming at 
'better management of the cattle rather than more 
animals' •. 
( v) In some '~ay s, the high standards achieved using 
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traditional techniques are proving a barrier to further 
technical advances, e.g. the cattle are relatively free 
from disease and therefore more trust is placed in the 
expertise of the syndicate than in the 1 book-knol-Jledge' 
of a vet., e.g. whatever experts may say, any crop. 
innovation must be demonstrated successfully and in 
the immediate locality. 
H. General. 
(i) In some of its characteristics this type of syndicate 
1s not typical of Maltese farming systems. The 
partnership seems to derive historically from a line 
of large farmers and is now held together by the drive 
and ability of one of their number. 
(ii) Nevertheless if one ignores the partnership organisation 
one may use this case-study as illustrating the practises 
and modes of thought of tho most highly developed type 
of Maltese farmer. 
- Characteristically there is a marked reluctance 
to give any financial information. Official records 
_a~d ~eturns_ a.re_~ey_en less accurate- than in the- case- -
of smaller-scale and more ignorant cultivators. Some 
records are certainly leapt by the group but individual 
shares in gross income do not seem to be formally 
arranged. There does not seem even here to be either 
a monetary evaluation of their own labour or any assess-
ment of net profit as distinct from gross income. 
Receipts appear to go into a central treasury l·Thich is 
drawn on by agreement over each specific case. 
- Although there 'is present- consid~rable financial 
acumen ~his is a matter of peasant shrewdness rather 
.. than any real commercial understanding. 
- Yields are good - tomatoes \llill average 15 qantar per 
tomna, grapes 10 qantar per tomna, but these are 
attained, by the- careful application of proverbial 
wisdom and not by possession of better scientific under-
standing than their neighbours. 
-In spite of the fact that the syndicate's capital 
reserves .and their practical abilities are cons~derable, 
the physical environment dominates their actions. They 
are not prepared to exper~ent themselves and they look 
askance at those who. are. One has an unhappy· feeling 
that as already noted, their very euccess with tradition-
al methods inhibits their acceptance of new ones. Thus 
even with farmers such as these there is a great mental 
gulf' between them and·typical farmers of Northern 
Europe and between them and their advisers. 
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CASE IX : Antnin & Gakbu. 
(x-iOng-established partnership of·t~o unrelated stock farmers now 
engaged in cows• milk production). 
Both these men are married and occupy houses in the same street. 
They have operated as a single farming unit dU+ing their whole 
working lives and i"t is not always clear whether they can distinguish 
w~ich property belongs to each. The teenage eldest sons of each man 
work full-time with their fathers whose l-1ives occasionally assist 
with field-uork. 
Some few years ago the t~o friends had 36 goats. ~ 1958 only 
two remained and the emphasis had Sl-rung to cows• milk production. 
In 1956 they had about 18 cows; eighteen months later the joint 
herd had doubled in size. Their aim has been to build up as large 
a herd as possib~e as quickly as possible in order to benefit from 
the guaranteed p~ice offered by the M.M.U. for milk produced. The 
two men insist that they are at the same time striving to build ~P 
a substantial herd to hand over to their sons who, however, show 
no inclina~ion to stay in farming. 
A glance at their herd !eveals·tpeir interest to be in quantity 
rather than quality. They admit, moreover, that·they lack a good 
dea.J. of knowledge .on .management of a herd of this size. A number 
of their cattle die from diseases and ailments of l-!hich .Antni.n ~d 
Gakbu have little appreciation - official source~ revealed that 
two which died in 1957 had anthrax. Their own inclination is to 
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slaughter an ailing animal for meat before it dies na·turally. If 
a cow dies without replacement from the Government they become 
very resentful. They also suffer a high death rate among imported 
calves and again blame 'Government'. "The Government never tells 
us anything about the rearing of animals" assert the two men some-
what naively since they also maintain that 11 no-one but the farmers 
knm.rs farming" • 
In 1958, twelve of the cattle were Bastard-Ingli~i type. As 
the sanitary authorities would not grant a license for a larger 
herd to occupy the present makeshift accommodation (a patch-work, 
corrugated iron shed) Antnin and Gakbu aimed to replace these 
Ba..stard-IngliU -with the ;same number of··Friesian stock, tncittgfi-would · 
have preferred to have gone on increasing the number in their herd -
and thereby the amount of milk sold to the M.M.U. 
Antnin insists that "cows yield according to the amount they 
are fed". \'Jhen asked for an estimate of the cost of producing 
a gallon of milk he asks "\-Tho knows?" ( 11Ivlin jaf? 11 ). The fields 
held by the two men produce a considerable amount of fodder but 
much more has to be pur~hased. During glut conditione they feed 
very cheap cauliflower and, in the dry months between June and 
September, give the herd prickly pear at the rate of a lorry-load 
per day. They are almost unique among cows' milk producers in 
Malta and Gozo in that they are able to graze their animals on 
war Department land nearby although they have no guarantee of tenure. 
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Despite the large holding of land and the recent rapid increase 
in the size of the herd, t.he financial position of Antnin and Gakbu 
is precarious in the extrema. They are operating in a permanent 
state of DEBT, and have a fluctuating debit account with the dealer 
\o1ho supplies them with fodder (cf. Case V). This makes them 
reluctant to take .on any new debts at high interest rates. The 
Government loans at 1% do however appeal to them as means of buying 
more cattle and still further increasing their milk production. 
Their debt is such that the two friends can rarely keep female 
calves but have to sell them to pay hire-plirchase instalments on 
cows. 
Their approach to farming is in fact a set of contradictions. 
With no -c-apital reserves the~ are making every effort to expand their 
herd even though this means continued debt. They are full of "our 
rights as farmers" and yet 11 suspicious of the Government and what 
it says". As with milk, "the Government ought to be responsible 
for the marketing· of field produce". On the other hand Antnin is 
"against co-operatives in farming", although he has never had any 
experience of any co-operative' or farmers' union. They claim to 
be build.ing up their farm and herd in order to be able to hand over 
a substantial business to their sons; but their constant complaint 
is that "Farming is finished in Malta" ("Il-biedja f'Malta spieeat"), 
and the avowed intent of both sons is "to leave farming where we 
earn nothing". They talk of leaving to 11 get a job" as if farming 
itself is something iess than a 'job' • 
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CASE IX : Summary. 
(A long-established partnership of t\oiO unrelated stock farmers now 
engaged in cows' milk production.) 
A. ~· 
Approximately 100 tmien of dry land in south-east Malta, the 
bulk in one compact block but with several outlying plots. 
The exact limits are uncertain since some land owned or rented 
by others is worked by the partnership. 25 plots are held 
from several landlords, Defence D~pt. being the most important, 
and there is access to a good deal of grazing land, generally held 
at low rents from Defence.Depts. 
B. ytilisation. 
Plot 1 
Plot 2 
Plot 3 
Plot 4. 
· Plot 5 
Plot 6 
Plot 7 
Plot 8 
Plot 9 
Plot 10 
Plot 11 
Plot 12 
Plot· 13 
Plot 14 
Plot 15. 
Plot 16 
Plot 17 
Plot 18 
Plot 19 
Plot 20 
Plots 21-25 
C. Livestock. 
1221 122§. 
Sulla Wheat 
Potatoes, peas, beans, 
onions. 
Potatoes, cauliflo'\olers 
Potatoes, sulla Wheat 
~Jheat 
Sulla 
Sulla 
Some potatoes, 
Fallow 
Sulla 
Sulla 
Beans, barley 
Wheat 
Wheat 
Wheat, sulla 
Wheat 
Potatoes 
Beans, · barlejy 
Hheat 
Used as a pig-sty-
l-Jheat 
Sulla 
Sulla 
cowshed, exercise yard, 
and pig sties. 
Plowed 
Wheat 
Plowed 
Wheat 
Sulla 
Sulla 
Beans 
Beans 
manure heap 
Wheat, beans 
Potatoes, wheat 
Yard and buildings 
Barley 
wasteland grazing 
Shifting emphasis 
- C~ttle 1956: 18; 
in recent years. 
1957: 36. 
- Goats "some years ago": 36; 1957: 2. 
- 8 Pigs. 
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The cattle are very mixed in breed including 11 i3astard-Ingli~i 11 , 
supposedly pure Friesians and crosses between the two. 
D. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
E. 
Capital. 
No freehold property. 
In perpetual debt, no reserves and frequent borrowings, 
particularly from the Government. 
Equipment - usual hand tools 
- rotary cultivator bought with a Government loan 
of £550, repayable at £100 p.a. plus 1% interest. 
- small motor van, bought in 1953, for transport 
of milk. 
- no piped 1r1ater until Feb. 1958. 
- No permanent hired labour. 
- One man and his daughter together at 30/- per diem and 
one youth at 25/- engaged at busy times. 
- Family labour: two partners and their two eldest sons \.rork 
full-time and there is additional help from wives and 
children. 
F. Production and Sales. 
~ Income almost entirely from sale of milk to M.M.U. 
Production varies greatly: June 1957: 50 galls. d~ily; 
Dec. 1957: 35; Feb~ 1958: 80. Sold at 5/6 to 6/-
per_gall. 
- Male calves sold to butcher at £10; females sometimes 
sold at· £30-£40 to pay ·~ebts •.. 
- N.o 'accounts kept of feeding costs. T·hese include one 
~rti.ckload of prickly pear .{30/-) d.aily· from June to October, 
beans at 55/- per qantar and cake at 46/- (July 1957). A 
considerahle ·amolint of IP'azing is carried out e.g. on sulla 
bought green at £6 pe_r tomna. 
- Potato sales insignificant and in 1957, owing to glut, 
involved a loss. 
- V~g~tab_les produced are a.ll consumed by the families. 
G. Husbandry • 
(i) - The importance attached to grazing of cattle is 
unusual. (Most Maltese ca-ttle are stall-fed all 
the yea.r). 
- ~he emphasis is on _numbers .of stock .rather than on 
their quality. The turn-over from goats to cattle 
has been helped by the government exchange scheme and 
by Govt • loans • 
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- Occasional outbreaks of disease unnoticed until too late. 
(ii) - Crops are often neglected owing to time involved in 
animal husbandry. 
H. General. 
The partnership is attempting to profit from guaranteed milk 
prices without the knowledge or skill to do so. The herd 
seems to have been built up beyond the numbers which can be 
properly tended by the labour available. 
There is little knowledge of modern methods and still less of 
costs and returns. The view is firmly held tha.t "co\oTS yield 
according to the amount they are fed" and the reply to the 
question "How much fodder is required to produce a gallon of 
milk was 111-i:i.n jaf? 11 (\~ho knows?). 
The partners are extremely ·conservative in their attitude 
to marketing, suspicious of outside interference and hostile 
towards the idea of co-operatives. Yet they expect continued 
Government as_sistance. 
Their general pessimistic attitude is summed up: "Il-biedja 
f' Malta spioeat" (Farming in Malta is fini.shed) • 
Despite guaranteed milk prices on which the whole economy 
is based, the partnership is permanently in debt. . Their 
failure to profit contrasts with the success of the Gozitan 
milk producer, Case I. 
The partnership's main aim is to accumulate cattle within 
the curren't artificial economy of milk produc·tion. There 
is no thought or care for what might happen if the subsidy 
were removed or even reduced. 
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CASE X 2 aAMRI. 
(An arable farmer in partnership with a brother and engaged in 
diversified production). 
Q.amri is an arable farmer_,_ special:-is~ng in fruit. .. He has a 
couple of eoats a.nd sheep, a mule, and is keen to acquire more pigs 
- . 
for fattening. ~ost of' his effort is .h.owv,er centred on the .land 
holding which he and his brother work J;n partnership~-- -some fifty-
• •• • .I ' • 
. ' 
three tmien are rented by the two brothers together' while Gamri 
himself' rents a further ten tmien. About two-thirds of' the land 
(17 plots) is owned by private landlords, one sixth- belongs to the 
Church, one tenth to the Government and the· remainda·r - e.bout an 
acre - is owned by ~amri' s father. 
The working partnership of' the two '!Jrqt~ers is of many years' 
standing. The brother's eldest son now works fUll~ime alongside 
the two men. The brothers say they could -'not cope With any more 
land than they are working at prese~t. -They share the cqmmon-view 
that hired farm labour .. is both unec.Q~ol!iic. -(at 25s. or !DOra f'or an 
. . . - . . ·.... . 
eight-hoUr d~} and inef'i'icient.. The la?d .. w:o~ked !lzy . the partner-
ship is dry (bagali) apart from. two irrig~ble (saqwi) tmien. In 
1957 it was utilized as follows: 
Fru'it and vines ••••••••••••• ·-· •••••••••••••••••••• 21 tmien 
Cereals and fodders .-.- •••••• ~ ••• ~- ••• ;, ~ • • • • • • • .• • • • • • 18 tmien 
Fallow, unproductive, or sub-let •••••• ~ ••••••••••• lJ'tmien 
Potatoes .•..••••••.••••••.•••.•••••. · .•..•.•. ,. . . . . . 6 tmien 
Other vegetables ••••••••••••.•••••••••• "•.......... 5 tmien 
Apples are the_ biggest single c~sh crop and ·the overall success of' 
. ,, 
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any year depends on them. They were introduced to the district 
by Qamri' s father some years ago and now grow in large numbers in 
a sheltered valley along with lemons, oranges, mulberries, figs, 
cherry-plums and other fruits. The produce is good but is usually 
affected ~ some past or disease. The most prevalent of these is 
a boring grub. damri and his brother spend .a large part of September 
and October simply gouging this pest from the trunk13 of affected 
trees - with penknife and piece of wire. They regard this time-
consuming and unremunerative task fatalistically. But of late 
Gamri has been wondering whether tho same result might not be 
achieved in a fraction of the time by the application of some spray. 
He knows noth~ng o£ the details of this and is-more than a ·little 
d~btful of possibilities • 
• Since 1953 Gamri and his brother he~e expanded their area under 
vines, buying seedlings from the Government farm at ld eac~. They 
consider vines th~ most profitable of crops, especially grapes for 
Wine since these Dan be picked i~ a single picking and do not require 
the same attention to quality as those for the 'table. 
In this move' towards more vine· production and the recent interest 
. 
in pigs Gamri is making a conscious effort to emphasize the profitable 
in place of the unprofitable. .income ·for damri means the receipts 
~n pr9duce sold. Unlike most farmers he keeps a record of this 
income in order to see 11 how business is progressing" and in order to 
enable him and his brother to effect a share-out of profits. As 
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found generally Qamri takes no account of his own labour, or that of 
his brother or nephews, in his costing. Moreover the position is 
complicated qy the fact that no clear distinction is made between 
money spent on the home and family, and money spent on field rents, 
costs of seed, manure, etc. It is all h(:lld "in one purse". Qamri 
·-
himself maintains that a more usual practice is for the farmer to 
give his wife a fixed amount for house-keeping but, in his own case, 
. 
there is clearly a high degree of trust and co-operation between 
husband and wife. 
• 
A.t Easter, 1958, Gamri spoke of a balance of s orne £400, less 
than half his reserves of a year previously. The drop was due to 
a £200 outlay on pigs and pig-sties togeth~~wi~h several smaller 
i tams (such as £50 for stree·t sur i'a.cing' £30 for a sewing machine, 
£15 hospital expenses, £30 for annual field rents, etc.) and tho cost 
of repairing the damage wrought b,y the exceptionally heavy storms of 
late 1957. During-the year 1956-57 it is estimated that Camri's 
income was about £350. £250 of this came from the sale of field 
produce as shown below, the ~est is an estimate of income from pig 
sales and other items. · 
. 
!~: From partnership land. From Gamri's Land. ~ 
Fruit ••••••••••• £340 £340 
Grapes •••••••••• 49 £S 57 
Sulla ••••••••••• 13 15 2A 
Potatoes •••••••• 12 12 
Melons •••••••••• 11 11 
Tomatoes •••••••• 7 13 20 
Totals £432 
. 
£36 £46S ......... 
. 
Gamri1 s share £216 £36 £252 
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This income pattern is by no means standard from year to year. 
The 1956-57 season was a poor year, with potato prices to the farmer 
low, sulla yields below average and a glut of fruit. 1953, on the 
other hand, was the best of recent years and brought each of the two 
brothers an income of £)10 on fruit alone. The 1956-57 season With 
its glut in fruit found a quantity greater than in 1953 bringing less 
return than in that year on the market. This uncertainty as to in-
come between one year and the next is today more important to the 
arable farmer than to the herdsmen who can rely on the M.M.U.•s 
guaranteed price and can therefoJBest~mate his income more accurately. 
The arable, and, especially, the fruit-far111er is not encouraged by 
this situation to invest his capl.tal in any_:!~~ement for which __ 
no immediate return is apparent. Oamri has, however, put a large 
amount of money into pigs and would seem to regard this as a better 
investment than putting his money into capital equipment for his 
fields. He has in fact no mechanical equipment, although his brother 
1 • • -
has a rotary cultivator which ·Gamri hires _at·_a. reduced rate of 16/-
- par tomna (instead Qf £1} for his o~ holding. No charge is -made 
when the machine is used on the joint holding, in which case Oamri 
contri bltas to the cost of fuel. 
Expanses within the household are difficult to determine since 
so much of the food eaten by the famtly comes from the fields worked 
by Gamri and his brother. This includes vegetables, fruit, salads, 
melons. Tomato paste (kunserva} , a common element of diet through-
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out Melta, is home-made in this case. The two goats and two sheep 
supply the family with milk; though tinned milk is normally boUght 
1n for babies as required. Milk pasteurized by the t-1.M.U. is not 
bought. They occasionally buy in a little cheese, but moat of 
this, and all aggs, are produced on the farm. Fish is caught 
from time to time by Gamri himself, but some, sucb as tinned. tuna, 
is bought. Poultry and rabbits for the family ·~able are from tbe 
farm stock but some small birds, such as quail, are shot ('hunted') 
for roasting or stews. A home-made wine is supplemented with pur-
chased soft drinks, notably the ubiquitous "Kinnie". other items 
purchased include meat and hams, coffee, jams, biscuits and luxury 
confectionery (for spacial days such as first Communions, Confirm-
ation, etc.), olive-oil and olives, together with the rationed goods 
(1958) - butter, bread, sug~ and fEt.dne.ceous paste (ghagin). Gamri 
observes that the rationed (subsidized) supplies are usually in-
sufficient for the family so additional quantities of these items 
.. 
. . 
have to be bought. In the c c.se of bread, for example, these more 
costly off-the-ration purchases bring the bill to some thirteen 
shillings. The sole means of cooking e.nd hea.ting is pa:raffin 
(petrolju), as throughout most of the rural _areas of tha Islands, 
and the family spends about 3s 6d. weekly on this. Heating is not 
considered essential even during the coldest part of the winter 
when the family "close the door" (Gamri). 
The ~ of the family is essentially typical of rural Malta. 
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In ·a6me details this differs from that found among ·urban working 
classes in the Islands but these di~i'erences are of emphasis rather 
than content. Thus the countryman tends· 'to, con~UJile potatoes, the 
produce of his own farm, where the townsman relies·for the bulk 
element of his diet on pa.ste, notably Italian spaghetti and 
macaroni. An important -~B.(Jtor -.is religion and its fasting and 
other rest:cl:ctiops. Fasts are-_ of· three· types: 
(1) the Lenten Fast - "In the old days people fasted full 
forty day's" ( !lamri); 
(ii) t~e- Frid.ay Fast - it is forbidde-n to eat meat on ·Fridays 
e.nd preferable to avoid it on Wednesdeys also; and 
(iii) Special Fa~ts~_ 
These include the ~Change of Season! fasts end a variety-- oi' Saints' 
D~s, special personal ob~ervances and certain occa~ional fasts 
~esig~ated by the Church authorities. T-he emphasis is·on self-
denial in all fasts. Meat·, confectionery and 'extra' items are 
. . . --
strictly -avoided~ .. and ·-th~ ';qUantity_ . of' -"p el'lll~ tted foods is . also r"educed. 
' ' • ' I ' ' ~ IJ ' - • 
Nothing ia--·eat~n between the· rru€al meals. · -. '"·· 
' I • ' ' 
The tim~ng- of-.meals-~brOUgho~t the d~ is variable in Gamri' s 
family. ~ely does he sit down·-to table with his wife and 
children,. whQse routine has~ to-accommodate ·school time-tables, etc.-
On non-fast days breakfast consists of bread ~d coffee. Lunch is 
' 
taken about noon - or an hour or so earlier ~n fa~t-days. If be is 
working in the fields Gamri may have a ib~ of bread, with oil, cheese 
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figs~ olives, chickpeas and corn beef or some fish, or some cooked 
meal may be. brought out to Aim by one of t~e women or girls. Sweet 
black coffee or home-made wine are the staple drinks, and the meal 
is normally followe~ )ly a siesta of at least one holir.· The time 
of the avenine mee.l depends on tho nature and pressUie of work in 
hand and consists of a s~ew.(especially where the lunch had been 
a cold meal in the .r~elds). At·all times food is 1:1sed"care~lly. 
I , 0 
It is never wasted. ' : Ev.en produce. of the_ far.m such· 8.6 eggs are 11 only 
given to the boys occasionalljil (~amri). 
The prop~rtion of food purchased is now much greater than even. 
a generation ago in this type of family. The same is true of 
clothing. Clothing_~a~_Qhanged.very .considerably b~th in-styl~~ 
variety since Gamri' a rather was a young farmer when half the people· _ 
in the village had_ looms and many had spinning wheels to prodUce 
cotton garments for the family or other villagers. ·The old style 
of dress of the farmer consisted of knee-length, white cotton · 
trousers, a thick woollen vest·, ·waistcoat ·and cummerbumf. . The 
locally produced sheep's'wool vest 'has been l~gely replaced by ~my 
surplus types of shirts. Garments of Maltese cotton and wool are 
now rarely seen except on the oldest men, who-have bee~ wearing them 
since they were much younger. The use of army surplus clothing has-. 
. . ' . . 
become very common since 1945 and the travelline drapers' vans, local 
shops-and the Sund81 markets _(Valletta and Rabat~ now do· a conside~able 
trade in both made up garments and materials of this type. 
'I 
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With the increasing contact between town and country the farmer 
has come to want smarter suits for his brief leisure hours. The 
younger generation of count~folk no loliger v~~ture to the capital 
unless they are dressed like townsmen - suits, tie, shoes and so on. 
This ~ncrease in the range of ·demands along with the near disappear-
ance of homeprodu,ced garments has therefore requi;red a much enlarged 
financial outlay on_·._this part of· the family .~dget. The villager 
now often takes a apec:i.al pride in the clothing of his children, 
both the infanta and those attending school. The compulsory attend-
ance at school throughout the Islands has made the countryman more 
clothes-conscious, while the War of 1939-45 and the conscription 
-- ----which it brought put some men into shoes (or boots) for the ··rirst· 
time and demanded that they be dressed to a rather higher standard than 
had been their practice before. 
Work and Labour 
As seen, ~amri's normal labour force consists of 
himself, his brother ~nephew. His own children being all belbw 
school-leaving age contribute relatively little. This trio 
apportioned their t·ime, during the agricultural year 1956-57 when 
a detailed study was made, as under: 
(a) Work on crop land, including cultivation, manuring, 
sowing, irrigation, crop protection, harvesting .and 
transport ·of produce: 
·,' 
(i) On the joint holding- fruit •••••••• 1740 man/hours 
- vines. • • • • • • • ~~~9 " " 
- cereals and 
fodder ••••• 
- Potatoes ••••• 
- other vege-
tables ••••• 
(ii) On aamri' a o~~ holding- vines •••••••• 
- cereals and 
fodders •••• 
- vegetables ••• 
J.4)7 II 
868 " 
505 II 
444 " 
222 " 
65 11 
" II 
II 
II 
·II 
II 
(b) other work connected with holding...... 109 11 . 11 
( c) Repair of at orm damage • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • 160 " n 
(d) Bu:i.lding of pig-I:Jtiea. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 100 " 11 
(e) Miscellaneous •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 677 11 " 
6816 man/-hours 
In short, a total of 6818 ma~ours was applied to about·62 tmien 
of land (excluding contractors' plowing etc.) an average of 110 
man/hours per tomna. The above data are based on a daily wo~k 
record kept b,y the farmer during the agricultural year 1956-57. 
The material may also be analyzed on the· basis or his calendar of · 
. 
activity on the farm _tor the year (Summary E)·, and may be compared 
with a parallel-work-analysis for two other farmers who provided ·a 
. . 
similar diary of their movements. \o1hereas clamri is an ara,ble- and 
fruit-farmer, working largely dry (bagftli) fields and terraces, the 
other two examples chosen for comparative purposes include a man 
whose farm nucleus is a large and fertile irrig,able (saqwi) block 
·(Case XI) and one who is a ~erdsman with field~'producing fodder 
. " 
·,, •' 
' . 
for his· goats together with sonia ~egetaples.·,~o~-- ~al~- ~d fo.r famity 
use (Case ll). 
In the first _two, C?a~S,es the st\).asonal_ distribut;on of activi_ty 
. • . • . ": - -- - - t - • . •' .. - . . . . -
reflects the mafo:r '·;pciiift~ of' -contrast b~twe'en --th~ ' d~y' and-'· irrig~ted' 
opera'!;or. The herdspt~ stand·s -in con~r~st __ to both .or··these .with 
-' 
the care of' hi~., ar{i.m~s ·.C?ccuwing a· J.e.rge- pS.rt of every day ~r the-
year - even inc_luding·.--S~d~ys and f'e~Sta day~·when thei field-worki~ 
' . .:: 
.· 
' 
farmer eXp&cts to ba·o~£ duty. ~ -
Gamri ·and farming · . 
damri is a highlY-intelligent man ·in his forties-
' - . 
who by his own efforts has progressed ·_we~l beyond the· ~~its> of his 
very elementary formal education. -' · He reads the Maltese~language - --
' ,I ,'••' • • • .1! 
- --d~l_y 'Il-Bel'9.a' (B/55) and keeps ab;reast ~f the school work :·or ·his 
children whom he encourages to learn English thoroughly as !'.the-·land 
cannot be divid_e~ among the~ all" • J!!nglish language is synonomOUf! 
with education in his thinking, and education, ·in turn, h~·sees as_ 
the m~a.ns of escape fr_om the lcn.1IY posit;i.on- .of the farm~r _;in -Mal tea~· 
-so~~ety. ''We ate hit an ~ab bre~d!' ,--:be ·-observes· s~mewhat. ~~hamedly. ·· 
' • ' ' ••• -. •• • • ' • '0 
He himself_ has_ •ilittia _faith in. t·ha ~averment --which should h~_lp ~sn_. 
Much of this.attitude had its roots in t~e War years of 1939-45 when-
the siege and food shortages produced something of a Golden •ge fo~ 
. . 
the food-producer. The farmer ·has not forgot-ten the £10 ·of'ferec;l 
by the Government ·for l cwt of potatoes~ Since· the re·turn· to p~ace-
' -
time conditions ~he economic position of the farme~ 'has certain~ 
·- . deteriorated rapidly with the depletion in ~is resez.-ves, built· ·up · 
.... 
. .. ~ 
~. . - . 
I·,:.... '·I 
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during hostilities, and the rise in labour costs and in the cost of 
living. Durine the War 11 the farmer was not so hUDfil"Y as -the t·owns-
man who had to r~;t.y on· t:he.b~ck market"; now_his posit~on is one 
of a constant battle with rising costs. Oarnri, e.s an areble .farmer, 
lacks the stee.dy and eu:~a.nteed inc.ome of the milk-producing· herds-
man. His recent moves towards pig-ineat production represent. an· 
. ' . ' 
attempt to get into an.apparently more profitable"li~e. 
His nephew· and many other farmers, .·though not a·amri himself·, 
make the mistake of failing to d~stinguish between the Church and 
the Governinent in their attitude to Othe authorities". 
Thus the nephew regards the Catholic .Action movement (of which 
he ia. an active -member) as somehow 11 helping to run the country". 
But even Gamri himself ·thinks that the Social Action Movement · 
(another part of. the Church's Lay Apostolate) must have some part 
in the secular administration of the country for he beli~es that 
an application for relief for storm qamage made, through the Paris~ 
Priest, to that }.1ovenn~nt amounts to an approach to the 'Gvern' ... 
-(Government) of which he is so full of criticism. The case 
illustrates a point made elsewhere that the Maltese farmer is still 
primarily village-conscious. Clearly this is not to deny, however, 
that his hoizon today is much wider than was the case when his 
father regarde'd Valletta as a mysterious other-Horld to be ente~ed 
cautiously and very occasionally qy the humble and bare-foot farmer. 
Gamri is typical of the section of the farming community in 
-... 
!<18lta and Gozo whi~h has absorbed an educat-ion beyond anything in 
previous genera~-;l.on1=1 but whose age prevents them taking the lead 
into any kind o~ Maltese far~ing re~oncile~ with current so~ial, 
economic and technicaf chariges. He is 11 too old' noli :to mov_e from 
.. , . 
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farming", Jmt he is·. encou:re.ging·-bis crhildren to ac_quire the education 
' I • '• ~ ~~ J_.= - -' '• ' ~ • • : •, ·,' ' '' ' t .' '• 
which will help them· t_o escape from the land altogether. 
· .. ~- . 
. . \ . 
. • -- : _., CASE -x: ·:_:Summary •. 
(An ~able_ -~~liler- (!}) iri ~rtnership wi~h· his ~othe~ _and engaged 
in diversified· prodUction). · · -.· :. _' --. .- <- __ · 
(Details· refer .. to .'o··alC?~e unl~~s othe~w:i.se iri~i,cated). 
. : - . . . . -.. ·{ ·. - .· ' 
A. It!!!S· 
~ G has an interest in 17 plots totalling 62.5 tmien; 
·or this, 53 tmien is.ren~~~~the-par.tne~ship.-- , 
-One large_plot of 21.5 tmi~n, the remainder ranging from 
1.0-to 8·.0 tmien. -
- Al~ within an area of c~:l sq. mile in the Bin~mma Basin 
and in ~nejna; ·on a v~~ety of~soils, m~nly Terra Rossa 
and Carbonate Raw Soils. ----- -
- 41.0 -tmien owned 1Jy private landlords, ·9-.6 by-·-the Church, 
6 tmien .'by .the· Government, and .3.2 by 0.' s father. · · 
- Rent. approx. £30 p.a. varying from 8/- to 14/- per ·tomna. 
B. Utilisation.-
. .: ~ 
--Tlii3 ~ll ;r~g~_.-of .crop~. -~ro~ in a- complete y~~ (1957-58) 
is shown in -WORK ANALYSIS ( q. v.) ~ 
- _ In sunimary: 
Fruit and vines 
C~reais and fodders 
·potatoes -
Other vegetables 
Fallow or'qnproductive 
or let 1 bin~nofs'. 
20.9 tmien 
17.9 ". 
~.2 II 
4-.9 II 
12._~ II-
..; 
•• '-r--.1 
_ ...... . 
-0. .Livestock. 
D. 
- Ralati.,aly _unimport~t iD early 1957, but a hard of pigs 
is·b~ing built up and in 195S numbered five sows and tha~r 
litters. · 
-One mula. 
~ 2 goats, 2 sheep; milk is purchased as these do not supply 
family' s --·needs. 
- 2-' dozen hens, .·rabbits~: 
Capital. 
-No f.rea~old.l~d a~t from one -~mall patch of roade~de. 
waste. · ·: 
- Recent -irivestmant in the construction of pig-sties. · · 
. .. 
(i) 
(11) 
(iii) -Cash res~rve ·:of £400 in .April 1958 repr~sents a ~duct ion 
of 50% on re~erva' held a year previously; £200 spent• 0~ 
build~ng up pig hard and.accommodation for s~a; remain-
der-· co.vered dafici t on year' a farming and special expanses 
e .• g. road surfacing, ho~pital expenses, etc •. G. ex.p~c1;s 
to build up his cash reserve again in aneui·ng years.: _· 
(iv) - Equipment .. : - · 
"i· 
- V~l hand to~Js, __ c_art, _etc. __ _ _ ~ -.·· _________ _ 
-Gowns no mechanical equipment but his brother's rotary 
cultivator is used on th_a_ joint holdi-ng, G paying ·-hiEI_·-
~hare of petrol and oil buj; making no payment f'or- us.a 
of the machine. When used on G1 s personal holdirig,·a 
charge of' 16/- per tomna was made, compared with no~al 
charge to outsiders of 0;.£1 per tomna. · · -. 
- 4 yearly deep plowing by contractor at 25/- per tomna. 
E. Labour. 
- Cts 8 children all. below 'achooi-leaviilg age contribute . 
r~l~ti-vely_ little. His b;roth~r; however~ has 3 sons working 
with ·biJn and. his family provides' more than half the labour on 
the ·joint holding. 
- Flexi~le use of this labour force as: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Joint holding worked by partners and P's nephew. 
Land held \JY G; darivi~g f:r:'om wife's family, 
farmed by G ~ eldest nephew. 
Land held by G's brother, deriving from his wii'e'e 
f.ly,- farmed by ~self and his two yo~ar ~O.t;lS• 
-A detailed work schedule was kept for the agricul~_ural year 
1957-58: sea WORK ANALYSIS. 
CA§E X : WORK AI\ALY!llS. ~9~1-~!!'19 ) 
AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JAr:. FZ.:B. 1!/,R. APR. IJAY J'Ur.E JULY YEAR 
~ All PI! A>: p~ AM PI! AIJ P!l AIJ PIA AM Pll All PJJ All PJJ A/.1 PIJ AIJ PI! AIJ Ft:. All PLI All Pll 
A r:o::-FIElD \"IORK 
Sundn.ya, Feaats(l) 5 4~ 5 4 4 4 6 6 6 8 6 6 5 5 6 6 4 4 6 6 7 5 4 4 64 61&~ 
To Val.etta or lloeta 1 1 1 2i- 1 1 69 1 ~!!-;:~I ~~r ~~.i~~!!~( 2) t t ~ 1 I 1 1 2 3~t lOt 9t 9 13 3 6 4 5 1 3 2 2 2t 1 32 Too cold for rteld-worit 1 1 
Pi~;a needins attent1o:1 1 1 1 
Slloot1na birdo ( ) 1 1i 2:f 
Repairing a to.., damasrs~ 1 3 2 3 3 Other building worlr. 1 t 4 5 hi 3 3 1y 2 13 g;. Ir:.plcmcnt maintenance 1 1 2 
B ml.D-Y/ORK 
~1~!f'.,i~~ork1nsO> 1 11 5 1t 1i 4 2 5 2 11 11 6t 48~ ~i 2 4i 6j 1 2i 1 2 7 4 2 2 6j 3 25• 20 Uanure ; rotuee 1i 
31 
1 1j 1j 8 3 12 7 Tllreolling ( srain do Billa) 2 2 ~ 2 1t 4i 4 Trenoportins produce 11 3 2t 3 2 1 t 4 2 1 4 14 111 Sulphate opread1 ns 1 1 t 2i 
spra7ine (4) ( ) 1 1 
11 Amang the treaa11 (general) 5 1 1 2 2 7 5 8 7 3 2t 2 23 l]t 
APPLES ( 5) : OATHEIIU!O 7 5 2 l4t 4t 23t 9;. .. : "QOUQI!IQ" (6) 3t 4 7 11 1 11 15 
Vli/ES : Gi!Al'TU:G ~t 5 1 1 6t 6 PRUNING 3 2 2 5' 5 PICKING 1 4 31 5 .H MAKI liQ WI HE ;. 1 
' 
1 
TO&IATOEB : PLA!ITISO 1 2 1 4 
: PICii:I!lO , 1 1 1 2; 1 
POTATOES : SO"HINO 1 1 1 s; 7 2 3 9' 11 
: Lii'TII:O 1 5 4 7 5 ;. 1 t 13~ lOi 
BARLEY : SCli"II!IO 2 2 1 1 3 3 
: REAPII:o 1 1 1 1 
WH:,AT : SOJIING 3 2i 1 1 II 3' : REAPING 4 2 6 2 10 4 
OATI!ERI!:G ROUGH OREEI:STUFP( 7 ) 1 2 1 2 5 4t 2 
' 
4 16t 
Bf:C:S : sawu:o 1 1 4 2 1 1 7 J 
: CUTTiliO 1 2 1t 2 ·1 5 2i 
SUI.LA : sOl"IIr:o ; 1 ; 1 IIEAPiliO 6 1i 3 2 9 
't BIIOINQ 1 t ; ; 
OTHZa i'I ELD-WORK 6§ 2 2 1i 3 2 1 4 1t 6 H ~ ; 1 22i 19 
OTHER \VORK ·- Ul>"SPECIPIED 4 2 2 1 1t 2 7i 5 
Jl 31 JO 30 31 31 30 JO 31 Jl Jl Jl 28 28 Jl Jl JO 30 Jl 31 30 30 31 31 365 J65 
f~ And ather Cllurcn Yiaih. VI Tile loner port or l957,eaw ezcepUanalll' lleav7 raln in llalta. 0"\ InclWUns •••tUns, lloetns, nc. t.;:1;e~;:r: ;,.!l:.~:':lf.:"&!~jn:~ til Dept. or Agriculture. ~ 
!~ A laborloua proceae or I"OliiOY1ns larYD rrom apJ>le-tree tr.....t<a - wltll pen.tn.lte and piece or w1re. I.e. ''Nu:1z" - 1nclud1ns o Yar1e'C7 ot graaaoe. '1nal1!a', &mel other greener,- - tor an1mal tod.de.r. !; And "odd joba" ln the houae. • Prom a dlarl' kept b:r tlla ra,.,r, at tllB writer' o raqueat (orisinala ln B/5) • 
• .1 ·-~ ·~:. • • : • • • :-· .. , • . ., 
'' 
·,.: 
(a) Work ,OD crop land, includiDB cu-ltiv.at:ton, nianlU'~Dg, sow-
~ng~. irrig.a~ion, crop protection, ·haryesting and trans-
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
-port of pro~ce:... ·· 
(i) On jo~~ holding: Fruit 
Vines 
Cereals & Fodders 
Potatoes 
Other vegetables 
(ii) On •G1 s· -olnCholdlng: Vines·. , _ 
Oeraais & '·Fo-~derS" ·· 
Vegetables·:- -
Other wor~_oonnec~ing with holding 
R~pa,ir of 'storm damage· , 
Building ot pig sties · 
Miscellaneous 
..r.'l. 
' ! 
1740 man liours 
:489 ' , II · · _:II· 
J.4)7. II ., II_, .. 
~.68 .: . 11. It 
505 - ·II' -• rt- • 
444 II_-, ., II 
222 II· II 
65, I! II 
109 II, II 
160 " '·,., 
100 II il 
67_7 II I_! · 
-6816 It It 
·=·- -.. 
In short a total of 6816 man hotirs is applied to c.6o. tm~e.n. of 
land (excluding contractors' plowing ~tc.) an average of 113 
man -~our~ __ per· tomna~_ ----- - ·. --
F·.. Production· and .. Sales. 
(1) - Details of yields of individual crops not availa~le, 
but cash income from sale of crops 1956-7 was_as 
follows:-
Fruit 
Grapes 
Sulla· 
Potatoes 
Melons 
Tomatoes 
Totals 
~'s share 
• 
'l'otal From partnership land F-rom G' s land 
£340 £340' 
£ 49. £ 8 ''-'£'·57"'' 
£·.13' ~15 '£ :28 
£ 12 £12 
. ·.£ 11 £ 11-
£;. 7 (est.) £13 £ 20 
~432 £36 £468 
£216 £36- '£252 
- This represents a poC?r yeor·; potatoes prices low, 
sulla yielas be;J.ow average, glut of fruit .•. 
- Yields and inc~me vary greatly from one field to 
..... 
- ,' :. -.. , 
. . ·;· 
I :' 
~ -~~ . '
' ' ... ~ .. . ·:-·· ·--
·:· 
. '. •, .-. 
··-.·· . 
another •.. Valui~e the proportioA of the .crop retained. at 
same l~el as.~hat sold, e.g. sull~ yielded ·tram £6.10~0. 
to £15 per -~QJDila, fruit £28 per tomna, tomatoc;~s £18 .-10.0. 
and gl'apes fro~ £0 to £l.S. : 
- Measur~.d yields: ;p.clud-a:-
Grapes: . . 11.4 qari~ar 
366. 
4.2 tmien 
·2.0 tmi~nl 6.R qanta~ · Winter sown potatoes-·(frrigatad): .-
Autumn s.own .. potatoes 
(dry): . - . .3..3 tmian 7.6 qan~~ _ 
-.. -r. 5. ·tmien - 6oo. rtal_ . ·, Green beans in pod: 
Wheat' (threshed) t: · 
Sull~u -: 
- ' Vetch.e~ [. 
.. 6. 7·- tmien 31. 5 tJI!iEj)l . · 
1. 0 t omna. 1,3 :hmial 
1.0_- tomna. 20 hl!lial. 
3 .0 -tmian 10 'hmi'al 
. 0. 7. t·omn~: 6.5 'hmiel· 
. _ -2·~0- tomna. 7 .o l:imial 
- Thus, comparing these -figures with ·fi;gures ·for labour·· applied,-
cash receipts per man-d~ w~re £2 fo~·truit, £1.10,0 for grapes 
and £1 for sulla. Ware labour ilPPlied to be casted at pra-
vail;ing rates of 20/- to 25/- per man-day' a large los-s .. o~ the 
year's wo~k~~g __ WOtL~~ result. 
( 2) A large _ _proportion·-. of the produce is retained ·ror consUmption 
by t~e family and by its small number of stock. In -1956/7 
one quar~er of joint holding and one third of a• s own land 
produced entiral~ for home consumption. 
G. Husbandry. ,. 
(1) 
- '. 
- Rotati.oris not strictly adhered to, ~t._._common sequences a;re:_ 
(a) on goC?d lB:Dd :_·: · - --·· · . . ·. _ _ . . . 
let Yr! -_ :Manur~ng -followed by potato~s .Q!: by winter . 
fallow and summer crop (tomatoes or melons). 
2nd- Yr: Potatoes or tomatoes. - · · 
3*'d Yr: Sulla. 
4th Yr: Wheat. 
(b) on-poorer dry land an alternation of sulla. or vetches 
with cereals.· -
(c) bast ir~ig~ted land may carry 2 crops of pot~toes in 
each of several successive years but_more usually 
tomatoes or· melons follow winter-sown· potatoes· and autumn 
-sown potatoes are then omitted. 
(d) fields may be irrigated in alternate years only, with 
dry land crops (cereals, beans, onions) in non-irrigated 
years. 
(2) 
{ .3) 
{4) 
367. 
- Common cultivation method&l · 
(a) Vines: land worked 3 times with. tined ho~s during 
late winter and early .~Pfing. AmmoniUm sulphate 
wo~k~d in during second cultivation. _ 
(b) Tomatoesa surface scattering or manure· followed·by 
de.ep plowing ( s~er) • Worked four times ~i th 
wooden.plQw in winter and subsequently ~duced to 
tine· 'tilth with hoe 'be~ore planting ~=~~Cildlings.. ·. 
(c) 'Whoat: land worked twice with wooden ·plow·in · 
Octo~er, seed scattered broadcast ~d p~~wed in 
immediately~ . . 
(d) Melons: ;,le.nd worked six times during autumn,·.:¢-nter 
· arid ~a,rly spring, four times with wooden plo.w:, twice· 
wi'th .rotary cultivator. Seed sow~ an.~ watere!i iri · 
·· acu-1) -4\pril. . · · . . . 
(e). Beans:.. land desp-plowed dUripg ·smgmer and wo:rked 
twice· with wooden plmf.. .Hoe·d ·during plari.ting. 
-Seeds. Average rates of application:-· 
(a) Bulla {new crop) c.lo tmien (weight) per tomna or 
land, seed obtained from previous ye~'s crop. 
(b) Wheat and barley 4 sigaan (weight) per, tomna, 
generally from previous crop but may .. be p~cba.s.ed. _______ ·-·-
--~c-;.3/;. ·per siaaan. · · -- --·. .. .. . .. 
{c) Beans. 1 tomna ·(~ight) per tomna of larid~- . 
(d) Potatoes are the only seed regularly.purchased, 
Arran ·Banner and other Scottish varieties bought: 
for January planting at .3-4 cwt. per tomna. 
Seed from crop used for sowing in following autumn. 
- Manur.e. 
-Mixed urban refuse and animal manure -plowed in to 
12-lS.inches. · · 
-One field of 2 tmien received 1 truck load re.t'us·e · 
'~d;. .30: ~acks-... dry manure~ · · ... 
- One fie1d of 1.5 tmien received 50 sacks of aninial 
manure from G1 s stock. 
-Vine~ receive c.t cwt. artifical fertiliser per tomna 
almost .every year. 
- Wheat receives from t to 1 cwt. artificial fertiliser 
per tomna per year, broadcast with the see'd. 
H. General. 
- Partnership has prevented excessive fragmentation of 
rather'~ land. 
.. . . . 
' . . 
·'. j'· 
• .. 
,' o I .-.J ..... .; 
·- 0 .• 
. ·~.' . 
-Free exchange of labour allows~ to.~aintain a relatively 
large ho;J.ding dE!epita the inab;Llity ot::I:lis young children 
to atJaist him. If these children wish to continue·· in 
fa.rp1ing, preesur~ on- l~d will result. .. 
- 0. therefore encourageS· .hie c;:hild:r;"en in their aduca:~io~ w:i, th 
a viav to --~~~gration ai:ui/o.z: empl~ma~t _outside ~ar~~~~~· 
- ~- has no real idea of costing of ·~is .pr·oduc.tion. . -Can give 
.details of :iAc(lJJl_e and expenditure,· but makes· no al;i.ow~ca 
for enormous ~plication of labour (see E) necessary. for· 
vary .modest .:tnconia·:.(s~a ·F.). . · · · ... · 
- liij.lling to :undertake st:f:ll;IQo.re labour (e.g. in aprey:fng 
f'r.U:it 'trees). •t·o· avoi'd cash'· ex:Penditure. . . . ·· .. 
- All. tl;rl.~·- desp~t~ the fact that G is well ab~va·; ~v~~~a i~ 
in intellige~c~, and st~dard of education. ·r. · · 
·' .... - ... ' 
-Conservative ·1:n techniques and. a-~tituaes ·lmt eager to invest 
in· proven suocae_see '(a .g. axta~aioil _ oi' ·villas and apple orchards, 
development· of pig-farm;tng). ; .. · · · · · . 
However, markets InEcy already. be glutted. 
- With clear, ·patient, reasoned and 'disinterested advi~e -.and · 
encouragement,·~ could probably much improve his method·~ ·.· 
and yields to make his holding a mora profitable enterprise • 
~-~~ --- •' . ., •• t • 
. ' . 
- i 
CASE XI : Piatru. (An arable farmer mainly concerned with ~rrigated produce). 
The nucleus of Pietru's .farm is a block or 14 irrigable 
tmien on which he spends the ·greater part of:his time. His 
home is about a mila away in the ~il~age and he also holds a 
large number of patches ·or dry (·bagali) l~d· s.cattered a:ver 
the northern part o~ Malta. The more outlying of·these dry 
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fields have tended t.o be neglected, or left to P,ietru1. s· wife and 
family to work, while he has concentrated on building up and 
developing his irrigable holding. His father bought four of 
these irrigable tmie~ after the 1914-lS War although at that time 
the area was coverea-with concrete. This was laboriously removed 
and irrigation ch~als ( 1 canali1 ) installed. Other adjacent 
patches were acquired :as they became available - Piatru himself 
acquiring the latest addition in 1954. He had taken over· rrom· 
his rather some years previously ·although ~e had started his 
· working life as ~ mason. 
Tod~ Pietru, his son, wif~ and daughters cultivate the 14 
tmien very intensively. The suggestion of a pathway is rejected 
because "it would take up too much irrigable land". The larg~r 
pieces of:.. ground are put 'to potatoes, tonu~toes, articl;lokes ·c qaqocc) , 
marrows (qa,rgl!a baghli), and a variety of vegetables •. Fig, pome-
granate and other trees fill the corner.s and· eCiges of fields ·and a 
... 
~ . . . . . . .. , . . - - : . . . ' ':: . 
tomato seed~bed and a hen-house also manage to find space in odd 
corners. Two maohine-dr;J.ven puJhps and a few tiey st.or.~e and. shelter 
rooms complete the scene. The· block of fields is in a small .. sheltered 
valley on the· east_ co~s··t '·or. the Isl~,nd· and co:J:ltains ·cl81 s_qils -·~eil~ing 
I ·,, •tl' • • 
_to be~heavy, e~pec~ally in wet weather. 
. . 
. . . 
P.ietru' s irrieabie :f:l,elds .. ~e 'cle~;~oy· the focus of his: :int~;r:~s:t- · 
. ·~ .' •. ..1 
and attention •. .-:.-:ae observes that ·.they bring in a __ gre'~ter. prof:i~:-per· 
• ~.... ' • •• • t • • 
- • - • . I 
·man/day_ of. E(Jffort than (io 'the. ciry fields .which:. \le prefers ·to·.-ieave 
I ' • o o : ' •, • o ', o I 
to the wife e.n'd-·c~ildren to cultivate· on a mora· casual basis. · Never-
theless Pietru is not able to mak~:a profit~ble concern of his f8.l'lll 
- . 
despite his own hegvy working ~che4uie and the full-time aasistance 
. 
of ..at._least .. two teenage cbi-ldren-.---In- fact he· is ·poor· eno~p-tcr:·-:--~ 
qualify for C.A.R.E. food distributions. He is· howeve.r content· .. ·:. 
. ··· ..... 
with farming as an occupation. and critical only or· the laok- ···of :.SdeQ.uate 
. . 
remuneration. His attitude is to 'make the most' of his farm-witl)in 
current limitations. ·.He was a founder -member of a C.A.R~E~·:·sponspred 
- . ~~ 
tractor co_-~pera~:l:v~· };ll,~hough he ·admits that. when the pr~je.c(;\.~as ::-
.. 
- ·, ,·: 
first suggesteci·.b,e was' opposed t~ it on .the g~ounds of ra:th~~-havi~ 
the money t~an 'letting the Government g~t· it. This belief that the 
Government is:behind everything is characteristic. C.A.R.E. is of 
. . 
course an indepen~ent. ·organization dist.ributiilg American sur.plus' .... 
food and equipment. . . . 
Th~s Pietru1 s son who works full-time with his fathe~ is faced 
with his father's industry and entnusiasm for farming on the on~ 
· .. 
. '• 
-. ·.. _· ,:"· 
' '• •\ 
- ·._·.-3J1 .--... 
hand but he can e~e fo.r himself' the appare~t impossibility or 'aohi~:-. :' 
- -
ing anythinB above low liv~ng s~and~ds. Whether he will join· t.he 
His educational· standard -tre~ aw81 from farming i~ not yet clear. 
.· . • .I 
is lower than is the ~c~J:Je an\oj!g many or: his· gen,eration an.d it ttia:y ·.be 
• I • I •, • • • • 
that he will have difficulty in finding employment outside ·:farming.- ~ · 
. : . ··. . . 
: .. ·· .... 
If Pietru can tmprov:e .'the .eff'ioieri;cy· ~d profitabilitY: or·· his ··· 
. • I ·, . ~ • • _.• './.' . . • ' ' ' • ' ' . 
. . . .. - . . ' - ' . 
farm (by us~ -b~t~El:J:' sui ted crops' new methods and new ,eqtiipri(~nt.: 
' ..... ' o • • ·, ,. • •• I'. 
. . 
with Government -::.rJ.na#ci~ ~d advisory assi~~ahc_e )" h~s son mi·gjli; 
be persuaded to sta~ in. :it. · The~o.blem o-f ~~l~ese farming tod~-
. is that there are v.ery few young D,len in the farming- indust-ry. ~P.o_: 
show as much inclination to stey on the land. The Govermnent :has 
: bee-n keen to- as-si&:b-'lf~.e--ful-1-t~me ·f'a~er·idt-h loans ·an-d.~~tl:ier-h&lp'- ·.' 
• ! •' ·,•._ ,• ' . I' • ', 
in an effort to encourage him to stay' on the lanct and to develop·· .:. · 
. ., . ·.. ': ... -
·agriculture to the· full but it· has done comparatively little' ior. '· .. 
-' 
. .· ' 
the young men in fBllming_ who are, i_n the long term v:i,.ew ._at 'least, . 
the more important. If t~~ cannot_-}:le induced to st~ __ !P.. -f~:f,~ 
' -
the industry· would ap_!,~·a.r:,to: be:'doom~d:. -
: .. : .. 
.... - .. 
·, '. -- ·_._: 
:'1- -· 
. . Q.ASE XI : .. SiunmB.ry.. . 
(An arable farmer mainly coric~tned with irrigated produce). 
- ' .. 
A. ~. 
( i) 14 tmien 'irrigated land -in single block of -f~ve .t'-i~lde':. 
in Mellieaa. Dlstrict. 2 tmien freehold. . . . .' . 
'·• 
(ii) . c.S. tmi.e~ .. dry land in siri.gl~ block 'of' ~- £ielder:·i~:.Qa~a Dist-
rict. . · · · •:,:--, ·_ · · -
(iii) 4~- tmien in single block (of which·37 -are wasta~) in 
Bajda· :'Ridge -area. · · · 
(iv) c.6 'tmien in 21 scattered-- field plots .in Marfa. 
.. . :-
. . . . ' . . 
; ' 
. ~ : 
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These lands lie on the periphery of a triangle with sides 
maa.suring 4t miles X 2 X 2 miles. Leased lend is held in 
a variety of ways e.g. some is held on an annual lease at 
a rata of 15/- a tamna, other is held in emphyteuais from 
the Government. Of the lQtter, a composition fee of £200 
replaced an annual rental for the last 45 years of a 99 year 
lease for 45 tmien. For the rest a peppercorn rent or c.2/~ 
a tmien per f.innum. 
B. Utilisation. 
With parcels or land eo dispersed and so variable in quality 
great variations in land use may be observed. 
(i) The irrigated land carries potatoes, tomatoes, artichokes, 
a variety or pumpkins and marrows.and many other types of 
vegetables. Tree crops are raised on the plot boundaries. 
Crop list: Potatoes, Tomatoes, Artichokes, Cucumbers, 
Marrows, Pumpkins and Water Melons; Sulla, Black and White 
Vetches, Turnips, Vines, Celery, Endives, Onions, Maize, 
Kohl ~abi, Carrots, Garlic, Figs, Pomegranates, Apricots 
and Peaches. 
(ii) The unirrigated land ranges from patch cultivation of 
cereals, beans and peaches on Bajda Ridge to vines, 
cereals and vetches in the other districts. These 
parcels get only c.60 man-days work ea.ch year. This 
land, although neglected, is held, partly because or 
the low-rent amp~eutical leases, partly to supply 
small amounts of fodder and forages for the few livestock. 
c. Livestock. 
During 1957/1958 2 heifer. calves. Catt~e are o~ly kept .for 
rearing between ages of c • .3 and c.J.S months, and for supplying 
dung. 4 goats (2 ewes and ~ kids) and .3 sheep kept for 
supplying domes~ic milk and cheese needs. No work animals 
( 1 begjem tax-xogeol1 ). 
D. Capital. 
- 2 tmien freehold irrigated land valued at £200 and freehold 
house in the village. 
- No liquid reserves other than petty cash, according to 
statement.made to C.A.R.E. Estimated possible tptal less 
than £100. 
- Equipment. No machinery other than local tools and a fixed 
.. 
..-. ~' 
. ~ . .. : .·· .. ..... · 
•' I'',.' 
- -:. ~ 
,. 
·.·. ,. 
-. ·. 
.. 
· .. 
·:· dies~l water-pump.. Not averse to mecba.nize.tion but suspicious 
of credit term·s. 
E. ta.bour. 
· - Family la"bour of o.ne adult son ~d ooca,:Ji·onal w~rk from 
· .wife and from foqr other children. Mutual·aid arrangement 
with brothe~-in~law. . . 
- A member of a C .• A.R.E~ implement co-operative which entit~ea 
him to· favourable terms for t:t;~.~_tor~plo~:-: sh~low-plo_w:i.Dg 
_at lOs per tomna and deep-plowizm ~1!·,20s per tomna. This 
::rapras.ents a saving of 5s .per tomria in return for a· deposit· 
·tb the Co-operativ·e. of £2. · · · 
. - Rarely hires la.bo_ur~ 
WORK ANALYSIS. . __ i9$7':"5giD 
Juzyf' Oct · Nov Dec Jan 
.2! ~ l! -~Z · .2.Z .2~ 
Feb May 
.2~ ..2.Z 
----- -.am._pn am .• .pn-- -;am-.-pn- am-.·pm am. pm am. pn-. - - am. pn 
Simda.ys, Festas 4 4 4 4 6 6 7 7 6 6 5 5 7 7 
Business, Valletta • • • 1 • 1 .• • • • • • • Re.pairs fields & 
41 buildings (storm) • • 2 1 3 • • .. • • • • • No.work (storms) 
• . . 7 7g 6 3 3 3 a 7 2 2 • . . Irrigation 8 6J .. l 2 • • • • • • • 2 8 5J 
Plowing 3 2 5 3 • .. . • 3 3 l l 2 2 
Planting, sow~g • 
-·· 
4 3 6 6 12 11~ 7 . gb 4 l 7 2 
Workfngc', etc... - ; 
,5d . .. 4: 2 3 ·s. .l 2 4 4 5 3 • 3 
.c·uttlng, reaping· ···. 8 .9-·:_ :·:;?· -~ l" .i· ··"1 l 1 1 2. 2' 4 3. 
· Lifting pote:~oes · . . ' jh -~ 51 
• • • • 
... ,' .. ·-
• • • • 3 3 
Thre!=lhing • 3 • • • • ·.··-- • • • • • • • Loading,.tr~sporting 2 l 1 l • • 3-'3 • 2 • l .. 2 
Vines, prunE?, graft .. • • • • • k • • • • 6 7 • • Collecting aaxix 1 1 ·1 4 . ·s 5 3" 4 1 • • 3 • 2 Oollec~ing seaweetl • • 1 1 • • 1 • • • • • 
-- -
.. ·)1.31 31'• .31 31 31 :· JO .30 31 31 2828 31. 31 
-----
-
Notes 
a. all potatoes 
. ... 
i •• , 
b •. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
£. 
g. 
h. 
' i. 
j. 
k. 
1. 
m. 
... ·, 
:: ~· 
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potatoes 3.5. 
working, weed~,_ .dressing, spraying.;_- man'\ll'~ng, hoeing_, etc. 
wq.eat and barl~Y- 4.2. . : · _ 
ha:UX - general.-graene:cy for- aniJilal fodd~J:"·.· 
da~a for other months not avai~able~- _ 
the· latter part of 1957 saw excepti~n~l ~torms-tn Malta.and: 
Gozo. - ·· --.--.-'.···· 
the winter crop a month late -On a'cCO'\lllt of damp con¢fitions. 
the spring crop. -
irr-igation i1;1 dry months. . . · .. · : · ; : 
saxix gatheiriilg ·peak after 2 months"- .o'"f rain~ - ' 
including 2.2 'at.tend-:!.ng to animals- (too Joiet to work .fiel-ds·) •. 
from a diary kept- (in Mal'tese) ·ey -the f~rmar1 a daughter.-·- .: 
F. Production and Sales. 
(i) Main cash-crop irrtgated potatoes ~ Arran Banner. 
Two crops- win~~r and 1 early' crop,- the latt~·for 
export. Yields vary considerably- in spite of irri-
gation - winter crop 1956 double_ the ,quant:f:ty o-r ~he-_ 
winter crop 1957. Soil conditions for cultiv~tion 
and_ fpr _g_e_~m;ina.tion .can vary cri-t-ically- -bet:ween~~~mber---­
and· February. ~;i.c~s similarly· vary: cQns~derably~ ·. · · 
1956 - maximum price obtained ·30/- per qantar. _ · · 
1957-.- April maxilljum price obtained 25/._ per qe,ntar •. ---
1957· .. -- M~ maximum price obtained -1~/- 'pe:r qantar. : 
(ii) Tomatoes. Pickings ·-·rrom May to October ·with pea,k 
production in July. Prices. vary inversely wi ~h. pro-
d_uqtion (B/253). Irrigated local.-variet·ies oilly··-~e 
gro:wn. _ T:h!3 best t·Q!natoee .are-_ kept,.:for ee~d-, the n,ext 
'gr~de care~ully selecta~·ror sal~- through ~pitkal1 -
._ m1ddl-eman f'o:r·,_loc~ .. m~ket; · ths_.-thircf gradE! :so~d ·~o.-
· . thei'-.. tomato paste (' Kunserva' ):' :f'actQcy. ·pride-s .range,· 
· from iod. to. l/6d. per wizna, put. vary- w:j.th quantitY. 
av&:ilabl.e,_rath~;~r than-wi't;l'l.quality·~ -Regarded as -
preferable• :t;-o potatoes .sine~ the farmer believes they 
are less e;KJ)ensive ~to. P~t?duce .• 
(iii).-Artichokes. IrriBated.pe~e:ruii~~ pr()du,cing for up.to 
·s,b9pt 8 years·. Best market:i,ilg .-p~riod- is 'during Lent. 
Great eff~rts made to rirlee ·,a ·crop· ~~ly in February 
when prices start at c.9d a head rather than later in 
the year wHen they drop· to c.4d a nead. 
. '• 
(iv) A variety of oth~r vegetable~ produ~~ fruit and grapes 
' .. 
:• I 
·-
. . . ~-'. ' 
' -·.,·.-.· 
'·-
(v) 
•; . 
·- ' -" 
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are sold in Slliall quant:i;ties ... 
Stated Qash· income - £?.00· per annum. Regular income 
come·s ·from· a~able products. EvEii:t'Y t"WQ or- three- years 
sales of young heifer~ in calf brine in sizeable sums 
e.g. in 1958 one such Friesian heifer was sold for·:£170 
and a 3 month old _calf bdugh~ for £61.10.0. 
G. H:U~ band!;¥ • 
(i) Land: 
(a) Main·:·:.co~centratiQP.' ori.-Jrtaintairli.D,g high y:telds p£: 
v~geta~le· crop~·on·irr.igated land; us~lY. by 
hea.v:Y manuring rath:er:'tQan_.rotationaJ.·-farniing. 
·In 1956 ·-·used. ~1· dung. from own li~.eetock. 
- PliJ'chased · £100 W'?l'th of dung from ~an urban milk 
producer. . · 
- Applied 25 bags sulphate of ammonia @ 25/~ to 27/6d 
a bag-• · - - · -- · 
- Collected several cartloads of mixed refUse from 
Government centre. . 
• I : I 
Dung :applied. directly to cucurbi'ts, blit mixed- with· . · 
-re-i'use-:·and sulphate---o.r-::ammonia otherW'1efEf.-- ---- ----
(b) On non-ir.rieated land crop-sequence usualiy cereal~ 
legwninous fodder, potv.toes ,. -except on poorest lend 
where vetches-~ternate with barley. 
(c) Irrigation takes-much of labour-time and water. is 
applied empirical:cy.. A typical earl:1· potat'o crop 
·Will be watered 13 ·times., . 9~ch wateri'ng by c~nnel­
and-bed- cont~ql ·.t~ing ;L~ days.-
·.(d) --Ch~mfc~ t;~~tm~~t~ o-f .. ~he ·c'~Qp8:.is accepted·· but ·~ot 
understood~ -.Since 1953, Chloride of Lime and c·opper 
~ulphate-sprays have been us~d ~t the farmer is not 
at al~ sure.- -of whY, .~bey, sbould help - the sprays are 
applied '~when the· .:Pr:>tatoes show a blackness". This 
exemplifills a general:· attitude that certain pests 
~d.diseasas can be treated with qne or another .of 
th~ -"m~dipines'' but·.cons~c;i~r,~~le myste,ry SlU'rounds 
th$ methods· cif apjllicat'ioh and· the' processes con-
earned. · 
(ii) Seeds: 
Relies entire;cy·.:·on own plant strains except for 
potatoes. Is pr~p~ed periodicallY to buy Arran 
.. •' 
,: .. 
. : 
.. ~ . ' 
_,. 
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Banner seed~pot~toes and in 195g plucked up enough courage 
to try a new ~tre~n ~·Eigenheimer. 
(iii) Livestock: 
O~ly interested in re~ing heifers which are fed 
traditionally on a little grain,_ green fodder including 
n&exix", sulla, hey and beans. 
H. General. 
(i) An example of better kind of intensive mark~~ garqener. 
It is unlikely that 'Without a complete re-orgMisati~n 
of his farming lite any more irriga.ted .land could be 
worked. . At present casual labbur costs of 15/- to 
25/- a day, expansion of the labour force wo~ld be· 
impossible. The only relatively simple economic 
improvem~nt that could be ma4e is th~ .rai~I~ing .. ot 
quality standards and to a limited extent yield·s·. In 
Malta there is no effective price differential between 
products of different quality, _and the local market is 
very_quickly satur~ted. This cultivator and others 
like-him- vaguely realise 'tha-·pre<iicamant and pin their 
faith on minimum price guarantees, which in fact have 
little to do with the-case. 
(ii) The farmer's children keep rough accounts but only of 
tbe main items of disbursements and income. This is 
one of the few far.mers who occasionally put a ~onetary 
value on his own labour. That of the family was taken-
for granted. 
(iii) 
' . ~ ·' 
'. 
. : •• . I .. . .. 1 ~ :'.. I. ' • • .~ ·, I' _. 
Re.(!Sona~ly ·:~prepared -to try-"new.:crops ·1r they ~ proven 
in ·his district. Not prepared tp -'aiicept anything · 
technicaily..as revolut:l:onary as a w~~elbarrow mainly on 
the gro~d that 11it is not used hare". 
J' 
-.. 
.• . ' 
.· 
. . :··.·, 
: ,·· ... 
CASE xn ; Oenzu. . 
(A cows' milk producer and village weighman:}.· 
- '. ' ·. ~-
Oenzu is an ~xample of q~e type of· pai-_t-."ll.;t.rn~ .~er in Malta 
and Gozo in that his farm is the ·more important of _:the two_ oc-cupations 
for his livelihood. His work as licensed _villaee··waighman is import-. 
ant both because of the. extra income which. it_ brings and on account 
. . 
of tho social standing which goes with the office. He is a shrewd 
·-and, literate man.who earlier in his life also eneaged in importing 
. . 
and other business. He was.one or the many farmers able to build 
up a substantial reserve as a result of the 1939-45 War. The house 
is spacious and well-appointed qy local standards and Oenzu and his 
sm.al.l fBillily_enjDJ _Q.omf'ortabl.;. -:liy-ing....:.condi t-iona. His- pra·.;.wa::r- · - .. 
premises ware damaged during_ the War and ·he received soine £1800 
official compensation to which he added a fUrther £1200. This 
money ~a put to'\oiards the n:e:w house and towards the costa of 'building 
up_ his present hard of. lg_ cows,_ a ~11 aild lo go~ts. The rni:UC. 
produced anQ sol~: _to .the ~~M~U~ .'P.rPV"i~~s ~hf:J ~asic element o_f· ~s 
.. ~· . . . . .. . \- . ;.~: ... )' ' ' . . . ' . . . 
iilceme ~t · he· 8-lso grows cash crops for sale.. ·In the 1956-5?. ·winter 
a third of his crqp ·area was·d~yoted .to fodder. This increased to 
74% in the following winter but, given a substantial improvement in 
the prevailing prices·· .for cash crops, it is ·l~ely that he would 
. . . 
devote more space once again to these and 'b-ey ~b. a larger part. of 
the fodder n~eded. In 1957 he purc~ased 9var' £1000 worth of fodder 
Sndreceived about £1350 for milk sold~ng-t~e same period • 
- , .. · 
..... '. ' 
'. · ... 
. :. ,' 
••• ,l 
.. 
. " 
._.,... :.-. ~-.r 
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Unlike most farmers he keeps detailed records of hie income 
. arid expenditure on the fe.rm and animals and on the weiehing side 
of hie business, but he remains unwilling to di~cuss his revenue 
with even apparently t~ted outsf.d~rs.· . Tnis reticence seems to 
rela.te to the 'tr~ditional ind~pend~~t outlook of the farmer rath~:r: 
' ' 
than to any anxiety to hide his ~ccounts from a sense of euilt. 
• ·r ·' 
He was prepared to join the Malta ~lilk Company (Il-Kwnpanija Maltija 
tal.:..Halib) because he saw· this· 'Bs ··of ·some benefi~ to the milk 
. . '- ... 
producer in his relations with the tw1".M.U. authorities. · Bu.t he 
has never been a member of a farmers' union and is clearly not 
interested in them although· he thinks 11A union might be a good 
·-·- . -· 
idea". --He-slia.rES the typical f.ailur.e ·to appreciate the role of 
an efficient Un:f.on. Neither is he interested in joining a 
producers' Co-operative. 
As village-weighman he .has a high social standing in the 
. ' 
district. His· li ter&cy, spaeiC?us 'house,. a~d herd of cows .. further 
enhance his ~ta~~s. · .H~ m$ltaine t~t within the village _!~~e p~~~ 
of the Pariah -priest is as ever it. was 11in spite of the new leernin.e". 
He notes that the increasing number of dissenting voices in the village 
are kept firmly in their place by the pressure of public opinion but 
th~t political rivalry, a comparatively recent feature in the village, 
is groWins. The returning emigrant brings new ideas - including 
some on religion- but the strength of the Cbtir~h r~mains mu9h.lees 
questioned than is the case in the towns. Genzu shares the still 
. . ·· 379 • 
general view that money given to the Church is· .'!pa;vment towards 
to good of the community". ··Money paid to the Government in·the 
form or taxes would, on the other hand, be regerded as an imposition 
'br'inging no be_nefit to the indj,.vidual, and therefore to be avoided. 
CASE XII : summ·m. . 
(A cows' milk producer and village weighman). 
A. ~· 
B. 
c. 
33 tmian in Mqabba-Kirkop Plain: 
4 Field plots in 3 parcels, on Terra Rossa Soils and 
Xero-Rendzinas. · 
all leased from 2 landlords: Tot~l rent £34 per annum. 
Utilisation. 
Over ~ tm~en wasteland. 
- Main· concentrati.on--on--rodde-r,· -.which accounted for-7~ crop-
area in 1957/58, as ·ag~at only 33~ in 1956/57 winter 
season.-
2 tmien under barley - pulled green. 
3 ~~ien under sulla. . 
6f·.tmien under vetches." 
5 imien ~d~r wheat. 
c.la tmie~ ~de~ potatoes.- ... 
Remainder·tmdei' veget_ables, prick+y :pear-and fallow. 
Main· .cash crops potatoes arid onions_: ·· · 
Liv~sto~k. 
Late 1957 - 1.3 hea~··.o;r" cattle (lo; mil~h cows, 2 calves, 
l service bull). All Maltese Frlesian. 10 goats; 
1 ewe; 2 horses; 50 poultry; r$bbits. 
This. ~er.d was built up from 6 goats,. 4 sheep and 1 cow in 
1938 •. .' '.. ~- ' ; ' 
.• ..... 
D. Capital. 
- No freehold land. Owns large vil~age house. 
-~No statement as to capital reserves but general evidence 
suggests a sum or the order or £1500. . 
- Equipnent - no machinery, but normal range of local tools. 
. ' ' 
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E. i.a.bour-~· . :· .. · ..... 
- F~il.y labour - one 30 year old--tli;m.~ .· 
-In 1956 male hired-labour amo~ted:to:6o d~s, an~ 
female to 90 d:9s. . .'· . · - . · _ . 
Cost - men: c .£1 a. ~.,, "'Onl,$D· 0.~ 141~- a -day. . . ·. 
Hand laboui"· :almost enti"T&lY. for. 'ifowing ·durine autumil and 
·winter and harve.sting ill- .e.~~ S'iiminar ~ , . 
- Hilr.~s ·heavy tractor plow·, ·rotary,:.cult;l.v.ator and threshing 
machiJ:le each year. ·costs or 'co1ltr.ll9t _.plowing 15/~ tci £1 
a tmien. . . · · 
F. Pr'oduction .-and ·sales. 
(i) Co~a milk sales· range frotn.·Dec'emb~r· mi·nil'nuln of c.l5.3 
lbs. pt;lr day to Apri~ m~;tmum of· c.290 .l·bs· .• per_··day. 
Regards .. 3 gallon output pe;r .~e~ a .day a.S··miniD!UiD 
profitable production. Mi~ ·receipts in 1957·c.£1.350. 
(Coats of purchased fodder £1000).-.• , -
- Goats ·mille sold for cheesem~ing_ (I· rikottat r. 
· - Abou.t 20 gallons per annum of -cows milk for. chees.e 
productlon. . 
- Pract~Q_aJ.l:t no_ljquid milk .di-unk. :t;7y.: fB:Jili4r. - --- ,_ 
..... ; 
(ii) P9tatoas ~ Winter Crop - September -to-December. 
- 'Early~ Qrop - January 11o· A~i-1. . 
Relies entirelY. 9ri kr~ :Ba.nper. Da.stinat·ion of cro.P 
depends on price"· a-. g. 'to/inter Crop 1956/57 sold at 23/4 
per .. -qantar ,J;or ·e:Kport •. _Wi:nt~r :c~op 1957/58 sold at 
27/- pt;Jr qa..ntar for J.ocal.lilarka~·. · · 
-Usually produce~_ .~.50 ... qaptar per annum and 4 or 5 used 
·to-,: gQmes'tic con'slmipt!on·. -.. c· . . . . - . . . . 
, . . ; . . •· ; . ·:· 4.- . . . 
(iH.)' Qn:io~~:. p~dduced for export and ioc-~l market ·and for: 
homer cons~ption. Prod:wr~f,pn .. 'tluotU.a~es ·with clim~:tie 
- yielda:·.bat.We(:J.Q extremes .·Of 20 and 40 qantar par toJnna. 
- . :,·.- ' • ,''-j..!: : ·•• . 
(iv)· -Small sala8 of vegetables- considerable range grown. 
- Fodder productions meats o. one-half requirements • 
. ·.; .. . . -· 
G. HusbandrY., ~ 
(i) Land . . . 
cay- On best land typical seqUe~ce would b~. 
Sept. (a) Heavy manuring -·96 bags of dung 
arid refuse p.er_ tomna. 
Sapt~-Dec. (b)' Winter .crop of p~:tatoes. 
•,. ·. , 
;-. -· . ,-: 
'., 
-. 
··t . ~-· . 
. : J.\ . 
... 
' I • I 1-
• :'. 
Jan. (c) 'Artificial fert;l.liaer - Sulphate 
ot''·Ammonia. l·.bag-.p~r tomna. 
Jan.-April (d.) Spring crop ·of. potatoes. 
:t-ray-~. (a.) Summer fallow · 
Sept.~April (f) T\.Jo crops of· potatpe_s. as (a)' to (d). 
May-Aug. -(g) Q~ons - on watered. lmd. 
Sept .-May. (h) Cultivatiott for and growing of whea~ 
crop. · 
1-iay-Aug. (i) Fallow 
Sept' •. -April (-J) SUUa 
(b) More ueual practice (which is not thought of as a 
strict rotation)_ is local variation of four-year 
cycle. · 
-Manuring. Po_:ta.toes., O~ona, Wheat, Sulla, 
Vetches and se-~d·'·tod<lE:h·s such as zoflfa and 
ginglin are int reduced into .. this basic scheme. 
(c)· On fields near hoqse domestic vegetable crops, 
e.g. garlic, brassicae, pumpkins, and marrows. 
(ii) Seeds 
:3ia'inly relie-s on own seed· but- perioui·cldi:y---buya · seed..: 
potatoes for maintain;i.ng standard ·of 1 early' ·crop. · · 
·· .. ' . 
(iii) Livestock . .. . 
- Breeds cattle frgm own stock but prepared to experiment 
e.g. interested in artificial insemination. 
- Feeding. Has a £air idea of fodder nee~s of livestock 
but uses traditional combination of green legumes, 
sulla hay' .-beans ~ntf concentrates without measurement·. 
Has s~art~d ~chasing-· .. ·reaay-~_~i;x~d balanced feed. 
: 't'" 
H. General. . .. · .. ,
,·.·.I, 
(i) 
(11) 
An e~ple-~f ~he b~st ~ype of cows' milk· producer. 
Keeps rough accoll.ni;s· .of expenditure and receipts from 
most of-sales but even so does not think in terms of 
profit-income and does_ not comput-e family labour in 
!JlOneta.:cy_ terms ._at ~11.· .. 
. . . 
Is tendiAg towar~·apecialising in cattle-breeding and 
is inclined to doubt the value of the arable sector. 
Is typical of most of bis class in that he keeps no 
aoc~ts of fodder-production on his. own land but 
maintains that it is becoming uneconamic because or 
high labour costs and difficu_lty of :ra::lsing yields 
any further. 
·. • .. 
·.:. 
~ . ·:_.. -· 
·' 
- ··. ~ . -
.. -
... 
.··· 
~ • '1. ~ 
3.82. 
• ' -~ I 
(iii) Makes careful pra.otica;J>.~istin~ti~na between types or' 
land: . .. . . .·: 
(iv) 
(v) 
' - spme f-ields ·have. a inches of :so.il ~~- ro¢k 'platf.orin 
and these- c~ only .bB worked qy·h~. · 
- deeper soils . .-_up 'to--3 .feet thick _need periodi~ «;t~~P 
pl«;)ltl~. although tllis- mey result. in the· _bringing. to 
the BlU'face. or·-~'n~;~wba" (or nmeia•i -. salt) - subsurface 
saline con.~ent~~tion wi~h -~!nf':Ul resul~s. · . ·.· 
-red and white· soils ·have different characteristics 
for tillage- and crop . :.gto1rit.h~-, · .--. · · .. . . ... 
- notes the· pr~·sence of a t~in,-·.ye.ey ha~d we~thetec;l· · .. 
layer OI\ top ot Globiger:fn~ -~d ~oc'k. · This '"skorca 
tal-blat 11 . is bel~eved to_preven~ the movement _of 
moisture from the· rock water-table· to over-liing, 
soil. · . · · · · · · 
• 1,,. -· 
\ ..... 
In spite of literacy, gens~al· initiative and acumen 
he is conservative ·about ~eying ·new ideas_. Her_e._, as 
elsewhere' the chi~f -b~~:t$~1e ··appears to b$. socia~ 
:rather than economic· ... the· fear of being difre·rent and 
the fear of failure in the eyes of the rest .of the 
co~unity. -~ · · · _ _ . ____ · __ · ._· · ___ _ 
--------- ----:- - -.·-- ~ 
In spit.e ot (possibly because_ of) experience in check~ 
weighin~-, is .po ~ore prepared to trust M.M. u •. and· 
official' mark~ti~ age~cie~ . than a.ny other farmer,; 
·- . i' ~ 
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CASE_XIII :_Toni. 
(A ']»irt:..titJie a~abl.e farmer and caretaker of· a· ~ilitB:I"Y camp). 
An example of.- part-time fe.rming in which the field operations 
are ·tfte subsidiary pext of the business - from the financial point 
of view thou~h not as regards the amount or time spent on them. 
~is .caretaki~g duties ~ing him 'some £5 jler:·weok for most 
of the yea;r and yet leave him with en~ugh free· time to cultivate 
several i:rTigable _patches near the camp. . N.-ow_. ~d ne~ly seventy 
. . ' ~ 
he works a much· smaller total area than the· ~hitty tmien of his 
. . 
- younger d~s. He could in fact live. ·on: his ·iticome troin ·his care-
taking and continues to work the fields f~r four reasons: 
. (~} 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
To· -prov-ide food for.:· his pre sen~ i'am;i.~ of t·hrea ,-
To produce a S\1ppl$m.entary inco~ne ~om the· sale. 
or cash crops-;· .- · ·-·";:-
To·occuPW his time ·with the farming.which he knows 
- as something'"o:( a hobby. · 
To provide his emigrated sons·· each "with a piece or 
l~d11 . when they return to Mal.ta !'or their retire-
me-nt·. · · 
; ~ • 'r 
I~ em~.· (b)" and (c) retlect his ··independe~~e: of .. r~ming for 
·the,·me.intenance-·or/bim~elt .and hi~ l4f'e---~a>a.~ughter,· ~hila (c)· 
.. . .... 
. ~- ' 
and (d) suggest that although farming ceases- to be the country;-
. . . 
: . .. ·,, .. ·. --.-. · .. 
man's livelihood; J:te .in¢lines·to retain a reeidual interest in it 
,. ' . . 
even when he has been aw~ from Malta for the great.er part of 
· his working life. This is a char~cterist;c feat~e of rural Malta 
. - ,• 
and an important aspect of-the recent increas~ ;n·part-time farming. 
The 1957 Census of AgricultUre lists 9,588 ~..;.'time as against 
~ i. • 
,r. I '~ ' 
. :' '· . 
··. 
:·· 
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7,813 flil.l-time farmers (B/164, p.kv). The treiid towards part-
:· ·. 
in pla~~ of ~1-time farming is significant ·in ~he· p~esent. overall 
retreat . from B.grioul ture. It represents in _m,B.ey cases a · t:Lrs,t 
stage in the move from the land and one expects it·=:t·~,.-'bS· sUcceeded, 
possibly in the follo~ine eeneration, by -a comp_let·~ _break with.-tha 
. . ~ . 
•· . ,. 
land or the maintenance o' a purely residual ~d-casual inte~st; 
' T:,·,.- • • • . 
as in (d) above. In this Case, T.oni continues· ·to·· _produce cash· 
. . .. .. . 
.. 
crops foi' sale but his sons wheri·tbey·.ret~-rn are not:-··likely to· do 
r '· •·•.. ••• • • 
so,.'. Thus this type of small scaie part-tiJU~· f~Jiiing will have· 
little or no importance in agriculture-as a producirig ·industry. 
Toni himself substantiates this view. 11FaTming has no future 
in Malta- since--there--is- no money--in i-t for 'the-yotinge:r-generation;-· 
and so you can't expect P~.~p1e 'to go on wor'k'lng· .f'ielde if. t~~Y 
can avoid it". 'He sees the:rarming population as a de:p~essed 
class and attributes this in large part ot the _fact tha-t· "The. 
far~~rs count for only 12,000· vote~· ·at ~1~Qtion i~e~ir. Unions 
.. ' 
I .~ .. 
. are, for ~oni, 11 no·use for. the famer and hi~ ·pro'!Jlams" 'because~ 
I • . 
it. ~~pears,· of ~usp~~io~ .. and ipioz:a.D.ce~· He-· i'Jll'ther observ-es : 
that "the Maltese farmer grumbles easily" ~ because of the same 
factors. This is ~ts~lf di~cour&gfDg:the yoUnger farming generation 
froin staying on the land and struggling against. rising cos~~·: to sell 
products which are but feeble competitors against the imported 
article. He remains dubious of the effect~ of &Ve~ the pres'ent 
'' 
;. '· 
• <' 
'· . ; '>~~- .. .- ·.\ · .. ~. 
. ; 
~· 
'.:. i".". 
..· '• - -~· •• j • ' 
' ' 
Gov~!nment·~olicy of.assistance by both finano~ suppo~t in various 
forms and.attempts to intro~uce more etfi9ient·matbo~s and better 
... • ' ~ I • 
adapted and therefore more profitable crops, at~.· 
. CASE ·XIII • ..!. Summazy. ·. · 
(A part-tilDe arable farmer and C&.rE!taker of a military· camp). 
A. be!• 
-2 plots of·i~rigated land at i~-G~~dira and il-Hofra 
both in the .*ellieea Isthmus area. . .. 
- Several· ·plots of dry ls.nd, usually h~ld idle for 
relative~ who are exp0cted to return from Canada. 
- Soils: 1-Iklin complex. 
- Rented from Civil GoverQment and War Department. 
B. Utilisation. 
- - --- - --.----
- Irriaated· plots carry potatoes, tomato~s and vines with 
a great variety of vegetables. 
- Dry J.and: potatoes;. tomatoes, beans, sulla, onions, 
herbs.: for home oonsurnp~ion. 
c. Livestock. 
D·. 
60 ~r-70 rabbits, 1 sheep._ 
Capital.· \, I 
• c' 
. ·' 
- No f'r'eehold :leJid,: ~t owns· a: .. hous~ ·in the :viilage. 
- Usual hand tools. · · · 
- Spr91 and rotary cultivator recently acquired. 
- ~inancial position not disclosed but appears to have 
oonside'rable resat,ves • 
....; OWns 'a oar." . . 
- Son owns motor lorry sometimes used on holding. 
·.··\ 
- Some help from wife and daughter but .remai~~er of family 
have either emigrated or entered non•ag~icUltural employment 
in Malta. ·- · 
·' 
. •, 
·' 
.. 
- 0 
· ... ·. 
~- ' .. . ··.,. ,. 
;::, .· . ~ ' - ' ·' . ' ' . - ' ·, ~ 
' . . . . ~. ·,. 
.. 
,.·. 
~ .· 
- Formerly hired a laboural' ·at £5 par' :W9ek. but· ~e lart f'or 
the Dockyard i~ ~~55. In 1958 it ~8s dif~~c1llt to find 
f'arm labow;'e.rt=~ .. eyeq at 25 to 30/- a· .day. _ . · 
- Occasi'onal hired ·help -a:t harvest. t~~. ·. 
F. P~oduction and Salas. 
- Main prof'i t from to"atoas, era pas and pota~oe~·. · 
Subsid:i,~ income . f'~om· vegetables. > .- · · 
- Attempts to spacei out productio~ and sale'~;~ by. us~ng · · · 
man;y different vai'i~tias and storing, a .g~ :·pote.~oas 
until prices are higho .· I' i· . 
G. Hue ban4g. 
(i) - Pota't!oes: .three crops annually on bast land. 
- Artichok-es a repJ4ntad f!IVe,ry 4 .ye8.rs-•. 
- Tomatoes a· seed beds attad1ad ·-to ~rfg'l.tad plots 
carry many varieties. 
- Ma'lons: has axparllilentad successfully with seed sent 
by relative in Canada. . 
- Caulif'lowarsa 4 crops batwaE;tn_ August and.March, -
e..ar~ie.s:t .so.l.d.-...bafo~ haads-aioe. formed-. -- ·-·----·-
(ii) - Manure brought from Luqa; 4 ·truckloads ·- £2-2 plim -
£8 f'or carr;l~a ... w.ill last one year. 
Also uses town ·ratuae. 
-Copper ~q.lphata .. spray f.or potatoes, paraffin spray 
as waaCl k~~l~r~ 
(iii), .. - Hu ra~Eintly .addad:'.t·o~:hbldtng· _"r!Y.· raclama.t_ion ... of' · 
w~teland., Const;rUct·ed .a 2,:;.t~ieh field, .--soil for 
;which. co'st £150 (20 truckloads): .tind transport £50·. 
This fiald.ratur~e~ £60 worth ot potatoes in first 
jre~, ·£)5j or· ;tO!ili;li~Q~-~-- :tn·· ·the·. se.cond·. · · '.In . "autumn 
1957 wae· prepar~e- t·o !z-epeat th$ p:roc~s~ • 
• o ••:1 ' • ' I 
(iv) -·~rrigated land rested unde~ sull~eva~y fourth year. 
H. Geneioal. 
An unusually proficieht-part-timer.cus~Ph~d·b,f. income fro~ 
position as camp. ce.retaker (£5 .12 .0 per weak _Yhetr camp I;l.Ot.· 
fully OQcupied) • His job .appears to leave ,)l~m. 'plenty of ··t1zna 
to devote to hi.s hplding_~ He is wi;L;U;,ng,·to t;~J(pe:dmerit and 
~aka ris~s, th011gh a:Jq)fJ.riments are co~~ealed· -trom l';lis · Q.eigh-
bours until proved su9ceas·f:u1. Has. a lively fil.ppreciation 
.<e\ 
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- - of bow to obtain beet returns' from hi.s. j>roduce; very much 
au fait with_market condit~~s. 
· .... · 
·Keeps fwlj careful account_a ·enQ., acco~ciin€;;.to his own 
st~tements, m~e~ a profit of £250 p.a. from farming: 
Rec·eipts ;from produce·· 
Labour costa -
See~s, manur~,:tranaport 
Profit 
-. "! 
£1.50 
£·-so 
£150 
-~ 
£25o 
.. 
-
Value or produce cohsumed.-by family £30 
His two jobs have made him appre'ciably more prosperous than 
his neighbours. Witnout the subsidiary income fro~ caretaking 
his f:i.nanci~ position -woulq be extr~Jllely ,p,r~·oarioufi'.. As- it 
is he is-~ble-to amass a considerable capital reserVe. 
~ =' • • 
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Cl.\§E XIV : Ganni. (A young, progressive contract-plo~, with ·heevy tractors and other 
mechlUlized equiplient). · · 
• Ganni .is a bachelor in hj,s late twenties. In ~Qat respec-t~ 
he .is quite atypical of Maltese farmers today but ·hie work and 
: ~ttitudes illustrate most vividly the economic, technical and social 
problems facing agr~culture and the rural commUnity· in Malta. 
1 ' f ' 
His youth, his knowledge of written_ and spoken English, his 
first hand acquaintance. with Australia, the· United Kingdom,. Italy 
·, 
. and other countrie~, his belief in meohani_zation as the WEcy to make 
.:-.• 
DJoney in Maltese farming, his soclal rejection of his village back-
g~o~d, and his att~tude_ to:~gricultural and other authorities in 
the Islands all mark him out as apart from the 'traditional' kin~ 
of fermer·. A~ the s~e·. ·tim·a, ·.however, h~s case reflects the 
f'ru,stration and 'impatience- of his ciwn ge~eration .. in the agrioult-
• -1- - • • 
··. 
ural community. 
/ 
He come~ of a v.i_l~ge fmqily· in ·.wh~ch h~s father an(paternal 
. grand-father were· botJ;t bu~chers. . His . f~the;r. ~cqui~d a sma~l r~~ 
·of some two. acr~s 1;Q ·pr~:id.~· vegat~'ble~ .fop :~he: family but neft·her 
. . " . 
Genni nor his brother, a few years his junior, ~as keen to expand 
the family holding. The family butchering business held no more 
attraction for them and was relinquished by the father when he 
retired from full-time work some years ~o to run a sinall bar in 
the ville.ge. Both the·brot~f)rs thought :that neither butchering 
.. ~ ,' , ... :·. , ·' 
... · .. - ·· .. ·-· . '· 
i .-
.: . ~. . .. 
~ ... 
• I • ' 
'' /,,I 
I ; '•, ,' .'J' • ''•.· 
.. ··· ,--
. . ~- .. 
nor farming presented· scope for money mak!ng.so they emigrated to 
4ustralia. Gannit s seven years. there le~t him .. unsympathetic 
towards farming as practised in Malta, wit~ ite fragmentation, 
hand-labour and other limitations. He saw m~·cbariiz'atioh on the 
~.; .. 
Australian pattern, with tractor-drawn·, three. £,arrow plows, combine-
. ' 
harvesters and a variety of ot~er large ~plemants, as the on~ way 
to make ~altese farming·a profitable venture • 
. He retu,rned home· full of ideas 9f m~;tlcin~ money as a cont·ractqr-
. :pl~wman. ~S native knowledge ·Of Malt~se· famers and farming left 
him 'with no illusions as t~· possi~l-ities.- Oarmi•· a subsequent 
efi'orts 'to find takers tor his deep-pi~wine have entailed a ~ard 
-~ig_bj;-=-ae_aj._n.»..t_pr.ajurlic_8___flnd criticism... -~ly- many of the 
. ' objections rai~ed aa. to .his methods ~d machines being unsuitable 
: .. ... . . 
.'for·· ~altese conditiC;>ns .. have not -b_ee~ 'wit-~ou~ fotmdation but be he.s· 
... 
,· . . . .. , .. 
. pUsbed ahead·, -working over a larger area, btzying new types of 
m~chin~ry; at c. 
The present discussion is· corlcerned ieas with the technical 
·: . 
~ ,. . . 
details .o~:_._thi~ ki~a··o:f.' -~eavy mechanization ;in -~lta than with the:· 
• ' • • • • I • • ' 
attitudes which, it reveais -. e·~pe~ially the tremendous gulf in out;.. 
lo9k between the older farmers and the few young men like Ganni 
who are still making some effort in Maltese farming. It is held 
that these latter are more important than their present numbers 
would suggest since, without their sustained effort, an economic 
and social continuity will·be lost. They ~e individuals upon· 
. .. -· 
. , ... ,"1 .... 
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·whom some new or improved farming could be built -fn Malta and Gozo. 
· Oanni' a .,iew of !,'arming Mal~. 
"Farming in Malta is today generally uneconomical because of 
the high costa of' the necessary bend-labour and because of the 
diffi~lties facing the mechanization of' field-work" (Ganni). He 
attributes wb.at he regards as the present diaJBal prospect of' 
Maltese agriculture to the lack of a guarant~ed exportable crop, 
on the one hand, and to the lack of direction to the farmer from 
-·the agricultur&l authorities, on the other~ Nevertheless he believes 
that neither of the.se prol;Jlems !La without solution and he puts a 
g~at -part of the blame on the.Maltese farmer himself who is pre-
- -~nt.ed_says . .G by his illitei!8.CJ-Snd . ..su.epicion .from -uniting.. and ~rom-
ae.ek1ng to improve his own farming. He maint-ains that it is possible 
--
to make money ~n f'arm_ing to~~ ~ the Isl.S.n~s, but only with the right 
J.: • 
methods, iae·aa and fa~ilities. This :i:a where· he himself' comes in, 
. . 
fo~ he believes his· ideas on mec~ization~re the answer, leading . 
.. . 
· .. I •' . 
t_o_ the elimination of' harid -labOur ··as far as pos~ib_~e. He insists._ that 
~ .. ~~ritable. -farm Di_ust. ·be a _workable .. unit,_· t)lat is -~--large patch· of twenty, 
;' ,· ; ' ' : . . . 
'' < 
f9~ty or more tmien capable of betng worked by mechanical implements. 
Moreover, he insists that the farmer should, where possible, sell his 
own prod~ce to the consumer in order to evade the 'middle-men' and 
thereby make a greater profit. 
Ganni himself talks vaguely of acqui-r~ng. such a farm, although 
t·o date his contract ... plowing· has absorbed ail his profit-making 
. :energies. 
·-
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.. ~Ganni' p view of the··_farmer in Malta. 
. . . 
· He lay.s -~ grea~ ·deal of the blame for ;ha.,p~sent agricultUTa.l 
·difficulties at the door of the farmers th~mselves. His view of 
his fellow farmers and villagers ··approaches cynicism: "The fariner•··s 
Uliteracy pre.vents him from admitting that aJ;lYtb,ing could be .better 
.· . 
than that which he knows. It also prevents ~im·f~o~ trusting -~th~r 
fal'lD.ers and prevents "him from realizing the folly of putting bad ... 
. . 
Wij"ight with pr!)duce for export. T.he y_o"ung· people who are far from 
···., 
iiliterate an~ will listen to reason are n~t·st~ing on the land 
·long enough for this to be of lasting benefit to agriculture". He 
'. 
obs-~rves that the farmer is keen for a sure profit but not at all 
... 
anxious· to---pll:Ulge-Ms--of-ten-cq;nstd~ble:-:capi-t~ into a new veilturr--·-- ----
· .. ' ··. . . \·,· . 
~nich as buyi_n~r·a tra.cto~. .· In·' fact he wil~· b,ot accept any new . _ 
. . . 
. inf:lthod··or crop before be sees it a w~rki~'success - preferably in 
I ~ • • ~' • 
a field near his ·ow.~ -.This applied. pS:Z.t~~ularly to the • oU.tlandish' 
. . - . . - . 
ida~ on de·~p-pl~'Wing which ~anni·· brought ti~<:k .. f'rom A..lstraiia •. · .His 
. '., - . ·': 
' . . •' ; . . .· ., \: . . 
fellow villagers regal"Q_ec;t his J.(l'' .mot\l.d~b·oard~. three ~row plows 
1 • • • • • .·' I -::_ • .' : ' ~ ~-~.' .' ~ 7, -, .":·: ,· : •. ·--~ <· _.;.. ·, . • • . • I • 
with great su$picion, and his ideas on pota.t·o·-ridging, combi~e:-
harvesting: end ·.t~~~hin·g··~et ~ith·~o more -approval initiaily. 
. .. .. . . 
~enni insists that the farmer's saving __ is merely "an aimless 
ac~~latiJ?n · Qf _money: a ~an may "look poor ·~n areas and hav~' £1000 
t1.1;.ckad awai". He says of an old lady in· a -~e.arby··io.riely ho:use 
·"I.' 
"She veers no shoes ana has never been to VSlletta but will·die 
le~tving thousanc:ls11 • 
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-: •. ~ 
... ·.This couservatiain- and· reluotra:tice on,j~pe ·~t of the illiterate 
'. :.- • ! 
farmer emerges, tha:r~fo~ as a majo:('"d~r~i~~it;y in the way of 
".!. - •• ·' • • • . 
improvem~nt and modificat~on. It.· .;is. one'. \iliich.-tenda to be overlooked 
• J •• 
by well-meaning experts arid official~-w~o··~o~g~t :that, unlike ·_them-
- . '. 
selves, the farmer i~ unable to read of _successfui eJq>eriment·e of :one 
kind or anQtper in a foreign lana- he will only. be satisfied with 
conclusiv~ pr~of before his own eyes. Moreover the farmer ofteb 
finds it· hard to convince himself the.t some expert or high-ranking 
ruiviser on affairs agricultural can in "f~ct be working for the 
• .!', • • 
benafi~_~r the far.mer and not himself. This is so~ething new. in 
his eXperience • 
. Mechani-zation. 
---=-- -------- ---- --. -----------
. . 
Ganni and his brother work their machinery contracting .. busil'l:ess 
to~t~er,··doiilg all but .t~e ·bigge~t repai~s. · They have (1958): 
. (~) a- three-f'Ui-row '• (~evi9Jisiy a: :·tw.o~furrow) mould-board 
:' ~_.- .L. , _._:j ;,} ~· ~ - 5 
. pl·o_w., "the only. one in the· dist~ct, 
. . . ' ~ ·. 
.:_· .-<· (ii) · a tripl~·_disc-plow _,(.~rig~JJ.y· ~ d~ub.le) for heavy 
\ ~ .. \t 
• • ~,,' ) .: ~- . I:, o : • .":Jo.:, -: • 
ground, ·' · .· · · .. · ·. - ·· · · · .. · 
(iii). a rotav~tor. Or1gi~ally .~he bro~hers had a small 
• ' I • ' . ' 
, . ~ ' . . 
rota~~t~r bht tbey co~piatn that this does no more than 
. " . ' 
. '· 
·kill off the we.eds for··a short time and harden the s.oil 
.just beiow the rotavate'd surf~ce. In 1958 t~ey were 
ln.J1~. a 5' trailer ~th · 4· r.evQivir;l.g-"·cifiws which met 
~th much d~rision f~om local -f&f~~~~·because of its 
weight. 
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(iv) a three-ton truck, 
(v) a twelve-tined harrow, 
They are keen to add (1958) a thresher and a smPll 'combine harvester 
which "might work in Malta with affect". <le.nni would rather "import 
a combine than lot £1000 lie idle in the bank, unlike most other f'a_rmers 11 • 
"New m&chinery soon pa;ys for· itself' and is the we:y to make money in 
Maltese agricUlture today''. He advocates tyred tractors for Maltese. 
conditions as·they are easier to get out or rough ground and more 
convenient to cope with ror..d transit. M~y farmers prefer the 
ca.terpillar-tracked type. He maintains that the tyred :tra.ctor is 
baiter even for the deep-plowing which he advocates. This deep-
- plow:l.Jlg bas grown in popular! ty_ only s.lowly -- Ga~;t is fully- aware- -
that 11 there may be drawbacks", but he ;reckons to work his four-month 
season each year to the full, earning about £5 per day on six days 
p~r week.. The ·rest of t_he yeer is tak~n up ~th contract work 
with the machinery on building and other sites together with same 
attention to the few fields held_by th~ family._ The area covered 
by the brothers in their plowing oper.a'.tions extends to something 
like a quarter _the area of Malta (v. B/381) • 
.. 
. 
Ganni and the village • 
. 
Ganni is an outijider in his own village in so far as his 
literacy, travel _and, especially, his Australian experience and 
his 'new ideas' have put him socially out of touch with his fellow-
villagers. He maintains enough of a link .wit-h the village (throUBh 
•. 
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his father} to be able to live there and make money, but he has. 
littl~ sympathy for the older people around him e.nd they_ in their 
turn regard him as a social (as ~11 as econom~c) rebel. He takes 
little part in th~'social life of the village. Work is his first 
concern and he ia most annoyed when the priest, with whom he has 
"not been on speak~g ·terms" since his.return from Australia, 
forbids his working on Sundays. This includes even repair work on 
the machinery indoors. He knows well enough that were he to plow 
Oii Sund91s or feata days. he \olould be- " publically ostracized and 
no villager would hire him and his plow". llis relaxation. ·is ·-his 
motor-cycle on which-he escapes at high speed from time to·time along 
' 
_wit.h _others of his generation- who "have- ey~s for the---ligh-t-s- of- v-alletta 
rather than farming'' • 
Towards his own parents Ganci's attitude is typical. He rega~ds 
his father as belonging to the o~d _generation of illitera~e_.or !=Jemi-
. - .· 
illiterate .countryfolk, steeped in the conservatism of the past and 
. - ' ' 
the traditional. , Father and son ar~e continuously over_ points ·~f-
• o ' • I • 
. . . . - . 
policy - with Ganni tending to assmne ·that his education an~ wider 
experience anti tles him to somethi_ng _of a 1 .c~.ting vote' in such 
arguments. Nevertheless the family tie is there and is strong 
enough for Ganni.to have an innate respect for his father despite 
the gulf in education and ideas. Thus Ganni supported his father's 
scheme to plant some cotton even though he himself doubted the 
profitability of this move (1958}. 
• • ' o I ~ 
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Marriage in Malta, where the "evil ·dowq"~· ~•·a:..ta1 ) system 
: ~ . ~ 
is maintained,.h~lda li~tle attraction for~ •. He observes 
that he cannot taka a girl out on his motor-eye~~ without the 
. -
older people of the village criticising him for- no~ marrying·· her 
• 0 • • • 
first. This and the·whola social climate or village life in 
Malta of which it is part clasha~ with the ways he laarn~d.~p 
.... -.. 
. Australia and with the ideas and beliefs which his education and 
his. knowledge. of. the world outside the village _.of _his birth have 
brought him. 
- Ganni is primarily important to 'the vil_laga _'beca~se he is. 
. . . 
staying there. He takes little part in village affairs, ha does 
______ _B-ot ''b~tha:r _ab_out __ :fe.~tas 11 , and he has_ few. clo.sa f~iands in his, .q!' 
-· '·~ . 
.. -, 
group of farmers. . But hi·s·ldea.B and the ·new methods- and ·impl-ements 
which he'has brought to the village in face of-considerable opposition 
and ridicule are a'' sig:nificant i tam in ~~e .changing scene of Maltese 
farming. 
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CASE XV A Note on the Fishermen of Nalta and Gozo. 
'l'he fishermen of the Maltese I:::lands deserve mention in this 
thesis as their position today has many points in common vith that 
of the farmers. 
A 1957 estimate put their number at 840 (B/177 - 195'7, Section 
F, p.l). This represented about 1% of the total gainfully occupied 
population at the time and is equivalent to only 11% of the number 
of full-time farmers in the Islands, although only abou·t half of 
the 840 appear to be full-time fishermen. 11Hany are engaged in 
the industry for paxt of the year only and they usually have an 
alternative occupation ashore" (B/250, p.lJ). 
Burdon, in his 1956 report, S\.Ultt: up the present condition of 
the fishermen "The most remarkable feature of the industry is 
the diversity of methods which individual fishermen use. Some 
fishermen are more advanced than others, but in general they are 
progressive and their knowledge of the local fisheries is extensive. 
Unfortunately they have little contac·t Hi th the world beyond Malta 
and do not learn of new developments in fishing technique. This 
is aggravated by the comparatively low standard of education" 
(B/250, pp.lJ-14). 
The parallel with farming and farmers in Malta. is clear. 
Burdon observes that recent developments "make it imperative that 
vocational training should be given to the fishermen. This must 
397. 
be simple in form ani should be taken to the fishermen - i.e. 
the classes must be bela in the fishing centres at times \..rhen 
the fishermen a1·•.:: available. But such measures are unlikely 
to meet with success if confined to thO rishermen \-Ihose liveli-
hood depends upon fishing whenever the \-ieather permits. Special 
attention must, therefore, be paid to the children oi' the fisher-
men who will become the fishermen of tomorrow" (B/250, p.l4). 
The need for education in agriculture is exactly parallel 
to Burdon1 s recommendation, but, whereas a star"ti on ~;nese lines 
has already been made in fa1·ming (Chapter 13), nothing 11a.s been 
done in the case of fishing, although the ne·:~d for the technical 
education of the fisherman has been stressed since as long ago 
-
as 1931 (B/237, p.47). There are still no qualified f1ialtese 
skippers (B/250, p.l4) and, for \·IOrk in the more distant grounds 
off Lampedusa and Sicily, Italians are employed. They are 
regarded \>Jith some awe by :Local :t'isherrnen for their literacy, 
technical t<nowledge and the rather higher wages which they can 
command. 
There bas, however~ been material help to fishing in the 
form of the Agricultural and Fishing Industries (Financial Assist-
ance) Act (No. 11 of 1956), and the introduction of a Fishing 
Equipment Supply Service (B/177- 1957, Section F, p.l), but the 
essence of the problem is, as in agriculture, that there is a 
retreat from fishing by the younger generation. 
398. 
Harsa.xlokk is the biggest fishing centre in the Islands while, 
in ~1alta itself, Zurrieq - though not a port - comes second by number 
of residant fishermen. In Gozo most fishermen live in Victoria and 
Xe\-Jkija, both inland settlements away from the fishing harbours of 
l•1arsalforn, Ngarr and Xlendi. Socially this residential distribution 
is important since only in l'<larsaxlokk is there a sufficient resident 
fishing population for one to talk of a 'fishing community•. 
Harsaxlokk achieved parochial status in 1897 but the village 
is still \vithout many 1 modern• at·tributes such as cinema, resident 
doctor, barber and cer·tain shopping facilities for which the fisher-
man goes to Zejtun. His interest is primarily the sea and many 
fishermen visit the 1 town only for the fish market. In :t-Iarsaxlokk 
itself the fishermen gather for Church and gossip on Sunday mornings; 
the rest of their \-!eekly schedule is governed by the weather and 
the season. 
As a class the fishermen and their families are economically 
lower than ·the farmers. In February, 1958, about 10.4% of the 
estimated 840 fishermen \-Jere poor enough to qualify for C.A.R.E. 
relief ( v. Chapter 12). At the same time only 9% of farmers were 
entitled to supplies on the sante basis, and the average for the 
total population \·las lower still at 8. 2% 
The fisherman is regarded, even by the farmer, as low on the 
social scale. This, together with the generally depressed standard 
of living of the fishing conununity despite the presen·t official 
399. 
financial assistance, is producing exactly the same position as 
in agriculture. The Y•)Unger generation is not prepared to 
accept the inuustry as it is nor the 1.-1ay of life basad on it. 
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APPENDIX 1 : ~~LTA - A Chronological Outline. 
Pflli-HISTORIC : 
P ii.LEOLITH IC 
t·fE.jOLITH IC 
NEOLITHIC 
- no trace in Malta or Gozo. 
- no trace in 1•falta or Gozo, 
{a) 
{b) 
{c) 
Settlers from ~icily •••••••••••••••••• 
'Tarxien Cemetery' Ctuture •••••••••••• 
'Borg in-Nadur' Culture ••••••••••••••• 
HISTORIC : 
Phoenicians ................................... 
Greeks {no conclusive evidence) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Carthaginians {no conclusive evidence) . . . . . . . . 
Rornans ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• conquest. 
401. 
c.2300 B.C. 
c.l500 B.C. 
c.1350 B.C. 
c.lOOO B.C. 
c. 700 B.C • 
c. 450 B.C • 
218 B.C. 
St. Paul's Shipwreck A.D. 60 
Division of the Empire 
Vandals (no conclusive evidence) •••••••••••••• 
Byzantine conquest (no trace in Nalta or Gozo) 
Hiilli.C:VAL : 
ARaB3 ••••••••••••••••••••••••········conquest. 
i~O&-b\.NS •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• II 
S\-/ABIAN.::.i 
Henrjr IV ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
F'rederick ••••..•.••••.••...•.•.•.•......••• 
Conrad .•....•••••.••.••••.•••••.••••.•••••. 
Manfred 
aNGBVINS 
Charles 
aRAGON.E.:lE 
.................................... 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Peter I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
James •••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Frederick II ·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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c. 500 
535 
870 
1091 
1194 
1197 
1250 
1254 
1266 
1283 
1286 
1296 
Peter II .••..••..........•.•••••.•.• , .•• , •• 
Ludwig ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Frederick III ••••••••••••••••••············ 
14artin I •.•...•.•......•....•.••........... 
Hartin II .................................. 
C11.S'l'ILIANS 
Ferdl nand I •.••••••••••••..•••••••••••..... 
Alphonso V ••••....••.•••..• , .•.•....•.....• 
John ••••.•••.•.•••.••...•.. , , •.....•..•.. , , 
C.ad'l'ILIB.N/ARAGONESE 
HOD ERN 
Ferdinand II ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Charles V ....•..••..•.••••......••••......• 
ORD.t!,;R of ST. JOHN of JERUSiiLE!•1 (v. Appendix 2). 
FRc;i\ICH •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •• , • , •••• 
BRITI~1 (v. Appendix 3) ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~parate Diocese of Gozo established ••••• 
First Self-Government Constitution ••••••• 
Naltu a Netropolitan ilrchdiocese •••••••••• 
Messrs. Bailey (i·:Ialta) Ltd. replace H.N. 
Dockyard •••••••• 
Suspension of 1947 Constitution •••••••••• 
402. 
1337 
1342 
1355 
1377 
1409 
1412 
1416 
1458 
1479 
1516 
1530 
1798 
1800 
1863 
1921 
1944 
1958 
1958 
APPENDIX 2 : Grand Masters of the Sovereign 
Order of the Knights of St. John of. Jerusalem, Rhodes, 
and Malta, 1530 - 1798. 
Fra Philippe Villiers de l'Isle Adam (Fr) ••••• 
elected 
Fra Pietro del Ponte (Ital) •••••••••••••••••• 
Fra Didier de Saint Jaille (Fr) •••.•••••••••• 
Fra Juan d'Homedes (Span) •••••••••••••••••••• 
]'ra Claude de la Sengle ( Fr) ••••..•••••.••••• 
.F'ra Jean Pari sot de la Vallette (Fr) ••••••••• 
Fra Pietro del Monte (Ital) •••••••••••••••••• 
Fra Jean Levesque de la Cassiere (Fr) •••••••• 
Fra Hugues de Loubenx Verdale (Fr) ••••••••••• 
]•ra Martino de Garzes (Span) ••••••••••••••••• 
Fra Alof de Wignacourt (Fr) ••••••••.••••.•••• 
Fra Don Luys Mendez de Vasconcellos (Span) ••• 
Fra Antoine de Paule ( Pr) ••••••••••.••••••••• 
Fra Jean-Paul Lascaris Castellar (Fr) •••••••• 
Fra Martino de Redin (Span) •••••••••••••••••• 
J!•ra A. de Clermont de Chattes Gessan (Fr) •••• 
Fra Rafael Cotoner (Span) •••••••••••••••••••• 
]'ra Nicolas Cotoner (Span) ••••••••••••••••••• 
Fra Gregorio Carafa (Ital) •••••.•.••••••••••• 
Fra Adrien de Wignacourt (Fr) ••.••••••••.•••• 
Fra Ramon Perellos y Roccafull (Span) •••••••• 
Fra Marc' Antonio Zondadari (Ital) •.••••••••• 
Fra Don Antonio Manoel de Vilhena (Port) ••••• 
Fra Don Ramon Despuig (Span) ••.....•.•..•.•.• 
Fra Don Emanuel Pinto de Fon~eca (Port) •••••• 
]•ra Don ]•rancisco Ximenes de Texada (Span) ••• 
Fra Emmanuel de Rohan-Polduc (Fr) •••••••••••• 
Fra Ferdinand von Hompesch (German) •••••••••• 
Order expelled from Malta. 
N.B.: Different authorities give varying 
spellings for most names listed. 
1530 
1521 
1534 
1535 
1536 
1553 
1557 
1568 
1572 
1582 
1595 
1601 
1622 
1623 
1636 
1657 
1660 
1660 
1663 
1680 
1690 
1697 
1720 
1722 
1736 
1741 
1773 
1775 
1777 
1778 
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APPE;!IDIX 3 Comndssioners, Governors, and Bishops 
of i:·lalta, 1800 - 1960. 
BRITI.:ili CIVIL COL·fi-HSSIONER.:l : 
Captain Alexander Ball, R.N ••••••••••• 
Haj or-General Henry Pigot ••••••••••••• 
.::lir Charles Car:1eron ••••••••••••••••••• 
Vice-Admiral Sir 1Uexander Ball, Bart • 
Lt-General Sir Hildebrand Oa~es ••••••• 
BRITI3n GOV~RNORS : 
Lt-General the lion. Sir Thomas Hai tJ.and 
General the Harquis of Has·tings ••••••• 
Hajor-General the Hon. Sir F. Ponsonby. 
Lt-General Sir Henry Bouverie ••••••••• 
Lt-General Sir Pa·trick Stuart ••••••••• 
The Rt.Hon. Richard i'Iore 0 1Ferrall •••• 
i1aj or-General Sir William Reid ••••.••• 
Lt-General Sir John Gaspard le darchant 
Lt-General Sir Henry Storks ••••••••••• 
General .Sir Patrick Grant •••••••.•.••. 
General Sir Charles van ~traubenzee •••• 
General 3ir Arthur Borton •••••••••••.• 
General Jir Lintorn 3immons ••••••••••• 
Lt-General 3ir Henry Torrens .•••••••••• 
Lt-General Bir Henry Smyth •••••••••••• 
General Sir ArthtiT Fremantle •••••••••• 
Lt-General Lord Grenfell ••••••••·••••• 
General Sir i,Iansfield Clarke, Bart •••• 
Lt-General Sir Henry Grant •••••••••••• 
General Sir Leslie Rundle ••••••••••••• 
Field-Harshall Lord i'iethuen ••••••••••• 
Field-Harshall Viscount Plu.'Tler •••••••• 
General Sir Walter Congreve ••••••••••• 
General Sir John du Cane •••••••••••••• 
General Sir David Campbell •••••••••••• 
General dir Charles Bonham-Carter •••••• 
Lt-General Sir Hilliam Dobbie ••••••••• 
Field-l.farshall Viscount Gort •••••••••• 
Lt-General Sir ~dmond Schreiber ••••••• 
~ir F.C.R. Douglas ...••..........•...• 
Sir Gerald Creasy ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Najor-General Sir Robert iliwa.rd ~aycock 
Admiral Sir Guy Grantham •••.••• ~ •••••• 
1799 
1800 
1801 
1802 
1810 
1813 
1824 
1827 
1836 
1843 
1847 
1851 
1858 
1864 
1867 
1872 
1878 
1884 
1888 
1890 
1893 
1899 
1903 
1907 
1909 
1915 
1919 
1924 
1927 
1931 
1936 
1940 
1942 
1944 
1946 
1949 
1954 
1959 
BISHOPS and ARCHBI.::iHOP.:J : N. B. The Bishopric of I~lal ta \ola.S 
separated from the Archdiocese of 
Palermo in 1831, and became an 
independent Archdiocese in 1944. 
405 0 
The Bishopric of Gozo dates from 1863. 
~fgr. Francesco 3averia Caruana •••..•.••..• 
!•1gr. Publio Sant ....••..••••••......•..... 
i~Igr. Gaetano Pace Forno, 0. s. A. • •••••••••• 
.::;eparation of Bishopric of Gozo 
Ngr. Antonio L'1aria Buhagiar, OoD.C. ooo•••• 
Hgr. Pietro Pace •ooooo••••o•••o••••••••o•• 
Hgr. Angelo Portelli, O.P.Aux ••••••••••••• 
JI.Igr. i'Iaurus Caruana, 0 • .::i .B. • •••••• o ••••••• 
Hgr. Hichael Gonzi •••••••o••••o••••••••••• 
1831 
1847 
1857 
1863 
1885 
1889 
1914 
1915 
1943 
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APP.l!:NDIX 4 : The Band Clubs of Nalta and Gozo, 1960. 
LOCALITY 
Valletta 
II 
Cospicua 
Senglea 
Vittoriosa 
" Gzira 
.3liema 
II 
Florian a 
Pa\·tla 
Aarsa 
Ha.,:lrWl 
II 
l-1sida 
.:;;t. Julian 1 s 
Bulzan 
Luqa 
II 
Birkirkara 
" Tarxien 
Qo:rmi 
II 
Bi rze bbuga 
~abba:r 
II 
~ejtun 
II 
Lija 
ivJ:aabba 
II 
Zu:rrieq 
II 
GHaxaq 
II 
Victoria 
II 
i-1osta 
Zebbug 
II 
Gudja 
II 
La Vallette 
King's o,.m 
.:3t. George's 
queen 1 s Oun 
Duke of Edinburgh 
Prince of ·~·]ales 
Hount Carmel 
.:ltella Haris 
clliema 
Vilhena 
De Paola 
Holy Trinity 
St. Joseph 
.:>t. Gaetano 
i'-felita 
.St. Julian's 
.:it. Gabriel 
St. Andre\or 
Union 
.::lt. Helena 
Duke of Connaught 1 s Own 
il.nnuciation 
Pinto 
.':lt, George's 
St. Peter 
M.H. Gratiae 
St. Hichael 
Beland 
Zejtun 
St. Pius X 
Lily 
King George V 
.:it. Catherine 
Queen Victoria 
St. Joseph 
St. i1ary 
La Stella 
Leone 
Nicolo' Isouard 
3t. Philip 
De Rohan 
La Stella 
Our Lady of Consolation 
F'OUIWATION 
1874 
1874 
1863 
1865 
1891 
1875 
1889 
1906 
1952 
1957 
1883 
1883 
1860 
1928 
1894 
1887 (1905) 
1912 
1881 
1924 
1881 
1863 
1871 
1860 
407. 
Qrendi St. i·1ary 1945 
II Lourdes 1905 
Kirkop St. Leonard 
II ;;Jt. Joseph 
Naxxar Peace 
Rabat L1Isle Adam 1860 
II Count Roger 1869 
Xewkija The Precursor (1929-1939) 1958 
Nellie~a Imperial 1930 
II La Vittoria 
~iggiewi dt. Nicholas 1893 
St. Paul 1 s Bay St. Paul 1 s 1947 
Xag~ra Victory 1935 
Valletta - Police li'orce Band Club 1919 
N.B. Information supplied by i'lr. P. Farrugia (v. acknowledgements) 
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APPENDIX !5 List of l•1ovements Comprising the Lay Apostolate. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
( i) 
{j) 
{k) 
( 1) 
(m) 
(n) 
(o) 
( p) 
(q) 
(r) 
( s) 
(t) 
(u) 
(v) 
(w) 
(x) 
(y) 
( z) 
The Society of Christian Doctrire (l·1USEU:t-1) was founded in 
1909 and Canonically erected in 1932. 
Malta Catholic Action; a foreign import in·to Malta in 
1932. '!'he biggest and most broadly based of all the 
bodies. 
Social Action Movement : founded 1955, and has since 
"stimulated social action and social studies." (CD 334). 
The Legion of Mary, in ~ialta, is united with the senatus 
of Dublin, Ireland. (CD 322). Begun in Malta pre-war, 
biggest expansion in social teaching work post 1940. 
Young Christian \~orkers, started in Malta in 1945, and has 
spread to 19 of the bigger, more 'urban', parishes. 
CANA Movement: 1955. A centralized movement directed at 
engaged and married couples· and the family in lvtal'ta. 
Sodality of Our Lady; old established (1908?), doctrinal. 
Christian Mothers Association; Run by Augustinians in 9 
Malta parishes and in Gozo since 1918 (B'kara). 
Holy Name Society; founded 1921. 
Univ. Students Catholic Guild; 1929. Promotes Lay apostolate 
among Univ. students. 
Apostleship of Prayer; 1844. 
Apostleship of the Sea; 1944. 
Malta Catholic Adoption Society; 1958. 
Malta Assoc. for Transport of Sick Pilgrims to Lourdes; 1931. 
St. Vincent de Paul Soc (Male); 1850. Charity. 
" " 11 11 11 (Female); Charity. 
Royal University Students' Theological Associa·~ion. 
}1altf!. Private Schools Association. 
Malta Bible Society. 
1 Pia Opera 'I'abernacoli' Committee. 
Piccolo Clerc (Altar Boys). 
Pro Sacerdotibus Christi. 
Knights of Saint Coh.unba; Directed at non-Roman Catholic 
English in Malta. 
Catholic Social Guild; 1954. 
Catholic Motoring Club; 1958. 
Apologetic Circle; 1947. 
Source D/91, inter al~a. 
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Ro in.fOI'I!IU.tiCIII ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 .. 1 1. 1. 1. 1 1 1 1........... t 
liB • !DfCiftiRtlon dartvad Ia larse part £roc ~91. 
- Llat """'1111114 b,r inara~olng slza of fo.mlng aleaen' ot the worldns 
poJIIIlaUoa.t&a•-ita 
PARISH 
ValleUa 1 
" 2 
co~p1CI1R 
SPngLea 
V1tto'l'1oor. 
Olh., 
SliP!"·• 1 
• 2 
' Plarlan."\ P,.•1a 
R .. rn:nzn 
l!o1dn 0 Plate 
3t. Jullnno 
8:1l:a:a 
Luqa 
!!lrklrknro 
TnrxiGD 
St. Venera 
I!Dm1 1 
• 2 
!!1r!ebbuk.J. 
l-.bb:uo 
! :nrs"\ukala 
Zo'tun 
L1jo. 
!:qt\bbn 
r:oranxlolck 
ZtiiTlaq 
Gho.:rr.q 
~\ t h.rd. 
l:nst.~ 
Zobbllt(:·) 
Clll"\jnoiolaa 
Oudjo 
l,.,ndl 
lti:rko;. 
!laxmzo 
Ba~:tt• 
lil>r.klja 
llll~r!ilar 
!.:alli""" 
31t;;.tcnrt. 
Stoamt 
J:•.c!Qr 
S..tl 
~11 
~ 
St. P:mllo lh7 
r..r&:., ~•• Lacla 
l"'{lllom 
Cllto.11l 
s .... t.. ......... 
::.!~~~ 
Cllnorl. 
::~mnr 
.!!a!! 
1585 
1'587 
1584 
1~81 1090 
1915 
1878 
1918 
1940 
1844 
1910 
1915 
11!81 
1867 
1891 
1655 
1654 
14)6 
1592 
1918 
1456 
1955 
19U 
1615 
1949 
1456 
1594 
1598 
1897 
1456 
1626 
1575 
16t"e 
1456 
1855 
1456 
1618 
1592 
14" 
19C2 
1678 
1598 
1841 
= 1&18 1591 
1678 
1812 
19Q5 
1885 
1&18 
1679 
11195 
1&18 
11198 
1921 
1!157 
C1' CG C1.! C.Y 11!1 liP U! AM YC.f Ca CRa 
0 25 58 0 10 10 2 55 55 11 8 
0 0 0 0 0 • 10 0 6 10 
51 411 57 • 08 08 • 511 8 5 
50 • 50 16 0 1 • 9 4 
0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 7 5 
" " ~ 0 " w 4 ~ 2 ' 5251,58 9 0 4' 
.oseo. 2 2' 
4155410 0 010 0' 5 
27 050,fr(26 536 0 54 
28 0 .28 28 .10 10 4 48 46 2 4 
0 0 0 009091 o5l 5 
26 ~ ~ ~ ur u 7 ~ ~ • 7 
n » ~ . 09 09 2 o o 4 4 
45444546' 2 52 
05651570040 4' 
51 51 51 0 • • 4 ' 
32 ? a 57 o o a ;1 49 6 10 
5707.09.2 54 
4!3~455~';';!. ; : 
55 55 57 • 14 ' ' 50 0 ' 3 
t t44 o3724 o31 1 T 
~ ~ ~ ~ 09 5 ~ 6 ' 
• 4545.49.11 
5235 05512 0 055 57 
0 50 58 • 52 53 2 29 ' 5 
• • 32 " 
o56 5050 
32 30 47 40 26 28 
5fl ur 
0 • 21 21 
00~490CI 
32 " 44 49 11 15 
• • • 0 
• 45 • 51 15 15 
0 IJ II 0 
4846 .52. 
47400.3531 
" " 57 • ,; . 37 
""··110 
11465857., 
~C:U'!•t 
•~!10 o50 
0 II 0 0 
t54 osG • II 
Cll • " " Q • •  0 II 
46 042 ·46 
29 0 II 
.IJ 
II 
II 
IJ 
• 
0 
IJ 0 
• • II g 
II 0 
·40 
Q 
Q 
5 32 
• 52 • 
• 29 54 
• 0 
2 
5 • 48 
28 
1 • 
. " 
• 
• 44 • 
1--~-~ 
4 ' 
2 ' 6 7 
' 4 
4 ' 
9 ' 7 10 
2 4 
4 4 
5 7 
' ' 
' 5 8 28 56 15 17 
2 0 2 2 
• 32 6 6 
' 0 52 4 5 
• • 48 6 ' 
1 2 1 
0 • 
• 37 54 
• ':! 
. 
2 
1 47 
2 II 
. 
• 27 
' 
' ' 
' 2 2 2 
3 2 
4 7 
2 2 
' 4 
' 1 2 1 
2 1 
3 1 
2 2 
1 1 
l'dln."\ (.r..il. 60) ll'90 • c:o-c,t.~l ot ~:au,_ (.-sa. 3\. Jobn•o, Vnllett•). 
Co\hedal of Ooao (.,, 'ftctorl4). 
• - :;o:""'r' ted floa:J !:l!!m.1 1902. 
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APPENDIX 7 1 POPULATION 
~ All Island§ 
Inner 
Fringe Rural 
Outer 
Rura1 Rural 
1957 
1948 
19.31 
1921 
1911 
1901 
1891 
1881 
1871 
1861 
1851 
1842 
1828 
1807 
1741 
16.32 
15.30 
.319,620 
.305,991 
241,621 
212,258 
2ll,564 
184,742 
165,0.37 
149,782 
140,88.3 
1.32,956 
12.3,496 
11.3,864 
114,;a36 
9.3,054 
15,0.32 
52,900 
29,659 
292,019 
278,.3ll 
217,784 
189,697 
188,869 
164,952 
146,484 
1.32,129 
l:aJ ,492 
117,497 
108,8.3.3 
99,522 
98,618 
80,225 
1.3,.309 
49,900 
25,000 
27,601 
27,680 
2.3,8.37 
22,561 
22,695 
19,790 
18,55.3 
17,65.3 
17,.391 
15,459 
14,66.3 
14,.342 
15,618 
12,829 
1, 72.3 
.3,000 
4,691 
1.35,.390 
129,15.3 
ll4,196 
98,069 
96,147 
84,429 
75,.377 
68,476 
61,782 
58,788 
54,885 
51,487 
8.3,.398 50,002 
78,492 46,766 
51,.367 .36,780 
44,114 .34,166 
4.3,902 .36,.346 
.38,lll .32,276 
.3.3,142 .30,012 
29' ,386 27' 8.37 
28,567 26,719 
27,197 25,289 
24,800 24,200 
21, 9:a3 22,16.3 
40,4.38 
.39,405 
29,502 
26,877 
26,696 
22,614 
20,521 
18,162 
18,020 
16,49.3 
15,650 
14,4.38 
10,892 
12,175 
9,776 
9,0.32 
8,57.3 
7,.312 
5,985 
5,861 
5,795 
5,189 
.3,961 
.3,85.3 
Sources: 1957 - B/168 
Notes: 
1851 to 1948 (inc.) - B/167 
1842- B/166 
1828 (estimate) - B/516, Vol.l,p.l51 
1807 (estimate) - B/86 
1741 {estimate) - v.B/167 (1881, p.2) 
16.32 (estimate) - B/.38.3, Vol.1, Chapter 8 
15.30 (estimate) - B/516, Vol.l, p.l51 (after B/.3.34) 
(i) 1957 population figures b,y census localities 
(B/168) are given in Appendix 1.3. 
(ii) ~ee B/166, 167, and 168, for full statistics 
since 1842; see also B/561 for detailed 
an·alysis of population changes. 
(iii) Some of the information in the above table is 
given in graph form. 
(iv) Se_e l'-1ap .3 for Population Density by Localities, 
1957. 
APPENDIX 8..:. 
Occupational Structure of Population 1957 (B/177- 1957). 
A. Malta Government 
Administrative, Executive & Clerical 
Professional & Technical 
Protective Social & other Services 
Minor & manipulative Office Staff 
Trade Groups 
B. Service Departments 
Industrial 
Non-Industrial 
H.M. Forces 
C. PRIVATE INDUSTRY 
Agriculture 
Fishing 
Construction 
Wholesale and Retail 
Transport 
Food (except beverages) 
Beverages 
Personal Service 
All other Private Industry 
TOTAL 
'l'01U. 
TOTAL 
TOTAL GAINF'ULLY-OOCUPIED POPULATION: 
1600 
1920 
2650 
930 
7090 
14190 
17260 
1720 
3550 
22530 
6512 
820 
4940 
7510 
3250 
1150 
750 
2240 
7590 
34762 
-
FEt-1ALES 
300 
1520 
690 
70 
200 
2780 
360 
220 
580 
1301 
20 
10 
3100 
120 
460 
250 
3250 
2030 
10541 
13901 
411 • 
1900 
3440 
3340 
1000 
7290 
16970 
17620 
1940 
3550 
23110 
7813 
840 
4950 
10610 
3370 
1610 
1000 
5590 
9620 
45303 
NB - Total gainfully-occupied figures, by localities, are listed in 
Appendix 11. 
APPENDIX 9 Some T.rade Statistics, 1957. 
(i) 
Principal Trading Partners, 1957 (B/181-1957) 
United Kingdom 
Canada 
Australia 
H,M. Ships & British merchants 
ships and aircraft 
Rest of Commonwealth and Eire 
Italy 
Netherlands and Antilles 
France 
\o/est Germany 
United States 
Denmark 
Yugoslavia 
Lebanon 
Libya 
other foreign countries except 
Eire 
( ii') 
IMPORTS a.. 
into Malta 
g 
11,237,471 
1,189,815 
488,947 
77,250 
641,083 
3,334,315 
1,867,655 
1,298,672 
1,099, 727 
876,754 
641,590 
607,563 
598,647 
418,067 
2,631,500 
£27,009,056 
Commodities, 1957 (B/181-1957) 
Article (£) 
Food, drink & tobacco 
Raw material & articles mainly 
unmanufactured 
Articles wholly or mainly 
manufactured 
Misc. & unclassified 
a. excluding Gold. 
IMPORT Sa• 
into Malta 
8,990,319 
3,576,170 
11,836,029 
2,606,538 
£27,009,056 
412. 
EXPORTS RE-EXPORTS 
from Malta from Malta 
~ g 
283,142 
7,525 
12,045 
8,966 
43,710 
254,164 
25,765 
18,915 
19,089 
508 
3,938 
9 
2,009 
193,436 
14,314 
240,749 
6 
2,047 
1,759,118 
23,391 
161,519 
438 
3,657 
9,366 
4,426 
1,317 
100 
3,079 
156,382 
94,254 
£887,535 £2,459,849 
EXPORTS RE-EXPORTS 
From Malta from Malta 
222,395 
494,503 
165,054 
5,583 
438,359 
1,507,631 
176,261 
337,598 
£887,535 £2,459,849 
413. 
(iii) 
customs Revenue on Imports, 1957 (B/181~1957) 
£ 3,846,620 
(iv) 
Trade in selected items of 'Food and Urink', 1957 (B/181-1957) 
IMPORTED EXPORTED RE-EXPORTED 
Article (£) into Malta from Malta from ~falta 
l.feat - uncanned 393,991 6,672 
Meat - canned 603',255 6 14.,153 
Milk - evaporated, dried, 
condensed 768,909 1,478 
Butter 129,970 810 
Cheese and curd 400,557 378 
Eggs 193,424 
Fish & Preparations 171,333 97 1,576 ' 
Wheat - unmilled 1,391,507 
Barley - unmilled 78,877 
Fruit & Nuts - fresh 421,683 63 
Fruit - dried & preserved 205,826 25,334 8,185 
Potatoes - table 1,083 104,961 
Potatoes - seed 97,742 
Other vegetables 832,739 15,076 
Animal feed 456,161 
Alcoholic Beverages 373,0.36 28,819 99,359 
APPENDIX 10 : Agriculture (B/164-1957) 
(i) A..tWS 
414. 
AREA of the Maltese Islands •••••••••• 276,429 tmien (77,400 ac) 
Area of Malta ••••••••••••••••••• 217,143 tmien (60,800 ac) 
Area of Gozo •••••••••••••••••••• 59,286 tmien (16,600 ac) 
CULTIVABLE AREA of the Maltese Islands 
Holdings of dry (bag8li) land ••• 
Holdings of irrigable (saqwi)land 
Holding of both dry & irrigable 
156,211 tmien (12,484 holdings 
116,460 tmien ( 10,517 11 
700 tmien {88 holdings) 
39,051 tmien (1,879 11 ) 
( ii) ACREAGE and PRODUCTION of CROPS. 1956-57 
Wheat 
Barley & Maslin 
Vetches 
Forages 
Broad Beans 
Cumin Seed 
Cotton 
Locust Beans 
AC~ 
5,192 
1+,836 
1,727 
11,000 
1,000 
14 
35 
500 
Total 24,304 
Potatoes (spring) 6,000 
Potatoes (autumn) 3,057 
Melons 2,721 
Onions 789 
Tomatoes 31000 
Other vegetables 3,697 
Total 19,259 
Grapes 
Citrus 
Other Fruit 
Flowers & Seeds 
5,204 
160 
1,000 
Total 6,364 
250 
VALUE(£} 
98,908 
68,339 
51,993 
361,150(a) 
15,233 
180 
. 800 
20,000 
616,603 
350,000 
193,394 
32,908 
47,970 
146,000 
344,744 
1,115,016 
171,102 
32,000 
105,000 
300,102 
100,000 
TCYrAL ac. 50,177 £2,139,721 
(a) Including Straw. 
YIELD (Tons) YIELD per Acre 
(Tons) 
2,916 
2,738 
1,354 
32,000(a) 
356 
-3 
8 
1,500 
40,875 
21,000 
9,157 
1,714 
3,000 
12,000 
18,436 
65,307 
5,347 
510 
4,000 
9,847 
.. 
116,029 Tons 
0.6 
0.6 
0.8 
2.3 
3.5 
0.2 
0.2 
3.0 
3.5 
3.0 
0.6 
3.8 
4.0 
5.0 
1.0 
3.0 
2.0 
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(iii) CLASSIFICATION OF LIVESTOCK. 1957 (September) 
Malta ( 1957} Gozo(l957) TOTAL ( 19571 TOTAL ( 1949) 
Horses ............. 1,688 369 2,057 2,753 
Donkeys •••••••••••• 1,732 1,107 2,839 3,335 
Mules •••••••••••••• 1,535 349 1,884 2,351 
Goats •••••••••••••• 21,630 10,428 32,058~ 
Billy Goats •••••••• 417 177 594 50,677 
Kids under 1 year •• ;3,564 3,121 6,685 
Sheep •••••••••••••• 8,091 4,241 12,332) 
Rams ••••••••••••••• 98 43 141) 21,237 
Lambs under 1 year • 1,015 1,330 2,345 
Bulls •••••••••••••• 377 294 671) 
Heifers Pregnant ••• 339 195 534) 
Heifers other •••••• 731 363 1,091) 
Milch Cows ••••••••• 2,539 953 3,4.92) 2,633 
Stud Bulls ••••••••• 111 26 137 
Maltese Dz·aught-Gows 109 6 115) 
Imported Store Bulls 2,860 824 3,68) 
Breeding SO\..rs ••••••• 2,?83 598 3,381) 
Boars •••••••••••••• 214 87 301 
Sucking Pigs ••••••• 935 367 1,302~ 20,015 
Other Fatteners •••• 6,561 1,753 8,314 
Hens ••••••••••••••• 195,683 126,630 322,313 
Other Poultry •••••• 5 ,11,5 1,364 6,509 
Rabbits •••••••••••• 43,645 16,048 59,693 
(iv) t1ECHANIZED D1PIJ!lvlENTS owned by farmers, 1956-57. 
lMPLEMENTS MALTA 
Tractors - under 10 h01:·se-power. • • • • 15 
Tractors- over 10 horse-power ••••• 26 
Hand Cultivators -under 10 h-p ••••• 592 
Hand Cultivators -over 10 h-p..... 54 
Harvesting machines -under 10 h-p •• 16 
Harvesting machines - over 10 h-p.. 1 
Threshing machines -under 10 h-p... 2 
Threshing machines -over 10 h-p... 13 
(v) E~1ING POPULATION. 1956-57 
MALES 
Full-time farmers .••••••••••••••••. 6,512 
Part-time farmers................. 6,634 
Farming population not in"farming 
(over 14) ••••••• 5,777 
Children (under 14) ••••••••••••••• 10,246 
Total •••••• ~···· 29,169 
(vi) ~WORKED on farms (in Man/days). 1956-57. 
MALES 
Full-time farmers................. full 
Part-time farmers................. part 
Hired labour •••••••••••••••••••••• 158,515 
Unpaid farmers' relatives......... 43,718 
GOZO 
11 
6 
74 
19 
1 
4 
FEMALES 
1,301 
2,954 
14,694 
9,795 
~744 
FEMALES 
full 
part 
28,401 
5,718 
4 16. 
IQ1'£ 
26 
32 
666 
73 
17 
1 
2 
17 
TOTAL 
7,813 
9,588 
20,471 
20,041 
57.913 
~ 
2,343,900 
:340,221 
186,916 
49,388 
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(vii) FARMERS as PERCENTAGE of Total Population. 1871-1957 (v, 7) 
FULL-TD~E FARMERS as % TOTAL POPULATION 
1871 1901 ~ 12M! ill1 1871 1901 l.2l! 12f& lli1 
Urban 342 415 307 325 224 .55 
-49 .27 .22 .17 
Fringe 3923 2259 2181 1618 1150 13.7 5.9 4.25 2.1 1.37 
Inner R. 5026 4224 3597 2404 1795 18,8 13.1 8.7 5.15 3.6 
Rural 4856 4791 4602 4271 3133 27 21 15.6 10.8 7.8 
Outer R. 1763 2200 3002 2805 1511 30 30 31 23 13.9 
TOTAL 15910 13889 13689 11423 7813 11.3 7.5 5.15 3.7 
NB: - Sources - 1957 full-time farmers (B/164 - 1957) 
- 1957 population (B/168) 
other data {B/167) 
- See also Map 2, and Graph. 
(viii) PART-'rDviE FARMING (B/525, p.ll2) 
1901 12.2§ 
11 Farmers 11 •••••••••••• 5038 
~'Part-time farmers".. 500 
Full-time Farmholders •• 4706 
Part-time 11 • • 5337 
other Farmholders •••••• 1368 
TOTAL ••••••••••••••• 5538 •••••••••••••••••.•••••• 11411 
No. of holdings ••••• 9178 ••••••••••••••••••••••••12640 
(ix) FARM LABOURING (B/525, p.lll): Farmholders, labourers, field 
· workers as % total. 
Farmholders % .•• 
Farmworkers % ... 
Total workers% ••• 
on land (ooo•s) ••• 
1842 1851 1861 1871 1mll 1891 1901 1911 1921 .!2.ll 
27.2 19.7 17.1 30.2 19.1 37.4 36.4 47.9 41.1 47.3 
71.9 78.4 80.9 68.1 79.5 61.4 60.4 51.4 56.9 51.1 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
12.6 13.4 10.8 15.9 16.0 15.6 13.9 15.2 16.3 13.7 
3·46 
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APPERDIX 11• The l.!alta Doolqard, !mp1o~ea bJ' LooBU.ty of 
Residence, Mnroh 1957. 
LOCALl'1'J Maltese Qa1nful17- ~ 1Jil1 ted tqMdo::~ Ylol"kel"8 IVorkei'B 0cCU,I!ied 
Pawla 1,261 ,,115 :se.a 20 ~j'WD 995 3,506 28.4 1 
t.&bbar 961 ,,461 31 1 
Coapi.aaa 960 2,599. :s7 6 
Jlazlll'lm 715 6,594 11.25 5 
Sllema 573 6,660 8.6 232 Senglea 5)7 1,408 38.1 17 
'l!a.rzi&D 467 2,184 21.6 
Vittoriosa 461 1,216 38 4 Valletta 444 5,927 7.5 2 
Birld.rkara 441 5,128 11.8 5 Q01'!D1 408 4,401 g., 
Rabat 363 4,293 8.7 1 ~eq 345 2,154 16 
Maraa 343 ,,023 11.4 
~bbui. 248 2,554 9o7 Maida 240 1,725 1:S.9 15 KR1kara 218 616 35.4 
' 
Birtebbuga 215 1,285 16.7 1 Gzi:rs. 214 2,214 9.6 26 
Luqa 173 1,263 1:So7 
l'loriBIIB 172 1,755 9·75 5 Uoota 169 2,412 7 1 St. Juliflli'R 155 2,15} ·. 7.2 44 G)taxaq 154 8:S6 18.5 
Sigf:ieri 148 1,670 8.85 
Gud3a "104 514 19.9 
"Dingll 94 781 12 
!4e.rsaxlokk 83 484 17.2 
t.laraaakala 8:S v.bbbar 2 
Pi eta 79 1,062 ': 7.45 
' 
Dalzan 76 761 10 10 
L13a 75 685 11. 4 Qrendi 73 768 9.5 
NBXXI.'.r 72 1,582 4.55 
' !.lo,.n.bba 68 6:54 10.7 Attard 55 965 5·7 1 f.lallieha 50 1,279 
'·9 Kirkop 50 :S72 13o4 
Se.f1 29 257 u.:s 
QM!'I]hur 28 608 4o55 
st. ?aul's BAy 27 1,027 2.,, 
' 
GOZO 25 7,893 0.32 
Santa Venera 25 v.Bal!lrlm 1 H6arr 24 784 3.06 
Mdina 11 v.BabRt 1 
Not known 
___§! 
-
12,572 417 
Notes - '!he clistr.l.baticm of Maltese workers as a percentage ot 
total en:lnfUlly-oocu.piecl popgl.nticm b)" localities 
is sbOWD aa Map 4• 
- Sources 1 A count, f'1'om e:z~plOJt!eat tiles, was tlllde in 
!.!nrob, 1957, b)" the m.tr.r and ';r. W.A. Charlton, 
neraissiaa beiDg !dncl17 Biven b)" the authorities ot 
tl\t \hat til:e) B.!-!. Do~, !.!alta. 
Gainf'ul17-oocu!liecl ftpres f'ro:n B/168. 
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APPENDIX 12 • . The Malta Dockyard - Dates of major Extensions 
prior to 1910, __ 
Admiralty House, Vittoriosa •••••••••••• Probably built 
Superintendent Victualling Yard House.. 11 II 
Captain Attendant's House •••••••••••••••••••••• Built 
Admiralty House, Valletta •••••••••••••••••••• Re-built 
Deputy Surgeon General's House, Bighi ••••••••• Altered 
Officers' Residences.......................... II 
Deputy Surgeon General's Office.' •••••••••••••••• Built 
Sea Baths, Bighi ••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• u 
(extended in 1871, 1877, 1879 and 1886) 
Dockyard in Galley Creek ••••••••••••••••• Mainly built 
Corradino Tank, No. l ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Built 
II Naval Bake~····•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Clock Tower••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11 
Gamine Tunnel ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11 
Dockyard Terrace, Senglea ••••••••••••••••••••••• " 
No. 1 Dock (Outer) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• II 
Bakecy Tanks •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• n 
Officers' Mess, Sheer Bastion ••••••••••••••••• Altered 
Buildings round No.1 Dock •••••••••••••••••••••• Built 
Admiralty Bridge (Margherita) ••••••••••••••••••• n 
Mas tar l·1iller, Baker Engineer 1 s House. • • • • • • • • • • n 
Police Quarters ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• n 
(Late) Torpedo Store •••••••••••• ·•••••••••••••••• 11 
Main Gate ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Wharf by Sheer Bastion and Hain Gate •••••••••••• 
Foreman's Residence••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
St. lielena Tank ••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Slip in front of Margherita Arches •••••••••••••• 
St. Teresa Tunnel ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
St. Lorenzo Tunnel •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Corradino Tank No.2 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
No.1 Dock (Inner) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Officers' Ness, Bighi••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Short Tunnel from Dockyard to French Creek •••••• 11 
Church Tunnel 11 11 11 11 11 •••••• 11 
Marsa Coal Stores, various •••••••••••••••••••••• 11 
No. 3 Dock (Somerset) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• II 
Hydraulic Dock•••••••••••••••••••••••···~······· 11 
Dpckyard Chapel, over Tunnel •••••••••••••••••••• " 
Pumping House, No. 3 Dock ••••••••••••••••••••••• 11 
Torpedo Depot, Sliema ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11 
Nort.lJ. Gate ••••• ·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 11 
No. 2 Dock (Hamilton) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " 
South Gate ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Re-built 
1670-1680 
1730 
1730 
1761-1763 
1832 
1832 
18.32 
1832 
1840-1850 
1841 
1844 
1844 
1845 
1846 
1847 
1847-1848 
1848 
1848 
1848 
1848 
1848 
1848 
1849 
1850 
1851 
1852 
1852 
1855 
1858 
1861 
1862 
1863 
1865 
1866 
1869 
1871 
1871 
1882 
1884 
1884 
1892 
1892 
1894 
Scheme for increased accommodation for 
H.M. Ships •••••••••••••• Approved 
Works Department Office •••••••••••••••••••••••• Built 
New Docks •••••••••• ~... • • • • •.•.•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 11 
Burmola Gate.................................... 11 
GAajn Dwie1i Gate •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Re-built 
Corradino Gate. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Built 
Ricasoli Breakwater............................ 11 
St. Elmo Breakwater............................ 11 
Information from B/466, Appendix XI. 
'· 
1901 
1901 
19()) 
1906 
19()) 
1907 
1907 
1909 
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APPEHDIX. 1~ 1 'fhe BIJIIJI!-UP AREA 
"A 'rownehif is ~ definite urban-type built-up nucleus of a census 
locality'' v. B 168, p.:55). On this basis the •township' area BDd 
population ~thin each census 1ocalit7 may be distinguiebeda 
LOCALl'l'IES 11'rcr.INSHIPS11 
CB!lSUS LAND AREA. POPULATION LAND AJl.EA • !'CPU I..-\ TIW LOCALI'J,'IES 
sq. miles as~ of 'A· 4B~ofB 
A B 
Valletta 0.281 18,202 100 100 
Coapicua 0.241 9,095 100 100 
Senglea 0.057 5,065 100 100 
Vittorioea 0.205 4,242 100 100 
Giira 0.411 8,545 58.9 99., 
Sliema Oo485 25,599 100 100 
F1oriana 0.541 5,811 100 100 
Pawla 1.066 11,424 24.6 100 
!!R.rsa 0.885 10,672 59.6 100 
Hamrun 0.560 16,895 n.1 100 
L!aidn 0.568 6,587 55., 98.9 
Ka1kara 0.471 . 2,101 28.9 92.9 
P:l.et!l. 0.200 4,076 78.5 100 
St. Juliana 1.655 8,285 17.9 70.8 
BA.1zBD 0.256 2,7'4 68.6 100 
Luqa 1.812 5,~2 5.6 91.2 
Birkirkara 2.n6 16,987 15.2. 90.5 Tarxlen 0.850 7,706 12.5 56.2 
St. Venera 0.415 5,246 54·9 75.1 Qo:rmi 2.412 14,869 9·9 95.6 Biriebbu,ta 2.994 -5,297 4·7 88.1 Zabbar I= M1 skala ,,255 11,895 9·5 61.} ~jtun 5·777 11,665 5.9 87.2 
Lija 0.5_47 2,119 24.1 98., 
t!qabba .1.242 2,088 5 97-5 Marsaxlokk 1.952 1,469 1.9 92,9 
tw.rleq 
'·556 6,8}7 4., 92.8 
Ghaxaq 1.121 2,850 6.8 96.5 Attard 2.090 2,66' 7.2 97.2 
Victoria 1,6,5 6,}57 19.6 97 ltd ina 2,47:5 82, 1.1 100 
f,fosta 1.900 7.:571 14 97o9 ~bbut 5.167 7,969 10.2 99·7 Glis.jnaielem lo414 1,8:50 6.9 98 Gudja 1.709 1,712 2.6 97-4 Qrend1 2.587 '2,155 2.2 97·7 Kirkop 0.717 1,204 6., . 100 
Uaxxar 6.558 4,688 2.7 8' 
Rabat 8.048 12,792 . 2.9 82 Xewkije 1.286 ,,281 12.9 99·9 Gtlorg&ur 2.02' 1,81} 2 87., l.lellie)la 7.808 4,290 0.9 71.9 Sigf;ie~ 6.2,0 5,055 2.4 96-4 
::>annat &: !-!unmr 2,167 1,656 4·9 99.6 lladur 2.487 4,1,6 7.8 98.7 Sdi 0.447 709 10.1 97·7 DingU ,.674 2,041 1.7 68.5 Qo.1n 2.218 1,616 ,,6 95.8 St. Paul's B:.17 5.620 ,,040 2.1 72.5 
Ker6eu & St. Lucia 2.442 1,272 4 100 Xa(S'Ilrn 4.654 4,056 5.8 87.9 Glle.rb 2,04, 1,269 2.2 67., San t.~. '.'Tr&n a 1o,55 428 5.4 69.2 Zobb\lt 2-715 1,199 4o4 95.1 
r:l;n.rr 5·956 2,167 0.6 ,1.2 Gila sri 1.42, 471 
' 
41.2 Comino 1.075 '0 0 0 
: "o.l te:~~ Isbndll 121.850 ,19,620 7.6 91.1 ~.hlto. 98-876 292,019 8 90-9 Gozo 26.974 27,601 5o9 9,.6 
NB1 - Infor.J.o'ltian troo B/_168. (Ta.blo P !lib), 
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APPENDIX 14 1 WEIGHTS and MEASURES 
UNIT EQUIVALENTS 
LENGTH 
Pqlzier (po11ice) 
Xiber (palmo) 
Qasba (canna) 
Qasba Kwadra . 
Kejla 
Siegk (mondello) 
Tomna {tummolo) 
Modd ( salma) 
VOLUME 
Xiber Kubu 
Qaaba Kubu 
Wl!:IGHT 
Uqija 
Ratal (roto1o) 
Wizna 
Qantar 
BUNDLE MEAil'URE 
Maltese 
12 Pulz~er 
8 Xbar 
-10 Kejliet• 
6 Sieglll.an• 
16 L1Tomna 
30 Uqija 
5 Rtal" 
20 Wizna 
British 
0.859 ins 
10.312 ins 
2.292 yds 
2.252 sq.yda 
22.410 sq.yda 
224.100 sq.yds 
0.278 acre 
4.444 acres 
(1 acre - 3.6 tmien") 
0.63 cu.tt 
12.04 cu.yds 
Metric 
21.83 mm 
26.19 em 
2.095 m 
1.891 sq.m. 
18.735 sq.m 
:187.354 sq.m 
0.112 ha. 
1.798 ha. 
0.933 oz 0.026 kg 
1.750 lbs 0.793 kg 
8.750 lbs 3.968 kg 
175.000 lbs 79.378 kg 
(1 ton - 12.8 qnatar• ·~016.128 kg) 
Qat·ta, Xibka, Xkora (sheaf or bundle of aulla, wheat, etc.) 
Hemel {somma) · 10 Qattiet• (8 Qattiet in Gozo) 
CAPACITY! DRY GOODS 
Tomna ( tummolo) 
Wejba 
Modd ( salma) 
CAPACITY: on. & MILK 
Terz 
No fa 
•• Kartocc 
Kwarta 
-
4 Tmien" 
16 L1Tomna 
2 Terzi" 
2 Nfaa• • 
4 Kratec 
0.0625 _qra 
2.0 bushels 
8.0 II 
.0. 281 quart 
0.562 II 
1.125 II 
1.125 gallons 
0.1818 hecto1i~ 
0.7272 II 
2.909 II 
0.32 litres 
0.63 II 
1.27 II 
5.11 II 
UNIT 
Maltese 
CAPACITYa BEER, WINES & SPIRITS 
Pinta 
Terz 
Nofs 
Kartocc 
Kwarta 
Garra 
Barmil {Barrel) 
-2 Pinet• 
2 Terzi" 
2 Nfas' 
4.75 Kratec• 
2 Karti' 
4 Garar11 
EQUIVALENTS 
British 
0.25 pint 
0.50 II 
1.00 II 
2.00 II 
1.187 gallons 
2.375 " 
9.500 II 
423. 
Metric 
0.142 litres 
0.284 
0.561 
1.136 
5.398 
10.797 
43.187 
Sterling is the official currency in Malta and Gozo but various 
old units are also retained in popular usage: 
'Lira' ••••••••••••••• £1 
1Nofs Lira• ••••••••••• lOs 
'Tmintax {18) rbigei 1 • 2s 6d 
I Skud I o • • o • o o o • o o o o o o lS 8d 
'Xelin 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ls 
1Sitta{6) rbgS.ajja 1 · •••••• lOd 
1Sixpence 1 ••••••••••••••• 6d 
1Tlieta{3) rbgaajja'...... 5d 
'Sold' ••••••••••••••••••• ld 
1Sitt{6) aabbiet• •••••••• jd 
(A 1&abba 1 - grain - was one twelfth or a penny; twenty 1sabbiet 1 
equalled one 1tari 1 or 1rbigQ1 1.) 
NOTES 
{1) Plural forma, identified b,y an asterisk' in the table: 
Garar (s.Garra); Habbiet (s.Habba); Kratec {s.Kartocc); Keiliet 
(s.Kejla); Kwarti (s.Kwarta); Nfas {s.Nofs); Pinet {s.Pinta); 
Qnatar (s.Qantar); Qattiet (s.Qatta); Rb~aJja (s.Rbigai); Rtal 
{S.Ratal); SiegAan (S. SiegQ); Skudi (s.Skud); Terzi {s.Terz); 
Tmien (s.Tomna); Xbar (s.Xiber); Wizniet (s.Wizna). 
(2) The information in the table is based in part on that 
&iven in B/96 - 1958-9, p.410, and in part on personal 
investigation. 
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